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XVI 
Chapter 5 
Explanations of the seasons 
This chapter reports on analyses of explanations of the occurrence of the seasons in three 
secondary and three primary school science books addressing the research questions listed 
in Figure 5.1. 
, 
I. How does the schematic structure of the texts vary? 
2. How does the pattern of Theme selection and 
Infonnation focus vary? 
How does the interaction of grammatical metaphor, Theme selection, and 
information (OCU$ vary ICfOSS texts? 
How does the pattern of Theme selection and Information focus relate to 
schematic stucture? 
3. How does the deployment and diversification in the 
realization of conjunctive relations vary? 
What is the relative use of internal and external conjunction? 
... c What is the division of labour between temporal and consequential relations? > . 
What is the relative use of logical metaphor? 
How does the deployment of conjunctive relations sc:affold schematic 
$ttuctufe? 
4. How do the texts vary in "depth" of treatment of the 
Field? 
5. How do the texts vary in their linguistic 
construction of the Field as technical? 
How does the deployment of gnmmatlcal metaphor in the 
construction of technicality vary? 
6. How does the deployment, and diversification in the 
realization of Conjunction relate to the relative 
construction of technicality and/or "depth" of 
I \, explanation of the phenomenon? 
'..., Stepl Step2 / Analyses of Analyses of 
I 
Secondary Texts Primary Texts 
I I 
I 
' Step3 Comparison of results from Steps I and 2 
7. How do the linguistic dimensions of 
recontextualization addressed by specific research 
questions I~ vary across the texts at primary and 
secondary school levels? 
Figure 5 .I Research questions addressed in chapter five 
As in previous chapters the secondary texts are dealt with in the first section with separate 
sub-sections allocated to each of the research questions one through six. Then the results 
of the analyses of the primary texts are reported in the same manner, and including, for 
each research question, comparison with the corresponding results for secondary texts. 
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Finally, these comparisons dealing with research question seven, are summarised to address 
the global research question and the educational linguistic purpos_e of the study. 
5.1 Secondary seasons texts 
5.1.1 Schematic structure in secondary seasons texts 
The proposed schematic structure for the secondary seasons texts is: 
ORIENTATION A [DEDUCTION SEQUENCES A (CLOSURE~' 
The ORJENT A TION prepares the reader for the text that follows. As with the texts in 
the other Fields, the strategies used to achieve this involve "layers of staging" (Martin, 
1994; 1995). The layering within the ORJENT A TION element is: 
ORIENTATION 
I 
' I 
Phenomenon" (Link)" Given~ • Explanation " (Analogic 
Identification Information Summary Account) 
In all three texts the Phenomenon Identification occurs as the title/subheading : 
Seasons of the Earth (SSEASI) 
Seasons and the Earth's movement (SSEAS2) 
The seasons (SSEAS3) 
The Link relates the current text to previous text sections and occurs in SSEAS3 only: 
01 You may have seen (Figure 2.6) that the Earth is drawn with its axis 'tipped over' or 
tilted. (SSEAS3) 
The Given Information includes the premises on which the explanation is based viz. that 
the Earth rotates on its axis, which is tilted and remains so as the Earth revolves around the 
sun. In SSEAS 1 the single Given Information element contains these premises only: 
01 The Earth rotates about its axis 
01.1 which is not vertical but tilted at an angle of23l-~J 
02 The angle and direction of tilt of the Earth's axis remain the same 
03 as the Earth moves around the sun. 
However, in SSEAS2, the Given Information also includes other elaborative and peripheral 
information. Furthermore, in this text there are two Given Information elements, which 
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occur before and after the Explanation Summary. This is indicated in the statement of 
schematic structure above by the "dot", indicating that the Given Information can occur 
before or after the Explanation Summary and the left facing arrow, indicating that the Given 
Information element can be recursive. These elements of structure in SSEAS2 are shown in 
Figure 5.2. The clauses dealing with the premises are in bold. 
Given Information 01 As the Earth rotates 
02 it also moves in space around the sun. 
03 This movement is called revolution 
04 and the path around the sun is called an orbit 
05 It takes 365 114 days for each revolution. 
06 This time interval is called one year. 
07 To avoid having the inconvenience of a quarter 
of a day at the end of each year, 
08 the calender has 365 days in a year. 
09 To make up for the missing quarter day. 
10 Every fourth year is called a leap year 
II and has 366 days. 
Explanation 12 It is the Earth's revolution around the sun that 
Summa!)' gives us our seasons: autumn, winter, spring, 
summer. 
Given Information 13 Asseen in figure 10.9. 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same 
direction throuehout its orbit. 
Figure 5.2 Given Information elements in SSEAS2 
In SSEAS3 the single Given Information element precedes the Explanation Summary and 
includes peripheral information as well as the premises. 
The Explanation Summary further prepares the reader for the text that follows by 
providing a summary or abstract of the implication sequences or logical chain of events that 
will be detailed subsequently in the text. In SSEAS I the Explanation Summary is in two 
parts - the first at a very high level of generality and the second providing a summary of the 
cause of two quite specific variables characterising seasonal change: 
04 The tilt of the Earth's axis gives rise to the seasons and the varying lengths of day 
and night at different times of the year. 
05 Day lengths and temperatures depend on [[how long the sun shines and the angle 
[[at which the sun's rays strike the Earth]]]] (SSEAS I) 
This is related to the iteration of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE 
elements. The first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element elaborates the more specific 
summary in 05, while the second elaborates the general summary in 04. In SSEAS2 the 
Explanation Summary is quite general but here the agency is different from that in SSEAS I: 
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12 It is the Earth's revolution around the sun that gives us our seasons; autumn, winter, 
spring, surruner. (SSEAS2) 
The Explanation Surrunary in SSEAS3 is different again: 
08 The different distances to the Sun [[caused by the tilting axis of the Earth]] is not 
the cause of the seasons. 
09 They are due to the rays of light from the Sun being spread over much larger areas of 
the Earth's surface in winter when compared to surruner (Figure 2.1 0). (SSEAS3) 
In this text the relative concentration of the Sun's rays at the Earth's surface in the different 
seasons is elaborated in the subsequent text segment. 
The Analogic Account functions as a preparatory explanation by drawing an analogy 
between some aspect of the events involved in the cause of the seasons and some 
observable everyday experience. Only SSEAS 1 includes an Analogic Account: 
06 If you take a smooth shiny ball 
07 and shine a torch on it 
08 you will notice that the half [[facing the torch]] is lit up. 
09 The surface is lit most brightly directly in front of the torch. 
10 Although the remainder of that half is illuminated, 
11 it is not as bright as this rather small region. 
12 Similarly, the Earth's surface is most brightly lit 
13 where the sun's rays strike the surface perpendicularly 
14 (see figure 7.23). (SSEASl) 
This is preparatory to the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element in this text. 
The DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element "unpacks" the Explanation Summary. In the 
first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element in SSEASl this concerns the relative heating 
effect of the sun's rays at different angles of incidence on the Earth's surface. The second 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element in this text, and the single occurrence of this element 
in the other texts, indicates the logical relations among events that result in conditions we 
call the seasons. The second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element in SSEASl is as 
follows: 
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23 As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis the southern hemisphere is inclined towards 
the sun in December and away from the sun in June -
24 (see figure 7.24). 
25 When the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer to 900 
27 and it experiences summer. 
28 During this time the northern hemisphere points away from the sun 
29 and is experiencing winter. 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
32 and their heating effect is less. 
33 During this time the southern hemisphere has its winter. 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same time points toward the sun and has its 
summer. (SSEAS1) 
The CLOSURE element functions to draw some conclusion to the text such that it steps 
outside of the detail of the processes causing the phenomenon. There was no CLOSURE 
element in SSEAS2 and two such elements in SSEAS I. The latter situation seems unusual, 
but it is explained by the interpolation of "activity 7 .6" - a page length procedural text-
prior to the second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. The layout of the main text 
under the same subheading "Seasons of the Earth", clearly indicates however, that this is 
one explanation. Nevertheless, a CLOSURE element before the interpolated activity was 
functional. The two CLOSURE elements in this text consist of two components - a 
Conclusion and an Extension, while the CLOSURE in SSEAS3 consists of an Extension 
only. The layering of the CLOSURE element then, can be represented as follows: 
r 
(CLOSURE) 
1 
(Conclusion)"' (Extension) 
The Conclusion element here is similar to the summarise strategy described by Cross 
(1992). It is called a Conclusion because it is linked to the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
by the internal conjunctive relation- consequence:manner. The first Conclusion in SSEAS 1 
relates commonsense knowledge of summer and winter to the uncommonsense account in 
the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES: 
21 In summer, the sun's rays strike the Earth more directly (i.e. at an angle closer to 
900) than in winter. 
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The second Conclusion relates commonsense knowledge of summer and winter to the 
reversal of the seasons in the northern and southern hemispheres !illd the relationship of 
this to their relative inclination to the sun at different times of the year: 
36 The seasons in the southern and northern hemispheres are always the reverse of 
each other. 
37 When one hemisphere points toward the sun, 
38 The other must point away from the sun. (SSEASI) 
The first Extension element in SSEASI could also be thought of as a "consolidation" or a 
"rehearsal" element because it provides additional means of constructing the meanings in 
the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES using alternative forms of semiosis: 
22 This relationship between the angle of the sun's rays and the heating effect is shown 
in Figure 7.23 and activity 7.6. (SSEASI) 
The second Extension element in SSEAS I, like that in SSEAS3, extends the explanation of 
the occurrence of summer and winter in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, to the seasons 
of autumn and spring: 
39 Between the extremes of summer and winter, the two hemispheres are more or less 
equally heated by the sun 
40 and they experience spring or autumn. (SSEAS I) 
15 Autumn and spring occur 
16 when the Earth is halfway between the summer and winter positions on its orbit. 
(SSEAS3) 
The possible schematic structures in the secondary textbook explanations of the occurrence 
ofthe seasons can be summarised as follows: 
ORIENTATION ' [DEDUCTION 
, SEQUENCES 
Phenomenon"' (Link)" Given~ • Explanation (AnaJogic 
Identification Information Summary Account) 
- (C"'ju·~ r 
ion) (Conclusion)" (Extern 
The organisation of the secondary seasons texts in terms of the proposed schematic 
structure potential is shown in Table 5.1. 
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SSEASI SSEAS2 SSEAS3 
ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon Seasons of the Earth Seasons and the Earth's movement The seasons 
Identification 
Link 01 You may have seen (Figure 2 6) that 
the Eanh is drawn with its axis 'tipped 
over' or tilted. 
Given OJ The earth rotates about its axis 01 As the Earth rotates 02 The an~ tilt is 23 1/2u 
Information OU which is not venical but tilted 02 it also moves in space aTOund the sun OJ M the moves around the Sun. 
at an angle of 23 112° 03 This movement is called revolution 04 the axis always points to the same 
02 The angle and direction of tilt of the 04 and the path around the sun is called place in the sky 
Earth's axis remain the same an orbit OS This is called the celestial pole. 
03 a.s the Eanh moves around the sun 05 It takes 365 1/4 days for each 06 Straight above the north celestial 
revolution pole is the star Polaris, 06 This time interval is called one year. 06.1 which is called the 'iele star' 07 To avoid having the inconvenience of 07 The south celestial po e is bm.:.een 
a quarter of a day at the end of each t:M Southern Cross and the &tar Achemar 
year, 
08 the calender has 36S days in a year. 
(Figure 2.SS) 
09 To make up for the missing quarter 
day, 
10 Every fourth year is called a leap 
Harand has 366 davs 
Explanation 04 The tilt o_~ ~e Earth's axis gives rise to the 12 It is the Eanh's revolution around the 08 The different distances to.,. ~e Sun 
Summary seasons and the varying lengths of day and sun that gives us our s.easons: autumn, [{caused by the tilting axis of the Earth]] 
night at different times of the year. winter, spring. summer is not the cause of the seasons 
05 Day lengths and temperatures depend on 09 They are due to the rays of light 
[[how long the sun shines and the anre [[at from the Sun being spread over much 
which the sun's rays strike the Earth] )] larger areu of the Earth's surface in 
nN:::e ';h~)compared to summer 
Given 13 As seen in figure 10.9, 
lnfonnation ~!}~fr~r:;~~t:;~~:;:~7~ ~~~1t in lhe 
Analogic 06 If you take a smooth shiny ball 
Account 07 and shine a torch on it 08 you will notice that the half [[facing the 
torch}] is lit up 
09 The surface is lit most brightly directly in 
front of the torch 
10 Although the remainder of that half is 
illuminated. 
II it is not as bright as this rather small 
region 
12 Similarly, the Earth's surface is most 
brightly lit 
13 where the sun's raxs strike the surface 
perpendicularly 14.,..(~ee ~re 7_23 
DEDUCTION IS The heating effect of the sun's rays is also 
SEQUENCES greatest 16 when they strike the Earth's surface 
perpendicularly 
17 i.e. when lhe sun is directly overhead 
18 When the sun's rays strike the surface 
obliquely, 
19 they are spread over a larger area, 
20 and the heatina effect is less 
CLOSURE 
Conclusion 21 In summer, the sun's rays strike the Earth 
more directly (i.e. at an angle closer to 
9o0 )than in winter 
Extension 22 This relationship between the angle of the 
sun's rays and the heating effect is shown in 
fi ure 7.23 and acti.;ifv ·7 6 
DEDUCTION 23 As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis IS This tilt is therefore sometimes 10 This means ,fk~hat the pan of the 
SEQUENCES the southem hemisphere is inclined towards towards the sun Eanh closest to the Sun has more rays the sun in December and away from the sun 16 while at other times away from the for a given area and experiences 
in June 
"" 
summer]]. 
24 (see ligure 7_24) 17 "!'hile the southern hemisphere II The area further away from the Sun 
25 When the 5o0Uthern hemisphere tilts expenences summer. has fewer rays for the same area 
towards the sun, 18 the northern hemisphere is 12 and is thus cooler, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an eJCpenencin~ winter. - 13 experiencinS; winter 
angle closer to 90° 19 It can a so be seen in figure 10 10 14 The position IS reversed each six 
27 and it experiences summer that in our summer, the South pole is in months (Figure 2.9) 
I 
28 During this time the northern hemisphere constant daylight and the north pole is in 
points away from the sun constant darkness 
29 and is experiencing winter 20 In winter the reverse is tn.Je 
30 When the soothern hemisphere tilts away 21 Figure 10 10 shows that when the 
from the sun, nonhem part of the Earth's axis is tilted 
31 most of the sun's rays 1!1rike the Earth away from the sun, the southern · 
obliquely hemisphere faces the sun more directly 
32 and their heating effect is less 22 In Winter the southern hemisphere 
33 During this time the southern hemisphere faces the sun at a large angle 
has its winter 23 The sun's rays arc spread out over a 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same large area 
~~e~~~~ ti:ardm~~rsun 
CLOSURE 
Conclusion 36 The seasons in the southern and northern 
hemispheres are always the reverse of each 
other 
37 When one hemisphere points toward the 
;~n,lhe other must oint awav from the sun 
Extension 39 Between the two extremes of summer and 15 Autumn and sprinp, occur 
winter, the two hemispheres are more or less 16 when Earth IS hal way between the 
equally heated by the sun summer and winter positions on its orbit 
40 and IMY_e~enence ~!!8 or autumn 
Table 5.1 Schematic structure of secondary seasons texts 
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The obligatory elements appear to be the Phenomenon Identification, Given Information 
and Explanation Summary within the ORIENTATION and the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES. These occur in all three texts but there is nevertheless a good deal of 
variation in their schematic structure. Variation in the ORIENTATION is due to the 
optional Link and Analogic Account elements, each occurring only once and in different 
texts, and to the Given Information being iterative in SSEAS2. The main variation is the 
iteration of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE elements in SSEAS1 so that 
the first sequence of these two elements is a kind of preliminary explanation for the second 
sequence. Variation also occurs in the CLOSURE, which is not included in SSEAS2 and 
consists of a Conclusion and an Extension in SSEAS1 but an Extension only in SSEAS3. 
5.1.2 Theme and schematic structure in secondary seasons texts 
As in the previous two chapters the Theme analysis was focussed on an investigation of 
the "method of development" of the texts (Fries, 1983:135 quoted in Martin, 1992:434). 
Again, this analysis followed the procedures outlined in Martin (1992:435 & 440), in 
which ~ clauses appearing before their a are taken as marked Themes, and Theme is not 
analysed in the following a. Theme is not analysed in embedded clauses, hypotactically 
dependent clauses, nor in branched paratactic clauses with subject ellipsis. The results are 
discussed for each text in turn and related to the proposed schematic structure. 
The Theme analysis showing method of development and the schematic structure of 
SSEAS 1 is indicated in Figure 5.3. Themes are shown on the left and Rhemes on the right. 
Marked Themes are shown in italics and clauses as marked Themes in bold italics. 
Seasons of the Earth 
OJ TheEanh 
01.1 
02 Th~ angle and direction of tilt of the Earth's 
03 lXI& 
04 ThetiltoftheEarth'suis 
bay lengths and temperatures 
tM If ytM UMe • slfiOOdl s/Wq IJaJJ 
07 
08 
rotates about its axis 
which is not vertical but tilted at an &11gle of 23 112 
remain tile same 
as the Earth moves lfOWid the sun 
gives rise to the seasons and the varying 
lengths of dav and nildlt at different time: 
of the year 
depend on [[how long the sun shines and the an 
[[at which the sun's rays stnke the Earth 
and shine a torch on it 
you will notice that the half[[facing the 
torch ]]is lit up 
09 The surface is lit most brightly directly in front of the torch 
11 Au.o-111 IM,_;,wt.I.{IJMdlul/.fbllbuMifllled, 
11 it is I\Ol u bright as this rather small region 
12 Similarly, the Earth's surface is most brightly lit 
13 where the sun's rlys strike the surface 
14 (seefigure7.23). 
IS The heating effect of the sun's rays 
16 
perpendicularly 
is also greatest 
when they strike the Earth's surface 
.,erpendtcularly 
17 1 e_ when the sun is directly averhcad 
II WM1r tM $1111's mys Jtrlj~ IM SMtj411:~ obliq#el}', 
19 they are spread aver a larger area 
20 and the heating effect is less 
11 In summer, the sun's rays strike the Eanh more dtreo::tly 
22 This relationship between the angle of the sun's ~~~~ ia:~~~o.rH~? ~~cy ~n6WJnter 
rays and the heating effect 
iJ A$~ ralllt oftM db oftlte EIITflt', «Xis the southern hemisphere is inclined tow: 
15 W11~,. lite _,.__ UmbpMn til~ towonb, 
tltesiUI 
26 
29 
'(J H-l\e11 tlu $0111/um MIMp/ten tilb ltWO)-' 
.frtmrtlullftt, 
the sun in December and away from the 
sun in June 
it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle 
closerto900 
experiences summer 
the northern hemisphere points away from 
the sun 
and is eKperiencing winter 
most of the sun's rays strike the Eanh obliqudy 
is less 
the southern hemisphere has its winter 
at the same time points toward the sun 
and has its summer 
36 The seasons in the southern and northern are always the reverse of each other 
hemispheres 
J1 Ff'k1r UMIIemisp/ten poinJS IOWIJTd t/te SM11, 
38 the nther must point away from the sun 
39 Between the two extremes of summer and the two hemispheres are more or Jess 
winter, equally heated by the sun 
40 and they expenence spring or aurumn 
Figure 5.3 Theme and schematic structure in SSEAS I 
ORIENT A TION 
Phenomenon 
ldentJficati 
Given 
Infonnation 
Explanation 
Summaay 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
Conclusion 
E"tension 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
roool.Ooo I 
~I 
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The first clause in the Explanation Summary functions textually as a Macro-Theme 
predicting the second clause in the Explanation Summary as one Hyper-Theme to the first 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element, and then a further Hyper-Theme for the second 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. These Hyper-Themes are then predictive of Theme 
selections in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. 
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Although the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element is not very extensive, the 
experiential content of the Themes is quite restricted, while the varied, new, technical 
information is introduced in the Rhemes. In the second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
element this patterning is clearer. The Themes are consistently the Earth's hemispheres 
and their tilt in relation to the sun and the seasons are consistently introduced Rhematically 
as News. There is a strong tendency for marked Themes to introduce each phase of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, i.e. the Thematic ~ clauses (25 and 30) introducing the 
implication sequences producing summer and winter in the southern hemisphere and the 
Circumstances of temporal location as marked Theme ("During this time") in clauses 28 
and 33, indicating referential identity with the relevant ~ clauses and establishing this as the 
point of departure for the implication sequences producing the contrasting seasons in the 
northern hemisphere. The pattern is broken with the second Circumstance as marked 
Theme in clause 33. This maintains the implication sequence of the previous phase and the 
new phase of the northern summer is introduced by "The northern hemisphere" as 
unmarked Theme. The original pattern could have been maintained, as shown in Table 5.2. 
Original Text Modified Text 
30 When tire southenrlt6tlisphere 10 When tM sOfdhertt lrewUphere 
31 
tilts llWliY from the nm, 
most of the sun's rays stnke the Earth 31 
tiJb .-y from tM sun, 
obliquely most of the sun's rays strike the Earth 
32 and thcrr heating effect is less. 32 ~d their h:if,ti~ effect Qbliquely 33 During lhts time the southern hemisphere has its wmter 33 onsequent y e southern IS less. 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same time points tow!ll"d the sun hemisphere has its winter. 
35 and has its summer 34 During th1s time the northern hemisphere points toward the sun 
" 
and has its summer. 
Table 5.2 Thematic patterns in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEASl 
The new information introduced Rhematically in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES forms 
sets of contrasts (closer to 900/obliquely; summer/winter; away from the sun/toward the 
sun), which are accumulated and summarised in the Conclusion element (clauses 36 and 37) 
as Hyper-New, as indicated in Figure 5.4. 
26 
wr.e.r 1M---~ rUts w-rds. ... _ 
27 and it 
28 Durmg this time 
" J(J lf1ur.IM-a-~tilts0'10'11)' _ ... _ 
31 
32 and their heating effect 
JJ Dllring this time 
34 The northern hemisphere 
" 
it receives more ofthe sun's rays at an angle 
experiences summer 
the northern hemisphere points away from 
and is experiencing winter .__ 
the southern hemisphere has its winter. 
11 the same time 
and has its 
the other must point away from~ 
Figure 5.4 News and Hyper-New in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEASI 
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The relationship between Theme selection and schematic structure in SSEAS2 is indicated 
in Figure 5.5. 
ORIENTATION --
ons and the Earth's movernen henomenon dentification 
Gi~ 
it also moves in space around the sun. Jnfonnation 
is c.lled revolution 
is called an orbit 
takes 365 114 days for each revolution 
06 This time interval is called one year 
11 To avoid lurviffg til~ im:OifW!:ttiettee 
uf II fNIUtrr of a day til the end 
of each yrar, 
08 the calender has 365 days in a year 
tiiJ To mt~U "P for tile ..Using ptutrr day, 
10 Every foorth year is called a leap year 
II as 366 days 
ts the Earth's revolution around that gives us our seasons ~planation I ow• autumn, winter, spri~ sum mmoy 
The Earth's axis remains tilted in the sam t=J 00 direction througl\out its orbit 
is therefore sometimes towards the sun DEDUCTION 
while at other times away from the sun SEQUENCES 
17 WIU/e the IDfllhem hemisphere, 
aperimca SllmmD' 
ll!e northern hemisphere is experiencing 
wmter 
19 lteanalsobeseeninfigure 1010 thai in our summer, the South pole 
is in constant daylight and the north 
pole is in constant darkness 
the reverse is true 
21 FigurelO.lOshows that when the northern part of the Earth's 
axis is tilted away from the sun. the 
southern hemisphere faces the i!Un more 
directly 
22 In Wimer the southern hemisphere faces the sun 
at a large angle 
23 The sun's rays are spread out over a large area 
Figure 5.5 Theme and schematic structure in SSEAS2 
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The Phenomenon Identification functions as a Macro-Theme predicting as Hyper-Theme, 
the Explanation Summary, which in tum predicts some of the Theme selection in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES (The Macro-Theme also predicts some Theme selection in 
the Given Information element). In contrast to SSEAS I, the seasons are frequent Themes 
in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. More specifically, it is the seasons in the southern 
hemisphere which are frequently selected as the points of departure. The marked Themes, 
"In Winter" emphasise the contrast with the situation in summer, but in both cases with 
respect to what occurs in the southern hemisphere. In addition the method of development 
of this element of structure is influenced by the selection of reference to illustrations as 
Theme, which is not predicted by the Hyper-Theme. The Thematic emphasis then, is on 
the text's diagrams and the seasons in the southern hemisphere, rather than the changes in 
the orientation to the sun of the Earth's hemispheres during the Earth's orbit, as in SSEASI. 
In SSEAS2 there is no Conclusion element and no accumulation of new information in a 
Hyper-New. 
The hierarchy of periodicity clearly developed in SSEAS I through the Macro-Theme, 
Hyper-Theme and Theme selections, and less clearly but also evident in SSEAS2, was not 
developed in SSEAS3 at all, as can be seen in Figure 5.6. There was no Macro-Theme. 
The only contender for a Hyper-Theme was clause 08 in the Explanation Summary, and 
this was predictive of the Theme in clause II only. There is some progression from 
Rheme-+Theme within and across elements of schematic structure. Again there is no 
Conclusion element and no accumulation of new information as a Hyper-New. 
The seasons 
01 You may have seen (Ftgure 2 6) that the Eanh is dnlwn 
•·--------~";";"'~'~'~;...0•tipped over' or tilted. I - II 02 Theangleoftilt .. is23 112 ° 
IIJ As die E61tA ~ ~ duSwt, 
04 the axis al'Miys points to the same place 
· JJC ny 
OS This 1111 is called the celestial pole. 
06 Straight above U.e n,.lh ulestial pole, is the star Polaris 
06 I which is called the 'pole star' 
07 The south celestial pole is between the Southern Cross 
and the star Achemar (Figure 2_55) 
The different distances to the Sun is not the cause of the seasons 
[(caused by the tilting axis of the Eanh]) --
.,.. '""Y .,._- are duetothcrays of light from the Sun 
being spread over much larger areas of the 
Earth's surface in winter when compared 
to summer (Figure 2. 10) 
10 This means .. {[that the pan of the Earth closest to the 
Sun has more rays for a gwen area 
and experiences summerJ] 
II The area further &Wily from the Sun 
12 
ll 
14 The position 
IS Autumn and spring 
16 
has fewer rays for the same area 
and is thus cooler. 
experiencing winter 
is reveJSed each six months (F1gure 2 9) 
~., 
when Eanh is halfway between the 
on its orbit 
[Jplanation 
Summ.~cy 
DEDUcnON 
SEQUENCES 
Figure 5.6 Theme and schematic structure in SSEAS3 
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The clearest patterning of Thematic choice in relation to schematic structure was in 
SSEAS I. The first clause in the Explanation Summary functioned as a Macro-Theme, 
predicting Hyper-Themes, which were predictive of Theme selections in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. Marked Themes tended to scaffold the introduction of 
phases in the second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. A similar patterning of 
Theme selection was evident in SSEAS2 but the deployment of marked Themes 
emphasised the seasons in the southern hemisphere as points of departure, rather than the 
changes in the orientation to the sun of the Earth's hemispheres during the Earth's orbit, as 
in SSEASI. These patterns of Theme selection did not occur in SSEAS3. Only SSEASI 
showed accumulation of new information as a Hyper-New. 
5.1.3 Conjunction in secondary seasons texts 
The analyses of conjunctive relations in the secondary seasons texts are shown in Figures 
5.la- 5.3a in Appendix 5 and the results are summarised in Table 5.3. 
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Text Clauses CRUs* Cot!i_unctive relations 
Internal External Metaphorical Imj>licit Explicit 
SSEASl 41 40 14 24 11 16 II 
SSEAS2 23 23 04 08 02 03 07 
SSEAS3 17 16 04 08 06 03 03 
. CRUs = Conjunctively Related Units 
Table 5.3 Conjunction in secondary seasons texts 
This table indicates significant use of internal conjunction. Internal consequential relations 
are most prominent in SSEAS 1 and make up half of the internal conjunction in the other 
texts, as indicated in Table 5.4. 
TEXT CLAUSES CRUS INTERNAL CONJUNCTIVE RELATIONS total 
Comparative Consequential 
Similarity Difference Cause 
Refonnulation Comparison Consequence 
Exemplify Exhaust Similarity Contrast 
' ' 
m 
' ' 
m 
' ' 
m 
' ' 
m 
' ' 
m 
SSEASI 41 40 I 2 I I 9 14 
SSEAS2 23 23 1 I I I 04 
SSEAS3 I 7 16 I I I I 04 
Table 5.4 Incidence of internal conjunction in secondary seasons texts 
In contexts where the distinction between internal and external consequence is problematic 
Martin (1992:226) suggests that paraphrasing (changing the dependency relationship 
between the messages from hypotactic to paratactic or "cohesive" or vice versa) will 
involve projecting one of the messages with a verbal or mental process in the case internal 
relations. This applies in two recurring contexts in these texts. In both cases the 
projection involves a mental process like "know" or "deduce" because the reader is required 
to reason from the information explicit in the text (using additional information not 
explicitly stated) to construct the consequential relationship with the explicit conclusion. 
The role of such projections in constructing the internal steps in scientific explanation was 
noted by Halliday (1993e:65-66) as an initial stage in the evolution of the use of verbs such 
as "prove", "show", "be explained by" and "indicate" expressing internal relations in 
scientific English, which he summarised as follows: 
2 internally 
from a happens; so we know x happens ~a happens, we know x happens at a happens proves x to happen happening a proves happening x happening a is the proof of happening x 
(Halliday, 1993e:66) 
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In the first category of the recurring contexts in these explanations a technical implication 
sequence is the rhetorical means for concluding that it can be named using the terminology 
offamiliar commonsense. This is illustrated by the segment from SSEASI in Figure 5.7. 
I ~0 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, I 
.L 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
( 32 and their heating effect is Jess. l 
<!:!>_oref"!S) 
~ l33 ·Durin.R this time the soathern hemisohere has its winter. · · · · ·.JJ 
Figure 5.7 Internal consequence relating commonsense and technicality in SSEASI 
Here it is not that the meanings in clauses 30-32 materially cause those in 33. Readers use 
their prior knowledge of winter being cold, in combination with the explicit information in 
30-32, to conclude that the commonsense experience of33 is the way we name the 
uncommonsense of30-32. The paraphrase would be something like" and so we 
say/conclude that during this time the southern hemisphere has its winter"- and the 
consequential relationship is internal. 
The second problematic context is where the consequence in an implication sequence is 
constructed from explicitly stated information, again on the basis of previously constructed 
(or assumed) field knowledge. This is also regarded as internal consequence and is 
illustrated by clauses 30-32 from SSEASI, shown again in Figure 5.8. 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, 
_,,.-o;;::;:::l31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely lmultaneou 
32 and their heating effect is less. 
Figure 5.8 Exemplifying reasoning realised by internal consequence in SSEASI 
Clause 32 is the consequence of the readers' reasoning: "and hence we know/can say that 
their heating effect is less because we already know that if rays strike the Earth obliquely 
they spread out over a larger area than if they strike perpendicularly". This internal 
consequence constructing a logical deduction can be distinguished from external conjunction 
in an earlier text segment, shown in Figure 5.9, in which the consequential relation is 
constructing Field: 
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r 18 When the sun's rays strike the surface obliquely, r 
T< 
($;nsequenc"b 
~ 
5§uttane'?3> r 19 they are spread over a larger area, 
( 20 and the heating effect is less. ).-
Figure 5.9 Exemplifying external consequential conjunction constructing field in SSEASl 
Here it is inappropriate to insert the projection into 20 ("and hence we know/can say ... ") 
because it is not a conclusion constructed rhetorically from explicitly stated information 
and previous or assumed information. Rather 20 is a material consequence of 19. 
Internal consequential conjunction is concentrated in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. 
For example, seven of the nine internal consequential relations in SSEASl occur in this 
element as do both instances of internal consequence in the other texts. 
The most prominent categories of external conjunction were simultaneity and consequence, 
as shown in Table 5.5. 
TEXT CL CRUs EXTERNAL CONJUNCTIVE RELATIONS total 
Temporal ConseQuential Comparison 
cause 
simultaneous successive consequence contingency contrast 
condition purpose 
' 
e m ; 
' 
m ; 
' 
m ; 
' 
m ; e m ; e m 
SSEAS 41 40 6 3 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 24 I 
SSEAS 23 23 2 1 2 1 1 1 08 2 
SSEAS 17 16 2 1 3 1 1 08 3 
*SSEASI - I explicit locative; 1 explicit concession; 1 explicit similarity 
Table 5.5 Incidence of external conjunction in secondary seasons texts 
The external consequence was almost entirely metaphorical. In all texts metaphorical 
realisations of cause occurred in the Explanation Summary and in SSEAS2 and SSEAS3 all 
instances occurred in this element of structure: 
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04 The tilt of the Earth's axis ~:ives rise to the seasons and the varying lengths of night 
and day at different times of the year. 
05 Day lengths and temperatures de.pend on [[how long the sun shines and the angle 
[[at which the sun's rays strike the Earth]]]]. (SSEASI) 
12 It is the Earth's revolution around the sun that~ us our seasons: autumn, winter, 
spring, summer. (SSEAS2) 
08 The different distances to the sun [[caused by the tilting axis of the Earth]] is not 
the cause of the seasons. 
09 They are ~ the rays of light from the sun being spread over much larger areas of 
the Earth's surface in winter when compared to summer. .. (SSEAS3) 
The realisation of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES involves "unpacking" these logical 
metaphors in the Explanation Summary. 
The distribution of external simultaneity varied significantly across the texts. In SSEAS I it 
was again concentrated in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, with only one of the nine 
instances occurring outside this element. However, in SSEAS2 there was only one 
occurrence in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and none in SSEAS3. 
The reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES relies mainly on the orchestration of 
external simultaneity with internal consequence. The external simultaneity, conflating 
implicitly with consequence, constructs this temporal/causal relation between the material 
events from which the subsequent chain of deduction proceeds. This is clearest in SSEAS I: 
25 When the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer to 900 ..... . 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the sun obliquely 
Once these material events and the external relations between them are established, internal 
logical reasoning takes over. So, clause 27 for example, is related by implicit, internal 
consequence to clauses 25-26: 
25 When the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer to 900 
27 and it experiences summer. 
As noted above the causal link from 27 back to the material events (25-26) is a rhetorical 
link of logical deduction constructed by internal consequential conjunction. In SSEAS 1 
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there are four such rhetorical links, dealing separately with the occurrence of summer and 
winter in both the southern and northern hemispheres. These are shown in Figure 5.10 in 
clauses 25-35. 
36 
37 When one 
38 the other 
me sourncm and northern hemispheres are aJways 
points toward the s~ :t!i) 
from the sun. ~~multaneous 
Figure 5.10 Reasoning in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEAS 1 
The first chain of reasoning dealing with summer in the southern hemisphere is linked by 
external simultaneity (realised metaphorically and not conflating with consequence) to the 
second chain dealing with winter in the northern hemisphere. (This is shown in Figure 5. I 0 
by the vertical label of simultaneity linking the text segments on dotted background.) 
Chains three and four dealing with winter in the southern hemisphere and summer in the 
northern hemisphere are similarly related. Chains one and two are related to chains three 
and four by external contrast. Then this chain complex as a whole forms the rhetorical 
means for the Conclusion element and is related by implicit internal consequence to clauses 
36-38. 
The paucity of effective reasoning in SSEAS2 can be seen by comparing Figure 5. I I with 
Figure 5.10. 
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Given In ormation 
13 As seen in figure 10.9, 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same 
direction throughout its orbit 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
(15 This tilt is therefore sometimes towards the sun l 
16 while at other times away from the sun. 1 
~ntrasj) 
17 While the southern hemisphere experiences 1-
summer ~~multane~ 
8 the northern hemisphere is experiencing winter. J--
19 It can also .~e seen in fi~ure 10.10 that in our 
summer, the South poe is in constant daylight 
and the north pole is in constant darkness. 
20 In winter the reverse is true. 
21 Fkure I 0.10 shows that 
when the northern part of the Earth's axis -~ is tilted away from the sun 
; ~imultaneo~ ~ the southern hemisphere faces the sun p more directly. 
Contrast) 
~ 22 In Winter the southern hemisphere faces the v sun at a large angle. (therefore 
-.. 23 The sun's rays are spread out over a large area. 
./ 
-
Figure 5.11 Reasoning in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEAS2 
There is no explicit indication in the main text that the information in clause 21 relates to 
the northern winter and the southern summer, and there is no reasoning about how the fact 
that the northern hemisphere is tilted away from the sun is related to winter nor about how 
the southern hemisphere facing the sun directly is related to summer. The reasoning about 
the occurrence of the southern summer is in the caption accompanying Figure 10.10. 
In our summer, the surface faces the sun directly. 
The rays of the sun are spread over a smaller area than in winter. 
This makes the ground hotter. (SSEAS2:caption text) 
However the remainder of the caption simply reformulates clause 22: 
In our winter, the surface faces the sun less directly than in summer. 
(SSEAS2:caption text) 
This text requires a great deal of "re-assembly" and inference by the reader to construct any 
approximation to the systematic progression of reasoning in SSEAS 1. 
The reasoning in SSEAS3 also compares poorly with that ofSSEAS1, as can be seen by 
comparing Figure 5.12 with Figure 5.10. 
Explanation 
Summary 
08 The different distances to the Sun [~used by 
the tilting axis of the Earth]]is not e cause of the seasons 
09 They are due to the rays of light from the Sun 
being spread over much larger areas of the Earth's 
surface in winter when compared to summer (Figure 2.10). 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
_[10 This means [[that the part of the Earth closest 
~ fi ~ I to the Sun has more rays for a given area \ ere ore ~ and experiences summer]]. I 
Contras!) 
II The area further away from the Sun has fewer ~ I rays for the same area 12 and is thus cooler, 
I ~refors.;L 13 experiencing winter . 
. 
14 The position is reversed each six months 
(Figure 2.9). 
Figure 5.12 Reasoning in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEAS3 
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Here there is no mention of the angle of incidence of the sun's rays in the main text nor in 
the caption accompanying Fig. 2.1 0. Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish in the 
diagram any difference in the angle of incidence of the sun's rays in the northern and 
southern hemispheres. So there is no logical link from the relative density of sun's rays for 
a given surface area to the inclination of that surface toward/away from the sun. The effect 
of this omission is exacerbated by clauses 10 and 11, referring to the part of the Earth that 
is "closest to the sun" (10) and "further away from the sun" (11), when clause 08 in the 
Explanation Summary indicates that 
"The different distances to the Sun caused by the tilting of the Earth is not the cause of 
the seasons". 
The problem here is the absence of the external simultaneity /consequence linking the 
inclination of the particular segment of the Earth's surface to the sun and the angle of 
incidence of the sun's rays to that segment. As shown in SSEAS I, these events and the 
external conjunctive relation between them are necessary for the construction of the 
subsequent logical deductions realised by internal consequential conjunction. 
The relative emphasis on internal consequence in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES was 
common across the texts, as was the minimal use of external consequence in this element. 
r 
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But SSEAS 1 deployed more internal consequential relations, more effectively in its account 
of reasons for the occurrence of summer and winter in both hemispheres. As far as external 
conjunction is concerned the crucial difference between SSEAS 1 and the other texts was 
their failure to include the relation of simultaneity/consequence linking the inclination of the 
Earth to the sun and the angle of incidence of the sun's rays. 
5.1.4 "Depth" of treatment: Variation in the selection of, and reader access 
to, ideational meanings. 
Variation in the selection of ideational meanings across texts was investigated by applying 
the same techniques of semantic mapping used in the previous two chapters. A map of the 
instantial semantics of the causes of the seasons as evidenced in the three secondary texts 
was constructed and then the meanings in each of the texts were projected in turn onto the 
map of the aggregated ideational meanings. 
Variation in types of reader access to ideational meanings was explored by categorising 
ideational meanings in the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements 
according to the network of meaning access developed in Chapter two (2.2.4.2) and 
summarised in Figure 2.8. 
5.1.4.1 A semantic map for the secondarv seasons texts 
The semantic map for the seasons texts focuses on the Given Information component of 
the ORIENTATION element and the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. The mapping 
of the meanings in the Given Information element is shown in Figure 5.13. 
Earth 
~.  
Q..!§)_ inclines~ 
t;;n axi!] 
-
revolves rotates 
Figure 5.13 Semantic map for Given Information element in Seasons texts 
This represents the Given Information in SSEAS 1: 
01 The Earth rotates about its axis 
01.1 which is not vertical but tilted at an angle of231J20. 
02 The angle and direction of tilt of the Earth's axis remain the same 
03 as the Earth moves around the sun. 
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This combination of events causes the inclination of particular hemispheres towards or 
away from the sun at particular positions in the orbit. However the Given Information in 
the other texts also contains peripheral meanings not related to the causes of the seasons: 
04 the axis always points to the same place in the sky. 
05 This is called the celestial pole. 
06 Straight above the north celestial pole is the star Polaris, 
06.1 which is called the 'pole star'. 
07 The south celestial pole is between the Southern Cross and the star Achemar 
(Figure 2.55) (SSEAS3) 
05 It takes 3651/4 days for each revolution. 
06 This time interval is called one year. 
07 To avoid having the inconvenience of a quarter of a day at the end of each year, 
08 the calendar has 365 days in a year. 
09 To make up for the missing quarter day, 
10 Every fourth year is called a leap year 
11 and has 366 days. (SSEAS2) 
These peripheral meanings are not mapped. 
The causal relation between the combination of events in the Given Information and the 
inclination of the different hemispheres towards/away from the sun at a particular time of 
the year is mapped as shown in Figure 5.14. 
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Earth 
incline:G ,ii:) .., 
.. 
..r.;-.. on axis) 
~, -• 
revolves rot tes 
us 
/__ ..o,.._ 
--.......... 
"' 
-
~5~fro~ to sun~ 
~outhem \. ... !Northern J. T ... 
Hemisphere inclines ... 
~~mispher inclinesj_ r 
€ecemb~ €ecember) 
Figure 5.14 Causal relation between events in Given Information and events underlying 
the seasons in opposite hemispheres 
When the southern hemisphere is tilted towards the sun in December the sun's rays strike 
the Earth perpendicularly. At the same time the sun's rays strike the northern hemisphere 
obliquely. Hence the rays are diffused over a larger area in the northern hemisphere than in 
the southern hemisphere. These meanings are mapped as shown in Figure 5.15. 
Figure 5.15 Effect of the inclination of the Earth to the sun on the angle of incidence 
and concentration of the sun's rays 
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The greater concentration of the sun's rays produces a greater heating effect and what we 
call summer, while the lower concentration produces a lower heating effect and what we 
call winter as represented in Figure 5 .16. 
cr 
l $uinin~r: : : : : T 
Earth inclines~. 
--G)-
·-~-reVolves rotates 
/. ooll.; ~
nax~ 
'f:wirnet : : : r 
-......... 
Figure 5.16 Summer in the southern hemisphere and winter in the northern hemisphere 
Similarly, the combination of events in the Given Information causes the opposite seasons 
in the southern and northern hemispheres in June, as indicated on the complete map of the 
instantial semantics of the secondary seasons texts shown in Figure 5.17. 
Earth 
-~· \reVolves n roltes J 
z:;:: -::==--,.< ~ r . t". ~~1\G:;;) 
SWl's l~str1ke ..,. 
rays 1 --r-
• 
.... t 
¢ strJ e Sun's I rays 
~: Wi~t~r: . · · f" 
~ 
1" Wlnrer 
~ 
., 
:r ~ 
-r 
Figure 5.17 Instantial semantics of the causes of the seasons in secondary texts 
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The notion of a "main path" is quite problematic in this semantic map because in this Field 
there is no single definable "goal state" or "start state". The goal states are in a sense the 
seasons. These are indicated on the map on "dotted" backgrounds as abstractions from the 
underlying event sequences. It is possible then to imagine process lines, representing the 
meaning experiences, tracking back from the four seasons to the relevant hemisphere as 
participant in each case. Then all of the other process lines directed to this participant 
from the participant sun's rays mark out the main path in relation to each season. The 
causal relation lines from the Given Information element are actually linked to the process 
lines inclines in the event sequences underlying each season, so these process lines and the 
causal relation lines must be part of the main path linking back to the Given Information. 
Since it is the combination of event sequences in the Given Information that causes the 
events Southern/Northern Hemisphere inclines toward/away from the sun etc, all of the 
events in the Given Information must also be part of the main path. On this reasoning all 
meanings represented on the semantic map are nuclear and there are no elaborative 
meanings. 
5.1.4.2 Variation in ideational meanings in the Given Information and 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in secondary seasons texts 
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The variation in meaning selection and types of reader access was minimal in the Given 
Information (as indicated in Figure 5.4a in Appendix 5) but extensive in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES. The extent of variation across texts in the inclusion of nuclear meanings in 
this element is illustrated and then the overall variation across the texts is shown in a 
comparison of the consolidated semantic maps of the Given Information and 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements for each text. The extent of the variation in these 
elements is also reflected in separate semantic maps for the Explanation Summary element. 
The variation in categories of reader access to nuclear meanings is briefly discussed and 
summarised in Table 5.la in Appendix 5. 
In SSEAS1 some of the meanings relevant to the cause of each of the seasons are included 
in the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element as a kind of preliminary explanation. 
These meanings can then be inferred by ideational retrieval in each of the phases of the 
second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. The semantic map and text segment for the 
first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element in SSEAS1 are shown in Figure 5.18. 
SSEASI 
Sun's 
rays 
90o 
as 
strike 
strike 
15 The heating effect of the sun's rays is also greatest 
16 when they strike the Earth's surface perpendicularly 
17 i.e. when the sun is directly overhead. 
18 When the sun's rays strike the surface obliquely, 
19 they are spread over a larger area, 
20 and the heating effect is less. 
I <orth [:J, . '" 
heat 
(btiquely 
Sun's 
rays • --...as 
sfrike 
,. 
strike 
Earth 
Figure 5.18 Semantic map for the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element in SSEAS 1 
The meanings Sun's rays strike Earth with minimum concentration are realised by the 
wording in clause 19 - "they spread over a larger area". It is the comparative reference in 
this clause from which is inferred the meaning Sun's rays strike Earth with maximum 
concentration. The other meanings in this element are available literally. 
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The pattern of meaning selection and types of reader access to the meanings is fairly similar 
for each of the four phases of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. The relative inclusion of 
nuclear meanings is illustrated for the first phase in Figure 5 .19. (Similar semantic maps 
and corresponding text segments for the other three phases are included as Figures 5.5a-
5.7a in Appendix 5). 
SSEASI 
23 As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis the southern 
hemisphere is inclined towards the sun in December 
and away from the sun in June 
24 (see figure 7.24) 
25 When the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer 
to 900 
27 and it experiences summer. 
SSEAS2 
15 This tilt is therefore sometimes towards the sun 
16 while at other times away from the sun. 
17 While the southern hemisphere experiences summer, 
18 the northern hemisphere is experiencing winter. 
21 Figure I 0.10 shows that when the northern part 
of the Earth's axis is tilted away from the sun, 
the southern hemisphere face~he sun more directly. 
SSEAS3 
I 0 This means [[that the part of the Earth closest to the 
Sun has more rays for a given area and experiences 
summer]]. 
Figure 5.19 Semantic map for first phase of DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in secondary 
seasons texts 
SSEAS1 deals comprehensively with the nuclear meanings involved. In each of the four 
phases in this text a number of meanings are inferred from the first DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element. These are shown as solid, thick, faint lines in the semantic maps 
(as represented in Figure 5.18 above). Where these meanings have been reiterated in the 
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second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element, they are shown in solid, thick black lines as 
are the other nuclear meanings selected. Nuclear meanings not selected in particular texts 
are indicted by faint thin lines. SSEAS2 and SSEAS3 include fewer nuclear meanings and 
only SSEAS3 includes any of the nuclear meanings inferred in SSEAS I from the first 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. The final phase of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element dealing with the northern summer does not occur in SSEAS2 at all. 
Some of the meanings in the text segments shown in each of the Figures are picked up in 
subsequent semantic maps. For example, the meanings from clause 23 in SSEASI, 
southern hemisphere inclines away from the sun in June, is mapped in the third phase of 
the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. The clauses relevant to the semantic map for the 
particular phase are in bold, as in SSEAS2 in Figure 5.19. 
The meanings selected in all texts are predominantly literally available to the reader. The 
main exceptions are the retrieval of meanings from the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
element by inference in SSEAS I (although in phase three more are literally reinstated) and 
the construction of meanings for phases three and four of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
in SSEAS3 relying on the reader inferring the reverse of phases one and two. The locations 
in time at which the Earth tilts towards/away from the sun are literal in SSEASI only. In 
the other texts these must be inferred. For example in phase one (Figure 5.19) the meaning 
in December, is only available through scripta! inference in SSEAS2 and SSEAS3, where 
textual cues are minimal - "some times" and "other times" in SSEAS2, and "The position 
is reversed each six months" in clause 14 in SSEAS3. 
Overall, SSEAS 1 provides the most comprehensive selection of nuclear meanings in these 
elements of structure, with a less comprehensive selection in SSEAS3 and a very low 
proportion selected in SSEAS2. Only SSEASI (through the first DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element) dealt with the role of the angle of incidence of the sun's rays. The 
overall variation across texts is indicated in Figure 5.20. 
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of the inclusion of nuclear meanings in secondary seasons texts 
The logical meanings represented by the causal relation lines linking the events in the Given 
Information to the events underlying the seasons in each of the phases of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES are partially literally accessible and partially reliant on 
inference. In SSEAS I the causal links to the seasons in the southern hemisphere are 
literally accessible in clause 23: 
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As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis the southern hemisphere is inclined towards the 
sun in December and away from the sun in June. 
The causal links to the seasons in the northern hemisphere are inferred from the clauses 
indicating their simultaneous opposite inclination to the sun from the southern hemisphere: 
28 During this time the northern hemisphere points away from the sun 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same time points towards the sun. 
In SSEAS2 the causal link initially does not specify when the tilt of the Earth and its orbit 
around the sun results in particular hemispheres being inclined to/away from the sun: 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same direction throughout its orbit. 
15 This tilt is therefore sometimes towards the sun 
16 while at other times away from the sun. 
Later this is made explicit for all seasons but the northern summer: 
21 Figure I 0.10 shows that when the northern part of the Earth's axis is tilted away 
from the sun, the southern hemisphere faces the sun more directly. 
22 In Winter the southern hemisphere faces the sun at a large angle. 
Hence the semantic map for SSEAS2 shows the causal relation extending from the Given 
Information to all seasons except the northern summer. 
Again in SSEAS3 a good deal of inference is necessary to make the causal link from the 
Given Information to each of the seasons. As in the previous text, initially the causal link 
is constructed in relation to the seasons generally. This occurs in the Explanation Summary: 
OS The different distances to the sun [[caused by the tilting axis of the Earth]] ... 
The text reference item "This" in the clause 10 in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
indicates that these retrieved meanings should be included in the semantic map of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. The clauses in this element then relate the different 
distances to the sun, and by inference therefore, the inclination of the Earth to or away 
from the sun, to each of the seasons: 
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I 0 This means [[that the part of the Earth closest to the Sun has more rays for a given 
area and experiences summer]]. 
II The area further away from the Sun has fewer rays for the same area 
12 and is thus cooler, 
13 experiencing winter. 
14 The position is reversed each six months (Figure 2.9). 
Hence in SSEAS3 the causal relation extends from the events in the Given Information 
element to the events underlying each of the seasons. 
The relative depth of treatment of the topic indicated by the extent of inclusion of nuclear 
meanings in the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements (SSEASI > 
SSEAS3 > SSEAS2) is similarly reflected in the extent of meanings in the Explanation 
Summary. The text segments for this element and a corresponding semantic map for each 
are shown in Figure 5.21. The only common meanings are shown by the thick black lines. 
SSEASI 
04 The tilt of the Earth's axis gives rise to 
the seasons and the varying lengths 
of day and night at different times of 
the year. 
05 Day lengths and temperatures depend on 
[[how long the sun shines and the angle 
[[at which the sun's rays strike the 
Earth.]]]] 
SSEAS2 
12 It is the Earth's revolution around the 
sun that gives us our seasons: 
autumn, winter, spring, summer. 
$SEAS 3 
08 The different distances to the Sun 
[[caused by the tilting axis of the Earth]] 
is not the cause of the seasons. 
09 They are due to the rays of light from the 
Sun being spread over much larger 
areas of the Earth's surface in winter when 
compared to summer (Figure 2.1 0). 
seasons' 
revolves 
Figure 5.21 Comparison of meaning selection in the Explanation Summary element of 
secondary seasons texts 
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The Jack of commonality here is the most notable feature of the Explanation Summaries. 
SSEAS2 indicates that the seasons are simply caused by the revolution of the Earth around 
the sun. But the Earth's revolution is not explicitly mentioned in either SSEAS I or 
SSEAS3. SSEASI indicates that the seasons are due to the inclination of the Earth's axis 
and although this inclination is mentioned in SSEAS3, it is not shown to be causally related 
to the seasons. 
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5.1.4.3 V arjatjon in types of reader access to ideational meanings 
The main fmding from the analysis of types of reader access to meanings was the higher 
proportion ofliteral meanings in SSEAS2, as shown in Table 5.6, and the low proportions 
in SSEAS I and SSEAS3. A significant proportion of nuclear meanings in these texts were 
inferred by retrieval from previous text segments, while the lower proportion of nuclear 
meanings in SSEAS2 were predominantly literally accessible. (The proportions were 
calculated as the number ofliteral realisations per included nuclear meanings). 
Text SSEASI SSEAS2 SSEAS3 
% Nuclear Meanings Literal 
~cit + Implicit) 65 87 43 
Table 5.6 Proportion of nuclear meanings realised literally in secondary seasons texts 
5.1.5 Variation in grammatical realisation and construction of technicality 
5.1.5.1 Transitivity 
The transitivity analyses (Figures 5.8a- 5.10a in Appendix 5) showed that Relational: 
attributive processes dominate all texts, that distinctive distributions of these with other 
process types distinguish the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
elements, and that there is little variation in the realisation of common nuclear meanings. 
Variation across texts in the proportion of particular process types in the Given 
Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES is largely due to the omission of meanings 
from some texts or their construction through the resources of text reference and logical 
metaphor. 
The dominance of Relational: attributive processes and the very low proportion of 
Material processes in two of the three texts is indicated in Table 5.7. 
ITXT CLAUSES Material Mental RelationaJ Verbal Behavioural 
Effective Middle ldentifvin Attributive 
"' 
eire int eire 
SSEASI 41 13 3 I I 2 0 10 7 0 I 7 
SSEAS2 24 I 2 2 5 I 0 8 3 2 I 3 
SSEAS3 17 I 2 I 5 2 0 8 2 2 0 2 
Table 5.7 Summary of process types in secondary seasons texts 
The relatively high number of effective Material processes in SSEAS 1 is partially due to 
the six occurring in the Analogic Account, which is an element of schematic structure that 
does not occur in the other texts. One effective Material process also occurs in the 
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Extension element. Nevertheless four effective Material processes occur in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES of this text and none in the other texts, because SSEASI is 
the only text to realise the event of the sun's rays striking the Earth's surface. 
The largely common nuclear meanings in the Given Information are shown in Figure 5.22. 
The thicker lines indicate meanings common to all texts and the regular lines indicate 
meanings that occurred in two of the three texts. 
Earth inclines 
on axis 
Figure 5.22 Commonality of ideational meanings in Given Information in secondary texts 
The distribution of process types in the Given Information is shown in Table 5.8. 
TEXT CLAUSES Material Mental Relational Behavioural 
Effective Middle Identifying Attributive 
int ClTC int eire 
SSEASl 4 2 2 
SSEAS2 II 2 I 4 I I I 2 I 
SSEAS3 7 I 3 2 I 
Table 5.8 Process types in Given Information elements in secondary seasons texts 
There was little variation in the grammatical realisation of the common nuclear meanings. 
Similar middle Material clauses realised the meanings concerning the Earth's rotation on its 
axis and its revolution around the sun, as shown in Table 5.9. 
Table 5.9 Realisation of the Earth's rotation and revolution in secondary seasons texts 
Relational: intensive: attributive clauses realised the Earth's inclination on its axis in 
SSEASI and SSEAS2: 
01.1 which is not vertical but tilted at an angle of23l;2o (SSEASI) 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same direction throughout its orbit (SSEAS2). 
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In SSEAS3 these meanings were realised in the Relational: intensive: identifying clause 02 
in the Given Information element in combination with demonstrative reference to the 
previous clause in the Link element: 
01 You may have seen (Figure 2.6) that the Earth is drawn with its axis 'tipped over' or 
tilted. 
02 The angle of tilt is 231f20 (SSEAS3). 
The Relational: intensive: identifying clauses realise definitions which are not integral to 
these explanations of the occurrence of the seasons: 
SSEAS2 SSEAS3 
03 This movement is called revolution 05 This is called the celestial pole. 
04 and the path around the sun is called an orbit 
06.1 which is called the 'pole star'. 
06 This time interval is called one year 
I 0 Every fourth year is called a leap year 
The term "orbit" is used again in the Given Information in SSEAS2, facilitating the use of a 
Circumstance of temporal extent rather than a Material clause and conjunctive 
simultaneity: 
02 The angle and direction of tilt of the Earth's axis remain the same 
03 as the Earth moves aroypd the suo (SSEAS 1 ). 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same direction throu~hout its orbit (SSEAS2). 
03 As the Earth moves around the sun, 
04 The axis always points to the same place in the sky (SSEAS3) 
The term "revolution" is also taken up in the Explanation Sununary: 
12 It is the Earth's revolution around the sun that gives us our seasons .... (SSEAS2) 
But neither of these technical terms occurs in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. 
The Relational: possessive clauses and the Behavioural clause in SSEAS2 realise peripheral 
meanings concerning the leap year. So it is essentially middle Material clauses and 
Relational: intensive: attributive clauses that construct the key meanings in the Given 
Information. 
In the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES Relational: attributive processes dominate, 
Behavioural processes occur in each text and effective Material processes occur in SSEAS 1 
only. The distribution of these process types is sununarised in Table 5.10. 
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TEXT CLAUSES Materia] Menta1 Relational Verbal Behavioural 
Effective Middle Identifying Attributiv~ 
int tire int eire 
SSEAS!'~ 6 2 4 
13 2 _A 4 5 
SSEAS2 9 I 5 2 I 2 
SSEAS3 5 I 4 2 2 
The first and second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES clements arc listed separately 
Table 5.10 Process types in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in secondary seasons texts 
The pattern of deployment of these process selections partly reflects the different 
experiential meanings in each of the steps of the four main phases of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES, which address the occurrence of winter or summer in either the northern or 
southern hemisphere. The steps are outlined in Table 5.11. 
STEPS MEANINGS PROCESS REALIZATIONS 
SELECTIONS 
Contextual 
Inclination of particular Relational: the southern hemisphere is inclined 
hemispheres to the sun Intensive: towards the sun in December (SEAS 1) STATE Attributive ... the northern part of the Earth's axis is tilted away from the sun (SSEAS2) 
( ....... ) is closest to the sun (SSEAS3) 
Relational: the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun 
Circumstantial: (SSEASI) 
Attributive the southern hemisphere faces the sun at a lar2e an•le ISSEAS2\ 
Sun's rays strike the Earth's Material: it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer Simultaneous surface at an oblique or effective to 90 0 (SSEAS I) 
EVENT perpendicular angle Most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
(SSEASI) 
Sun's rays are concentrated Relational: they are spread over a larger area (SSEAS l) 
Consequential or spread out at the Earth's Intensive: the sun's rays are spread out over a large area 
STATE surface Attributive (SSEAS2) 
Relational: The area further away from the Sun has fewer 
Possessive: rays for a given area (SSEAS3) 
Attributive 
Ray's heating effect is Relational: the heating effect is less (SSEAS I) Consequential relatively high or low Intensive: 
EVENT (Relatively more or fewer Attributive and is thus cooler (SSEAS3) light rays from the sun are 
absorbed by the Earth and 
converted to heat energy) 
Particular hemispheres Behavioural and it experiences summer (SSEAS 1) 
Consequential experience summer or During this time the southern hemisphere has its winter (SSEASI) 
Behavioural winter While the southern hemisphere experiences 
EVENT summer (SSEAS2) 
and experiences summer (SSEAS3) 
Table 5.11 Realisation of meanings in steps within phases of DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES in secondary seasons texts 
I 
I 
The selection of process types differentiates the steps and within steps there is little 
variation in the grammatical realisation of the meanings. 
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In some phases certain steps are omitted, as discussed in the comparison of nuclear 
meanings in 5.1.4. The meanings in step two (Sun's rays strike the Earth's surface at an 
oblique or perpendicular angle) occur in SSEAS 1 only, and this is why effective Material 
processes occur in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES of this text only. In the southern 
summer phase in SSEASl these meanings are literal and directly accessible by the reader, 
but in the northern winter phase they need to be inferred from the first DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element. Only the first and the final steps are explicit in the second 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element: 
28 During this time the northern hemisphere points away from the sun 
29 and is experiencing winter (SSEAS 1 ). 
The meanings of the intervening steps are directly stated in the text in the first 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element but are located well prior to clauses 28 and 29, as 
indicated in Table 5.12: 
STEPS MEANINGS REALIZATIONS 
Contextual 
Inclination of particular 28 During this time the northern hemisphere points 
hemispheres to the sun away from the sun 
STATE 
Sun's rays strike the Earth's 21 In summer the sun's rays strike the Earth more directly 
Simultaneous surface at an oblique or (at an angle closer to 90 0) than in winter. 
EVENT perpendicular angle 18 When the sun's rays strike the surface obliquely 
Sun's rays are concentrated 19 they are spread over a larger area 
Consequential or spread out at the Earth's 
STATE surface 
Ray's heating effect is 20 and the heating effect is less 
Consequential relatively high or low 
EVENT (Relatively more or fewer 
light rays from the sun are 
absorbed by the Earth and 
converted to heat ener_gy]_ 
~onsequential Particular hemispheres 29 and is experiencing winter. experience summer or 
!Behavioural winter 
!EVENT 
Table 5.12 The northern winter phase ofthe DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEASl 
Nevertheless the realisation of these intervening steps is consistent with the pattern of 
selection of process types outlined in Table 5.11. 
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As discussed in section 5.1.4, the relative extent of inclusion of nuclear meanings across the 
texts was SSEAS I > SSEAS3 > SSEAS2. It is not surprising then, that SSEAS I has more 
Relational: attributive clauses than the other texts. The fact that SSEAS3 deals more 
comprehensively with nuclear meanings in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES than SSEAS2 and 
yet has fewer Relational: attributive clauses (Table 5.1 0) is largely explained by the text 
reference constructed by "The position", and "is reversed" as the metaphorical realisation 
of the external conjunctive relation of contrast:opposition in clause 14. 
10 This means [[that the part of the Earth [[closest to the Sun]] has more rays for a 
given area and experiences sununer ]] . 
11 The area [[further away from the sun]] has fewer rays for the same area 
12 and is thus cooler, 
13 experiencing winter. 
14 The position is reversed each six months (Figure 2.9) (SSEAS3) 
This involves quite complex information retrieval and manipulation. The parenthetical 
reference to the illustration suggests that this is intended to clarify the text. 
Overall then, there is little variation in the transitivity selections realising meanings that 
are common across texts. Variation in the occurrence of different process types across 
texts is largely due to differences in meaning selection across texts or their realisation 
through the complex form of text reference noted above. 
l 
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5.1.5.1.1 Naming and defining technical terms in secondary seasons texts 
The texts were analysed for the occurrence of resources for naming and defining technical 
terms as detailed in Chapter two (2.2.4.3). The results are shown in Table 5.13. 
Catel!~ry SSEASI SSEAS2 SSEAS3 
GROUP RANK 
I Nominal group not verticaJ but tilted "tipped over' or tilted 
parataxis 
1.1 Thing " Qualifier 
2 Verbal group parataxis 
3 Embedded clauses 
CLAUSE RANK 
4 Relational intensive The path around the sun is 
identifYing clause caJied an orbit. 
Every fourth year is called 
a leaD vear 
5 Relational possessive 
attributive clause 
CLAUSE COMPLEX 
6 Projection 
7 Paratactic elaborating 
clause 
DISCOURSE SEMANTICS 
8 Reference 
DISCOURSE SEMANTICS 
AND LEXICOGRAMMAR 
9 Reference and it also moves in space the axis aJways points to the 
relational identifYing around the sun same place in the sky 
clause This movement is called This is called the celestial revolution pole 
It takes 365 114 days for Straight above the north 
each revolution celestial pole is the star 
This time interval is called Polaris 
one vear which is called the pole star 
UNDEFINED TECHNICAL rotates rotates 
TERMS axis axis axis 
perpendicularly 
obliquely 
hemisphere hemisphere 
Southern Cross 
Achemar 
orbit 
South Pole 
---
-
Nort!t Pole 
--
--
-- --
Table 5.13 Defining, naming or assuming technical terms in secondary seasons texts 
The naming and defining of technical terms is clearly not central to the explanations of the 
occurrence of the seasons in these texts. Very few of the grammatical resources for naming 
and defining are used and, as discussed above, the use of categories four and nine in the 
Given Information element of schematic structure produces definitions which are largely 
peripheral to the explanation. Only two of the technical terms ("orbit" and "revolution") 
occur subsequently in the text and then within the Given Information and Explanation 
Sununary elements respectively. Furthermore, SSEASI provides the most comprehensive 
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explanation without using either of these terms. The undefined terms "rotates", "axis" and 
"hemisphere" occur across the texts and seem to be assumed as familiar to readers. The 
meaning of "perpendicularly" is not clarified by the illustration as suggested in clause 14 
("see Figure 7.23") because the representation of the sun's rays striking the Earth here is 
clearly not perpendicular. However clarification is made possible through the lexical 
relations of synonomy and antonomy ("perpendicularly", "90°", "obliquely"). 
S.l.5.2 Grammatical metaphor jn secondacy seasons texts 
The analyses of grammatical metaphor are shown in Tables S.2a- S.4a in Appendix S. (The 
analyses are based on the categories of grammatical metaphor sununarised in Tables 2.12 
and 2.13 in Chapter two). Table S.l4 compares the occurrence of categories of grammatical 
metaphor across the secondary seasons texts. The final column indicates the overall 
density of metaphor per clause in each text. 
TEXT Clauses TYPE OF METAPHOR 
Ia lc 2b Sa Sd Sh 6a 12a 12b 12c 12d Total 
SSEASI 41 0 I 5 4 l 0 I 5 2 0 4 23 0.56 
SSEAS2 23 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 I I 0 0 10 0.44 
SSEAS3 17 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 4 l 0 7 0.41 
Table S.l4 Types of grammatical and logical metaphor in secondary seasons texts 
Although the density of metaphor in all texts is quite low, the somewhat greater use in 
SSEAS I can be largely explained by some of the nuclear meanings included in this text and 
not in the others. For example, the four occurrences of category Sa (Material 
process+Classifier) and four of the five occurrences of 12a (logical connection+Thing) 
are accounted for by "the heating effect". This meaning is realised explicitly on only one 
other occasion (SSEAS3, clause 12 "and is thus cooler") and without grammatical 
metaphor. Similarly, three of the four occurrences of category 12d (logical 
connection+Circumstance- "During this time") result from the explicit account of the 
cause of sununer and winter in both hemispheres, whereas SSEAS2 does not deal with 
sununer in the northern hemisphere at all and SSEAS3 achieves its account of two of the 
four phases by indicating that "The position is reversed each six months" (clause 14). 
Seventy percent of the grammatical metaphor in SSEAS2 is involved in the construction of 
meanings that are not integral to the explanation of the occurrence of the seasons. All four 
instances of the category 1a (Material process+Thing) are accounted for by "revolution" 
(3) and "movement" (1). The two instances of Sh (modality ofprocess+Classifier) 
concern elaborative meanings not included in the other texts ("constant daylight"/ "constant 
darkness) and one instance of2b (Quality of Thing+ Thing) is concerned with "the 
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inconvenience of a quarter of a day at the end of each year" (clause 07). Only two 
instances of the deployment of metaphor in the construction of such meanings occur the 
other texts (These are "Day len~hs" and "varying lengths of day and night" in SSEAS 1 ). 
Categories 12 a-d, involving logical metaphor, are a significant proportion of the instances 
of metaphor in SSEASl (48%) and SSEAS3 (86%), whereas they make up only 20% in 
SSEAS2. The lower proportion of nuclear meanings in SSEAS2 and the emphasis in the 
deployment of metaphor noted above explain the low proportion of logical metaphor in 
this text. In the case of SSEAS 1 and SSEAS3 there is a good deal of similarity in the 
deployment oflogical metaphor. In both texts the metaphorical realisations of 
consequential relations cluster in the Explanation Summary and both make use of 
metaphorical realisations of external contrast:opposition ("the reverse"; "reversed"). The 
difference is that SSEAS 1 also makes use of metaphorical realisations of external 
simultaneity and, as previously noted, includes four repetitions of "the heating effect", 
which means not only additional logical realisations of cause, but also the inclusion of 
another category of metaphor (Material process-+Classifier). The inclusion of other 
categories of metaphor in this way in SSEAS 1 and not SSEAS3 accounts for the variation 
in the proportion of logical metaphors in these texts. 
Overall then, the use of metaphor is not central to the realisation of meanings 
constructing these explanations. As with variation in the transitivity selections, 
variation in the deployment of different types of grammatical and logical metaphor 
across texts is largely due to differences in meaning selection across texts or their 
realisation through the use of text reference and metaphorical forms of the external 
conjunctive relation of contrast: opposition. 
5.1.6 Causal conjunction, "depth" of explanation and relative technicality 
As noted in the previous two chapters, the notion of "depth" of treatment of a topic is 
constructed through the interaction of choices at a number of levels of semiosis. At the 
level of genre in these seasons texts, it may be affected by the iteration of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE elements and the inclusion of the optional 
components of Conclusion and Extension in the latter element. At the level of semantics 
the "depth" may be affected by the extent of inclusion of nuclear meanings. At the level of 
lexicogrammar "depth" may be regarded as the extent to which meanings are actually 
constructed in technical terms by the grammatical selections. The question here is whether 
the choices that construct "depth" of treatment entail a greater orientation to reasoning 
based on causal rather than sequential relations. 
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At the level of genre the inclusion in SSEASl of the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
element deals with the relationship of simultaneity/consequence of the angle of incidence of 
the sun's rays at the Earth's surface and the relative concentration of the rays at that 
surface, which is not addressed in the other texts. The inclusion of the Extension 
component in the CLOSURE element in SSEASl and SSEAS3, marginally increases the 
depth of treatment of the topic by addressing the occurrence of Autumn and Spring. 
The relationship between the relative orientation to temporal and consequential conjunctive 
relations and depth of treatment at the level of ideational semantics and lexicograrnrnar can 
be addressed by comparing these aspects of the texts in the common Given Information 
and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements. The frequency of external temporal and 
consequential conjunctive relations (including metaphorical realisations) and of internal 
conjunctive relations is shown in Table 5.15. 
TEXTS External conjunction per Con·unctively related unit Internal consequence per Conjunctively related unit 
Temporal Consequential 
SSEAS1 .35 .17 .22 
SSEAS2 .Q9 .00 .09 
SSEAS3 .17 .08 .17 
Table 5.15 Conjunction in Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
Although all texts made more use of external temporal conjunction than external 
consequential conjunction, the greatest proportion of both external temporal and 
consequential relations occurred in SSEAS 1. This text was the most comprehensive in 
terms of the inclusion of nuclear meanings as indicated in the semantic map analyses. In 
fact the ordering of the texts in terms of'depth of treatment' on this measure was SSEASl> 
SSEAS3 > SSEAS2, and this is the ordering of the texts in relation to each of the categories 
of conjunction in Table 5.15, including internal consequence. 
Although there was some variation in the deployment of grarnrnatical and discourse 
semantic resources for naming and defining technical terms, it was shown in section 5 .1.5 
that this technicality was not integral to the construction of the explanations of the 
occurrence of the seasons. 
On the basis of the relationship between the relative depth of treatment as indicated by the 
semantic maps, and the deployment of conjunction, it seems that greater use of external 
temporal and consequential relations and of internal consequential relations are all 
associated with greater depth of treatment. But the greater emphasis on external temporal 
relations in SSEASl indicates that greater depth of treatment is not incompatible with a 
more temporally oriented explanation. 
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5.2 Comparing primary and secondary seasons texts 
5.2.1 Schematic structure in primary and secondary seasons texts 
The schematic structure of the primary texts can largely be accounted for by the schematic 
structure potential proposed for the secondary texts: 
ORIENTATION ' [DEDUCTION 
. , SEQUENCES 
Phenomenon" (Link)" Given~ • Explanation (Analogic 
Identification Information Summary Account) 
, (CLO~URE;r 
I I 
(Conclusion)" (Extension) 
The main differences concern the Given Information and Explanation Summary elements. 
There is no Given Information element in PSEAS2. In PSEAS I, as well as occurring after 
the Link element, Given Information is also interpolated into the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES. In the secondary text SSEAS2 this element occurred both before and after 
the Explanation Summary and in SSEASI the metaphorical realisation of the external 
consequential relation between events in the Given Information and the inclination of the 
Earth to/away from the sun at different times of the year, necessitated the reinstatement of 
meanings from the Given Information at the beginning of the second DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element: 
23 As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis the southern hemisphere is inclined ......... 
The varied distribution of Given Information in these texts exposes the tension imposed by 
attempting to account for its role in terms of the particulate analysis inherent in the 
synoptic approach to genre adopted here. In some texts Given Information seems to be 
more prosodic, with its interpolation based more on interpersonal considerations of 
maintaining solidarity with the reader by distributing prerequisite information as it is 
needed in the development of the explanation. 
The Explanation Summary does not occur as a discrete element in PSEAS I, but does seem 
to be conflated with the Link element: 
0 I To discover the cause of the seasons 
02 we must look again at the Earth in its orbit around the Sun. (PSEAS I) 
None of the primary texts include the Analogic Account element or the iteration of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE elements that occurred in SSEAS I. 
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The organisation of the primary seasons texts in terms of the proposed schematic structure 
is shown in Table 5.16. 
06 one 
g.., 
07 and is in daylight; 
08 the other side is turned away from 
the Sun 
09 and is in darkness. 
10 If the Earth's axis were upnght, 
compared with its path around the sun, 
and night would be the same 
JJ over the world 
the North Pole is pointing towards 
the Sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere 
has its hot summer 
04 and the Southern Hemisphere 
has its cold winter. 
OS Six months later, the opposite is 
truo. 
06 In between, the weather changes 
during spring and autumn. 
07 These seasons happen 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread 
•!\=~ '] more thinly in parts of the world 
.. ,; [(tilted away from the Sun (in 
winter)}]. 16 In midsummer, <<17>>the 
northern hemisphere is tilted towards 
the Sun. 
17 <<when the Earth is at one end of 
its annual journey>> 
18 The days are long 
19 and the nights are short 
20 North of the Arctic Circle the Sun 
never sets. 
21 In winter, at the opposite end of 
the journey, the northern regions are 
tilted away from the Sun 
22 Nights are long, 
23 and the davs are short and cooL 
09 Also, the length of each day is 
shorter. 
10 The opposite is true 
11 when that part of the Earth is 
tilted towards the Sun in summer. 
""'on 
poles are cold on page 8]]) 
summer, 
world, the midday sun is over a 
region north of the equator, 
04 so its rays are more 
concentrated 
05 and feel hotter. 
06 During winter the Sun is over a 
region south of the equator, 
07 and the rays ([reaching the 
north ]]spread out over a larger area. 
08 They are less concentrated. 
have their summer 
10 when places north of the 
equator have winter. 
Table 5.16 Schematic structure of primary seasons texts 
The sub-heading in PSEAS2 does not function effectively as a Phenomenon Identification, 
however this sub-heading and the subsequent explanation occur within a larger text segment 
under the main heading of"THE SEASONS". The section prior to the explanation 
analysed here deals with the effect of the seasons on plant and animal life. The Given 
Information element is much briefer in the primary texts, containing none of the elaborative 
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or peripheral meanings that occur in SSEAS2 and SSEAS3. The Explanation Summary 
elements in PSEAS2 and PSEAS3 are similar, except that PSEAS3 does not include "the tilt 
of the Earth": 
0 I Seasons are the result of the tilt of the Earth as it orbits around the Sun. (PSEAS2) 
01 The seasons are caused by the Earth's orbit around the Sun. (PSEAS3) 
In fact PSEAS2 is the only primary or secondary text to include the effect of both the tilt 
of the Earth and its orbit around the Sun in the Explanation Summary. The DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES in PSEAS I are concerned with the cause of day and night and their varying 
lengths in correspondence with the changing seasons. In the other two primary texts and 
the three secondary texts, the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES are concerned with the cause 
of the different heating effect of the sun's rays on the two hemispheres at different times of 
the year and with this variation in heating effect as the basis for identifying the different 
seasons. In SSEAS I and SSEAS3 the Extension element extends the explanation of summer 
and winter in both hemispheres, which was dealt with in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, 
to the seasons of autumn and spring. In PSEAS 1 the Extension is concerned with the cause 
of the lack of variation in the length of night and day in the Tropics and the association of 
this with the lack of seasonal variation: 
24 The tropical regions, close to the Equator, are evenly lit at all times of the year 
25 and so have hardly any seasonal changes. (PSEASI) 
In PSEAS2 the Extension is an instruction: 
12 (Compare this to the reason [[why the poles are cold on page 8]]). (PSEAS2) 
The Conclusion element occurs in SSEAS1 and PSEAS3 only, and the ideational meanings 
in this element are similar in both texts, although more elaborated in the secondary text: 
09 Places south of the equator have their summer 
I 0 when places north of the equator have winter. (PSEAS3) 
36 The seasons in the southern and northern hemispheres are always the reverse of 
each other. 
3 7 When one hemisphere points toward the sun. 
3 8 the other must point away from the sun. (SSEAS 1) 
A comparison of the elements of schematic structure across primary and secondary texts is 
summarised in Table 5.17. 
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ORIENTATION 
Table 5.17 Comparison of schematic structure in primary and secondary seasons texts 
SSEAS I is the only text to include an Analogic Account and the iteration of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE elements. Apart from this the primary and 
secondary texts are similar in that they all include a Phenomenon Identification and 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, but only one text at each level includes a Link and a 
Conclusion element. All of the secondary texts include the Given Information and 
Explanation Summary elements. The primary text PSEAS2 is the only one not to include a 
Given Information element and PSEAS I is the only one not to include an Explanation 
Summary. The secondary text SSEAS2 is the only one to omit the CLOSURE element 
altogether. Overall, there is more variation in the ORIENTATION of the primary than the 
secondary texts and this is the area of greatest variation in schematic structure between the 
primary and secondary levels. 
5.2.2 Theme and schematic structure in primary and secondary texts 
The Theme analysis of the primary texts was again focussed on an investigation of the 
"method of development" of the texts and followed the procedures outlined in Martin 
(1992:435 & 440). All of the texts were quite brief and there were no Macro-Themes. 
Rather the sub-headings, as the Phenomenon Identification element in the schematic 
structure, and the Explanation Summary element, functioned textually as a Hyper-Theme 
predicting thematic selections in the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
elements. The most clear and consistent pattern of Thematic selection occurred in 
PSEAS3. 1bis is indicated in Figure 5.23. Themes are shown on the left and Rhemes on 
the right. Marked Themes are shown in italics. The faint lines and arrowheads indicate 
Rheme-+Theme and Theme-+ Theme progression. 
02 The diagram shows how the Earth's axis is slanted. 
03 During summer, in the northern wo~ the iidd y STm js mcer a :cgiOII rio of the equator, 
04 so its rays.... are more concentrated 
05 ( ........ t and feel hotter. 
06 During winter the _§yn is over a region south of the equator, 
07 and the ra1reaching the spread out over a larger area. 
north' 
08 They. are less concentrated 
09 Places south of the equator have their summer 
IO when places north of the equator have winter. 
Figure 5.23 Theme and schematic structure in PSEAS3 
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ORIENT A TION 
Phenomenon 
Identification 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
Conclusion 
As in the secondary text SSEAS I and, to a lesser extent SSEAS2, marked Themes 
scaffolded the introduction of phases in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. 
However, in contrast to SSEAS I and like SSEAS2, the seasons and not the inclination of 
particular hemispheres to the sun, were selected as the points of departure. Although there 
is a Conclusion element in PSEAS3, it is information that is deduced from clauses 03 - 08 
and is not an accumulation of new information introduced Rhematically, hence the 
Conclusion does not function textually as a Hyper-New. 
In PSEAS2 the Phenomenon Identification and Explanation Summary also function as a 
Hyper-Theme, which is predictive of Theme selection at least in the first part of the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. There is a tendency in the first part of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES also for marked Themes to introduce new phases, but this is not sustained. 
There is a tendency for the position of the Earth in its orbit to be selected as the point of 
departure and, as in SSEAS I, for the seasons to be introduced Rhematically. In this text 
there is no Conclusion element and no accumulation of new information as a Hyper-New. 
The Theme selection and schematic structure in PSEAS2 is shown in Figure 5.24. 
HYPER·THE;!:ME!§....--------------
,...--- ..._ 
ALL THE YEAR ROUND 
I Seasons 
02 At one end of the Eiiiih 's orbil. the North Pole is pointing towards the Sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere 
04 and the Southern Hemisphere 
05 Six months laler, 
06 In between, 
07 These seasons 
08 
09 Also, the length of each day. 
10 The opposite 
II 
12 (Compare 
has its hot summer 
has its cold winter. 
the opposite is true 
the weather changes during spring and autumn. 
happen 
because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly 
in parts of the world [[tilted away from the Sun 
(in winter)]]. 
is shorter 
is true 
when that part of the Earth is tilted towards 
the Sun in summer. 
this to the reason [[why the poles 
are cold on page 8]]) 
Figure 5.24 Theme and schematic structure in PSEAS2 
ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon 
Identification 
Explanation 
Summary 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
( Extension ) 
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In PSEAS 1 the Explanation Swnmary is conflated with the Link element, which functions 
together with the Phenomenon Identification as a Hyper-Theme predicting Theme selection 
in the Given Information element and in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, but not as 
consistently as occurred in the other texts. The main problem here is that "The days" and 
"Nights" are frequent Themes which are not predicted by the Hyper-Theme. Marked 
Themes do introduce new phases in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES as occurred in 
SSEAS 1, SSEAS2 and the other two primary texts. Again, in this text there is no 
Conclusion element and no accumulation of new information as a Hyper-New. The Theme 
selection and schematic structure in PSEASl is shown in Figure 5.25. 
07 
08 
we must look again at the Earth in its 
around the Sun. 
travels once round the sun each year. 
is also spinning on its own axis, once every 24 
hours 
one side of the globe is lit by the Sun 
and is in daylight; 
the other side is turned away from the Sun 
09 and is in darkness. 
If the Earth's axis were upright, 
compared with its path around the sun, 
II day and night would be the same length all over 
the world 
But the Earth's axis 
14 It 
15 so that the globe 
In midsummer 
17 
18 The days 
19 and the nights. 
20 Nonhofthe Arctic Circle 
21 in winter, 
22 Nights 
23 and the days 
24 The tropical regions, close to the 
Equator, 
25 
and there would be no seasons. 
is not upright. 
is tilted over at 23 112 degrees 
is unevenly lit. 
, << .... >>the northern hemisphere 
is tilted towards the Sun. 
<<when the Earth is at one end of its annual 
journey>> 
are long 
are short 
the Sun never sets. 
at the opposite end of the journey, the 
northern regions are tilted away from the Sun. 
are long, 
are short and cool. 
are evenly lit at all times of the year 
and so have 
Figure 5.25 Theme and schematic structure in PSEASI 
Given 
Information 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
Given 
Information 
Extension 
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The clearest patterning of Thematic choice in relation to schematic structure occurred in 
SSEAS I. The first clause in the Explanation Summary functioned as a Macro-Theme, 
predicting Hyper-Themes, which were predictive of Theme selections in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. Marked Themes tended to scaffold the introduction of 
phases in the second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. There were no Macro-
Themes in the primary texts but the occurrence of Hyper-Themes and the use of marked 
Themes were similar to SSEASl, with the clearest pattern of this type in PSEAS3. The 
pattern of Theme selection in SSEAS 1 was also evident to a lesser extent in SSEAS2 but 
did not occur in SSEAS3. Only SSEASI showed accumulation of new information as a 
Hyper-New. 
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5.2.3 Conjunction in primary and secondary seasons texts 
The analyses of conjunction in the primary seasons texts are shown in Figures 5.11a-
5.13a in Appendix 5 and are summarised in Table 5.18, which compares the results of the 
conjunction analyses for primary and secondary texts. 
Text Clauses CRUs Conjunctive relations 
Internal External Metaphorical Implicit Explicit 
SSEASI 41 40 14 24 II 16 II 
SSEAS2 23 23 04 08 02 03 07 
SSEAS3 17 16 04 08 06 03 03 
PSEASI 25 25 07 14 01 13 07 
PSEAS2 12 12 02 07 04 03 02 
PSEAS3 ~0 10 05 04 OJ _06 _j)2 
- - - - - - -
Table 5.18 Conjunction in secondary and primary seasons texts 
As with the secondary texts, there is significant use of internal conjunction, more so in 
PSEAS 1 and PSEAS3. Internal consequence and reformulation are the predominant 
categories as shown in Table 5.19. Internal reformulation linked the Explanation Summary 
element of schematic structure to the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and in the only 
primary text to include a Conclusion element (PSEAS3), this was linked to the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES by internal consequence. All other instances of internal 
reformulation and consequence were concentrated in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. 
TEXT CLAUSES CRUs INTERNAL CONJUNCTIVE RELATIONS total 
Comparative Consequential 
Refonnulation Consequence Concession 
Exhaust 
; e m ; e m ; e m 
PSEASI 25 25 3 2 1 1 7 
PSEAS2 12 12 1 1 2 
PSEAS3 10 10 2 2 1 5 
Table 5.19 Incidence of internal conjunction in primary seasons texts 
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As with the secondary texts the most prominent categories of external conjunction were 
consequence, simultaneity and contrast, as shown in Table 5.20. 
TEXT CL CRUs EXTERNAL CONJUNCTIVE RELATIONS total 
Temporal ConsequentiaJ Com~arison 
cause 
simultaneous successive consequence contingency contrast 
condition purpose 
i 
' 
m i 
' 
m i 
' 
m i 
' 
m i 
' 
m i 
' 
m 
PSEAS 25 25 2 3 2 I I I 4 14 I 
PSEAS 12 12 I I I 2 2 07 2 
PSEAS 10 10 I I I I 04 3 
Table 5.20 Incidence of external conjunction in primary seasons texts 
In the secondary texts almost all of the external consequence was metaphorical and in 
SSEAS2 and SSEAS3 it was all concentrated in the Explanation Summary. In the primary 
texts metaphorical realisations also occurred in the Explanation Summary. In the secondary 
texts very few external consequential relations occurred in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element in SSEASI and SSEAS3 and none in SSEAS2. But in PSEASI a 
significant number of non metaphorical realisations of external consequence occur in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, which distinguishes this text from the other primary texts 
and from the secondary texts. PSEAS I, in contrast to the other texts at both levels, is not 
concerned to explain the occurrence of the seasons in terms of the differential heating effect 
of the sun's rays on different hemispheres at different times of the year. Rather, it explains 
the different lengths of night and day as a result of the Earth's rotation and inclination on its 
axis and then distinguishes the changes in the seasons in particular hemispheres at different 
times of the year in terms of the corresponding variation in the length of night and day as 
the Earth's revolution causes those hemispheres to be tilted toward or away from the sun. 
The deployment of external consequential relations tends to be focussed in the first part of 
the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES dealing with the Earth's inclination on its axis and its 
rotation causing differences in the length of days and nights. Internal consequence occurs in 
the second part of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, where the seasons are distinguished in 
terms of the relative lengths of day and night at those times of the year. This can be seen in 
Figure 5.26. Consequential relations are shown in bold with internal relations on the left of 
the reticulum and external relations on the right. 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
05 As it spins, 
06 one side of the globe is lit by 
the Sun 
07 and is in daylight; 
08 the other side is turned away 
from the Sun 
09 and is in darkness. 
10 Ifthe Earth's axis were upright, 
compared with its path around the sun, 
II day and night would be the same length all over 
the world, 
12 and there would be no seasons. 
, ~ ~ r r FF r r r • • r r r r r r r rr r r r r r r r r r • r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r • r r r r r r • r r • r r r • r r r r r ~:zc.P!WIJ<; r • .-
(j<J 
6 
;Given Information 13 But the Earth's axis is not upright. . . jt '3 
unpiLe.-
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exp/simul 
imp/consq 
imp/contr 
implconsq 
exp/cond 
imp!consq 
:_------ -·.------. !~. !~ ~·-~i~·~~-~~~'-!'. ~~-~':. ~~~~e::'.---- .... ----- ... ---- ... -.. -... ---~~-~ :~~~~~;~) 
I. -ts IS so that the globe is unevenly It 
16 In midsummer,<< 17>>the northern 
hemisphere is tilted towards the Sun. 
17 <<when the Earth is at one end of its 
annual journey>> 
18 The days are long 
19 and the nights are short. 
20 North of the Arctic Circle the Sun 
never sets. 
21 In winter, at the opposite end of the 
journey, the northern regions are tilted away 
from the Sun. 
22 Nights are long, 
23 and the days are short and cool 
imp/i.e. 
imp/consq 
.imp/contr 
imp/consq 
Figure 5.26 Internal & external consequence in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEASI 
The other two primary texts explain the occurrence of the seasons in terms of the different 
heating effects of the sun's rays on the different hemispheres at different times of the year, 
as was the case with the three secondary texts. It was argued that SSEASI showed the 
most effective reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES due mainly to its 
orchestration of internal consequence with external simultaneity producing four logical 
chains, which, in combination, provided the rhetorical means for the Conclusion element 
(see Figure 5.10). The only primary text which made some approximation to this pattern 
of reasoning was PSEAS3. The reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES for this text 
is shown in Figure 5.27. 
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I 0 when places north of the equator have winter. 
Figure 5.27 Reasoning in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS3 
The similarities between the reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEASI and 
PSEAS3 can be seen in Figure 5.28. There are two main differences. The first is that 
PSEAS3 deals with only two of the four phases in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in 
SSEASI i.e. summer and winter in the northern hemisphere and not in the southern 
hemisphere. Therefore the simultaneity of the contrasting seasons in the southern and 
northern hemispheres is not realised in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS3, 
whereas this external conjunctive relation is so realised in SSEAS I. In both texts this is 
realised in the Conclusion. The second main difference is that SSEAS 1 takes the inclination 
of the particular hemispheres to the sun, the consequent angle of incidence of the sun's rays 
to those hemispheres, the consequent concentration of the sun's rays at those hemispheres 
and the consequence of this for their heating effect, as the rhetorical means for concluding 
why we name particular times of the year summer and winter. This is reflected in the 
additional internal consequential relations linking the uncommonsense event sequences to 
the more commonsense experience of the seasons in each hemisphere. On the other hand, 
in PSEAS3 the named seasons are the point of departure rather than the Conclusion. They 
are realised as locations in time in which the uncommonsense events occur. 
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SSEASI 
PSEAS3 
05 and f(d hotter, 
09 Places south of the equator have their swnmer 
10 when places nortb of the equator have winter. 
Figure 5.28 Comparison of conjunction in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and Conclusion 
elements in SSEASI and PSEAS3. 
The reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS2 is significantly masked by 
the use of embedding and metaphorical realisations and a reliance on the readers' inferring of 
consequential relations. The conjunctive relations are indicated in Figure 5.29. 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is 
pointing towards the Sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its hot summer (
02 
imp/consq • 03 • 
04 and the Southern Hemisphere has its cold winter. 
OS Six months later, the opposite is true. 
06 In between, the weather changes 
during spring and autumn. 
07 These seasons happen 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly 
in parts of the world [[tilted away from the Sun (in winter}]]. 
09 Also, the length of each day is shorter. 
10 The opposite is true 
II when that part of the Earth is tilted towards 
the Sun in summer. 
t 
imp/succ 
0 
06 
0
'>xp/consq 
08 
09 
::>exp/simul 
Figure 5.29 Conjunction in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS2 
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The embedded clause as Qualifier in clause 08 effaces the internal consequential conjunctive 
relation necessary to conclude that since the particular part of the Earth is tilted away from 
the Sun in winter, the sun's rays would be less concentrated at that part of the Earth's 
surface. This involves internal conjunction because the reader has to reason to supply the 
intervening logical events i.e. that the angle of incidence of the sun's rays must be large. 
There is also no explicit consequential link in this text between the relative concentration of 
the sun's rays at a particular part of the Earth's surface and the heating effect of the rays on 
that surface area. In PSEAS 3 on the other hand these internal and external conjunctive 
relations are quite clear, as indicated in Figure 5.30. 
03 During summer, in the northern world, the midday sun 
is over a region north of the equator, 
04 so its rays are more concentrated 
OS and feel hotter. 
.JT03 
exp/consq ~.> imp/consq 
Figure 5.30 Internal and external consequence within DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
inPSEAS3 
The metaphorical realisation of external contrast in clauses 05 and I 0 of PSEAS2 also 
masks external simultaneity and internal and external consequential relations which are 
"buried" through the resources of nominalisation and text reference in the use of "the 
opposite". The reader needs to do a good deal of "unpacking" to track the conjunctive 
relations necessary to the reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in this text. 
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The use of internal reformulation and consequence and external simultaneity, consequence 
and contrast was common to all texts at both levels. Variation across texts in the incidence 
of each category was partly due to the omission of particular ideational meanings in some 
texts. For example, more external consequential conjunction occurred in SSEAS1, and to a 
lesser extent SSEAS3, because SSEASl dealt with the angle of incidence of the sun's rays as 
the cause of their relative concentration at the Earth's surface and both texts dealt with the 
latter as the cause of their heating effect, and these meanings were not included in SSEAS2. 
The external consequential relations in PSEAS 1 concerned the causes of day and night and 
their different lengths at different times of the year. These causal relations were not 
explored in the other texts. The use of metaphorical realisations of external contrast in 
combination with text reference in SSEAS3 and PSEAS2 also masked conjunctive relations 
in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in these texts. The deployment of internal 
consequence with external simultaneity and contrast in SSEAS 1 produced the clearest 
progression of reasoning in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. In comparison the reasoning 
in all other texts was problematic. PSEAS3 was the only primary text to show some 
approximation to the pattern of reasoning in SSEAS 1. 
5.2.4 "Depth" of treatment: Variation in the selection of, and reader access 
to, ideational meanings in primary and secondary seasons texts. 
The investigation of variation in the selection of ideational meanings in the secondary texts 
focussed on the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements of 
schematic structure. The ideational meanings in the primary texts were compared by 
projecting the relevant meanings in each primary text in turn onto the semantic map 
showing the aggregated instantial meanings of the secondary texts for these elements of 
schematic structure. The comparisons are discussed for the Given Information and then for 
separate phases of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. Consolidated maps are then given, 
which allow comparisons among the primary texts and of each primary text with the 
secondary texts. 
Types of reader access to the meanings in the primary texts were categorised as literal or 
inferential and then subcategorized as for the secondary texts, according to the system 
summarised in Chapter two in Figure 2.8 in section 2.2.4.2. Variation in types of reader 
access in secondary and primary texts were compared. 
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5.2.4.1 Variation jn the selection ofjdeational meaninas 
Some meanings in the Given Information in the secondary texts occurred only in the 
Explanation Summary in two of the primary texts. In fact PSEAS2 did not include a 
Given Information element. The semantic maps and primary text segments showing the 
inclusion of meanings from the Given Information element of the secondary texts are 
shown in Figure 5 .31. Meanings in the primary texts which were also in the secondary 
texts are shown in thick black lines. Meanings from the secondary texts not included in the 
primary texts are shown in faint lines and additional meanings in the primary texts which 
did not occur in the secondary texts are shown in regular black lines. 
PSEASI 
GIVEN INFORMATION 
03 The Earth travels once round the sun each year. 
04 It is also spinning on its own axis, once every 24 
13 But the Earth's axis is not upright. 
14 It is tilted over at 23 112 degrees 
EXPLANATION SUMMARY 
01 Seasons are the result of the tilt of the Earth 
as it orbits round tbe Sun. 
EXPLANATION SUMMARY 
Ol The se;Ll!OD.iare caused by the Earth's orbit 
around tbe Sun. 
GIVEN U..'FORMATION 
02 The diagram shows bow the Earth's axis is slanted. 
Figure 5.31 Semantic map for "Given Information" in primary seasons texts 
PSEAS I includes all of the meanings from the secondary texts and some additional 
meanings. The ideational meanings in PSEAS2 and PSEAS3 are similar and both omit the 
Earth's rotation and the numerical value of its inclination on its axis. One secondary text 
omitted the rotation of the Earth and another the numerical value of its inclination. Like the 
secondary texts, all meanings included were literal, apart from one text in which the 
meaning on axis was scriptally implicit. In terms of the meanings included as Given 
Information then, there is a great deal of similarity between the primary and the secondary 
texts. 
In the first primary text the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES begin with elaborative meanings 
that do not occur in any other of the primary or secondary texts. The text segment and 
semantic map showing these meanings and their relation to the meanings in the Given 
Information is shown in Figure 5.32. 
Earth ~ 
r volves r tcs 
daylight 
GIVEN INFORMATION DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
03 The Earth travels once round the sun each year. 05 As it spins, 
04 It is also spinning on its own axis, once every 24 hours. 06 one side of the globe is lit bythe Sun 
13 But the Earth's axis is not upright. 07 and is in dayli~t; 08 the other side ts turned away from the Sun 
14 It is tilted over at 23 J/2 degrees 09 and is in darkness. 
Figure 5.32 Initial elaborative meanings in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEASl 
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In the secondary texts the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES progressed through phases dealing 
first with summer in the southern hemisphere, then winter in the northern hemisphere, 
followed by winter in the southern hemisphere and summer in the northern hemisphere. In 
all of the primary texts summer in the northern hemisphere was dealt with first (all were 
written and published in the United Kingdom). Two of the texts then addressed winter in 
the northern hemisphere, while one (PSEAS2) dealt with winter in the southern hemisphere 
as its second phase. 
The pattern of meaning selection and the categories of reader access to these meanings was 
similar across the primary texts for the northern summer and northern winter phases. The 
semantic maps and primary text segments dealing with summer in the northern hemisphere 
are shown in Figure 5.33 (Corresponding semantic maps and text segments for the northern 
winter are included as Figures 5.14a and 5.15a in Appendix 5). 
t':S.t.A:Sl 
16 In midsummer, << .... >>the northern 
hemisphere is tilted towards the Sun. 
17 <<when the Earth is at one end of its 
annual journey>> 
18 The days are long 
19 and the nights are short. 
02: At oae ead or the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is 
poiDtiDg towards the Suo 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its bot tummer 
07 These seasons happen 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly 
in parts of the world [[tilted away from the 
Sun (in winter)]]. 
09 Also, the length of each day is shorter. 
10 The opposite is true 
11 wben that part of the Earth is tilted towards 
the Sun in summer. 
PSEAS3 
03 During summer, in the northem world, the midday sun 
is over a region north of the equator, 
04 so its rays are more concentrated 
05 and feel hotter. 
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Figure 5.33 Semantic maps for "northern summer" phase of DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
in primary seasons texts 
Nuclear meanings are dealt with minimally in PSEAS 1 and more extensively in PSEAS2 and 
PSEAS3. PSEAS2 includes the inclination of the northern hemisphere towards/away from 
the sun and the greater/lesser concentration of the sun's rays at the Earth's surface, but 
omits the meanings that are the link in the logical chain i.e. that more of the sun's rays strike 
the Earth perpendicularly/obliquely. However, in PSEAS3 the relationship between the 
angle of incidence and the concentration of the sun's rays is included, but the cause, i.e. the 
inclination of the northern hemisphere towards/away from the sun, is omitted. Elaborative 
meanings concerning night and day lengths occur in PSEAS l and PSEAS2 but not PSEAS3. 
The few nuclear meanings in PSEAS I are literal. While PSEAS2 and PSEAS3 include a 
greater proportion, but different, nuclear meanings, both have about the same proportion of 
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literal meanings. PSEAS2 relies on inference through retrieval from the comparative 
reference "The opposite" to construct the meanings dealing with the maximum/minimum 
concentration of the sun's rays on the northern hemisphere in summer/winter. While these 
meanings are literal and explicit in PSEAS3, meanings concerning the angle of incidence of 
the sun's rays in summer/winter can only be inferred from "the midday sun is over a region 
north of the equator"/ "The sun is over a region south of the equator". 
In the secondary texts the northern summer was not dealt with at all in SSEAS2; SSEAS 1 
relied on inference from the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element to provide a 
comprehensive account of the relevant nuclear meanings and SSEAS3 relied on inference 
from phase two to provide significantly fewer of these meanings (Appendix 5, Figure 5.7a). 
In fact SSEAS3 included fewer meanings than either PSEAS2 or PSEAS3, which can be 
seen by comparing Figure 5.34 with Figure 5.33. 
SSEAS3 
10 This means [[that the part of the Earth 
closest to the Sun bas more rays 
for a given area and experiences 
summeriJ. 
II The area further away from the Sun has 
fewer rays for the same area 
12 and is thus cooler, 
13 experiencing winter. 
14 The position is reveraed eacll sh months 
(Figure 2.9). 
/JS:ISo·-.... 
'["''••• ........ ~-~,..~...,._../-~"" ... , 
. .... 
Summer. 
Figure 5.34 Text segment and semantic map for the northern summer in SSEAS3 
The nuclear meanings for the northern winter phase were dealt with comprehensively in 
SSEASI and the meanings in SSEAS3 were similar to those in PSEAS2 (omitting the angle 
of incidence of the sun's rays). The very skeletal treatment in the primary text PSEAS 1 
was similar to that in SSEAS2 (see Appendix 5, Figure 5.5a). 
Only one of the primary texts, PSEAS2, dealt with the southern winter and summer in its 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. Reader access to these meanings is predominantly literal in 
the case of the southern winter while those concerning the southern summer rely on 
inference through retrieval from the comparative reference "The opposite". The relevant 
text segments and semantic maps are shown in Figure 5.15a in Appendix 5. 
The relative depth of treatment in the primary texts and the comparison with secondary 
texts in terms of the inclusion of nuclear meanings can be seen in Figure 5.35. 
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PRIMARY TEXTS SECONDARY TEXTS 
Figure 5.35 Semantic maps for primary and secondary seasons texts 
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In the secondary texts a good deal of inference was required to make the causal link 
between the nuclear meanings in the Given Information and the events underlying each of 
the seasons (5.1.4). In SSEAS1 the link was literal for the seasons in the southern 
hemisphere and inferred for those in the northern hemisphere. In SSEAS2 and SSEAS3 the 
causality between the Earth's varying inclination to the sun and the combination of the 
Earth's inclination on its axis and its revolution was explicit, but the link between this and 
the inclination to the sun of particular hemispheres at particular times of the year had to be 
inferred. In SSEAS I and SSEAS3 the causal relation lines were able to be extended to 
summer and winter in both hemispheres. SSEAS2 did not include the northern summer. 
In PSEAS 1 and PSEAS2, the causal link can be inferred from a conflation of the logical 
relations of consequence and simultaneity in the metaphorical realisation of the Earth's 
revolution around the sun. 
16 In midsummer, << 17 >> the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the sun 
17 <<when the Earth is at one end of its annual journey>> (PSEAS1) 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the north pole is pointing toward the sun (PSEAS2) 
In PSEAS I only the northern hemisphere is dealt with, but in PSEAS2 the logical link to 
the northern summer and southern winter is explicit and the link to the northern winter and 
southern summer is constructed implicitly in clause 05: 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the north pole is pointing toward the sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its hot summer 
04 and the Southern Hemisphere has its cold winter. 
05 Six months later, the opposite is true. (PSEAS2) 
In PSEAS3 there is no indication of a causal relation between the varying inclination of 
different hemispheres of the Earth to the sun and the combination of the Earth's inclination 
on its axis and its revolution . However, the Explanation Summary does indicate in general 
terms that "The seasons are caused by the Earth's orbit around the Sun". PSEAS2 then, 
was the only primary text in which the causal relation lines were able to be extended to 
summer and winter in both hemispheres. 
Overall, the most comprehensive treatment of nuclear meanings in the secondary texts was 
in SSE AS 1 and in PSEAS2 in the primary texts, and SSEAS 1 was much more 
comprehensive than PSEAS2. The most skeletal treatment in the secondary texts was in 
SSEAS2 and in the primary texts PSEASI, which had the lowest proportion of nuclear 
meanings and more elaborative meanings than any of the other texts. The depth of 
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treatment of the topic in the secondary texts as indicated by the extent of inclusion of 
nuclear meanings in the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements was 
reflected in the extent of meanings included in the Explanation Summaries (SSEASl > 
SSEAS3 > SSEAS2). This was also the case with the primary texts (PSEAS2 > PSEAS3 > 
PSEAS 1 ). PSEAS 1 had no Explanation Summary at all and PSEAS3 indicated that the 
seasons were caused "by the Earth's orbit around the Sun". But PSEAS2 included the most 
effective Explanation Summary of all primary and secondary texts: 
01 Seasons are the result of the tilt of the Earth as it orbits around the Sun. (PSEAS2). 
5.2.4.2 Tyoes ofreac!er access to ideational meanings jn primary and secondary 
seasons texts 
The proportion of literal meanings in the primary and secondary texts is compared in Table 
5.21 (The analysis of types of reader access to nuclear meanings in the primary texts is 
shown in Table 5.5a in Appendix 5). Meanings dealing with the seasons in the southern 
hemisphere were omitted from PSEASl and PSEAS3. Those dealing with the seasons in 
the northern hemisphere were predominantly literal and little inference was involved. 
PSEAS2 was the only primary text to make substantial use of inference from the retrieval 
of reference items to construct nuclear meanings and this text included more nuclear 
meanings than the other primary texts. 
This pattern is somewhat similar to that of the secondary texts. The most comprehensive 
treatment of nuclear meanings occurred in SSEASl and then SSEAS3 and both of these 
texts made substantial use of inference by retrieval from previous text segments. 
Prim"'Y Texts PSEASI PSEAS2 PSEAS3 
%Nuclear Meanings Literal 
(Exnlicit + Implicii) 
100 64 79 
Secondary Texts SSEASI SSEAS2 SSEAS3 
% Nuclear Meanings Literal 
(Exnlicit + Imnlicii) 
65 87 43 
Table 5.21 Proportion of literal nuclear meanings in primary and secondary texts 
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5.2.5 Variation in grammatical realisation and construction of technicality 
5.2.5.1 Iransitjyity 
The transitivity analyses of the primary texts (Figures 5 .16a - 5 .18a in Appendix 5) 
revealed a pattern of selection of process types very similar to that of the secondary texts. 
This is shown in Table 5.22. 
TEXT CLAUSES Material Mental Relational Verbal Behavioural 
Effective Middle Identifying Attributive 
;, 
' ' 
eire 
i'PSEASl 25 3 4 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 3 
PSEAS2 12 0 3 0 1 0 0 7 1 0 0 3 
PSEAS3 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 6 1 0 1 2 
SSEASl 41 13 3 1 1 2 0 10 7 0 1 7 
SSEAS2 24 1 2 2 5 1 0 8 3 2 1 3 
SSEAS3 17 1 2 1 5 2 0 8 2 2 0 2 
• PSEASI- I Existential Process 
Table 5.22 Summary of process types in primary seasons texts 
Relational Attributive Processes dominate and Material processes are much less prominent 
at both primary and secondary levels (the higher proportion of Material processes in 
SSEAS 1 reflecting some additional meanings in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES but more 
so in the Analogic Account, as discussed in 5.1.5.1). The primary texts contain fewer 
Relational: identifying and Relational: circumstantial: attributive processes. 
The commonality in the selection and granunaticalization of nuclear meanings in the Given 
Information in the secondary texts also characterised the primary texts. The commonality 
across primary texts is shown in Figure 5.36. The thicker lines indicate meanings common 
to all texts and dotted lines indicate meanings that occurred in one text only. 
Earth 
Figure 5.36 Commonality of nuclear meanings in Given Information in primary texts. 
As noted in 5.2.4, there was no Given Information element in PSEAS2 and the meanings of 
the Earth's inclination on its axis and revolution around the sun occurred in the Explanation 
Summary. In PSEAS3 the Earth's revolution also occurred in the Explanation Summary. 
The realisation of these meanings in the primary texts is shown in Table 5.23. 
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once round the sun each 
Table 5.23 Realisation of the Earth's rotation and revolution in primary seasons texts 
As in the secondary texts the grammatical selections were mainly centred on middle 
Material processes. The only primary level realisation of the Earth's rotation uses the 
commonsense item "spinning", while both secondary realisations use the more technical 
"rotates". However, two primary texts use the technical item "orbit" in realising the Earth's 
revolution, whereas all secondary texts introduced this meaning with the commonsense 
item "moves". 
Again, as in the secondary texts, Relational: intensive: attributive clauses realised the 
Earth's inclination on its axis in PSEAS 1 and PSEAS3. 
14 It is tilted over at 23112 degrees. (PSEAS1) 
02 The diagram shows [[how the Earth's axis js slanted]]. (PSEAS3) 
In PSEAS2, however, this meaning was realised by the nominal group "the tilt of the 
Earth ... " embedded in the Value of the Relational: identifYing clause functioning as the 
Explanation Summary: 
01 Seasons are the result of the tilt of the Earth as it orbits around the sun. (PSEAS2) 
The predominance ofRelational:attributive processes in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
of the primary texts is shown in Table 5.24. 
TEXT CLAUSES Material Mental Relational Behavioural 
Effective Middle Identifying Attributive 
"' 
eire int eire 
PSEASI 17 I 2 12 • 
PSEAS2 10 2 6 I 2 
PSEAS3 6 I 0 5 I 
. PSEAS 1· I Existential Process 
Table 5.24 Process types in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in primary seasons texts 
In the secondary texts there were no middle Material processes in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES and effective Material processes in SSEAS1 only, whereas in the primary 
texts middle Material processes occurred in PSEAS 1 and PSEAS2 and one effective 
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Material process in each ofPSEASl and PSEAS3. Behavioural processes occurred in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES of all secondary texts but in only one of the primary texts. 
In the secondary texts the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES involved four phases dealing with 
winter and summer in the northern and southern hemispheres and each of these phases 
progressed through a number of steps, which were described in Table 5 .II. Not all phases, 
nor all steps in phases, were included in all texts. Furthermore, some of the steps were 
realised explicitly and some needed to be inferred, and the pattern of explicit and inferential 
realisation also varied across texts. However each of the steps were characterised by 
particular distributions of process types and within the steps there was little variation in 
the grammatical realisation. This patterning of process selection is compared with that of 
the primary texts in Table 5.25. In the "PROCESS SELECTIONS" column, the categories 
which occurred in the primary texts only are shown in italics. 
STEPS 
Contextual 
STATE 
MEANINGS 
Inclination of particular 
hemispheres to the sun 
Sun's rays 
PROCESS 
Relational: 
Intensive: 
Attributive 
REALIZATIONS 
16 In midsummer <<17>> the northern hemisphere 
is tilted toward the Sun. (PSEASI) 
II when that part of the Earth is tilted towards the 
Sun in summer. (PSEAS2) 
Relational: 02 At one end of the Earth's orbit the North Pole is 
Circumstantial: pointing towards the sun. (PSEAS2) 
Simultaneous surface at 
Material: 
effective 
EVENT 
Consequential 
Behavioural 
EVENT 
Sun's rays are concentrated 
or spread out at the Earth's Intensive: 
surface Attributive 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly .. 
(PSEAS2) 
04 so its rays are more concentrafed (PSEAS3) 
Ray's is 
relatively or low 
(Relatively more or fewer 
light rays from the sun are 
absorbed by the Earth and 
converted 
Particular hemispheres 
experience summer or 
winter 
Relational: 07 and the rays)[ reaching the north]] spread out 
Circumstantial: over a larger area (PSEA$3) 
A«ributive 
Relational: 
Possessive: 
Attributive 
Relational: 
Intensive: 
Attributive 
Behavioural 
05 and feel hotter. (PSEAS3) 
and the Northern Hemisphere has its bot summer 
(PSEAS2) 
Circumstance 161n midsummer <<17>> the northern hemisphere 
of temporal is tilted towards the sun. (PSEAS 1) 
location 
Table 5.25 Realisation of meanings in steps within phases of DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES in primary seasons texts 
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The process types selected within each step in the primary and secondary texts were 
similar in all but two cases and only two steps each included one process type selection 
peculiar to the primary texts. So where there was commonality in ideational meanings and 
explicit realisation, there was substantial commonality in grammatical realisation. 
The realisational variation that did occur across the primary texts and between these and 
the secondary texts can be appreciated by considering each of the steps in Table 5.25. 
Firstly, Table 5.24 showed that the primary texts contained fewer Relational: 
circumstantial: attributive clauses. Instead of processes like "tilts" and "faces", the primary 
texts tended to select Relational: intensive processes and attributes like " .. .is tilted ... ". But 
no examples of either of these selections from PSEAS3 are shown in Table 5.25. In this 
text the relevant meanings needed to be inferred from clauses like: 
06 During winter the Sun is over a region south of the equator, (PSEAS3) 
The process type is still Relational:intensive:attributive, so the pattern of grammatical 
selection is not affected. 
The only effective Material process in the primary texts realising the sun's rays striking the 
Earth, was embedded in the Qualifier of "rays" in PSEAS3 (07 and the rays reaching the 
north spread out over a larger area). In SSEAS3 the realisation of this event involved four 
effective material processes. 
The middle Material processes in PSEAS I and PSEAS2 are either recapitulations of 
meanings in the "Given Information" element, or elaborative or generalised meanings not 
relevant to any of the steps listed: 
05 As it spins (PSEAS I) 
20 North of the Arctic Circle the Sun never sets. (PSEAS 1) 
06 In between, the weather changes during spring and autumn. 
07 These seasons happen.... (PSEAS2) 
Only one text at each level (SSEASl and PSEAS3) realised meanings from step four using 
Relational:intensive: attributive clauses with a realisation of the Sun's rays as Carrier: 
32 and their heating effect is less (SSEASl) 
05 and feel hotter. (PSEAS3) 
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An additional and significant resource used in PSEAS2 and in the secondary texts SSEAS2 
and SSEAS3 was the Relational:intensive: attributive clause with the comparative reference 
item "the opposite" as Carrier: 
05 Six months later, the opposite is true. 
10 The opposite is true.... (PSEAS2) 
20 In winter the reverse is true (SSEAS2) 
14 The position is reversed each six months .... (SSEAS3) 
The primary text PSEAS 1 does not explain the seasons in terms of the effect of the tilt of 
the Earth as it revolves around the Sun on the relative heating effect of the Sun's rays in 
different hemispheres when those hemispheres are inclined toward or away from the Sun. 
Rather this text is concerned with the effect of the tilt of the Earth as it revolves around the 
Sun on the relative lengths of night and day in different hemispheres when those 
hemispheres are inclined toward or away from the Sun. In fact, as noted above, the only 
reference to heat is that in winter " ... the days are short and cool", and this is not related to 
the heating effect of the Sun's rays explicitly or implicitly. Consequently, of the twelve 
Relational:intensive: attributive processes in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, very few 
realise meanings in the steps listed in Table 5.25. The majority are concerned with the 
occurrence and relative lengths of day and night in the different seasons: 
07 and is in daylight 
09 and is in darkness 
II day and night would be the same length all over the world, 
18 The days are long 
19 and the nights are short. 
22 Nights are long, 
23 and the days are short and cool. (PSEAS 1) 
What was common about the process selections in the Explanation Summary of the 
primary and secondary texts was that they are all involved in the metaphorical realisation 
of causal conjunction. In both primary and secondary texts Relational:intensive: 
identifying clauses were used with a nominalisation of cause (SSEAS3- " .. the cause of the 
seasons"; PSEAS2- "the result of the tilt of the Earth ... ) as Value. Both primary and 
secondary texts used Relational:circumstantial:identifying clauses (SSEAS 1 - " ... gives rise 
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to .. "; SSEAS3 - " .. caused by .. "; PSEAS3 - " ... are caused by .. "). In addition the secondary 
texts used a Relational: intensive: attributive clause: 
09 They are due to the rays of light from the Sun ...... (SSEAS3) 
and a Material process embedded in the Value of a Relational:intensive; identifying clause, 
as metaphorical realisations of cause: 
12 It is the Earth's revolution around the Sun [[that gives us our seasons .... )) 
Other Material processes in the Explanation Summary of both primary and secondary texts 
were embedded within the Value of Relational:identifying clauses: 
01 Seasons are the result [of the tilt [of the Earth] 
[[ as it orbits around the Sun )] ] (PSEAS2) 
05 Day lengths and temperatures depend on [[how long the sun shines and the angle 
[[at which the sun's rays strike the Earth]]]] (SSEAS1) 
Overall, there is little variation in the transitivity selections realising meanings that are 
common across primary and secondary texts. Secondary texts tended to use 
Relational: circumstantial: attributive processes to realise the inclination of the Earth to 
the Sun ("tilts"; "faces"), whereas primary texts used this form only once, favouring 
Relational:intensive:attributive clauses for this purpose. Variation in the use of 
different process types is largely due to differences in the meanings included across 
texts. 
5.2.5.1.1 Naming and defining technical terms in primary and secondary seasons 
texts 
The primary texts were analysed for the occurrence of resources for naming and defining 
technical terms in the same way as the secondary texts as detailed in chapter two (2.2.4.3). 
None of these resources were deployed in the primary texts. This is not very surprising 
since it was found that few such resources were used in the secondary texts and the 
technical terms that were named or defmed were not central to the explanation of the 
occurrence of the seasons. The undefmed technical terms in the primary and secondary 
texts are set out in Table 5.26. Terms which occurred in both primary and secondary texts 
are shown in bold. Those that occurred in the secondary texts only are shown in italics and 
those occurring in the primary texts only are shown in normal type. 
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PRIMARY TEXTS SECONDARY TEXTS 
PSEASI PSEAS2 PSEAS3 SSEASI SSEAS2 SSEAS3 
orbit orbits orbit orbit 
! 
axis axis BliS axis axis 
rotates rotates 
globe 
hemisphere hemisphere hemisphere hemisphere 
Arctic Circle 
tropica1 regions 
Equator Equator 
North Pole North Pole 
South Pole 
perpendicularly 
obliquely 
Southern Cross 
Achemar 
Table 5.26 Undefined technical terms in primary and secondary seasons texts 
Although PSEAS I does seem to have more undefined terms than the other primary texts, 
there does not seem to be very much difference in the extent of these undefmed terms 
across texts both within and across school levels. A core of common technical terms (orbit, 
axis, hemisphere) is assumed at both levels. 
5.2.5.2 Grammatical metaphor in primary and secondary seasons texts 
The analyses of grammatical metaphor in the primary texts are shown in Tables 5.6a- 5.8a 
in Appendix 5. (The analyses are again based on the categories of grammatical metaphor 
summarised in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 in Chapter two). Table 5.27 compares the occurrence 
of categories of metaphor in the primary and secondary texts. The final column indicates 
the overall density of metaphor per clause in each text. 
Text Clauses Tvoe of Metaphor 
Ia lc 2b Sa 5d 5h 6a 12a 12b 12c 12d Total 
SSEASI 41 0 I 5 4 1 0 I 5 2 0 4 23 0.56 
SSEAS2 23 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 I I 0 0 10 0.44 
SSEAS3 17 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 4 1 0 7 0.41 
PSEASI 25 1 3 I I 6 0.24 
PSEAS2 12 2 4 6 0.50 
PSEAS3 10 I I 0.10 
Table 5.27 Frequency of occurrence of types of grammatical and logical metaphor inpr~tn!i>!f 
o nJ secondary seasons texts 
Although little use is made of grammatical metaphor in two of the three primary texts, the 
deployment has some similarly with that in the secondary texts, which was also quite low. 
As with the secondary texts logical metaphors occur in the Explanation Summary and 
PSEAS2, like SSEAS I and SSEAS3, also uses metaphorical realisations of external 
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contrast: opposition ("the opposite") in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. Seven of the 
eight instances of category 2b (Quality ofThing-+Thing) in the secondary texts were 
accounted for by the nominalisation "tilt" and "length" and three of the five instances of 
this category in the primary texts were accounted for by the same nominalizations (the 
other two instances in the primary texts were "daylight" and "darkness"). In section 
5.1.5.2 it was argued that the use of metaphor was not central to the realisation of meanings 
constructing the secondary textbook explanations of the occurrence of the seasons and this 
is also clearly the case with the primary texts. 
5.2.6 Causal conjunction, "depth" of explanation and relative technicality 
of primary and secondary seasons texts 
All secondary texts made more use of external temporal conjunction than external 
consequence in the Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements, but the 
greatest proportion of external temporal and consequential relations as well as internal 
consequence occurred in SSEAS1 (5.1.6). This text was the most comprehensive in terms 
of the inclusion of nuclear meanings as shown by the semantic map analyses, indicating 
that greater depth of treatment of this topic is not incompatible with a more temporally 
oriented explanation. 
The relative depth of treatment of the topic in the primary texts, as indicated in the 
semantic map analyses, was PSEAS2 > PSEAS3 > PSEAS 1. But the relationship between 
depth of treatment and the relative use of temporal and consequential conjunction is not 
clear. This can be seen in Table 5.28, which indicates the frequency of external temporal 
and consequential relations (including metaphorical realisations) and internal conjunction. 
TEXTS External con· unction per Con· unctivelv related unit Internal consequence per Coniunctivelv related unit 
Temporal ConsequentiaJ 
PSEAS1 .10 .24 .14 
PSEAS2 .10 .20 .10 
PSEASl_ 
- --
_0 __ -
-
.14 
-
.29 
Table 5.28 Conjunction in Given Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in 
primary seasons texts 
The proportions of conjunctive relations in each of the categories in PSEAS2, which 
evidenced the greatest depth of treatment, do not differ significantly from those in 
PSEAS1, which evidenced the least depth of treatment. However, PSEAS1 was concerned 
with the causes of day and night and the relationship of their varying lengths at different 
times of the year to the seasons, while PSEAS2 was concerned with the cause of the 
different heating effect of the sun's rays at different times of the year in different 
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hemispheres as the cause of the seasons. The comparison of PSEAS2 with PSEAS3 
suggests that increased use of external temporal and consequential relations is related to 
increased depth of treatment, as was the case with the secondary texts. However PSEAS3 
has more internal consequential conjunction than PSEAS2, which is not consistent with the 
fmding from the secondary texts that greater use of internal consequence was associated 
with greater depth of treatment. 
In section 5.2.5 it was shown that in both primary and secondary texts there was little 
construction of technicality and quite low densities of grammatical metaphor and that 
neither technicality nor grammatical metaphor were central resources in the explanations of 
the occurrence of the seasons. 
On the basis of the relative depth of treatment as indicated by the semantic maps then, and 
its relation to the deployment of conjunction, it seems that while there is no clear 
correlation in the primary texts, in the secondary texts greater use of external temporal and 
consequential relations and of internal consequence are all associated with greater depth of 
treatment. But the greater use of external temporal relations in SSEAS 1, indicates that 
greater depth of treatment is not incompatible with a more temporally oriented explanation. 
5.3 Educational implications 
This section summarises the variation in the linguistic dimensions of recontextualization 
across the primary and secondary texts and relates these findings to the global research 
question and the educational linguistic purpose of the study. 
EDUCATIONAL LINGUISTIC PURPOSE 
How can the generic structure and discourse semantic and lexicogramrnatica1 realization of causal 
explanations in upper primary and junior secondary school science books be further explicated in 
order to: 
(i) provide an account of linguistic options in recontextua1izing explanations at these levels of 
schooling; 
(ii) evaluate such texts as resources for apprenticing children to the discourse of scientific English? 
GLOBAL RESEARCH QUESTION 
What linguistic choices are functional in the realization of alternative 
rccontextualizations of explanations of the same phenomenon within and across junior 
secondary and upper primary science books? How do these choices vary with Field? 
Genre 
The elements of schematic structure included in SSEAS I and not in the other secondary 
texts were the Analogic Account and the iteration of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and 
CLOSURE. SSEAS3 did not include the Conclusion and SSEAS2 did not include the 
Conclusion or Extension components in the CLOSURE. The omission of the Conclusion 
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means there is no summary resulting from the reasoning of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES and the omission of the Extension means there is no mention of Autumn and 
Spring in SSEAS2. These could be seen as non-essential elements of structure and hence 
the absence of the Conclusion in PSEAS I and PSEAS2 and the Extension in PSEAS3 as not 
limiting the primary explanations. The Analogic Account is not essential and the ideational 
meanings in the two DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements in SSEASI could be 
accommodated by expanding the second element, since it includes a good deal of re-
iteration. For example in the following segment from the second DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES element, the interpolation of clause 19 from the first element between 31 and 
32 is all that is required to provide a repetition of clauses 18-20 from this first element: 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
(19 they are spread over a larger area) 
32 and their heating effect is less. (SSEAS I) 
The iteration of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE is therefore also not an 
essential aspect of the schematic structure. The obligatory elements then would be: 
Phenomenon Identification A Given Information · Explanation Summary A DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. 
The variations in schematic structure peculiar to the primary texts were the omission of an 
Explanation Summary in PSEAS I and of a Given Information element in PSEAS2. 
Although it was suggested that the Explanation Summary in PSEASI is conflated with the 
Link element, this did not occur in any of the other primary or secondary texts, and it 
seems more appropriate for the primary texts to include an explicit Explanation Summary. 
The omission of the Given Information in PSEAS2 is dysfunctional since it assumes the 
reader's knowledge of the Earth's orbit and its inclination on its axis. None of the 
secondary texts made this assumption and furthermore, this information was not provided 
in previous sections of the primary book. In terms of schematic structure then, 
recontextualizations of explanations of the occurrence of the seasons at the primary level 
should include the obligatory elements as noted above. 
Texturing: Patterns of Theme and Information Focus 
The clearest patterning of Thematic choice in relation to schematic structure was in 
SSEAS I. The first clause in the Explanation Summary functioned as a Macro-Theme, 
predicting Hyper-Themes, which were predictive of Theme selections in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. Marked Themes tended to scaffold the introduction of each 
phase in the second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. New information introduced 
Rhematically in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES formed sets of contrasts which were 
accumulated and summarised in the Conclusion element as a Hyper-New. The Thematic 
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organisation in SSEAS2 was similar except that the seasons were selected as marked 
Themes rather than the changes in the orientation to the sun of the Earth's hemispheres 
during the Earth's orbit, as was the case in SSEAS 1. The method of development in 
SSEAS2 was also influenced by the selection of reference to illustrations as Theme, which 
were not predicted by the Hyper-Theme. In this text also there is no Conclusion element 
and no accumulation of new information in a Hyper-New. No consistent pattern of Theme 
selection was found in SSEAS3. 
The Thematic organisation in the primary texts approximated that of SSEAS 1 with the 
Explanation Summary element as Hyper-Theme predicting Theme selection in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, and the use of marked Themes to introduce new phases. 
The clearest and most consistent pattern of this type occurred in PSEAS3. In this text the 
seasons were selected as Theme as in SSEAS2. The only Conclusion element in the 
primary texts was in PSEAS3 and this did not accumulate new information from previous 
clauses, so there were no Hyper-News in the primary texts. The primary texts did not 
utilise Thematic organisation which was distinctively different from that of the secondary 
texts (although a number of Topical Themes in PSEAS1 were concerned with day and night 
since this text explained differences in the seasons in terms of the relative length of day and 
night at different times of the year). The distinctive Thematic features of SSEAS 1 i.e. the 
orientation to the sun of the Earth's hemispheres during the Earth's orbit as points of 
departure in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, and the accumulation of new information in 
the Conclusion element as a Hyper-New, could be accommodated in texts at the primary 
level. 
Reasoning: Patterns of conjunctive relations 
The use of internal conjunctive relations of reformulation and consequence and external 
relations of simultaneity, consequence and contrast was common to all texts at both levels. 
But the pattern of conjunctive relations constructing the reasoning in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES was more elaborated and clearer in SSEASI. This was partly due to the 
greater depth of treatment of the topic in this text and hence the inclusion of meanings that 
did not occur in the other texts. However, there were two other important influences. The 
first was that the occurrence of winter and summer in both hemispheres was dealt with 
explicitly, whereas in the other texts metaphorical realisations of external contrast and text 
reference (e.g. "In winter the reverse is true.") obviated many of the explicit realisations of 
external simultaneity and internal consequence that occurred in SSEAS 1. In this text, the 
metaphorical form of external contrast did not occur until the Conclusion element. The 
second influence on the reasoning in SSEAS 1 was that this text set up the causal chain of 
the variation in the heating effect of the sun on different hemispheres at the same time of 
the year as the rhetorical means for concluding that these uncommonsense events 
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corresponded with the more commonsense experience of variation in the seasons. This 
aspect of internal reasoning did not occur in the other texts, which realised the summer and 
winter as locations in time during which these uncommonsense events took place. 
The latter orientation was common to the primary texts and this might be considered an 
appropriate means of using commonsense as the point of departure for younger readers. 
However, none of the primary texts dealt explicitly with summer and winter in both 
hemispheres in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES as did SSEASl. PSEAS1 did not deal 
with the southern hemisphere at all and PSEAS2 used the metaphorical realisation of 
external contrast and text reference as in SSEAS2 and SSEAS3. Dealing explicitly in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES with summer and winter in both hemispheres and avoiding 
the logical metaphor in realising external contrast, as in SSEAS 1, are characteristics of this 
secondary text which seem most appropriate to texts for younger readers at primary level. 
Ideational Semantics: The selection of nuclear, elaborative and peripheral meanings 
The explanations of the seasons in these texts were focussed on the causes of winter and 
summer in the northern and southern hemispheres. In the secondary texts Autumn and 
Spring were not mentioned in SSEAS2 at all and in SSEAS 1 and SSEAS3 they were 
included as an Extension in the CLOSURE element. In the primary texts Autumn and 
Spring occurred in only one clause in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES of one text: 
06 In between the weather changes during spring and autumn. (PSEAS2). 
The lack of seasonal variation in these terms in the tropics is addressed in only one text - as 
the Extension element in the primary text PSEAS 1. 
The comparison of ideational meanings selected in the explanations of the occurrence of 
winter and summer was achieved by projecting semantic maps of the meanings in the Given 
Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES elements in each text onto a semantic map 
of the aggregated meanings occurring in these elements of structure in all three secondary 
texts. Again SSEAS 1 included the most comprehensive selection of nuclear meanings. It 
was the only text to include the relationship of the Earth's inclination to the sun to the 
angle of incidence of the sun's rays on the Earth's surface and the consequent density of the 
sun's rays on that surface area SSEAS2 indicated that the lower concentration of the sun's 
rays in the southern winter was due to the southern hemisphere tilting away from the sun, 
but did not mention anything about the angle of incidence of the sun's rays. However this 
text did not indicate that this lower concentration of the sun's rays decreased their heating 
effect. More commonly (in SSEAS3, PSEAS2 and PSEAS3) the causal link between the 
concentration of the sun's rays and their heating effect was made, but in SSEAS3 and 
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PSEAS2 this was not linked to the inclination of the Earth to sun, nor to the angle of 
incidence of the sun's rays and in PSEAS3 it was linked the angle of incidence but not back 
to the Earth's inclination to the sun. Apart from SSEAS 1 then, there seems to be an 
avoidance of explaining the relationship between the Earth's inclination to the sun, the angle 
of incidence of the sun's rays and their consequent concentration at different locations on 
the Earth's surface. These links should be made to avoid the logical gaps in the explanation. 
Primary texts could well include the kind of Analogic Account in SSEAS 1 to assist in 
making these meanings accessible to younger readers. 
PSEAS 1 dealt most skeletally with the meanings in the semantic map because this text does 
not explain the occurrence of the seasons in terms of the effect of the tilt of the Earth as it 
revolves around the Sun on the relative heating effect of the Sun's rays in different 
hemispheres when those hemispheres are inclined toward or away from the Sun. Rather 
this text is concerned with the effect of the tilt of the Earth and its revolution on the 
relative lengths of night and day in different hemispheres when those hemispheres are 
inclined toward or away from the Sun and the correspondence of this variation with 
seasonal change. These relationships are not explained in any of the other texts. They are 
mentioned in the Explanation Sununary in SSEASl, but are actually dealt with in a 
separate, subsequent text segment with its own sub-heading. 
Apart from this different perspective in PSEAS 1, extensive peripheral meanings occurred 
in the secondary texts PSEAS2 and PSEAS3 only. Text renovation from the perspective of 
the selection of ideational meanings then, would involve ensuring the inclusion of all nuclear 
meanings relevant to the explanation of the cause of summer and winter in both 
hemispheres in terms of the different heating effects of the sun's rays brought about by the 
variation in the inclination of each hemisphere to the sun as the Earth makes its orbit. 
Lexicogrammatica/ realisation and the construction of technicality 
There was little variation in the transitivity selections realising meanings that were common 
across primary and secondary texts. Relational: attributive processes dominated all texts at 
both levels. Material processes were much less prominent at both levels, but the 
proportion was higher in SSEAS 1. More effective Material processes occurred in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES of SSEAS 1 because this was the only text to include 
meanings concerning the sun's rays striking the Earth perpendicularly or obliquely. There 
was a tendency for secondary texts to use Relational: circumstantial: attributive processes 
to realise the inclination of the Earth to the Sun, whereas this form occurred only once in 
the primary texts, which favoured the use ofRelational:intensive:attributive clauses. The 
proportion of Relational: identifying processes was also lower in the primary texts. This 
was partly due to the absence of definitions of technical terms which occurred in the Given 
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Information in SSEAS2 and SSEAS3. These technical terms however, were not central to 
the explanation, not occurring in the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in either text. There 
was little difference in the extent of undefined technical terms across texts both within and 
across school levels. A core of conunon technical terms was assumed at both levels. 
The main types of granunatical metaphor in both primary and secondary texts were logical 
metaphors and the realisation of the quality of a Thing as a Thing (category 2b). Two of 
the primary texts used significantly less metaphor than the secondary texts. However, the 
metaphors that were used were very similar across both levels. Logical metaphors of 
consequence occurred in the Explanation Sununaries and PSEAS2, like SSEAS 1 and 
SSEAS3, also used metaphorical realisations of external contrast:opposition in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. Seven of the eight instances of category 2b in the 
secondary texts were accounted for by the nominalisation "tilt" and "length" and three of 
the five instances of this category in the primary texts were accounted for by the same 
nominalizations. SSEAS 1 included more logical metaphors of simultaneity in dealing 
explicitly with the occurrence of sununer and winter in both hemispheres. It also included 
more logical metaphors of consequential relations because it realised the fact that the sun's 
rays feel hotter or cooler depending on their concentration using the metaphorical form "the 
heating effect", whereas the primary texts used congruent forms such as "(the sun's) rays 
are more concentrated and feel hotter" (PSEAS3). The variation in lexicogranunatical 
choices, deployment of granunatical metaphor and the construction of technicality were not 
very significant factors in distinguishing the primary and secondary explanations on this 
topic. 
Summary 
At the level of genre it is necessary to ensure that primary texts include an Explanation 
Sununary and a Given Information element. Texts at both levels would benefit from a 
pattern of Theme selection and information focus similar to that of SSEAS I. Similarly, 
explicit accounts of the cause of sununer and winter in both hemispheres in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, avoiding logical metaphor in realising external contrast, as in 
SSEAS 1, would achieve more explicit explanations at both primary and secondary levels. 
The selection of ideational meanings in texts at both levels should ensure the inclusion of all 
nuclear meanings relevant to the explanation of the cause of sununer and winter in both 
hemispheres in terms of the different heating effects of the sun's rays brought about by the 
variation in the inclination of each hemisphere to the sun as the Earth makes its orbit. The 
variation in lexicogranunatical choice and construction oftechnicality does not seem to be 
problematic in these texts. 
Chapter 6 
Functional variety in school science explanations: 
Educational Implications 
This chapter consolidates the findings of the previous three chapters in working toward an 
account of the linguistic choices which are functional in recontextualizing explanations of 
the same phenomenon within and across primary and secondary school levels, and of the 
variation in these functional choices across different Fields. The first section presents 
a comparison of the results from the previous three chapters. Each of the dimensions of 
recontextualization investigated in research questions one through six and compared across 
school levels in research question seven will now be compared across Fields at both the 
primary and secondary school levels, as indicated in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Organisation of the first section in chapter six 
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The second section summarises the salient aspects of the emerging educational linguistic 
account of explanations in school science books and indicates further aspects in need of 
research. The fmal section contextualizes this work on the semiosis of explanation in 
school science books within the transdisciplinary nature of educational linguistics in which 
theoretical analysis and social action tend to coalesce. 
6.1 The effect of Field on variation in explanatory texts within 
and across primary and secondary school levels 
6.1.1 Schematic structure 
The application of the concept of rank, producing an analysis of schematic structure in 
terms oflayers of staging (Martin, 1994; 1995:24) has provided a means of clarifying 
earlier apparently discrepant descriptions - for example, the apparent subsumption of the 
Phenomenon Identification in Shea's ( 1988) Link stage and the absence of any mention of 
the Link in the account by Vee! (in press, a), while the Phenomenon Identification in this 
account (in press, a:120) seemed to subsume the Explanation Summary and Given 
Information elements identified in the present study. The layered account of schematic 
structure also allowed differential functional labelling of the elements of the 
Implication/Explanation Sequences stage, which had previously only occurred in the 
research by Cross (1992), dealing with "cycle" texts. The more delicate descriptions of 
schematic structure enabled the accounts in preceding chapters of variation on this 
dimension within and across school levels in each of the three Fields investigated. The next 
step is to compare across Fields the descriptions of schematic structure and the variation 
within and across school levels. The results are related to the work of Cross ( 1992) dealing 
with variation in schematic structure across water, nitrogen and nutrient cycle texts and 
across the intended readership levels of a number of texts on each of these topics. As well 
as a more elaborated account of layering of schematic structure in explanations in 
combination with the concept of "hyper-elements" of structure proposed by Cross (1992), 
the comparison of schematic structure across Fields also uses Martin's (1995; in press) 
modelling of particulate structures at the level of genre. A tentative proposal for the 
development of a complementary typological/topological approach to the generic 
description of different types of explanations in school science is briefly outlined. 
The possible schematic structures for explanations in the three Fields investigated, as 
evidenced by the actual schematic structures of the three secondary texts analysed in each 
Field, are shown in Figure 6.2. Two layers of staging are indicated. The first layer is in 
upper case and the second in lower case with initial capitalisation. Iterative elements are 
indicated by the superscript n. Elements of structure which occurred in explanations 
across two or more Fields are in bold. 
COAL SOUND SEASONS 
ORIENTATION ORIENTATION ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon Phenomenon Phenomenon 
Identification Identification Identification 
'(Link) '(Link) '(Link) 
"Given 
Information 
" (Phenomenon 
Contextualization) 
" (Explanation 
· Explanation 
Summary) Summary 
" (Analogic 
Account) 
" (Analogic 
Account) 
A PHENOMENON 
EXEMPLIFICATION 
A IMPLICATION 'IMPLICATION 'DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES SEQUENCES SEQUENCES 
Conditions 
" Tr_igger 
" Transformation 
" Transformation" 
A (CLOSURE) 'CWSURE '(CWSURE) 
(Conclusion) Conclusion (Conclusion) 
" ((Extension) ' (Extension) 
· (Generalisation/ 
Application) 
· (Clarification)] 
-
'(CommentL_ 
- - -- -- -
Figure 6.2 Comparison of schematic structures across Fields for secondary texts 
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At the first layer of staging the differences are that the PHENOMENON 
EXEMPLIFICATION occurs in the Sound texts only and that the CLOSURE appears to 
be obligatory in the sound texts and optional in the other Fields. At the next level of 
delicacy in the ORIENTATION only two elements are peculiar to particular Fields - the 
Phenomenon Contextualization occurs only in the coal texts and the Given Information 
element only in the seasons texts. Links and Analogic Accounts occur in both sound and 
seasons texts but only one coal text included a Link. The Explanation Summary occurs 
obligatorily in seasons and optionally in coal but not at all in the sound texts. This seems 
to correspond with the PHENOMENON EXEMPLIFICATION element being peculiar to 
the sound texts. In fact, the latter element as well as being a particular instance of the 
production of sound waves, which the subsequent text explains, is also a metaphorical 
realisation of the event sequences to be "unpacked" in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES 
and hence does supply a kind of abstract sununary of the explanation. This can be seen in 
the PHENOMENON EXEMPLIFICATION elements of the first two secondary texts, 
but is not as clear in the third text: 
15 Figure 15.1 shows a vibrating object [[producing sound waves]]. (SSND1) 
04 Fig 8.31 shows how pressure differences are produced in the air around a 
vibrating hacksaw blade. (SSND2) 
05 If we look at how a tuning fork produces sound 
06 we can learn just what sound is. (SSND3) 
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While there is a fairly high degree of commonality in the range of orienting strategies used, 
the deployment of the Analogic Account is clearly influenced by Field and the 
Phenomenon Contextualization and Given Information are Field specific. In the cycle texts 
Cross (1992) identified in the ORIENTATION, the summarise and contextualize strategies 
only, which correspond here to the Explanation Summary and Phenomenon 
Contextualization. Cross incorporated the sub-heading/title as part of the summarise 
strategy, whereas here it has been found to function distinctively as the Phenomenon 
Identification. At the least level of delicacy then, all texts have an ORIENTATION, but at 
the more delicate level the only orienting element shared by all texts is the Phenomenon 
Identification. An intermediate level of delicacy, as indicated in Figure 6.3, would capture 
the similarities across Fields, while specifYing the range of orienting strategies. This would 
have pedagogical advantages as a means of children gradually learning the more 
differentiated elements of the ORIENTATION stage as they build up familiarity with 
explanations in different Fields. 
Phenomenon Phenomenon 
/
Identification Identification 
Link 
Phenomenon_........... Given Information 
ORIENT A TION ;."' ___ Background-- Phenomenon Contextualization 
----
Explanation Summary 
Explanation . . 
Preview Analog1c Account 
---- Phenomenon Exemplification 
Figure 6.3 Layers of staging in the ORIENTATION 
In the CLOSURE there was less variability in the range of elements included in the more 
delicate description, as shown in Figure 6.2. The Conclusion occurs in all Fields but is 
obligatory only in Sound. Extension elements occur in Sound and Seasons, while the 
Generalisation! Application and Clarification are peculiar to Sound and the Comment 
element is peculiar to the Coal texts. An intermediate level of delicacy here might include 
the Conclusion, Extension and an Elaboration element subsuming the 
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Generalisation/ Application, Clarification and Comment elements at the more delicate level, 
as indicated in Figure 6.4. 
Conclusion Conclusion---
/ Extension / Extension----
CLOSURE"'---- ~ Clarificato~ 
/ - Generalization 
Elaboration ~ App f'lcation 
""""' Comment 
Figure 6.4 Layers of staging in the CLOSURE 
In the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES a second layer of staging is shown for the coal texts 
but not for the sound texts nor for the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in the seasons texts. 
A more delicate analysis of these stages is illustrated in Table 6.1. At this greater level of 
delicacy the staging is quite Field specific. This is similar to the Field-specific elements for 
each of the water, nitrogen and nutrient cycle texts which, in the generalised Generic 
Structure Potential, were subsumed under the iterative TRANSFORM hyper-element in 
the work of Cross (1992), described in chapter one (1.5.2.4). 
Summary 
Southern Summer 
Table 6.1 Second layer of staging for IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in secondary 
Sound texts and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in secondary seasons texts. 
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Again, at the least level of delicacy all of these explanations have the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES stage, commonly referred to even more generally as the "EXPLANATION 
SEQUENCE" (Derewianka, 1990:62; Christie eta!, 1992:73; Butt eta!, 1995:20; Vee!, in 
press a: 119). On the other hand at the more delicate level all of the elements are quite Field 
specific. But determining an intermediate level of delicacy here is quite problematic. One 
approach from the work of Cross (1992) is the iterative TRANSFORM hyper-element for 
all cycle texts, which is "customised" in the form of the Field-specific elements 
corresponding to more delicate Field specification in the contextual configuration (Cross, 
1992:131). But while this hyper-element is relevant to the broad Field category of cycles, 
it is not applicable to the different Field categories that would include the sound and 
seasons texts. The specification ofiMPLICATION SEQUENCES at this intermediate 
level of delicacy then, seems to rely on first specifYing the type of explanation in terms of 
such broad Field categories. Clearly more research is needed to explore this, but some 
speculation is possible on the basis of currently available data. The coal texts could be part 
of a broader category of natural formations, including other sedimentary rocks and geologic 
formations or even the formation of stars. The elements of the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES stage described for the coal texts, could in fact function as hyper-elements, 
which, following Cross (1992), would be customised to correspond to more delicate Field 
choices, as shown in Figure 6.5. 
/ Conditions 
IMPLICATION _Trigger 
--- Vegetation Preservation 
--- Sedimentation 
SEQUENCES 
' ~ /"Peat Fonnation 
Transformation __ Brown Coal Fonnation 
'-....._Black Coal Fonnation 
Figure 6.5 Layers of staging for IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in the explanation of coal 
formation 
The seasons texts could be part of a category of natural phases including phenomena such 
as the tides and phases of the moon. The progression in delicacy for the description of the 
IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES could be as shown in Figure 6.6. 
Orientations 
Summary 
Earth's inclination • 
to the sun 
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23 As a result of the tilt of the Earth's 
axis the southern hemisphere is 
inclined towards the sun in December 
and away from the sun in June 
24 (see figure 7.24) I Southern Summer........ . a. 25 When the southern hemisphere ttlts 
DEDUCTION 
"QUENC'-"\ / """""" w;--
Positional Eff~ <Southern Winter ....... 
Northern Summer &. 
towards the sun, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at 
an angle closer to 900 
27 and it experiences summer. 
28 During this time the northern 
hemisphere points away from the sun 
29 and is experiencing winter. 
30 When the southern hemisphere Jilts 
away from the sun, 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth 
obliquely 
32 and their heating effect is less. 
33 During this time the southern 
hemisphere has its winter. 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same 
time points toward the sun 
35 and has its summer. 
Figure 6.6 Layers of staging for DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in the explanation of the 
seasons 
Similarly the sound texts could be part of a broader of category of waves explanations 
incorporating light waves and other forms of energy transferred in this manner. The hyper-
elements would be specific to this broad Field category and again customised for specific 
categories such as sound. 
This classification of explanation types based on broad Field categories could also be 
described using more genre oriented categories reflective of the structural characteristics of 
the IMPLICATION/EXPLANATION SEQUENCES in each type. As an alternative to 
the constituency bias of current descriptions of schematic structure Martin (1995; in press) 
showed how descriptions of the particulate, prosodic and periodic structuring of the clause 
corresponding to the metafunctional diversification in its realisation, could be applied at the 
level of genre. Martin's application of particulate structure draws first on Halliday's (1985; 
1994a) ergative account of the realisation of experiential meaning in which the Process and 
Medium form the nucleus of the clause and the Agent and Circumstance(s) form satellites, 
as indicated in Figure 6.7. 
Figure 6. 7 Clause rank experiential meaning as nucleus and satellites (from Martin, 
in press) 
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He then shows how the structure of a news story can be construed in this way 
constructing an orbital (mono-nuclear) structure (Figure 6.8). Here it is only possible to 
show Martin's diagram skeletally listing the participants and events in each Lead 
Development from the Headline. But the crucial point made by Martin (in press) is that 
Lead Developments I, 2 and 3 each function as satellites elaborating the nucleus - Lead 
Developments 2 and 3 relate to the Lead/Headline in the same way that Lead Development 
I does. Lead development 2 does not follow on from I, nor does 3 follow on from 2. 
school jaunt 
17 year old boy 
death crash 
slammed into 
Headline= Lead Lead Development Lead Development Lead Development 
Figure 6.8 Orbital (mono-nuclear) structure in a news story from Martin (in press) 
The application of Martin's modelling to the further study of news stories (I edema et al, in 
press) identified some texts which evidenced this kind of orbital structure but were not 
mono-nuclear in that they incorporated "sub-Satellites", which were in fact satellites to 
another satellite acting as their nucleus, as shown in Figure 6.9. 
Satellite 
2.1 
Satellite 
2.2 
Figure 6.9 Orbital structure with "sub-Satellites" in a news story 
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In the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES of the seasons texts illustrated above, the Orientations 
Summary element and the recursive Positional Effects element seem to have something of 
this nucleus/satellite structure, as indicated in Figure 6.10: 
Orientations 
Summary 
Positional 
Effect I 
'------------ron~t --------------~ 
Positional 
Effect 2 
Positional 
Effect 3 
Positional 
Effect 4 
Figure 6.10 Orbital structures in the DEDUCTIONS SEQUENCES element of a 
secondary seasons text 
Here Positional Effect 2 must follow on from Positional Effect 1 and similarly Positional 
Effect 4 must follow on from Positional Effect 3, but Positional Effects 3 and 4 do not 
necessarily follow on from Positional Effects 1 and 2 and could occur before them. The 
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combination of I and 2 is linked by contrast with the combination of 3 and 4, but this does 
not affect the structural ordering of these combinations. Hence we have an orbital structure 
with the Orientations Summary element as nucleus. But the structure is not mono-nuclear 
because Positional Effects I and 3, as well as being satellites to the Orientations Summary 
element, are also nuclear to Positional Effects 2 and 4 respectively. 
Martin (1995; in press) contrasted orbital structures with serial structures, which reflected 
the particulate realisation of logical meanings as univariate structures such as those of 
projection and expansion relating clauses in clause complexes. In structures of this kind, 
one segment gives rise to another, in an open ended interdependency series - they are multi-
nuclear in that each satellite is itself a nucleus . In the coal texts, the elements in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES form this kind of serial structure, as shown in Figure 6.11. 
In ancient forests, 
<<.2.1>>1ayers of 
dead trees and other 
plants built up on 
the forest floor 
2.1 «which were 
wann and humid>> 
before they could 
Conditions Trigger Transformation Transformation Transformation 
Figure 6.11 Serial structure in IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in a secondary coal text 
A form of serial structure can also be seen in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES of the 
sound texts, but here there is a "nesting" effect so that a nucleus - satellite structure 
becomes the nucleus for a further satellite, as indicated in Figure 6.12. 
6 As the obJect moves 
to the nght 
17 it pushes or compresses 
the an part1cles next to 11 
18 The compressed :ur 
part1cles then push on 
the part1cles to the1r nght 
19 and compress them 
20 As each air particle pushes 
on the next one to Its nght 
21 the compression travels 
through the air 
Compression 
22 When the VIbrating 
obJect moves back 
to its leO 
23 the :ur part1cles next 
to it are no longer 
being pushed 
24 They spread out 
25 or are stretched apart 
26 As a compreSSIOn 
travels through the an 
27 11 is followed by the 
stretchmg apart of air 
particles 
Rarefaction Seriation 
Figure 6.12 "Nested" serial structure in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in a 
secondary sound text 
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Here the Compression and Rarefaction elements are related by enhancement (external 
succession), but the Seriation element is not related directly to either one of these elements 
separately. However the Compression and Rarefaction together are the rhetorical means 
for the Seriation element, so it is related to the combination of these two elements by 
enhancement (internal consequence). Thus we have a serial structure in which a nesting of 
two elements gives rise to a further element. But this Seriation element is also a more 
abstract reconstrua] of the combination of the nested Compression and Rarefaction 
elements). As discussed in Chapter four (4.1.5.2) and summarised in Figure 4.23, the 
Compression and Rarefaction elements both reconstrue congruently realised technical 
events as Things ("compression" and "the stretching apart of air particles"), which then 
participate in macro technical events at a higher level of abstraction. Then the Seriation 
element involves further abstract reconstrual because it is the recursive macro event 
complex constructed in the Compression and Rarefaction elements that is reconstrued as a 
Thing so that it can participate in a technical meta event - i.e. the sound wave ("a series of 
compressions and stretchings of air particles") sent out from the vibrating object. 
It seems then, that the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in each ofthe Fields have quite 
characteristic particulate structuring. Further research is needed to determine whether 
explanations of other phenomena in each of the broad Field categories (natural formations, 
natural phases, and waves) have similar structures. It may be, for example that the 
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IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in explanations of phenomena in which the 
orientation of the major participants is fundamental, like the tides, phases of the moon, the 
occurrence of night and day, all have a similar orbital structure to that identified in the 
seasons explanations. Such a structure may also characterise explanations of other 
phenomena like magnetic fields, where again the orientation of major participants is 
fundamental. Explanations of phenomena like geologic formations or the birth of a star, in 
which transformation is central are all likely to have the serial structure of the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in the coal explanations, and similarly, those like sound 
waves in which technical events are realised at progressively higher levels of abstraction are 
likely to have the kind of nested serial structure exemplified in the sound text. At this 
stage, of course, it is premature to regard these descriptions as anything more than 
topological parameters. But taken together with the synoptic analysis of the 
IMPLICATION/EXPLANATION sequences at an intermediate level of delicacy to 
identify elements of schematic structure which, at that intermediate level, may be conunon 
across a range of phenomena within broad Field categories, it seems possible that these 
descriptions might support a more Genre oriented than Field oriented classification of 
explanation types including Transformational, Realisational and Orientational 
explanations, as indicated in Figure 6.13. 
(e.g. coal formation; the birth of a star) 
-{
Linear 
r- Transfonnational 
Cyclic (e.g. water cycle, nitrogen cycle) 
1- Realizational (e.g. sound, light) 
1- Orientational (e.g. seasons, tides) 
Figure 6.13 Partial network of Explanation Genres 
This may provide the kind of typological/topological complementarity that would inform a 
review of the explanation types proposed by Vee! (in press, a; in press b)- problematic 
aspects of which were outlined in Chapter one (1.5.4.2) and further discussed in Chapter 
two (2.2.3.2.3). Such a refining may better account for the diversity in school science 
explanation at the level of genre and still provide a manageable description for educational 
intervention. 
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On the basis of the data from this study it is clear that there is sufficient commonality in 
the structure of the ORIENTATION and CLOSURE that their further description at an 
intermediate level of delicacy can be applied across the Fields investigated, although this 
would not permit the distinction between obligatory and optional elements such as the 
obligatory Conclusion in the sound texts. Nevertheless, it would provide a more 
comprehensive, yet pedagogically manageable, description than those currently in use. The 
sensitivity of the staging of the IMPLICATION/EXPLANATION SEQUENCES to Field, 
means that even an intermediate level of delicacy in their description necessitates a prior 
differentiation of Explanation types. On the basis of these proposals the coal explanations 
would be categorised as Linear Transformational Explanations and their schematic 
structure for pedagogical purposes would be represented as follows: 
ORJENTATION A IMPLICATION SEQUENCES CLOSURE 
• ' • ~ A A 
Phen?men_on " Phenomenon " Explanation Conditions " Trigger " Transformati~n' Conclusion Extension Elaboration 
ldenuficauon Background Preview 
For other types of explanations the second layer of staging for the IMPLI CATION 
SEQUENCES only would change. 
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The variation of schematic structure with Field in the primary texts was similar to that of 
the secondary texts, except for the fact that some elements of structure did not occur in the 
primary texts. The elements common to the primary and secondary texts are shaded in 
Figure 6.14. 
COAL SOUND SEASONS 
ORIENTATION ORIENTATION ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon Phenomenon Phenomenon 
Identification Identification Identification 
"(Link) "(link) "(link) 
"Given 
Jnfonnation 
" (Phenomenon 
Contextualization) 
" (Explanation 
· Explanation 
Summary) Summary 
" (Analogie "(Analogic 
Account) Account) 
" PHENOMENON 
EXEMPLJFICA TION 
" IMPLICATION " IMPLICATION " DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES SEQUENCES SEQUENCES 
Conditions 
"Trigger 
" Transformation 
" Transformation" 
"(CLOSURE) "CWSURE " (CWSURE) 
(Conclusion) Conclusion (Conclusion) 
A [(Extension) A (Extension) 
· (Generalisation/ 
Application) 
· (Ciarification)l 
" (Comment) 
Figure 6.14 Variation in schematic structures between primary and secondary texts in 
different Fields 
The most significant variation across levels is in the sound texts. Here the obligatory 
PHENOMENON EXEMPLIFICATION element in the secondary texts does not occur in 
any of the primary texts. It was argued in Chapter four that this was significant in 
accounting for the limitations of the primary explanations in this Field. In the primary coal 
texts there was less iteration of the Transform element in the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES and the primary seasons texts tended to deal with the summer and winter in 
one hemisphere only. This is consistent with the findings of Cross (1992:155) that 
nitrogen cycle texts for older readers included more optional elements in the PROCESS 
stage. The similarities in schematic structure across levels and the fact that the renovation 
of the primary sound texts should involve the inclusion of a Phenomenon Exemplification, 
indicates that the same approach proposed for the description of the schematic structure of 
the secondary texts can be applied at the primary level. 
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The variation of schematic structure with Field within the secondary texts is indicated in 
Table 6.1 a in Appendix 6. Although it is difficult to estimate the relative variation with 
Field of schematic structure across texts, it is clear that the first text in each Field makes 
quite exhaustive use of the schematic structure potential, while at least one text in each 
Field omits essential elements in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. In 
the coal texts 3a and 3b this was the Trigger element, and in sound texts 2 and 3, it was the 
Seriation element, while the seasons text 2 omitted the Northern Summer and seasons text 3 
omitted the Orientations Summary. No principled basis could be found for these 
omissions. The proposed schematic structure potential for these explanation types then, 
provides one starting point for teachers' evaluation of such texts and for the development 
of students' critical reading of them. 
In the case of the primary texts a different picture emerges of the variation of schematic 
structure with Field. This variation is indicated in Table 6.2a in Appendix 6. At the 
primary level, coal texts 2 and 3 include the essential elements in the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES approximating the schematic structure of the first secondary coal text, 
except that the primary texts do not have the CLOSURE element. The primary coal text 1 
does not include the essential Conditions and Trigger elements. On the other hand it is 
more difficult to distinguish among the Sound texts, all of which omit the PHENOMENON 
EXEMPLIFICATION and essential elements in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES (Text 
1 omits the Seriation element and texts 2 and 3 omit the Rarefaction element). The failure 
of the primary texts to deal with the Rarefaction element, which occurred in all secondary 
texts, meant that the Seriation element, essential to the wave concept, could not be 
developed in these primary level explanations, as indicated in Figure 6.15. 
Figure 6.15 Effect of omission of Rarefaction element in primary sound explanations 
In the seasons texts there does seem to be a more consistent basis for the variation from the 
secondary texts in the structure of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. None of the primary 
texts include the Orientations Summary and, although primary text 2 deals with Summer 
and Winter in both hemispheres, the other two texts deal with the seasons in the Northern 
hemisphere only (Text 3 refers to the Southern hemisphere in the Conclusion element). 
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Modifications of this kind can be accommodated within the structure of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES, as indicated in Figure 6.16. 
01 The seasons are 
caused by the 
Earth's orbit around 
the Sun. 
Positional 
Effect I 
'------- ~""' 
Positional 
Effect 2 
Positional 
Effect 3 
Positional 
Effect 4 
Figure 6.16 DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS3 dealing with the seasons in the 
Northern Hemisphere only 
The most appropriate recontextualizations at primary level are likely to occur in 
explanations of coal formation. This may also be the case for explanations of the seasons, 
although partial explanation based on one hemisphere is also likely. But the primary sound 
texts seem least likely to provide an appropriate apprenticeship to effective explanation at 
the secondary level. 
In developing this account of the schematic structure of these explanatory texts, the 
investigation of the ORIENTATION and CLOSURE stages resulted in the identification of 
elements of structure at an intermediate level of delicacy, which highlighted commonalities 
across Fields at this level. However, analyses at such an intermediate level of delicacy of 
the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES stage drew attention to Field related 
differences at this level of structure, suggesting a least a broad Field-based classification of 
explanation types. Further work on the particulate realisation of the 
IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES stage, following Martin's (1995; in press) 
modelling of orbital and serial structures may determine whether a more generalised genre-
oriented classification of these explanation types is viable. The description of schematic 
structure at the intermediate level of delicacy proposed here distinguished among the Fields 
investigated in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES stage and enabled critical 
comparison across texts within each Field. Investigation of additional Fields within the 
broad categories indicated would be necessary to establish the extent of generalisability of 
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the structural elements at this intermediate level. Evidence from the primary texts suggests 
that the descriptions of schematic structure potential for the Fields of coal formation and 
the cause of the seasons are applicable across school levels, again enabling critical 
comparison across texts within Fields. Disparities between the schematic structure of the 
primary and secondary sound texts indicated omissions in the primary texts that precluded 
an adequate recontextualization of the Field at this level. 
6.1.2 Theme and information focus 
Across Fields in the secondary explanations there was a common hierarchy of periodicity 
in a number of the texts. As well as this pattern of Macro-Theme predicting Hyper-
Theme(s) predicting Themes at the clause rank, there was a similarity in the deployment of 
marked Themes to introduce each element in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES stage of schematic structure. These similarities across fields can be seen by 
comparing Figures 6.17 - 6.19 on the following pages (Themes are in the right hand column 
and marked Themes are in italics). 
The coal texts did not include effective Macro-Themes as did the sound and seasons texts. 
This is illustrated in Figure 6.17. The sub-heading "COAL" is not an effective Macro-
Theme as would have been something like "The formation of coal". Marked Themes 
introduce each element in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES. 
COAL 
,.-;::"" 
06 
06.1 
07 Ovu millions tV years 
<< 03 >> layers of dead trees and other plants 
built up on the forest floor 
<<which were warm and humid,>> 
before they could rot. 
these layers of vegetation were covered with 
water 
which deposited sediments of gravel, sand, 
mud and silt 
the weight of the sediments and high temperatures 
removed much of the water from the plant remains 
08 Thse plant rem8ins are known as peat. 
ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon 
Identification 
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(Explanation J 
Summary 
IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 
lJ 
LJ 
Transfonnation 
09 As the peat was compressed I frransfonnation 
1 0 and became wanner 
II moisture was driven out 
12 and it became brown coal, or lignite. 
In some places 
This 
and black coal 
16 Anthracite 
17 but it 
more layers of sediment built up on top of the 
brown coal 
caused more and more moisture to be driven out 
was fonned 
has the lowest moisture content of all types 
is rarely found in Australia. 
Figure 6.17 Theme in SCOAL2 
Transfonnation 
CLOSURE 
(Comment ) 
MACRO-THEME 
""'1~?,~2.!~:!:..:~~:!!._ _____ _:requires vibrations [[which disturb the air]]. 
048Vibrating materials 
'YJJer· Theme 
Vibrating materials 
,. Ji: As the materials vibrate 
07 
These air particles 
09 Just like a long chain of dominoes 
~10 Unlike the dominoes "'ft-. Sound waves \ However, sound waves 
13.1 
14 without particles {[to transmit the 
disturbance from a vibrating object 
ryper-Theme 
cause soft sounds 
disturb the air more 
to produce loud sounds 
produce sounds 
send sound waves through the air 
they disturb the air particles near them 
disturb other air particles and so on. 
:::> 
the disturbance or sound wave is Passed on from 
air particle to air particle. 
the air particles spring back to their original position. 
travel through gases, liquids and solids. 
because they a11 contain particles [[which will carry 
or transmit disturbances]]. · 
will not travel through a vacuum 
which is an empty space 
sound waves cannot be formed 
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1JRJENTATION\ 
Phenomenon 
Identification 
Link 
Analogic 
Account 
PHENOMENON 
shows a vibrating object [[producing sound wavesTI::i EXEMPLIFICATION 
~s the object moves to the right 
The compressed air particles 
19 and 
20 As each air particle pushes 
on the next one to its right 
I 
l~When the vibrating object 
23 
moves back to its left 
24 They 
25 
26 As a compression travels through 
7 theair 
2t-" Because the vibrating object 
continually moves back and forth 
29 
it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it. 
push on the particles to their right 
compress them. 
the compression travels through the air. 
the air particles next to it are no longer being pushed 
spread out 
or are stretched apart 
it is followed by the stretching apart of air particles 
a series of compressions and stretchings of air 
particles is sent out from the object 
30 These compressions and stretchings make up a sound wave 
31 The vibrating object 
32 However, bending of the edges of 
the sound waves 
33 This 
34 The same process 
3 5 so that they 
focuses most of the sound waves in the general 
direction of its vibrations. 
has the effect of sending them out in all directions 
around the vibrating object 
is shown by the top view of the vibrating object in 
Figure 15.1 
can occur with the particles in a liquid or a solid 
will transmit sound 
Figure 6.18 Theme in SSNDl 
IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
( Conclusion ) 
Extension 
§eneraJization) 
Seasons of the Earth 
01 The Earth 
01 I 
02 The angle and du~bon of nh of the Earth's 
OJ &JUS 
116 lfyD« ,_~ .,_, s/dnyiHI/1 
07 
08 
rotateS about IU &XIS 
whteh tS noc verucal but uhed alan angle of23 112 
remam the gme 
u the Earth moves around the sun 
depend on ([how long the sun shJnes and the an 
((at wh•cll the sun's rays stnke the Earth J 
and shmc 1 torch on 1t 
you Will nooce that the half ((facJng the 
tO<dl ))IS Ill up 
09 The surface IS ht most bngh~y cbrectly '"front of the torch 
10 Al-~~~..-induoft/ulllullflsUIM,.;-<d, 
II ''" nor as bnght as thiS rath« small r<g~on 
12 Similarly, the Earth's surface 11 most bngh~y Ill 
13 where the sun's rays stnkc the surface 
14 (secfigure 72l) 
15 The heahng elfect of the sun's rays 
16 
II Wlocntu sMn'srvys srrikc tu ~Mr/«< Dblk/a<l)', 
19 
20 and the heahng effect 
15 Wllentu '"'"'""" llcmlsp""- d/a towtudJ, tlusMn 
26 
29 
0 Wilen IM SDiliMrll ulrlisp""-11/n ""'11)' 
fromtlusun,. 
perpendlaJiarly 
IS also greatest 
when they stnke the Eanh's surface 
perpendicularly 
t e when the sun ts duectly overhead 
they are spread over a larger area 
IS less 
the sun's rays stnke the Earth more d~rec~y 
~~  ,~f.':U~<r;J~jO J.~~ 7n6wtntcr 
11 reeetves more of the sun's rays at an angle 
closer to900 
expenences summer 
the northern hcm1spherc po.nts away from 
the sun 
and IS expenencang Winter 
most of the sun's rays stnke the Earth obliquely 
is leu 
the southern hemisphere has us wJnt« 
at the same bmc polnu toward the sun 
and l'lls Hs summer 
36 The seuoru tn rile sourllem and northern are always the,.,..,.. of each orher 
hem a spheres 
Jl Wlocn oM ~<Irtispll<'<po/IIIS,_tltMSMII. 
38 the orher must p01n1 away from the sun 
39 Berwecn the two extremes of summer and the two hemiSpheres arc more 0< less 
Winter, equally heated by the sun 
40 and they u:pencnce spnng or autumn 
Figure 6.19 Theme in SSEASI 
ORIENT A TION 
Phenomenon 
ldenbficauon 
G1ven 
lnfonnauon 
Ex plana non 
Sum mil} 
nal<>g~c Account 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
·conctusaon 
Exten11on 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
LOSURE 
ConcluSion 
EJ 
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These patterns of Thematic organisation were fairly consistent across texts within each of 
the Fields at the secondary level. In the Coal texts SCOAL3a and SCOAL3b, and in the 
Seasons texts SSEAS3, did not show this organisation. Although the first sound text made 
more extensive use ofHyper-Themes and marked Themes, similar patterns were evident in 
both of the other sound texts. 
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The accumulation ofRhematically introduced new information as a Hyper-New also 
occurred in all three Fields, but in only one text in each case, and to a Jesser extent in the 
coal text SCOALJ, in which the Hyper-New accumulates and distils new information from 
the previous two clauses of the TRANSFORMATION element only, as shown in Figure 
6.20. 
TRANSFORM: ( 9 The weight of the sediment 
9.1 
will compress the plant remains 
which will. with time, be transformed into carbon::) 5) 
CLOSURE I Hyper·N. !6<!_€a1 -ls merely carboniZed plant remains. 
Figure 6.20 Hyper-New in SCOALI 
_....,-
In the Seasons text SSEASI new information in the second DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
element is distiJJed in the Conclusion functioning as Hyper-New, as indicated in Figure 
6.21. 
" 26 
27 and it 
}8 Duri17g this time 
29 
JO Wlltll' rllt 1011thun l1t:misp/IDY tilts llWQ)' 
from t/lt!$Uif, 
31 
32 and their heating effect 
JJ During 1h1s lime 
34 The nonhero hemisphere 
35 
it receives mOf'e of the sun's 111ys 11 an angle closer 
experiences summer 
the northern hemisphere points away from the sun 
and is experiencing winter -------
the southern hemisphere has its winter 
at the same time points toward the sun 
Figure 6.21 Hyper-New in SSEASI 
In the sound texts an effective Hyper-new occurred in SSNDI only. In this text the 
accumulation and distillation of new information occurred in stages, as discussed in 
Chapter four ( 4.1.2) and illustrated again in Figure 6.22. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Figure 15,1 
As the object 
moves to the right 
The compressed air particles 
As each air particle 
pushes on the next one to its right 
When the vibrating object 
moves back to its left 
They 
As a compression 
travels throught the air 
Because the vibrating object 
moves back and forth 
These compressions and 
stretchings 
shows a vibrating object [[producing sound wavesJ]. 
it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it. 
push on the particles to their right 
The compression travels through the air. 
the air particles next to it are no longer being pushed 
spread out 
are stretched apart 
it is followed by the stretching apart of air particles 
·a series of compressions and stretchings of a1t 
trticles is sent out from the object. 
Figure 6.22 Hyper-New in SSNDI 
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What is distinctive about the sound text is that the more extensive use of grammatical 
metaphor involving "shift to Thing" is consistently constructed in the Rhemes. The 
technical nominalisations therefore never occur Thematically before they have been 
introduced Rhematically. These Rhematically introduced nominalisations are integral to the 
progressive accumulation of the new information from "the compression" and "the 
stretching apart of air particles" to " a series of stretchings of air particles" and finally 
"These compressions and stretchings'. This contrasts with the absence of grammatical 
metaphor in the Rhemes of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in the seasons text as shown 
in Figure 6.19 (and there is only one metaphorical shift to Thing in the Themes). The 
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Hyper-New contains the metaphorical realisation of the logical relation of contrast ("the 
reverse"). There is also comparatively little use of grammatical metaphor in the 
construction of the Hyper-New in the coal text SCOAL1, as shown in Figure 6.18. 
At the secondary level there was a high degree of commonality across Fields in Thematic 
organisation and fairly consistent use of this patterning across texts, although two coal 
texts and one seasons text showed significant departures. The effective accumulation and 
distillation of new information as a Hyper-New also occurred across Fields, but in only one 
text in each Field. 
At the primary level there was a good deal of similarity with the secondary texts and 
commonality across Fields in Thematic organisation in the Coal and Seasons texts. Hyper-
Themes predicted Theme selection at clause rank and marked Themes introduced new 
phases in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. The similarity of Thematic 
patterning across the two Fields in the primary texts can be seen in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. 
Within these two Fields the Thematic patterning was consistent across the three texts in 
each case. 
ORIENTATION 
is formed fro+e remains of plants Explanation 
that grew millions of years a o. Summary 
en these plants died 
03 they were buried under layers of mud (Trigger and sand 
04 which eventually became rocks. 
05 Over vast periods of time heat and the pressure of the rocks 
gradually changed the plants into coaL 
Figure 6.23 Theme in PCOAL2 
02 The diagram shows how the Earth's axis is slanted. 
03 During summer, in the northern wom! th= id~a) S'Dn 
js mrs • :egiml ho of the equator, 
04 so itti rays.... are more concentrated 
05 ( .......• ) and feel hotter. 
06 During winter the .fu!n is over a region south of the equator. 
07 and the r~reaching the spread out over a larger area. 
north' 08 They. are less concentrated 
09 Places south of the equator have their summer 
10 when places north of the equator have winter. 
Figure 6.24 Theme in PSEAS3 
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ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon 
Identification 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
Conclusion 
In the primary Coal and Seasons texts there was no accumulation of News as Hyper-New. 
In the case of the Sound texts, the hierarchy of periodicity evident in all of the secondary 
texts, did not occur in the primary texts at all. However, there were some consistent 
aspects of Thematic choice across the primary texts. Thematic ~ clauses realised 
commonsense events, personal reference was frequently selected as Topical Theme and the 
method of development relied on Rheme-+Theme progression. The progressive 
accumulation and distillation of technical implication sequences, which occurred 
Rhematically in the secondary texts, occurred only minimally in one primary text 
(PSND2). The patterns of Theme and information focus for this text are shown in Figure 
6.25. 
ORIENTATION 
: ~Phenomenor;· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
; Identification Making sounds 
-;::::::::::::::::;:::::::: .·::::::::::::::::::::: :::::;; ::::::;:: :::::::::::::::::;:::::::::: ::::: 
·Analogic OJ If you shake a "slinky" up and down on a tabletop' ·~ 
~ccount · : ~ .. _______________ 02 It squashes together and stretches out : again in a regular pattern. 03 This 4 is what happens to the air 
- 04 when sounds are made. 
. ..... / 
squash or press together a package of air IMPLICATION OS The sounds 
SEQUENCES 
------
06 ~d when this expands or stretches out 
agam 
07 it squashes the air next to it. 
appens over and over again 08 This-4-
~Jv• .. iilcmg a whole series ofS'f--··-:]5 stretches as the sound is passed through the air. 
CLOSURE -/ .. # # # #. # # .... # # .. #. . # .. # ...... # # ..... # # ................ # ... # ....... #... . # .. , 
Conclusion ecause sounds have a regular pattern or 
frequency, like the waves on the sea 
12 they are called sound "wav " , 
~~-· --~~-~----~·· -~····~~··"' 
((:J;;ifi~~ti;~··-- ....... . .... ~......... ...... are r;~J;·;;~·;~~~·;h~~~s·i~" -~·--; 
: the pressure : 
'···················#·-~························~··············~································.,/ / ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• # •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 
~ Applicaion 14 We cannot see sounds ; 
15 b! we can hear them , 
16 when our ears pick up the changes 
in air pressure of the air. 
17 When you clap 
18 you smash air between your hands 
19 and the changes in air pressure 
, make the sounds you hear 
'·························································#······#······················#······ / 
Figure 6.25 Theme and information focus in PSND2 
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The schematic structure of the secondary and primary texts across Fields is clearly 
interrelated with the effectiveness of the texturing of the explanations through the pivotal 
role of the Explanation Preview elements of structure as Hyper-Themes. In the secondary 
texts across Fields there was a consistent predictive patterning through the selection of 
Macro-Themes, predicting Hyper-Themes, predicting Themes at the clause level. Texts in 
which this hierarchy of periodicity is not developed are those like SCOAL3a and 
SCOAL3b in which the Explanation Summary is omitted, and the primary sound texts in 
which the Phenomenon Exemplification is omitted. 
Texts in which new information is accumulated and distilled are those which include a 
Conclusion element of structure functioning textually as a Hyper-New. The accumulation 
of new information as Hyper-New also occurred across Fields in the secondary texts but 
was more variable within Fields. In the coal texts this was related to the Phenomenon 
Contextualization, which in SCOALI concerned the biochemical, sedimentary nature of 
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coal. The Hyper-New accumulated the new information to support this perspective on 
coal formation in the Conclusion element. In the other secondary texts and the primary 
texts the Phenomenon Contextualization was either absent or concerned supply of coal as 
an industrial resource, so there was no accumulation of new information relevant to the 
Phenomenon Contextualization to be built up from the nature of coal formation. In the 
sound texts the absence of the Seriation element in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES 
stage in some texts at both school levels precluded the accumulation of new information 
necessary to the Conclusion element and hence there was no Hyper-New. There seemed to 
be no principled basis for the inclusion or exclusion of the Conclusion element, and hence 
the presence or absence of the Hyper-New, in the seasons texts. For example, this element 
did occur in SSEASl, but in SSEAS3 and PSEAS2, which also dealt with summer and 
winter in both hemispheres, it did not occur. 
From the combination of analyses of schematic structure, Theme and New, it has been 
possible to distinguish, from these perspectives, the more effective explanations at 
secondary level in each Field, and to identity commonalities in the structuring and texturing 
of these explanations across Fields. From the perspective of texturing as well as schematic 
structure, explanations at the primary level are more likely to be effective for coal 
formation and the seasons, but quite problematic in the case of sound texts. 
6.1.3 Conjunction 
The deployment of conjunction reflects very clear differences across Fields in the 
secondary explanations, despite some variation across texts within Fields. The differences 
across Fields are in the relative use of internal conjunction; the types of conjunction linking 
elements of schematic structure within the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES stage; the types 
of conjunction within elements in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES; and the extent and 
type of metaphorical realisation of conjunction. At the primary level the coal texts 
evidenced the most consistent approximation to the deployment of conjunctive relations in 
the secondary texts. This was the case with one of the seasons texts and not at all with the 
primary sound texts. 
Internal conjunction in the coal texts is minimal, with internal reformulation relating the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES to the Explanation Summary (In SCOALI the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES are simultaneously the reformulation of the Explanation 
Summary and the rhetorical means for the Conclusion to which they are linked by the 
internal conjunctive relation of manner:means ). The texts are then organised by the external 
temporal: successive relations linking each element to the next within the IMPLICATION 
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SEQUENCES. This reflects the simple serial structure of the Transformational: Linear 
Explanation. 
Figure 6.26 Serial structure of Transformational Linear Explanations 
Within the Conditions, Trigger and Transformation elements, events are linked by external 
succession, consequence and simultaneity conflated with consequence. 
In the sound texts, in addition to the sandwich structure of internal reformulation and 
internal consequence relating the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES as simultaneously the 
reformulation of the Phenomenon Exemplification and the rhetorical means for the 
Conclusion, internal consequence is also used both in linking elements within the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES and in linking events within those elements. In both of 
these contexts implication sequences related by external conjunction are collectively the 
rhetorical means for relating those events by external simultaneity /consequence to a 
reconstrual at a higher level of abstraction. The occurrence of this within the Compression 
element of the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES is shown in Figure 6.27. 
16 As the object moves to the right ~multaneo]D 
t 7 it pushes or compresses the air parttcles next to It ~ =<i'!!ccesst$> ~ 18 The compressed air parttcles push on the parttcles t~ etr~ consequenS::. 19 and compress them. .... . 
Figure 6.27 Orchestration of internal and external conjunction in reconstrual of events at 
a higher level of abstraction in a secondary sound text 
Here 16-19 is the rhetorical means for relating by external simultaneity/ consequence, the 
same events, realised as 20, to a reconstrual at a higher level of abstraction in 21. In the 
same way the Compression and Rarefaction elements related by external succession, are 
collectively the rhetorical means for the progression to Seriation element, in which 
observable events are related to the abstract event complex by external 
simultaneity/consequence. This orchestration of external and internal conjunctive relations 
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in the progressive reconstrual of events at higher levels of abstraction is fimdamental to this 
Realisational type of explanation and reflects the "nested" serial structure of the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES. 
Figure 6.28 Nested serial structure ofiMPLICATION SEQUENCES in an explanation 
of sound waves 
Internal conjunction occurred most extensively in the seasons texts. Internal consequence 
occurred within elements of structure in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES stage, where 
the causal relationship between events frequently had to be deduced on the basis of prior 
knowledge of intervening events in the causal chain, and where such event sequences were 
the rhetorical means for relating the results of orientational changes between the Earth's 
hemispheres and the sun to the commonsense experience of summer and winter. 
Conjunctive relations between elements of structure in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES 
were (metaphorical) external simultaneity (not conflated with consequence) and external 
contrast, reflecting the more orbital structure of this Orientational explanation type. 
Figure 6.29 Orbital structure oflMPLICATION SEQUENCES in an explanation of the 
seasons 
The organisation of the coal texts reflects mainly the unfolding of events over time, while 
the organisation of the sound texts involves the inter-relationship of the sequencing of 
events and rhetorical relations among events at different levels of abstraction, and the 
organisation of the seasons texts reflects the rhetorical development of sets of deductions 
first from events occurring simultaneously but under opposing conditions and then from 
the same simultaneous events under the reverse conditions. These differences are reflected 
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in the deployment of internal conjunction, which is minimal in the coal texts, more 
prominent in the sound texts and most extensive in the seasons texts. The differences are 
also reflected in the conjunctive relations linking elements of schematic structure in the 
IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES stage. These are external temporal 
succession in the coal texts, external temporal succession and internal consequence in the 
sound texts, and (metaphorical) external simultaneity and contrast in the seasons texts. 
Within elements of schematic structure external consequence and external simultaneity 
( conflated with consequence) occur across Fields, but external temporal succession occurs 
only in coal texts, while internal consequence occurs in the sound and seasons but not coal 
texts. These similarities and differences in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES across Fields can be compared in Figure 6.30. 
COAL: SCOAL2 SOUND: SSNDI SEASONS: SSEASI 
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The pattern of conjunctive relations in coal explanations was fairly consistent across the 
secondary texts, although the first coal text did include internal relations of concession and 
exemplification in the Conditions element and the "sandwiching" of the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES as a whole by the internal reformulation and internal consequential 
conjunctive relations (This "sandwich" structure also occurred in two of the Sounds texts 
but in none of the Seasons texts). 
In both the Sound and the Seasons explanations, although there was some commonality, 
significant disparities in the deployment of conjunction occurred across the texts within 
each Field. The second two Sound texts for example, made less use of internal 
consequential relations and were therefore not as successful in the progressive reconstruai 
of technical events at higher levels of abstraction. The second two seasons texts also made 
less use of internal consequence and did not include the external simultaneity/consequence 
linking the inclination of the particular segment of the Earth's surface to the sun and the 
angle of incidence of the sun's rays to that segment, as did occur in SSEASI (Figure 6.31). 
....130 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, l: 
~erefore..) 131 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 1multaneoua! 
~ 32 and their heating effect is tess. I 
(!hO<of~ 
....,._ 33 During this time the southern hemisphere has its winter. 
Figure 6.31 Pattern of internal and external conjunction in SSEAS I 
These events and the external conjunctive relation between them are necessary for the 
construction of the subsequent logical deductions realised by internal consequential 
conjunction, linking the uncommonsense events to commonsense experience of the seasons. 
The effect of Field on variation in the deployment of conjunctive relations across primary 
and secondary levels was not very great for the Coal texts but very substantial in the case 
of Sound and Seasons. In both primary and secondary coal texts external succession linked 
elements of schematic structure within the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES stage, but in 
two of the primary texts there were no external consequential relations within these 
elements of structure due to the minimisation of the inclusion of elaborative meanings. The 
deployment of conjunction in the primary Sound texts was markedly different from that in 
the secondary texts. In the primary texts there were no internal consequential relations at 
all and the external simultaneity related only to a shift in abstraction at the first level - from 
commonsense to unobservable technical events. Hence the use of conjunction in these texts 
did not permit the explanation of sound waves through the progressive reconstrual of 
congruent technical events at greater levels of abstraction. There was also considerable 
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variation in the use of conjunction in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES across the 
primary texts in as indicated in Table 6.2. PSND I used more consequential than temporal 
conjunction, while the reverse was the case for PSND2, and PSND3 used only 
metaphorical consequence. 
Text CRUs Conjunctive relations 
Temporal Consequential 
Congruent Metaphorical Congruent Metaphorical 
PSNDI 10 4 0 I 4 
PSND2 6 3 I I I 
PSND3 2 0 0 0 I 
Table 6.2 Variation in conjunction in IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in primary sound 
texts 
Only one primary seasons text (PSEAS3) approximated the use of internal consequence 
and external simultaneity/consequence as evidenced in the secondary text SSEASl and 
shown in Figure 6.31 above. The comparison of the primary and secondary texts is shown 
again in Figure 6.32. 
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The first primary seasons text included more congruent external consequential relations 
focussed in the first part of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES dealing with the Earth's 
inclination on its axis and its rotation causing differences in the length of days and nights. 
Internal consequence then occurred in the second part of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, 
where the seasons were distinguished in terms of the relative lengths of day and night at 
those times of the year. In the second primary seasons texts the reasoning in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES was significantly masked by the use of embedding and 
metaphorical realisations and a reliance on the readers' inferring of consequential relations. 
Metaphorical modes of reasoning in school science explanations were indicated in previous 
work (Shea:1988; Veel: in press a). However, as discussed in Chapter two, these studies 
did not address the relative incidence of the various divergent gram.maticalizations of 
conjunction, nor their relative distribution with respect to Field, schematic structure or 
school level of the texts. The present study showed that, although the metaphorical 
realisation of conjunctive relations was quite variable within and across school levels in the 
sound and seasons texts, it was clearly deployed to a very minor extent in the coal texts, as 
indicated in Figure 6.33, showing the proportions of logical metaphor per clause in the 
primary and secondary texts. 
121PriTxt1 liiiPriTxt2 WPriTxt3 •secTxt1 CSecTxt2 •secTxt3 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
1 0 
0 I I m • ·,·• I lroiiiiiiij 
Coal Sound Seasons 
Figure 6.33 Proportions oflogical metaphor across Fields 
Metaphors dealing with external consequence were the most frequent in all texts, although 
metaphors dealing with external temporal relations also occurred in the sound and seasons 
texts. Metaphorical realisations of external contrast occurred in the seasons texts only. 
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In the sound texts which evidenced greater depth of treatment of the topic and greater 
delicacy of focus in the explication of the progressive reconstrual of technical events at 
greater levels of abstraction (SSNDl, SSND3), the metaphorical realisations of consequence 
were confined to elements of structure in the ORIENTATION and did not occur in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES. By contrast, those texts in which the depth of treatment 
was less and delicacy of focus grosser, such as SSND2 and the primary sound texts, the 
metaphorical realisations of consequence were also distributed in the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES, as indicated in Figure 6.34. 
Secondary:SSNDI 
16 As the object moves to the right 
17 it pushes or compresses the air 
particles next to it. 
18 The compressed air particles then 
push on the particles to their right 
19 and compress them. 
20 As each air particle pushes on the 
next one to its right 
21 the compression travels through 
the air. 
22 When the vibrating object moves 
back to its left 
23 the air particles next to it are no 
longer being pushed. 
24 They spread out 
25 or are stretched apart. 
26 As a compression travels through 
the air 
27 it is followed by the stretching 
apart of air particles. 
28 Because the vibrating object 
continuaJly moves back and forth 
29 a series of compressions and 
stretchings of air particles is sent out 
from the object. 
SecondarySSND2 
Fig 8.31 
04a A hacksaw blade is clamped in a 
vice 
04b and plucked 
04c As the blade moves to the right 
(middle diagram) 
04d it com ressses the air molecules 
04e r ucin high pressure area in 
the dire 1 o motion and a low 
pressure area on the other side 
04/ As the blade flicks back {right 
diagram) 
04J!....Jl.Jlew high pressure area is 
~-the left, a new low 
on the right. 
~~ 4 5 1Jlt high pressure area is 
11iffi}Ta1f' molecules move out to the 
low pressure area in front of them 
07 increasing the pressure there 
08 and reducing the pressure behind 
them. 
09 The high pressure areas 
(=compressions) and low pressure area 
(=rarefactions) both move outwards 
from the blade. 
PrimaryPSND I 
an object vibrates 
16 i-a-us'"e"'-articles, or molecules, 
in e air to bounce against each 
other 
17 thereb~her molecules todoth~- • 
18 These waves of moving molecules 
travel through the air 
~til they no longer have the strength o move the next molecule]]. ey are called sound waves. 
21 As the sound waves get weaker 
22 the sound gets softer 
23 until it disappears completely. 
2~gth of the initial vibration 
~e distance [[the sound 
" es will travel]]. 
*EMBEDDING MASKS 
CONSEQUENTIAL RELATIONS 
Figure 6.34 Metaphorical realisation of consequential conjunction in IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES in sound texts 
Although Figure 6.33 does show a proportion oflogical metaphor for SSNDI 
approximating that of SSND2, in the former text the metaphorical forms of consequential 
relations are concentrated in the ORIENTATION, as indicated in Figure 6.35. 
06 As the materials vibrate 
07 they disturb the air particles near them. 
08 These air particles disturb other air particles and so on. 
09 Just like a long chain or dominoes, the disturbance or sound wave is passed on from air particle to 
air particle. 
10 Unlike the 
Figure 6.35 Metaphorical realisations of consequential conjunction in the 
ORIENTATION ofSSNDl 
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In the seasons texts the three which have the greatest proportion of logical metaphor as 
indicated in Figure 6.33, are also those which evidence the greatest depth of treatment of 
the topic. However the use of logical metaphor in the first secondary text (SSEAS 1) 
contrasts with the common pattern of use in the second primary text (PSEAS2) and the 
third secondary text (SSEAS3). Metaphorical realisations of external contrast occur in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS2 ("the opposite is true") and SSEAS3 ("The 
position is reversed each six months") to construct the reasoning for the occurrence of some 
of the seasons. However, in SSEASl the only metaphorical realisation of external contrast 
("the reverse") occurred in the Conclusion element since the accounts of summer and winter 
in both hemispheres were all realised explicitly. This explicit account, which builds up to 
the metaphor in the summary element, seems more appropriate to less experienced primary 
readers. The higher proportion of logical metaphor associated with the greater depth of 
treatment in SSEAS I is partially due to the greater use of metaphorical realisations of 
external simultaneity related to the explicit accounts of summer and winter in both 
hemispheres. The four occurrences of the external consequential metaphor "the heating 
effect" in SSEAS 1, which is realised congruently in SSEAS3 also contributes to the 
comparatively high proportion of logical metaphor in the former text. Apart from "the 
heating effect", metaphorical realisations of external consequence clustered in the 
Explanation Summary element of the ORIENT A TION stage in the seasons texts. 
Distinctive patterns of conjunctive relations and logical metaphor scaffold the schematic 
structures of the three different types of explanation proposed. In each case different types 
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of conjunction linked elements of structure in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES stage and different types of conjunction linked events within these elements 
of structure. Logical metaphor was much more associated with the realisational 
explanations of sound and the orientational explanations of the seasons than with the linear 
transformational explanations of coal formation. In the texts which explained sound waves 
in greatest depth, and in the seasons texts, the metaphorical realisations of consequential 
relations clustered in the ORIENTATION stage. While there was minimal metaphorical 
realisation of temporal succession in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES of some of the 
sound texts, in the seasons texts there seemed to be a trade-off in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES between explicit accounts ofsununer and winter in both hemispheres using 
metaphorical realisations of external simultaneity and implicit accounts using metaphorical 
realisations of external contrast. 
The pattern of deployment of conjunction in coal texts was more consistent within and 
across school levels than was the case for the other two Fields. The lack of any external 
consequential relations in two of the primary sound texts does not result in any change 
from the schematic structure of the secondary texts, since in all texts at both levels, 
consequential relations occurred within elements of structure. The primary sound texts 
differed most from their secondary counterparts, all failing to include the patterns of 
conjunctive relations necessary to scaffold the explanation of sound waves through the 
progressive reconstrual of technical events at higher levels of abstraction. Only one primary 
seasons text, PSEAS3, approximated the pattern of conjunction in the secondary texts 
(PSEASI focussed on a different aspect of the Field- differing lengths of night and day, 
and PSEAS2 omitted a significant proportion of nuclear meanings). 
6.1.4 "Depth" of explanation 
It is not feasible to try to compare in general terms the depth of treatment of the 
explanations across Fields. What is clear from the semantic mapping of ideational meanings 
and comparison across texts within each Field is that there is wide variation in the depth of 
treatment within Fields at both secondary and primary levels. A comparison of the extent 
of this variation will be made to provide some idea of the relative variation across Fields. A 
further comparison will then be made of the effect of Field on variation in depth of 
treatment across school levels. The "depth" of treatment has also been considered from the 
perspective of the extent of literal accessibility of nuclear meanings within the text. A 
comparison across Fields, within and across school levels will also be made of this 
indicator. 
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At the secondary level one text in each Field dealt comprehensively with the nuclear 
meanings involved and at least one text provided a comparatively skeletal account. An 
idea of the similarity in variation across Fields can be obtained by comparing these 
extremes of within-Field variation. The extremes of within-Field variation for the 
secondary texts are shown in Figures 6.36 - 6.38. (Nuclear meanings are shown in thick 
dark lines, elaborative meanings in regular lines and meanings not included in the particular 
texts are indicated by faint Jines.) 
SCOAL2 SCOAL3a 
....... 
-
Figure 6.36 Extremes of variation in depth of treatment in secondary coal texts 
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SSNDl 
Figure 6.37 Extremes of variation in depth of treatment in secondary sound texts 
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Figure 6.38 Extremes of variation in depth of treatment in secondary seasons texts 
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At the primary level there was also a great deal of within-Field variation. At least one 
primary text in each of the fields of coal and sound contained grossly inaccurate or 
distorted information. The inaccuracies in the first primary coal text were detailed in 
Chapter three (3.2.1) and distortions in the second primary sound text (and in the caption 
of the first primary sound text) were discussed in Chapter four (4.2.4), as was the lack of 
any actual explanation of the formation of sound waves in the third primary text. 
Furthermore, the first primary seasons text explained differences in the length of day and 
night as the main characterisation of the seasons of sununer and winter, rather than the 
differences in the heating effects of the sun's rays, as occurred in the other two primary and 
all of the secondary texts. 
The effect of Field on variation in depth of treatment across school levels was greatest for 
sound. None of the primary sound texts approximated the treatment of the topic in the 
secondary texts. The extent of the disparity can be seen by comparing the semantic maps 
of the texts with the most detailed treatment at both levels. The comparison is shown in 
Figure 6.39. 
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SECONDARY: SSNDI PRJ MARY: PSND2 
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Figure 6.39 Greatest depth of treatment in primary and secondary sound texts 
None of the primary coal texts included the extent of iteration ofthe Transform element 
which occurred in SCOAL2, and none included elaborated meanings to the extent of those 
in the secondary texts, however a comparison across school levels of the texts in which the 
Transformations were collapsed into a single element shows that the inclusion of nuclear 
meanings in PCOAL3 (and to a lesser extent (PCOAL2) approximated that of the 
secondary text SCOALl , as shown in Figure 6.40. 
COAL: SCOAL2 SOUND: SSNDI SEASONS: SSEASI 
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The pattern of conjunctive relations in coal explanations was fairly consistent across the 
secondary texts, although the fust coal text did include internal relations of concession and 
exemplification in the Conditions element and the "sandwiching" of the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES as a whole by the internal reformulation and internal consequential 
conjunctive relations (This "sandwich" structure also occurred in two of the Sounds texts 
but in none of the Seasons texts). 
In both the Sound and the Seasons explanations, although there was some commonality, 
significant disparities in the deployment of conjunction occurred across the texts within 
each Field. The second two Sound texts for example, made less use of internal 
consequential relations and were therefore not as successful in the progressive reconstrual 
of technical events at higher levels of abstraction. The second two seasons texts also made 
less use of internal consequence and did not include the external simultaneity/consequence 
linking the inclination of the particular segment of the Earth's surface to the sun and the 
angle of incidence of the sun's rays to that segment, as did occur in SSEAS 1 (Figure 6.31 ). 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 1multaneous 
32 and their heating effect is less. 
33 During this time the southern hemisphere has its winter. 
Figure 6.31 Pattern of internal and external conjunction in SSEASl 
These events and the external conjunctive relation between them are necessary for the 
construction of the subsequent logical deductions realised by internal consequential 
conjunction, linking the uncommonsense events to commonsense experience of the seasons. 
The effect of Field on variation in the deployment of conjunctive relations across primary 
and secondary levels was not very great for the Coal texts but very substantial in the case 
of Sound and Seasons. In both primary and secondary coal texts external succession linked 
elements of schematic structure within the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES stage, but in 
two of the primary texts there were no external consequential relations within these 
elements of structure due to the minimisation of the inclusion of elaborative meanings. The 
deployment of conjunction in the primary Sound texts was markedly different from that in 
the secondary texts. In the primary texts there were no internal consequential relations at 
all and the external simultaneity related only to a shift in abstraction at the first level - from 
commonsense to unobservable technical events. Hence the use of conjunction in these texts 
did not permit the explanation of sound waves through the progressive reconstrual of 
congruent technical events at greater levels of abstraction. There was also considerable 
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variation in the use of conjunction in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES across the 
primary texts in as indicated in Table 6.2. PSNDI used more consequential than temporal 
conjunction, while the reverse was the case for PSND2, and PSND3 used only 
metaphorical consequence. 
Text CRUs Conjunctive relations 
Temporal Consequential 
Congruent Metaphorica1 Congruent Metaphorical 
PSND! 10 4 0 I 4 
PSND2 6 3 I I I 
PSND3 2 0 
-
0 0 I ___ 
- --- - ---
Table 6.2 Variation in conjunction in IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in primary sound 
texts 
Only one primary seasons text (PSEAS3) approximated the use of internal consequence 
and external simultaneity/consequence as evidenced in the secondary text SSEAS 1 and 
shown in Figure 6.31 above. The comparison of the primary and secondary texts is shown 
again in Figure 6.32. 
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The first primary seasons text included more congruent external consequential relations 
focussed in the first part of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES dealing with the Earth's 
inclination on its axis and its rotation causing differences in the length of days and nights. 
Internal consequence then occurred in the second part of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES, 
where the seasons were distinguished in terms of the relative lengths of day and night at 
those times of the year. In the second primary seasons texts the reasoning in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES was significantly masked by the use of embedding and 
metaphorical realisations and a reliance on the readers' inferring of consequential relations. 
Metaphorical modes of reasoning in school science explanations were indicated in previous 
work (Shea:l988; Vee!: in press a). However, as discussed in Chapter two, these studies 
did not address the relative incidence of the various divergent gramrnaticalizations of 
conjunction, nor their relative distribution with respect to Field, schematic structure or 
school level of the texts. The present study showed that, although the metaphorical 
realisation of conjunctive relations was quite variable within and across school levels in the 
sound and seasons texts, it was clearly deployed to a very minor extent in the coal texts, as 
indicated in Figure 6.33, showing the proportions of logical metaphor per clause in the 
primary and secondary texts. 
ji!IPriTxtt liiPriTxt2 IIPriTxt3 •secTxtt I::ISecTxt2 •secTxt3j 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 +-----+----J 
Coal Sound Seasons 
Figure 6.33 Proportions oflogical metaphor across Fields 
Metaphors dealing with external consequence were the most frequent in all texts, although 
metaphors dealing with external temporal relations also occurred in the sound and seasons 
texts. Metaphorical realisations of external contrast occurred in the seasons texts only. 
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In the sound texts which evidenced greater depth of treatment of the topic and greater 
delicacy of focus in the explication of the progressive reconstrual of technical events at 
greater levels of abstraction (SSNDl, SSND3), the metaphorical realisations of consequence 
were confined to elements of structure in the ORIENTATION and did not occur in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES. By contrast, those texts in which the depth of treatment 
was less and delicacy of focus grosser, such as SSND2 and the primary sound texts, the 
metaphorical realisations of consequence were also distributed in the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES, as indicated in Figure 6.34. 
Secondary:SSNDI SecondarySSND2 PrimaryPSND I 
16 As the object moves to the right Fig8.31 I~ ~bject vibrates 17 it pushes or compresses the air 04a A hacksaw blade is clamped in a 16 i ause articles, or molecules, 
particles next to it. vice intlie air to bounce against each 
18 The compressed air particles then 04b and plucked other 
push on the particles to their right 04c As the blade moves to the right 17 there~her molecules 
19 and compress them. (middle diagram) todothes . • 
20 As each air particle pushes on the 04d it corn_pressses the air molecules 18 These waves of moving molecules 
next one to its right 04e~oaucinO high pressure area in travel through the air 
21 the compression travels through the direcmm oJ motion and a luw ~til they no longer have the strength 
the air. pressure area on the other side o move the next molecule]]. 
22 When the vibrating object moves 04f As the blade flicks back (right hey are caHed sound waves. 
back to its left diagram) 21 As the sound waves get weaker 
23 the air particles next to it are no ~high pressure area is 22 the sound gets softer 
longer being pushed. n the left , a new low 23 until it disappears completely. 
24 They spread out pressure one on the right. ~gth of the initial vibration 
25 or are stretched apart. 
nc: •"· high pressure area is 
affects e distance [[the sound 
26 As a compression travels through swill travel]]. 
the air ~oduced:) 
27 it is followed by the stretching ?6L1'1ea1r molecules move out to the 
apart of air particles. low pressure area in front of them * EMBEDDING MASKS 
28 Because the vibrating object 07 increasing the pressure there CONSEQUENTIAL RELATIONS 
continually moves back and forth 08 and reducing the pressure behind 
29 a series of compressions and them. 
stretchings of air particles is sent out 09 The high pressure areas 
from the object. (=compnssions) and low pressure area 
(=rarefactions) both move outwards 
from the blade. 
-
Figure 6.34 Metaphorical realisation of consequential conjunction in IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES in sound texts 
Although Figure 6.33 does show a proportion of logical metaphor for SSNDI 
approximating that of SSND2, in the former text the metaphorical forms of consequential 
relations are concentrated in the ORIENTATION, as indicated in Figure 6.35. 
ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon Wh-...caus~d transmits sounds? Identification 
Link 01 [[fo make so~brations [[which disturb the air]]. 
02 Small vibratio cau unds. 
03 ~ons~ the air more 
04 roduce ud sounJli--
04a V1 material6foduce~und 
Analogic 05 Vibrating materials serrt!'!mind waves through the air 
Account 06 As the materials vibrate 
07 they disturb the air particles near them. 
08 These air particles disturb other air particles and so on. 
09 Just like a long chain or dominoes, the disturbance or sound wave is passed on from air particle to 
air particle. 
I 0 Un1ike the dominoes, the air particles spring back to their original position. 
11 Sound waves travel through gases, liquids and solids 
12 because they all contain particles [[which will carry or transmit disturbances]]. 
13 However, sound waves will not travel through a vacuum 
13.1 which is an empty space: 
14 without particles [[to transmit the disturbance from a vibrating object]], sound waves cannot be 
fanned. 
PHENOMENON 15 Figure 15.1 shows a vibrating object L~oducing.J'und waves]]. EXEMPLIFICATION 
Figure 6.35 Metaphorical realisations of consequential conjunction in the 
ORIENTATION ofSSNDl 
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In the seasons texts the three which have the greatest proportion of logical metaphor as 
indicated in Figure 6.33, are also those which evidence the greatest depth of treatment of 
the topic. However the use of logical metaphor in the first secondary text (SSEAS I) 
contrasts with the common pattern of use in the second primary text (PSEAS2) and the 
third secondary text (SSEAS3). Metaphorical realisations of external contrast occur in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in PSEAS2 ("the opposite is true") and SSEAS3 ("The 
position is reversed each six months") to construct the reasoning for the occurrence of some 
of the seasons. However, in SSEASI the only metaphorical realisation of external contrast 
("the reverse") occurred in the Conclusion element since the accounts of summer and winter 
in both hemispheres were all realised explicitly. This explicit account, which builds up to 
the metaphor in the summary element, seems more appropriate to less experienced primary 
readers. The higher proportion of logical metaphor associated with the greater depth of 
treatment in SSEAS I is partially due to the greater use of metaphorical realisations of 
external simultaneity related to the explicit accounts of summer and winter in both 
hemispheres. The four occurrences of the external consequential metaphor "the heating 
effect" in SSEAS 1, which is realised congruently in SSEAS3 also contributes to the 
comparatively high proportion of logical metaphor in the former text. Apart from "the 
heating effect", metaphorical realisations of external consequence clustered in the 
Explanation Summary element of the ORIENTATION stage in the seasons texts. 
Distinctive patterns of conjunctive relations and logical metaphor scaffold the schematic 
structures of the three different types of explanation proposed. In each case different types 
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of conjunction linked elements of structure in the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES stage and different types of conjunction linked events within these elements 
of structure. Logical metaphor was much more associated with the realisational 
explanations of sound and the orientational explanations of the seasons than with the linear 
transformational explanations of coal formation. In the texts which explained sound waves 
in greatest depth, and in the seasons texts, the metaphorical realisations of consequential 
relations clustered in the ORIENTATION stage. While there was minimal metaphorical 
realisation of temporal succession in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES of some of the 
sound texts, in the seasons texts there seemed to be a trade-off in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES between explicit accounts ofsununer and winter in both hemispheres using 
metaphorical realisations of external simultaneity and implicit accounts using metaphorical 
realisations of external contrast. 
The pattern of deployment of conjunction in coal texts was more consistent within and 
across school levels than was the case for the other two Fields. The lack of any external 
consequential relations in two of the primary sound texts does not result in any change 
from the schematic structure of the secondary texts, since in all texts at both levels, 
consequential relations occurred within elements of structure. The primary sound texts 
differed most from their secondary counterparts, all failing to include the patterns of 
conjunctive relations necessary to scaffold the explanation of sound waves through the 
progressive reconstrual of technical events at higher levels of abstraction. Only one primary 
seasons text, PSEAS3, approximated the pattern of conjunction in the secondary texts 
(PSEAS I focussed on a different aspect of the Field - differing lengths of night and day, 
and PSEAS2 omitted a significant proportion of nuclear meanings). 
6.1.4 "Depth" of explanation 
It is not feasible to try to compare in general terms the depth of treatment of the 
explanations across Fields. What is clear from the semantic mapping of ideational meanings 
and comparison across texts within each Field is that there is wide variation in the depth of 
treatment within Fields at both secondary and primary levels. A comparison of the extent 
of this variation will be made to provide some idea of the relative variation across Fields. A 
further comparison will then be made of the effect of Field on variation in depth of 
treatment across school levels. The "depth" of treatment has also been considered from the 
perspective of the extent of literal accessibility of nuclear meanings within the text. A 
comparison across Fields, within and across school levels will also be made of this 
indicator. 
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At the secondary level one text in each Field dealt comprehensively with the nuclear 
meanings involved and at least one text provided a comparatively skeletal account. An 
idea of the similarity in variation across Fields can be obtained by comparing these 
extremes of within-Field variation. The extremes of within-Field variation for the 
secondary texts are shown in Figures 6.36 - 6.38. (Nuclear meanings are shown in thick 
dark lines, elaborative meanings in regular lines and meanings not included in the particular 
texts are indicated by faint lines.) 
SCOAL2 
...... 
~-
SCOAL3a 
Figure 6.36 Extremes of variation in depth of treatment in secondary coal texts 
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Figure 6.37 Extremes of variation in depth of treatment in secondary sound texts 
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Figure 6.38 Extremes of variation in depth of treatment in secondary seasons texts 
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At the primary level there was also a great deal of within-Field variation. At least one 
primary text in each of the fields of coal and sound contained grossly inaccurate or 
distorted information. The inaccuracies in the first primary coal text were detailed in 
Chapter three (3.2.1) and distortions in the second primary sound text (and in the caption 
of the first primary sound text) were discussed in Chapter four (4.2.4), as was the lack of 
any actual explanation of the formation of sound waves in the third primary text. 
Furthermore, the first primary seasons text explained differences in the length of day and 
night as the main characterisation of the seasons of sununer and winter, rather than the 
differences in the heating effects of the sun's rays, as occurred in the other two primary and 
all of the secondary texts. 
The effect of Field on variation in depth of treatment across school levels was greatest for 
sound. None of the primary sound texts approximated the treatment of the topic in the 
secondary texts. The extent of the disparity can be seen by comparing the semantic maps 
of the texts with the most detailed treatment at both levels. The comparison is shown in 
Figure 6.39. 
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Figure 6.39 Greatest depth of treatment in primary and secondary sound texts 
None of the primary coal texts included the extent of iteration of the Transform element 
which occurred in SCOAL2, and none included elaborated meanings to the extent of those 
in the secondary texts, however a comparison across school levels of the texts in which the 
Transformations were collapsed into a single element shows that the inclusion of nuclear 
meanings in PCOAL3 (and to a lesser extent (PCOAL2) approximated that of the 
secondary text SCOAL1 , as shown in Figure 6.40. 
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Figure 6.40 Similarity in depth of treatment in SCOALl and PCOAL3 
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Again, none of the primary seasons texts approximated the comprehensive account of 
nuclear meanings in SSEAS 1 in which summer and winter in both hemispheres were dealt 
with explicitly, but there was some similarity in depth of treatment between PSEAS2 and 
SSEAS3 in which summer and winter in one hemisphere are dealt with explicitly and in the 
other hemisphere are constructed by text reference and the metaphorical realisation of the 
conjunctive relation of external contrast ("the opposite"/"The position is reversed"). The 
similarity in depth of treatment is indicated in Figure 6.41 . 
SECONDARY: SSEAS3 PRJ MARY: PSEAS2 
Figure 6.41 Similarity in depth oftreatment in PSEAS2 and SSEAS3 
Depth of treatment varied widely within all fields at both secondary and primary levels. 
The effect of Field on variation in depth oftreatment across school levels was acute for 
sound and less extreme for coal and seasons. 
The variation with Field in literal access to nuclear meanings is indicated in Table 6.3. The 
table shows the percentage of literal realisations per nuclear meanings included in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in each ofthe Coal and Sound texts and in the Given 
Information and DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in each of the Seasons texts. (In coal texts 
where the iterative Transformation element was collapsed as a single element of structure, 
only the nuclear meanings relevant to the single element were used in the calculations). 
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Table 6.3 Variation with Field in literal realisation of nuclear meanings 
The only clear effect for Field in the secondary texts appears to be a somewhat greater 
reliance on inference in seasons texts than in those for coal or sound. The high proportion 
ofliteral access in the second secondary seasons text is partly due to fact that it deals less 
comprehensively with nuclear meanings (omitting any account of summer in the northern 
hemisphere), whereas the third text, for example, relies on inference from an account of 
summer and winter in one hemisphere to construct the reverse of these seasons in the other 
hemisphere. In the first secondary seasons text more use is made of inference in relating 
explicit information from the first DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element to the second 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES element. Similarly, in the primary seasons texts the second 
text deals most comprehensively with the nuclear meanings involved, but relies on inference 
to achieve this, whereas the first and third texts include fewer nuclear meanings but they are 
all literally accessible in the first text and predominantly so in the third. There is no other 
clear effect for Field within the primary texts, although the first primary coal text has a 
significantly lower proportion of literally accessible meanings. The only indication of an 
effect for Field on variation across school levels is for the sound texts. Here the proportion 
of literal access seems to be lower in the primary texts. 
Although there were inaccuracies and a heavy reliance on inference in the first primary coal 
text, it is the primary sound texts that are most problematic in terms of accuracy and depth 
of treatment, as well as greater reliance on inference, in comparison with the secondary 
texts. 
6.1.5 Grammatical realisation and the construction of technicality 
6.1.5.1 Transitivity 
The major effect of Field on transitivity selections is the low proportion of Material 
processes and high proportion of Relational: attributive processes in the seasons texts 
compared with the dominance of Material processes and low proportion of Relational: 
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attributive processes in the other two Fields. The variation in the proportion of Material 
processes across Fields is indicated in Figure 6.42. 
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Figure 6.42 Variation in the proportion of Material processes across Fields 
In the coal and sound texts the proportions of effective and middle Material processes were 
comparable, and in both Fields the proportion of effective processes was higher, as shown 
in Figure 6.3a in Appendix 6 (The aberrant selection of a greater proportion of middle 
Material processes in the third primary coal text was discussed in Chapter three (3.2.5.1)). 
But while in the coal texts the proportions of effective Material processes in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES were fairly consistent across texts and school levels, this 
was not the case for the sound texts, as indicated in Figure 6.43. 
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Figure 6.43 Proportion of effective Material processes per total number of processes in 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in coal and sound texts. 
The absence of effective Material processes in the third primary text reflects its minimal 
explanation of sound waves in an IMPLICATION SEQUENCES element consisting of 
two clauses; 
03 These ripples are called "sound waves' 
04 and are caused by [[the air vibrating]]. (PSND3) 
The low proportion in the first primary text and the third secondary text is partly due to 
their more commonsense orientation to the Field. This is reflected in greater use of, 
frequently anthropomorphic, lexical metaphors, which involve middle Material and 
Relational: attributive processes. This can be seen in the use of the middle Material 
process "bounce" in SCOAL3 and Relational: attributive processes in clauses 19 and 21 in 
PSND1: 
II The particles of air are pushed outwards 
12 crowding against and bashing into their neighbours 
13 before they bounce back. (SSND3) 
18 These waves of moving molecules travel through the air 
19 until they no longer have the strength [[to move the next molecule]] 
20 They are called sound waves. 
21 As the sound waves m weaker..... (PSNDI) 
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Although the proportion of effective Material processes in the second primary text and the 
first and second secondary texts are comparably high, the actual number and the lexical 
items are quite different across texts, reflecting quite different orientations to the 
construction of technicality in each case. The variation in the selection of effective 
Material processes in these texts can be seen in Table 6.4. 
Primary - PSND2 Secondary - SSND I Secondary- SSND2 
squash or press together pushes or compresses compresses 
squashes push on producing 
producing compress is produced 
is passed pushes on is produced 
are being pushed increasing 
are stretched apart reducing 
is sent out 
Table 6.4 Effective Material processes in IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in PSNDl, 
SSNDl and SSND2 
In the primary text the processes are fewer and more commonsense in orientation, so that 
the events are realised in less detail and less technically. The process "producing" is also a 
metaphorical realisation of consequential conjunction, further limiting the delicacy of focus 
in the construction of technicality. Half of the effective Material processes in SSND2 also 
realise this metaphorical consequential conjunctive relation, again resulting in this decreased 
delicacy offocus in the construction of technicality, as indicated in section 6.3 above. In 
the sound texts then, variation in the proportion of effective Material processes in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES, as well as variation in the lexical choices and the extent to 
which the processes were metaphorical realisations of conjunctive relations, affected the 
extent and delicacy of focus of the construction of technicality. On the other hand, in the 
coal texts, as noted in relation to Figure 6.43, the only substantial variation in the 
proportion of effective Material processes was that in the third primary text. There were 
only two instances of the metaphorical realisation of consequential conjunction in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES across all of the texts (one in SCOALl and one in 
PCOAL3). But there were differences in the lexical choices of the effective Material 
processes which affected the relative technicality of the texts, as discussed in Chapter three 
and illustrated in Table 3.8. 
The distribution of effective and middle Material processes in the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES in the coal and sound texts is also related to the differences in the 
deployment of conjunction in these texts, again reflecting them as examples of different 
explanation types. Firstly, it should be noted that the middle Material processes are much 
more concentrated in the initial element of the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in the coal 
texts, whereas in the sound texts they are more evenly distributed throughout. This is 
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exemplified in Figure 6.44 showing the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES for SCOAL2 and 
SSNDI. 
Secondary: SCOAL2 
2 In ancient forests, <<.2.1~~ 
dead trees and other plan~ 
on the forest floor 
2.1 <<which~e and humid>> 
3 before th ro 
4 As the ian 
5 these layers o vegetation were 
covered with water 
6 which deposited sediments of gravel, 
sand, mud and silt. 
7 Over millions of years the weight of 
the sediments and high temperatures 
removed much of the water from the 
plant remains. 
8 These plant remains are known as 
peat. 
9 As the peat was compressed 
I 0 and became warmer 
II moisture was driven out 
12 and it became brown coal, or lignite. 
13 In some~! more layers of 
sedimen uilt u n top of the 
brown co . 
14 This caused more and more 
moisture to be driven out 
IS and black coal was formed. 
Secondary:SSNDI 
16 As the objec(move~o the right 
17 it pushes or co~ses the air 
particles next to it. 
18 The compressed air particles then 
push on the particles to their right 
19 and compress them. 
20 As each air particle pushes on the 
next one to its ri~ 
21 the compressio~rough 
theair. e 
22 When the vibrating objec oves 
back to its left 
Figure 6.44 Distribution of middle Material processes in IMPLICATION SEQUENCES 
in SCOAL2 and SSNDI 
In both texts a middle Material process begins the sequence of middle followed by effective 
processes. 
04 As the land sank (SCOAL2) 
16 As the object moves to the right (SSND I) 
These indicate the point from which grammaticalization of causality through agency is 
relevant to the explanation. What caused the land to sink or the object to move to the right 
is not significant to the progression of the explanation at hand, but from this point on 
agency is crucial in the construction of the causal chain. In the coal text the sequence of 
events linked by external conjunctive relations of consequence or simultaneity conflated 
with consequence is always from those realised by middle Material processes to those 
realised by effective processes and from effective to effective processes. There is never 
such a link from events realised by effective material processes leading to those realised by 
middle material processes. This is illustrated in Figure 6.45, showing the progression in 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in SCOAL2 (Middle Material processes are circled and 
effective Material processes are boxed). 
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04Astlte~ ($.mullan~ 
' <~""' ...) OS these layers of vegetation e covered th water 
06 whic~imcnts of gravel, sand, mud ~ ~ andsilt. -4 
successiv!) 
07 Over mllhOns ofJWirs the weight of the sediments v and high temperaturesE2)uch of the water 
from the plant remains ~ 08 These plant remains are known as peat 
successiv~ 
09 As the peo was compnsse 
~m"'""~ v 10 andbeeamcwamler (causal) 
II moistu as nvcn out e 12 and it became brown coal, or ligni~ ~ 
uccessiv;} j 
13 /ns~places,more\ayersofsedim~  ~I 
on top of the brown coal. cause 
14 Thi~orc and more mO'!!urclo be driven out L I 15 and black coal ~, .. ,") 
Figure 6.45 Progression from middle to effective Material processes in IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES in SCOAL2 
On the other hand in the sound text, as discussed in Chapter four (4.1.5.1), effective 
Material clauses form an "agentive chain" linking a commonsense observable event realised 
by a middle Material clause to a metaphorical macro technical event realised again by a 
middle Material clause. This is illustrated again in Figure 6.46, showing the first element in 
the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES in SSNDI. 
16 As the object es the right simultaneous 
it J pushes or compresses Jhe air particles next to it. ~ . 17 ~ > success1ve 
The compressed air particlei push onltte particles t~ eir~ 
... onsequence 
e next one to its right --.__ 
simultaneous 
ll ough the air. ... 
Figure 6.46 Agentive chain in SSND 1: Effective Material processes as "links" between 
middle Material processes 
The linking of the effective Material clause 20 to the middle Material clause 21 by external 
simultaneity/consequence, in fact constructs a kind of Value/Token relationship between 
the two clauses, so that 21 is a more abstract reconstrual of20, which is actually a 
summary of 17-19. The internal consequential conjunctive relation constructs 16-19 as the 
rhetorical means for this reconstrual. This combined patterning of transitivity and 
conjunction (and grammatical metaphor in the nominalisation "compression") suggest a 
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distinctive deployment of resources characteristic of these realisational explanations, 
whereas transformational explanations, such as the coal text, are characterised by external 
consequence and simultaneity/consequence linking from middle to effective or effective to 
effective clauses without the use of internal conjunction or grammatical metaphor. 
In the secondary seasons texts few Material processes occurred in the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES and those that did were effective, while middle Material clauses were 
focussed in the Given Information. The somewhat higher proportion of material processes 
in the first of the secondary seasons texts is due partly to the Material processes in the 
Analogic Account. The pattern was similar for the primary texts except that some of the 
small proportion of Material processes in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES were middle. 
Relational: attributive processes dominated the seasons texts at both school levels, occurred 
much less frequently in the coal texts and were in the lowest proportions in the sound 
texts. The variation in the proportions of Relational: attributive processes with Field is 
shown in Figure 6.47. 
Ira PriTxt1 1:1 PriTxt2 &I PriTxt3 • SecTxt1 t:l SecTxt2 • SecTxt3l 
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Figure 6.47 Variation in the proportion of Relational: attributive processes across Fields 
In the seasons texts the Relational: attributive processes also dominate the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES. In Chapter five (5.2.5.1) it was shown that the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES potentially included four elements dealing with winter and summer in the 
northern and southern hemispheres and each of these elements progressed through a 
number of steps. Not all of the elements, nor all steps in these elements, were included in 
all texts. Furthermore, some of the steps were realised explicitly and some needed to be 
inferred, and the pattern of explicit and inferential realisation also varied across texts. 
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However each of the steps were characterised by particular distributions of process types 
and within the steps there was little variation in the grammatical realisation across primary 
and secondary texts. This patterning of process selection is summarised again in Table 6.5. 
STEPS MEANINGS PROCESS REALIZATIONS 
SELECTIONS 
I Contextual Inclination of particular Relational: the southern hemisphere is inclined hemispheres to the sun Intensive: towards the sun in December (SEAS I) STATE Attributive 
Relational: the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun 
Circumstantial: (SSEASI) 
Attributive 
2 Sun's rays strike the Earth's MateriaJ: it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer 
Simultaneous surface at an oblique or effective to 90 0 (SSEAS I) 
EVENT perpendicular angle 
3 ·a~ Sun's rays are concentrated Relational: they are spread over a larger area (SSEAS I) Consequent! or spread out at the Earth's Intensive: 
STATE surface Attributive 
Relational: The area further away from the Sun has fewer 
Possessive: rays for a given area (SSEAS3) 
Attributive 
4 Ray's heating effect is Relational: the heating effect is less (SSEAS I) Consequential relatively high or low Intensive: 
EVENT (Relatively more or fewer light rays Attributive from the sun are absorbed by the Earth 
and converted to heat energy) 
5 Particular hemispheres Behavioural and it experiences summer (SSEAS I) Consequential experience summer or Behavioural During this time the southern hemisphere has its 
EVENT winter winter (SSEASI) 
-
Table 6.5 Process selections in elements in DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in seasons texts 
Here there is really only one event - the sun's rays striking the Earth (The conversion of 
light energy to heat energy is not actually dealt with as an event sequence but the result is 
realised as an Attribute ("less") of a metaphorical Thing - "the heating effect.."). The steps 
involved in the explanation of summer and winter in both hemispheres are concerned with 
the same event but at different times at which the orientation of particular hemispheres to 
the sun is also different. So the role of the Relational: attributive processes is firstly to 
construct these orientations. They then describe the attributes (more concentrated; spread 
out) of the participants in the events (the sun's rays) as the orientations change, and the 
resulting attributes of the hemisphere concerned (cooler; hotter). 
There are very few instances in any of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in which 
contiguous steps are explicitly realised. Hence the progression from one step to the next, 
where the intervening step(s) is/are omitted, involves reasoning from prior knowledge and 
this reasoning is realised by internal consequential conjunctive relations. This only occurs 
when the progression of the steps which are included, and hence the sequence of the 
selection of process types, maintains the sequence indicated in Table 6.5. This is 
consistently the case in SSEAS 1, which has the most clearly elaborated chain of internal 
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consequence in realising the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES. In dealing with the southern 
winter, four of the five steps are explicitly realised but only two of the steps are explicit in 
dealing with the northern summer. However in both cases the ordering of steps and process 
selections is maintained, as indicated in Table 6.6. 
STEPS PROCESS Southern Winter Northern Summer SFLECTIONS 
I ContextuaJ Relational: Intensive: STATE Attributive 
Relationa1: 30 When the southern hemisphere tilts 34 The northern hemisphere at the same Circumstantial: away from the sun, time points toward the sun Attributive 
2 Material: 31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth Simultaneous effective obliquely EVENT 
3 Relational: 
Consequential Intensive: 
STATE Attributive 
Relational: 
Possessive: 
Attributive 
4 Relational: 32 and their heating effect is less. Consequential Intensive: EVENT Attributive 
5 Consequential Behavioural 33 During this time the southern 35 and has its summer 
Behavioural hemisphere has its winter. 
EVENT 
Table 6.6 Ordering of steps and process selections for the southern winter and northern 
summer in SSEASl 
The highly elaborated chain of internal reasoning in these elements is shown in Figure 6.48. 
Contiguous steps are linked by external conjunction, internal consequence links non-
contiguous steps and internal consequence also indicates that 30-32 are the rhetorical means 
for 33. The internal consequence linking 34 to 35 conflates the latter function with that of 
internal reasoning on the basis of prior knowledge . 
...130 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the sun, 
tmultaneous Xherefore.:> [ 31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
-.......... 32 and their heating effect is Jess. 
<!:1""'~ 
..... 33 During this time the southern hemisphere has its winter. 
~ 34 The northern hemiSphere at the same t1me pomts toward the sun 
' 
35 and has 1ts summer 
Figure 6.48 Elaborated internal conjunction in elements of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES in SSEASl 
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This relationship between the patterning of process selections through the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES and the elaboration of internal conjunctive relations can 
also be demonstrated for SSEAS3 and the primary text PSEAS3. On the other hand the 
breakdown of internal reasoning corresponding to the disruption of the pattern of process 
selection in the sequence of steps involved in the explanation of the occurrence of the 
seasons can be seen in texts like SSEAS2, illustrated in Figure 6.49. 
Steps Processes 
5 Behavioural 17 While the southern hemisphere experiences 
-summer, imultaneo~ 
5 Behavioural 8 the northern hemisphere is experiencing winter. 
-19 It can also be seen in fi~ure 10.10 that in our 
summer, the South po e is in constant daylight 
and the north pole is in constant darkness. 
I 
20 In winter the reverse is true. 
Relational: 21 Fioure IO.!Oshowsthat I intens1ve when the northern part of the Earth's axis 1-::, 
i 
attributive is tilted away from the sun ~ I Relational: !>eo~ circumstantial the southern hemisphere faces the sun i attributive· more directly. 
Relational: Contrasf) 
I I circumstantial ~ 22 In Winter the southern hemisphere faces the v attributive sun at a large angle. 3 Relational· ~~erefore mtensive ~ 23 The sun's rays are spread out over a large area 
attributive: 
Figure 6.49 Disrupted pattern of process selection and reduced internal conjunction in 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in SSEAS2 
Again, in the seasons texts distinctive skewing in the selection of process types and 
characteristic co-patterning of process selections and conjunctive relations in the 
DEDUCTION SEQUENCES distinguishes these Orientational explanations of the seasons 
from the Linear Transformational explanations of coal formation and the Realisational 
explanations of sound waves. 
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6.1.5.2 Granunatical Metaphor 
The density of grammatical metaphor per clause for each text is compared across Fields in 
Figure 6.50. 
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Figure 6.50 Density of grammatical metaphor per clause across Fields 
At the secondary level sound texts are the most metaphorical and then, with the exception 
of the highly metaphorical first secondary coal text, the density of metaphor in the 
secondary coal and seasons texts does not seem to be very different. Secondary texts make 
more use of grammatical metaphor than primary texts in all Fields, but the difference is 
greater in the case of the sound texts. At the primary level the coal texts are less 
metaphorical than sound and seasons, but variability in the primary seasons texts makes it 
difficult to differentiate between these and the sound texts. 
Field also affected the type of grammatical metaphor that was more prominent. The 
proportion of logical metaphor was significant but variable across the sound and seasons 
texts at both levels, whereas it occurred only to a very minor extent in the coal texts, as 
discussed in 6.3 above. The nominalisation or shift to Thing was most frequent in the 
sound texts, somewhat less so in the coal texts and very infrequent in the seasons texts as 
indicated in Figure 6.51. 
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Figure 6.51 Proportions of granunatical metaphor involving shift to Thing 
Overall, sound texts make more use of grammatical metaphor, particularly nominalisation, 
and it is in this Field that the density of grammatical metaphor differentiates the primary 
and secondary texts most clearly. The differences in the deploymentofnominalisation 
reflect differences in the nature and role of defmitions of technical terms across Fields. 
6.1.5.3 Namin~: and definin~: technical terms 
The analyses of the deployment of resources for constructing technicality are detailed and 
discussed in Chapters three through five. A comparison of the results across Fields is 
provided in Table 6.3a in Appendix 6 and is summarised in Table 6. 7 below, which 
aggregates the instances of naming and defining of technical terms as well as instances of 
undefined technical terms across the texts within each Field at both primary and secondary 
level. 
Coal Sound Seasons 
Instances of naming and defining of technical terms 
Secondary 10 11 8 
Primary 1 7 0 
Instances of undefined technical terms 
Secondary 4 2 14 
Primary_ ·--- 9 1 13 
Table 6.7 Summary comparison of instances of naming and defining of technical terms and 
of undefined technical terms aggregated across texts at primary and secondary 
level. 
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At the secondary level the most use was made of grammatical and discourse semantic 
resources for naming and defining technical terms in the sound texts, then the coal texts, and 
least use was made in the seasons texts. There were only two undefined technical terms in 
the sound texts and three in the coal texts and, although there were more in the seasons 
texts, terms such as "axis" and "hemisphere" seemed to reflect commonly assumed 
technical knowledge. The construction of technicality seemed to be most significant in the 
explanations of sound, and the secondary texts provided a fairly effective apprenticing of 
young readers to the technical discourse of this Field. At the primary level the use of 
resources for naming and defining in the coal and seasons texts was negligible and, although 
some use was made of nominal and verbal group parataxis in the primary sound texts, the 
use of relational identifYing clauses did not construct effective definitions of technical 
terms, as discussed in Chapter four (4.2.5.1.1). Only in the coal texts were there 
significantly more undefined technical terms in the primary compared with the secondary 
texts. In the seasons texts again, these technical terms seemed to indicate a core of 
commonly assumed technical knowledge. On the whole, across Fields, the primary texts 
did not effectively deploy linguistic resources for apprenticing young readers to the 
technical discourse of science. 
The relevance of the definitions included and the role of grammatical metaphor in their 
construction also varied with Field. In the seasons texts, as discussed in Chapter five 
(5.1.5.1. I), the definitions were either peripheral ("This is called the celestial pole.") or 
were introduced in the Given Information and were not taken up in the subsequent 
explanation ("This movement is called revolution."). Only the definition of revolution 
involves grammatical metaphor. The others, like the "celestial pole" involve renaming 
commonsense, congruent realisations as technical terms: 
The path around the sun is called an orbit. 
Every fourth year is called a leap year. (SSEAS2) 
In the coal and sound texts, definitions occur in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES, as well 
as in the Conclusion and in the Phenomenon Identification (coal) and the Analogic Account 
(sound). In the case of the coal texts however, a number of instances of grammatical 
metaphor in the definitions are the nominalised form of commonsense lexical items: 
These plant remains are known as peat. (SCOAL2) 
The first stage of the change to coal is peat. (SCOAL3a) 
In the sound texts the grammatical metaphor in the definitions is predominantly the 
nominalised form oftechnical processes: 
17 it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it 
21 the compression .... (SSNDl) 
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But one secondary text also includes the more commonsense nominalisation "stretchings" 
which tends to mask the mode shifting of grammatical metaphor to maximal experiential 
distance: 
These compressions and stretchings make up a sound wave (SSNDI). 
This form of nominalisation also occurs in the primary text PSND2, but not in the context 
of such an explicit definition of sound waves: 
09 producing a whole series of squashes and stretches 
10 as the sound is passed through the air. (PSND2) 
Since grammatical metaphor is fundamental to the construction of these realisational 
explanations of sound waves, the use of these intermediary forms using underived verbal 
nouns and other forms such as nominalised imperfective clauses, as discussed by Fuller 
(1992), should be explored in developing recontextualizations of explanations of this type 
for primary school children. 
6.1.6 Causal conjunction, "depth" of explanation and relative technicality 
In the coal texts at the secondary level it was shown that there was no systematic 
relationship between the deployment of temporal and consequential conjunction and the 
relative depth of treatment of the topic or technicality of the texts. Consequential 
conjunction occurred only within elements of schematic structure in elaborative meanings 
or in making causal links between elaborative and nuclear meanings. Some primary texts 
(like PCOAL2) could be characterised as "sequential" explanations because of the absence 
of causal conjunction, achieved largely by minimising elaborative meanings within elements 
of schematic structure. Others (like PCOAL3), also with fairly minimal elaborative 
meanings, do include causal conjunction in some elements. 
In the sound texts also there was no simple relationship between the proportion of external 
consequential conjunction and the relative depth of treatment or technicality. It was argued 
that in the first secondary sound text, the relationship between depth of treatment and 
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causal conjunction was primarily through the rhetorical reasoning constructed by relatively 
greater deployment of internal consequential conjunctive relations and their orchestration 
with external conjunctive relations of simultaneity conflated with consequence. None of 
the primary texts dealt adequately with the nuclear meanings involved in the secondary 
texts and only one text included one internal consequential conjunctive relation of 
concession. While the depth of explanation in the secondary texts appeared to be related to 
greater use of internal consequential conjunctive relations, it was not possible to relate the 
decreased depth of treatment and technicality in the primary texts to a more sequential 
rather than a causal orientation to explanation. 
In the seasons texts on the basis of the relative depth of treatment as indicated by the 
semantic maps, and the relation of this to the deployment of conjunction, it was shown 
that while there was no clear correlation in the primary texts, in the secondary texts greater 
use of external temporal and consequential relations and of internal consequential relations 
were all associated with greater depth of treatment of the topic. But the greater emphasis 
on external temporal relations in SSEAS I, indicates that greater depth of treatment of this 
topic is not incompatible with a more temporally oriented explanation. 
In the secondary sound and seasons texts it seems that greater depth of treatment may be 
related to increased use of internal consequence. However, there is no clear evidence in the 
analyses of the texts in the three Fields investigated that decreased depth of treatment of 
the topic is related to increased use of temporal conjunction and decreased use of causal 
conjunction. This is possible but not necessarily the case with the primary coal texts. The 
recontextualization of explanations in these Fields for primary children cannot be simply 
thought of as a shift from "causal" to "sequential" explanations. 
6.2 Summarising salient aspects of the emerging account of 
explanations in school science books 
6.2.1 Typology, topology and recontextualization 
The results of this study support the identification and explication of different types of 
explanation in school science books, extending the initiating work by Vee! (in press a) and 
the direction implicit in the work of Cross (1992). However, the findings in the present 
study also suggest the value of a complementary topological approach, emphasising the 
commonality of some linguistic features across explanation types. In the present study 
also the specification of linguistic dimensions of recontextualization of explanations at 
different levels of schooling has been extended beyond the seminal work of Cross (1992), 
which was based on comparisons of whole texts in relation to genre and semantic analyses 
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but restricted to the ORIENT ATE element in the comparison of lexicogrammatical 
realisation. The extended, comparative analyses of texts across school levels have enabled 
some clarification of dimensions of recontextualization suggested by V eel (in press a). 
The distinctive patterns in the selection of process types and conjunctive relations in the 
IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES stage, as well as differences in the 
deployment of grammatical and logical metaphor, support the categorisation of the 
explanations in the Fields investigated as different explanation types. The more delicate 
analysis of schematic structure, particularly in identifying Field sensitive elements of 
structure within the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES stage, and the nature of the particulate 
structuring among these elements, suggests the categorisation of these explanation types as 
Linear Transformational, Realisational and Orientational explanations. Key differences 
among these types of explanation in relation to conjunction, transitivity and grammatical 
and logical metaphor, which were detailed in 6.1.3 and 6.1.5 above, are briefly sketched to 
provide a simplified, synoptic overview in Table 6.8. 
Field Coal Sound Seasons 
Explanation Type Linear Transformational ReaJisational Orientational 
Conjunction Ext Successive Ext. Successive 
between elements in Int. Consequential 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES Ext. Simultaneous 
Ext. Contrast 
Conjunction Ext. Successive Ext. Successive 
within elements in Ext. Simultaneous Ext. Simultaneous Ext. Simuhaneous 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES Ext. Consequence Ext. Consequence Ext. Consequence 
Int. Consequence Int. Consequence 
Transitivity: Material Material Relational: Attributive 
Main Process Types in 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES 
Grammatical Metaphor: Moderate use in Significant use in Minimal use in 
Nominalisation IMPLICATION SEQUENCES; Phenomenon Identification; Given Information 
Conclusion IMPLICATION SEQUENCES; 
Conclusion 
Logical Metaphor Minimal Ext. Consequence - clustered Ext Consequence - clustered in 
in ORlENTATION esp. in ORIENTATION esp. in 
Phenomenon Identification Explanation Summary 
Ext. Contrast - in 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES ; 
Conclusion 
Table 6.8 Lexicogrammatical and discourse semantic correlates of different explanation 
types 
Further more subtle differences discussed in the foregoing sections, such as the different 
patterning of effective and middle Material processes in the IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES of Linear Transformational and Realisational explanations, are masked in the 
simplified presentation of Table 6.8. The essential point is that these genres are quite 
different in terms of the patterning of their selections from the resources oflexicogrammar 
and discourse semantics. 
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The additional categories of explanation proposed here are quite tentative due to the small 
number of texts analysed. However the proposal may prove more utilitarian than the 
approach by Vee! (in press, a) of regarding all such explanations as causal, as opposed to 
sequential explanations, especially given the acknowledgment of the problematic nature of 
this distinction (Vee!, in press a:l44-45), which was discussed in Chapter two (2.2.3.2.3). 
Although the analysis of schematic structure at an intermediate level of delicacy revealed 
Field-sensitive functional elements related by distinctive particulate structures which 
distinguished the different explanation types, there were sufficient similarities in the 
ORIENTATION and CLOSURE to identify common functional elements at this level 
across explanation types, as discussed in 6.1.1 and summarised again in Figure 6.52. 
Phenomenon Phenomenon 
/
Identification ____ Identification 
Link Pbenomenon~ Given lnfonnation 
ORIENTATION ii":--- Background---.._ Phenomenon Contextualization 
--
Explanation Summary 
EJ.planatlon . 
Preview Analog1c Account 
~Phenomenon Exemplification 
, __ 
Conclusion 
Figure 6.52 Levels of delicacy in analysis of schematic structure of ORIENTATION 
and CLOSURE 
Analysis at this intermediate level of delicacy accommodates the range of structural 
elements identified in previous work discussed in Chapter two (2.2.1) (Macken et a!, 
1989.; Shea, 1988; Macken and Rothery, 1991; Cross, 1992 and Christie eta!, 1992) and 
additional elements identified in the present study. 
There was also commonality across explanation types in the hierarchy of periodicity, with 
Macro-Themes, predicting Hyper-Themes and these in turn predicting Thematic selection 
at the clause rank, while marked Themes typically introduced elements of structure within 
the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES, as shown in 6.1.2. In addition it was shown that at 
least one explanation of each type accumulated Rhematically introduced new information 
as a Hyper-New. These results indicate this aspect of texturing illustrated by Martin 
(1993b) is a common feature in explanations of these kinds. 
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Recontextualization within the junior secondary school level involved a surprising degree of 
variation across the range of dimensions investigated. This has been detailed for each Field 
in Chapters three through five and compared across Fields in section 6.1. In most cases 
this variation was due to dysfunctional selections within these dimensions of 
recontextualization in one or more of the texts in each Field. Only in the explanations of 
coal formation were there two alternative recontextualizations (SCOALI and SCOAL2) in 
which there were no significantly dysfunctional aspects in either text. In each of the other 
two Fields there was only one text in which this was the case. 
Recontextualization at the primary level also involved extensive variability across texts, 
including gross inaccuracy of information in one of the coal texts (PCOAL I), misleading 
distortions in two of the sound texts (PSNDl and PSND2) and in one of the seasons texts 
(PSEAS I), a failure to address integral meanings dealt with in all other texts. Although to a 
large extent the remaining coal texts and, to a lesser extent, the remaining seasons texts 
provided functional approximations to the secondary explanations, all of the primary 
sound texts were quite dysfunctional explanations. This may be partly due to amenability 
of the form of the Linear Transformational (coal) and Orientational (seasons) explanations, 
but not the Realisational (sound) explanations, to the recontextualizing strategies of those 
responsible for the primary texts. The most obvious and consistent recontextualizing 
strategy appears to be to keep the explanations short and to do this by leaving elements of 
the explanation out where this seems feasible. The schematic structure of the coal 
explanations adapts well to this by permitting the collapsing of the iterative 
Transformation into a single element and the elimination of the Comment element 
constituting the CLOSURE. The extensive elaborative meanings in the secondary texts 
were eliminated in PCOAL2 and PCOAL3 and one essential nuclear meaning in the 
Conditions element (the non-decomposition of dead plant material) was also omitted in 
both texts. Somewhat similar adaptations are facilitated by the form of the Orientational 
explanations of the seasons. 
The way in which the form of orbital structure linking elements of the DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES in the seasons explanations accommodates the recontextualization strategy 
of elimination was indicated in 6.1.1 in relation to the primary text PSEAS3. The length of 
this text is considerably reduced by dealing with the summer and winter in the northern 
hemisphere only. Of course, this results in a partial explanation, but leaving out the 
seasons in the southern hemisphere leaves a modified but functional schematic structure 
intact. The length of the primary texts is also reduced by leaving out the Link and Analogic 
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Account elements in the ORIENTATION, but the omission of the Given Information 
element is dysfunctional since this assumes prior knowledge not assumed in the secondary 
texts. The extensive peripheral meanings in the second and third secondary seasons texts 
are eliminated in their primary level counterparts, and again both primary texts eliminated 
one essential nuclear meaning (the angle of incidence of the sun's rays on the Earth's surface 
relative to the orientation of that surface to/away from the sun). 
In the recontextualization of both the coal and seasons texts at the primary level, the 
negotiation of grammatical metaphor was not a significant issue. In the secondary seasons 
texts nominalisation was minimal and confined to the Given Information and the same use 
of logical metaphor (external consequence in the Explanation Summary and external 
contrast in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES) occurred at both school levels. In the 
secondary coal texts nominalisations were primarily terms such "plant remains", where the 
metaphorical realisations were not essential to the explanation and were reduced in primary 
texts by using congruent forms such as "dead vegetation". This is not to say that there 
were not problematic aspects in these more appropriate recontextualizations at the primary 
level. For example, the inappropriate selection of middle Material processes in PCOAL3 
was discussed in Chapter three (3.2.5.1 ), the ineffective deployment of conjunctive 
relations in PSEAS2 was discussed in Chapter five (5.2.3), and the negligible use of 
resources for the naming and defining oftechnical terms compared with the secondary texts 
was noted in 6.1.5.3 above. Nevertheless, the amenability of the form of these 
explanations to the recontextualizing strategies of the primary school text producers, meant 
that some of the primary coal and seasons texts are moderately useful apprenticing texts at 
appropriate levels of approximation to the secondary explanations. 
The form of the Realisational explanations of sound waves is not amenable to the 
recontextualizing strategy of elimination. As pointed out in 6.1.1, the nested serial 
structure of the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES means that the Compression and 
Rarefaction elements are, in combination, the nucleus for the Seriation element. The 
problem is that both PSND2 and PSND3 leave out the Rarefaction element (and in PSNDJ 
neither the Compression nor the Rarefaction elements effect a reconstrual of events to the 
level of abstraction necessary for their further reconstrual in the Seriation element). 
Leaving out an element renders dysfunctional the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES stage as a 
whole. In contrast to the secondary texts, a11 of the primary texts omitted the Phenomenon 
Exemplification element. This not only meant there was no specific instance of the 
production of sound waves on which to anchor the explanation, but it also meant that 
textually there was no Hyper-Theme predictive of clause rank Theme selection in the 
progression of the explanation. The semantic mapping of the secondary sound texts 
(Chapter four, 4.1.4.1, Figure 4.11) showed that there were very few elaborative and 
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peripheral meanings in these texts, obviating one target for reducing the length of the 
primary texts. The skeletal selection of nuclear meanings in the primary texts has been 
detailed in Chapter four ( 4.2.4) and illustrated again in Figure 6.39 in section 6.1.4. These 
problems are exacerbated by the central role of grammatical metaphor in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES constructing the explanation of sound waves in the 
secondary texts. The crucial nominalisations effecting the reconstrual of congruently 
realised technical events as macro-events (compression; rarefaction) were approximated 
only in PSND2 by the use of "squashes" and "stretches" as nominalisations 
(Unfortunately, as discussed in Chapter four (4.2.5.2) this was undercut by the absurdity 
of the selection of "Sounds" as Agent with the Material process "squash"). A more 
principled application of the use of these commonsense nominalisations as bridges to the 
technical nominalised forms, in combination with an appreciation of the essential nuclear 
meanings to be included and the nature of the schematic structure of explanations of this 
kind, could result in functional explanations of sound waves at the primary level. 
The primary level explanations of sound waves are not Sequential recontextualizations of 
what are Causal explanations at the secondary level, and if more effective primary 
explanations were to be constructed, they could not be Sequential Explanations. This is 
also the case for primary explanations of the seasons. There is some evidence from the 
analysis of the primary coal text PCOAL2, that elimination of elaborative meanings can 
result in the elimination of consequential conjunctive relations, resulting in a sequential 
version of the explanation of this phenomenon. Considering the three Fields investigated 
however, it seems difficult to sustain the view that there is a fairly fixed sequence of 
occurrence of types of explanation in school science with sequential explanations occurring 
first and causal explanations later (Vee!, in press a:112, 114; in press b:15) and the 
implication that explanations in primary school science will be sequential explanations 
(V eel, in press a: 118). 
6.2.2 Further semiotic dimensions in the recontextualization of scientific 
explanation in school science books 
Additional research is needed to investigate the functions of images (photographs, figures, 
diagrams etc.) in pedagogic explanations and how these vary within and across school levels 
and across Fields. All of the texts analysed were accompanied by an image of some kind. 
In some cases this was a single photograph (PCOAL2; SCOAL 1) and others included 
diagrams consisting of several frames (PCOAL3; SCOAL2). These images can be 
investigated as semiotic systems in their own right, using the analyses derived from the 
theoretical principles of systemic-functional linguistics, which are currently being 
developed by Kress and Van Leeuwen (1990; in press) and Lemke (1994). But Martin 
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(1994: 16-17) indicates that diagrammatic representations can also be interpreted as 
projections of the "content" developed in the text, bypassing its actual wording. Some 
such diagrams provide an alternative consolidating form of representation for meanings that 
have been discursively developed as text. Martin goes on to elaborate the potential of this 
approach for theorising the nature of the collaboration among these semiotic systems: 
Treating these images as projected meanings allows us to focus on the semantic 
dependency between these images and the texts including them (which is of course 
mediated by the captions relating these projections to the texts projecting them, and any 
wording included in the images themselves); (Martin: 1994: 17-18). 
These complementary approaches are essential to further theorising the semiosis of 
pedagogic explanations in school science books as they are recontextualized for students at 
different levels of schooling. 
Further research should also address variation in the deployment of linguistic resources 
constructing interpersonal meanings. In the coal texts for example, modalization seems to 
be integral to the explanation of the initiating conditions in coal formation, as indicated by 
the Thematic Modal Adjuncts in the following secondary text segments: 
Usually dead plant leaves and stems, when they fall to the ground, are broken down and 
become part of the soil humus (SCOAL3a). 
Normally, if plant material is left on the ground surface in contact with the air (oxygen), 
it decomposes (SCOALI). 
In the seasons texts on the other hand, the use of modal verbs has more to do with 
differences in the interpersonal positioning of the reader in different texts: 
You may have seen (Figure 2.6) that the Earth is drawn with its axis "tipped over" or 
tilted (SSEAS3). 
As seen in Figure I 0.9, the Earth's axis remains tilted in the same direction throughout 
its orbit (SSEAS2). 
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The same kind of variation is found in the primary texts in this Field: 
To discover the cause of the seasons, we must look again at the Earth in its orbit around 
the sun (PSEASl). 
The seasons are caused by the Earth's orbit around the sun (PSEAS3). 
But some of the coal and sound texts also deploy the resources of Mood and Modality to 
construct particular interpersonal positionings of the reader, as illustrated in the selection 
of Modal Adjuncts in the following text segments: 
You can m.n hear sound travelling through wood (PSND3). 
Thus coal is merely carbonized plant remains (SCOALl). 
More systematic research is needed to explicate the patterning of the construction of 
interpersonal meaning in these texts and its variation across Fields and school levels. 
Additional research addressing these further dimensions of recontextualization would also 
be enhanced by extending the ecological perspective, which explores the ways in which 
these explanation genres are related to surrounding texts which make up the chapter/book 
of which they are a part. This local intertextuality (Lemke, 1985) was briefly addressed by 
Cross (1992:80). She noted that one possibility was that the sample texts were completely 
separate or discrete from the other texts. The other possibility she identified was two 
forms of continuity. The first was where the sample texts were subtexts of another larger 
text, signalled in part by subheadings, which Cross labelled non-continuous. The other 
form of continuity was where the sample text forms a vignette that is part of a larger text 
but not marked off by subheadings, which was labelled continuous. In her thirteen texts 
Cross (1992:81) found only one that was discrete and one that was continuous. She noted 
that the continuous text did not have an ORIENTATION element in its schematic 
structure, and since it was intended for younger readers, that this might be characteristic of 
such texts (Cross, 1992:155). Ofthe eighteen texts in the present study, one was discrete 
(PSND2) and two were continuous (PCOAL2; SCOAL3a). While there was no 
ORIENTATION in the secondary text SCOAL3a, the primary did include an Explanation 
Surnrnary element of the ORIENTATION but no separate Phenomenon Identification 
realised by a subheading. Of greater educational import would be an exploration of the 
functional relationship of these explanations to surrounding texts, such as explanations 
enhancing a preceding report, being extended by a historical recount of the development of 
the explanation, or being elaborated by review questions derived from the explanation etc. 
Such an approach has been suggested in Martin's ( 1994) modelling of the structure of 
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longer texts, which theorises how "elemental" genres, such as the explanations studied here, 
are combined into what he calls macro-genres. 
This outline, of course, does not exhaust the further dimensions of recontextualiztion of 
educational significance, but it does indicate viable and productive directions for expansion 
of the educational linguistic research base currently underlying the emerging account of 
explanation in school science books. 
6.3 Facilitating access to the language of school science 
explanations: Linguistic analysis and educational 
intervention 
The increasing and constructive engagement of educational researchers and teacher 
educators (Luke, 1993; Wells, 1994 ), and those involved in science education in particular 
(Parker, 1992), with systemic-functional linguistic perspectives on learning, has raised a 
number of inter-related theoretical and practical imperatives in teacher education and 
professional development and in educational linguistic research. These have assumed some 
urgency in recent years in the states of New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland with the 
introduction of syllabi in English for the primary school in NSW (NSW Board of Studies, 
1994) and for the primary and junior secondary school in Queensland (Queensland 
Department of Education, 1994), in which a systemic-functional model of language is a 
fundamental basis. A pedagogical perspective on what needs to be done to develop 
linguistic knowledge as a technology for learning and teaching was recently outlined by 
Wells: 
The reorganisation of the grammar and the concomitant reconstrual of experience that are 
required in order to use written text as a tool for thinking and communicating do not 
occur spontaneously for most children. In order to master this new mode, they need to 
perceive it as functional for them in relation to activities that they find both challenging 
and personally meaningful. They also need to be given guidance and assistance in 
carrying out those parts of these activities that they are unable to manage on their own 
(Wells, 1994:82). 
Wells raises issues of balancing explicit teaching with opportunities for collaborative and 
independent learning and of situating explicit linguistically-based teaching in relation to a 
pastoral pedagogy (Hunter, 1994) in which intervention in the construction of literate 
abilities is also responsive to the orientations to language and learning that children bring to 
classroom contexts. While the importance of such issues is acknowledged, they cannot be 
pursued here. What is implicit in Wells' agenda and germane to the educational implications 
of this study is the reciprocal extension of educationists' engagement with functional 
linguistics and of linguists' exploration of pedagogic discourses. 
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On the one hand this requires teachers and teacher educators to develop the kind of 
linguistic understanding that will allow them to construct learning experiences which will 
shunt back and forth from the dynamic modes of realisation of commonsense knowledge to 
the more synoptic modes of specialised knowledge, and at the same time gradually develop 
learners' explicit knowledge about language as a means of demystifying educational 
discourse (Halliday: 1993a:SS). On the other hand, for this to be a realistic task even for 
educationists with substantial linguistic knowledge, theoretical accounts of the range of 
genres prominent in schooling need to be refmed and extended to address existing and 
emerging learning contexts. These complementary demands in fact align with the 
transdisciplinary character of systemic-functional linguistic research projects conducted in 
educational contexts (Halliday, 1993d; Martin, 1993a) . 
.. . they have shown how a gramrnatics can open up access to the elaborated discourses 
of education and employment; and in doing so have enriched the theory in its turn 
(Halliday, 1993c:78). 
This mutually intrusive relationship between educational and linguistic issues and 
understandings permeates the findings and implications of the present study. However, 
some of the findings suggest specific enhancements to some current practices in teaching 
knowledge about language in the context of classroom teaching/learning sequences in science 
education. The contrastive analyses of texts in the same Field also emphasise the need for 
the teaching of critical reading of science texts. But a more encompassing potential for 
educational intervention in the production, selection and use of explanations in school 
science books may arise from greater understanding of the semiotic dimensions of the 
essentially pedagogic, apprenticing character of these texts. The beginnings of such an 
account of the semiosis of recontextualization are emerging from the present study through 
the description of the alignments and discontinuities in the linguistic dimensions of texts 
within and across school levels. Even these initial results can be used to encourage critique 
and renovation of pedagogic explanations in school science books. Outcomes of this study 
relevant to advancing the teaching of knowledge about language, developing critical reading 
and exploring the serniosis of recontextualization as an agenda for critique and renovation of 
pedagogic texts, are briefly outlined in the following sections. 
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6.3.1 Teaching knowledge about language as technology for learning 
A principal theoretical concern of this study involved tentative proposals for enhancing 
complementary typological and topological perspectives on the schematic structure of 
different explanation types. The extended typology of school science explanations was 
shown to be necessary because the initial modelling did not account for the range of 
explanatory texts encountered in school science books 0/ eel, in press b) and the 
sequential/causal categorisation proposed by Vee! (in press a) was acknowledged as a 
highly problematic distinction. Clearer distinctions among a range of explanation types and 
more delicate analyses of the "explanation sequence" stage such as those proposed here, 
along with the work of Cross ( 1992), will alert educators to correspondences and 
differences in schematic structure among the explanatory texts used as models in 
deconstruction activities, texts constructed jointly with children to scaffold writing 
development and the explanatory tasks teachers set for children's independent writing. 
This would avoid the incongruities among such texts in these teaching sequences which 
were evident in some curriculum materials (Christie eta!, 1992) as discussed in Chapter one 
(1.5.2.2). The more delicate description of the "explanation sequence" would also enhance 
the explicit linguistic knowledge students could be taught to use in their composition and 
comprehension of such texts. However, this needs to be balanced by the complementary 
instructional benefits of a topological perspective. The similarities in schematic structure 
among explanation types, at the least delicate level of analysis, are essential in early work 
with students in differentiating genres such as reports, explanations, expositions etc. But I 
have also suggested that, even in more advanced work dealing with explanation types, an 
intermediate level of analysis of elements in the ORIENTATION and CLOSURE stages, 
would allow students to see the continuities across different explanation types and hence 
allow them to focus on the significant differences at this intermediate level in the 
IMPLICATION SEQUENCES, without their being overwhelmed by the extent of 
variation in the schematic structure as a whole at the more delicate level of analysis. 
The descriptive work in this study has extended and clarified some aspects of previous 
accounts of the deployment oflexicogrammatical and discourse semantic resources in the 
construction of textual and ideational meanings in different explanation types. Again this 
can enhance teaching of knowledge about language. As a topological parameter, Martin's 
(1992:434-460; 1993b: 241-251; 1994; 1995) account of the hierarchy of periodicity in 
Theme selection in terms of Macro-Theme, Hyper-Theme and Theme selection at the 
clause rank, was fairly consistent in texts across explanation types and across school levels 
(except for primary sound texts), as was the exclusive use of marked Themes to introduce 
elements of structure within the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES. Since current curriculum 
documents in Queensland and New South Wales include the teaching of Theme at the 
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clause rank (Queensland Department of Education, 1994:4; NSW Board of Studies, 
1994:43-44), an extension of this to include Hyper-Theme and Macro-Theme could be 
incorporated into teacher-led class deconstructions of the kinds of explanations described 
here, as part of the curriculum cycle (Macken et al, 1989; Christie et al, 1992). This would 
help students to see the relationship between the text's method of development and its 
schematic structure. Understanding the textual functioning of the Explanation Preview 
elements of structure (such as the Explanation Summary and the Phenomenon 
Exemplification) as Hyper-Theme, predictive of Themes at the clause rank provides 
students with an explicit basis for enhancing their use of prediction strategies fundamental 
to psycho linguistic models of reading as meaning construction (Goodman, 1982a; 1982b; 
1982c; Smith, 1982; 1985). Following demonstration and collaborative deconstruction of 
model texts, students could be shown a new text up to the Explanation Summary or 
Phenomenon Exemplification, and the remainder of the text as a "cloze" passage with 
Themes completely or partially deleted, or they could simply be asked to predict the likely 
beginnings of subsequent elements of structure. The explicit knowledge of texturing built 
up through this kind of work also provides students with a very practical resource for 
organising their own writing. 
The contribution of this study to a clarification of the division oflabour between internal 
and external conjunction, and among different types of logico-semantic relations within and 
between elements of schematic structure has begun to address some of the ambiguity in this 
area, which was pointed out in Chapter two (2.2.3.2.3) in the work ofVeel (in press 
a: 13 8). More research with a greater number of texts in more Fields is clearly needed to 
confirm the emerging trends. But it seems likely that students can now be taught for 
example, that only external temporal: successive conjunctive relations link across elements 
of structure in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES of Linear Transformational explanations, 
while these and external consequential relations occur within such elements in the three 
explanation types identified. Similarly, the distinctive patternings of internal consequence 
in the sound and seasons texts can be taught in relation to the schematic structure of these 
explanations. 
Current curriculum documents (New South Wales Board of Studies, 1994:131; Dept. of 
Education, Queensland, 1994:78) and recent professional publications for teachers (Butt,et a!, 
1995:141; Knapp and Watkins, 1994:81; Derewianka, 1990: 62) do not differentiate 
explanation genres and simply list the logico-semantic types of conjunctive relations that 
can occur without relating them to schematic structure, nor distinguishing among internal 
and external conjunction. The relationships between conjunction and schematic structure 
derived from the present study could be incorporated into current teaching practice through 
the use of adaptations of the diagrammatic representations presented here. An example of 
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a progressive teaching sequence for Linear Transformational explanations is indicated in 
Figure 6.53. The first stage involves the teacher working with students to identify 
elements of schematic structure and then explicit, external conjunction within elements of 
schematic structure. The next stage introduces the notion of implicit, external conjunction 
within elements of schematic structure, by showing students how appropriate conjunctions 
could be inserted, as indicated in frame two. Then, thirdly the implicit external conjunction 
between elements of schematic structure is introduced and fmally the implicit internal 
conjunctive relation of reformulation can be addressed. These stages are not necessarily all 
included in one lesson and could be dealt with progressively over several lessons and using 
different examples of Linear Transformational explanations. 
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Consolidation tasks might initially provide students with similar diagrams but using 
different texts and simply require them to fill in the logico-semantic conjunctive relations 
(Figure 6.54), to scaffold their eventual independent construction of such diagrams. 
OIUDITATION ow CQI/ was onnea 
10 
OJ Coal has formed over millions of years from the remains 
of ancient forests [[growing on swamps]]. 
Conditions 
02 (I)Mf-trN•Md~ 
03 they fell into the swam 
04 form ina lay en of dead vegetati 
: ( J 
Trigger ~ ~05 Later, sedimental}' rocks formed on top of these layen (2). 
TransfonnariOI'I 06 11M pressure [[cau$8d by the rocks]] made the layers P 
ofvegetationdenH:randharder(3), ~
07 and formed them into a solid rock -coal ( 
Figure 6.54 Student practice diagram relating conjunction to schematic structure 
The more extensive internal conjunctive relations in Realisational and Orientational 
explanations would be introduced after students had developed confidence in identifYing 
and using those in Linear Transformational explanations. 
The transitivity analysis showing the predominance ofRelational:attributive processes in 
the seasons texts underlines the need for a more differentiated account of explanation types 
and the obvious concomitant need to problematize current descriptions of the (sic) 
explanation genre which "uses mainly Material processes to indicate action" (New South 
Wales Board of Studies, 1994:132, Dept. of Education, Queensland, 1994:78). However, 
Material processes were dominant in both the sound and seasons texts. Here, advanced 
teaching of the genre could draw attention to the respective roles of middle and effective 
Material processes in both explanation types. The challenge would be to incorporate this 
ergative perspective into the pedagogical applications of systemic-functional grarnrnar 
currently being introduced to schools. Nevertheless the deployment of effective and 
middle Material processes was a discriminator of effective explanations of these types. As 
previously noted, the inappropriate selection of middle Material processes distinguished 
the third primary coal text, which in other respects was a useful apprenticing text 
approximating the secondary explanations. In addition the 01agentive chain01 constructed 
through the patterning of middle - effective - middle Material processes in clausal 
progression in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES of the first secondary sound text, clearly 
contributed to the effectiveness of the explanation of sound waves through the progressive 
reconstrual of events at higher levels of abstraction. In these explanation types a significant 
part of the explaining is establishing the role of agency, albeit implicitly in some ofthe coal 
texts. The linguistic explication of this, again would put students in a more powerful 
position with respect to their efforts in comprehending and composing such texts. 
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As suggested above, implications for teaching actually pervade the results of the study and 
a good deal of teasing out of specific suggestions for practice could be pursued. A number 
of practical implications follow from the analyses of grammatical metaphor for example. 
The use of nominalisation in factual genres is pointed out in the Queensland and 
New South Wales syllabi (Queensland Department of Education, 1994:4; NSW Board of 
Studies, 1994:167). In this study the difference in the significance ofnominalisation in 
explanations across Fields suggests an order of teaching of these topics in the primary 
school, with the need for a good deal of preparatory work to scaffold the introduction of 
these metaphorical forms which are integral to the explanation of sound waves. The 
logogenesis (Halliday and Matthiessen, in press: 18) of the nominalisation "compression" in 
SSNDl compared with the other secondary texts (Chapter four: 4.1.5.2), suggests the 
benefits of this kind of co-textual scaffolding in supporting students developing familiarity 
with metaphorical realisations. Once teachers can distinguish texts on this kind of basis 
they can be used to demonstrate the building up of the metaphorical forms and to teach 
students how to deploy such resources in their own writing through strategies such as the 
type of progressive cloze task illustrated in Figure 6.55. 
{j) 16 As the object moves to the right 
17 it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it, 
18 The compressed air particles then push on the particles to their right 
19 and compress them. 
20 As each particle pushes on the next one to its right 
21 the compression travels through the air. 
(2} 16 As the object moves to the right 
17 it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it, 
18 The c------d air particles then push on the particles to their right 
19 and c-----s them. 
20 As each particle pushes on the next one to its right 
21 the e-------n travels through the air. (j) 16 As the object moves to the right 
17 it pushes or ---- the air particles next to it, 
18 The ----- air particles then push on the particles to their right 
19 and ----- them. 
20 As each particle ----- the next one to its right 
21 the ----- travels through the air. 
Figure 6.55 Progressive cloze task targeting grammatical metaphor 
Again these stages might be introduced in successive lessons with a further consolidating 
stage repeating stage three but using a different text, before students write their own 
explanations independently. 
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In a similar manner the consistent clustering of metaphorical realisations of consequential 
conjunction in Explanation Preview elements of schematic structure and their "unpacking" 
in elements of the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES suggests a facilitative context for explicit 
teaching of logical metaphor. But the more general point is that in an educational linguistics 
based explicitly on the view that in order to access knowledge of any kind you have to 
control the semiotic resources which construe that knowledge, curriculum must necessarily 
be designed around those resources, and hence in this kind of research, linguistic analyses 
and implications for educational intervention tend to coalesce. 
6.3.2 Critical reading of science texts 
Two broad arenas for the development of critical reading were suggested by the contrasting 
results from a number of the analyses undertaken. The first related to the contradiction and 
omission of ideational meanings in ostensibly compatible accounts of the same 
phenomenon in different texts. The second arena concerned the understanding that texts 
may provide only a selection of relevant ideational meanings and their realisations in 
explaining phenomena in various Fields. The first arena will be illustrated by reference to 
analyses of the coal texts and the second by reference to the sound texts. 
The most obvious contradictory meanings resulted from the inaccuracy in the first primary 
coal text which indicated that coal was formed from "decayed (sic) plants and animals". 
However, more subtly problematic were the competing elaborative meanings concerning the 
reasons for dead plant material which eventually formed coal, remaining undecomposed. 
As discussed in Chapter three (3 .1.4) the first secondary coal text indicated that this was 
due to the accumulation of the plant remains in a swamp, where it was covered with water 
containing little or no oxygen. The second text suggested that the plant remains built up on 
the forest floor before they could rot and implied that this was due to the forests being 
warm and humid. Then the possible explanation of the variation in the reasons given being 
due to the different locations of the swamp and the forest was apparently obviated by the 
third text which suggested that the plant remains in the swamps were being produced faster 
than they could break down. A similar problem occurs in relation to the second 
Transformation element in the second and third coal texts. Here one text indicates that 
increased sedimentation caused the further compression of peat to brown coal, while the 
other text omits any suggestion of further sedimentation. In these cases either one of both 
causes may be valid but there is no acknowledgment of the alternative/complementary 
causes in any of the texts. 
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The analysis of schematic structure at the intermediate level of delicacy discussed above, 
provides students with one critical resource for identifying omissions at the level of genre. 
This was very significant in the case of the secondary coal texts since SCOAL3a and 
SCOAL3b omitted the integral Trigger element in the IMPLICATION SEQUENCES. 
The understanding that explanations may be based on a selection of relevant ideational 
meanings was illustrated in the comparison of the semantic maps of the secondary sound 
texts. The common convention in these pedagogic explanations is to attend to what occurs 
to the right of the vibrating object only and to ignore the simultaneous events to the left of 
the object. The second secondary sound text is the only one which includes elaborative 
meanings concerning what happens to the left of the vibrating object. This was shown in 
Figures 4.11 and 4.16 in chapter four and is illustrated again in Figure 6.56, which compares 
corresponding segments of the first and second sound texts. 
16 As the object moves to the right 
17 it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it. 
04a A hacksaw blade is clamped in a vice 
04b and plucked 
04c As the blade moves to the right (middle diagram) 
04d it compresses the air molecules 
04e producing a high pressure area in the direction 
of motion and a low pressure area on the other side 
;fei\~r·· .. ~ . .s·,iil. ... , ! ··.~-~j~5t ' '?. .': ·.·.~ .... ,compresh 
: ~~~ -~ressure area . 
Figure 6.56 Selection of meanings concerning events to the left of the vibrating object in 
SCOAL2 and their omission in SCOALI 
Findings such as these indicate the need for students to read, discuss and deconstruct a 
range of explanatory texts on the same topic to develop a critical resistance to the 
compliant reading position engendered by the explanation genre. Practical classroom work 
towards this end can be implemented using less technical versions of semantic mapping 
which are widely known in the pedagogical literature (Heimlich and Pittelrnan, 1990; Hawk, 
1986; Lunzer and Gardner, 1984; Nist eta!, 1983; Hanf, 1971). 
6.3.3 Exploring the semiosis of recontextualization as an agenda for 
renovation of pedagogic texts 
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It has been argued that if science books are to support the gradual apprenticing of students 
to the language of scientific English as they progress through the primary and secondary 
school, it is necessary to establish a clearer specification of the gradient of semiotic 
approximation to scientific English which should characterise the progression of texts used 
at successive levels of schooling. As an initial move toward this, the present study 
examined the variety and functionality of selected dimensions of recontextualization in 
explanations of the same phenomena at two levels of schooling. The variability at the 
secondary school level was predominantly due to dysfunctional linguistic choices in all but 
one text in each of two of the Fields investigated and two texts in the other Field. The 
identification of problematic aspects of texts does improve the basis on which teachers can 
make discriminating selections of books for classroom use and does provide a focus for 
encouraging critical, resistant readings of these texts when they are used in teaching. But an 
appreciation of the co-ordination of semiotic choices which produce clearly functional 
apprenticing explanations at this level, suggests an agenda for the renovation of texts at 
this level as well as some indication of what should not be assumed in recontextualizations 
for less experienced students. In this section, salient features of the first secondary sound 
(SSND1) and seasons (SSEAS 1) texts which distinguish them as effective apprenticing 
texts will be briefly noted (since the primary level recontextualizations in these Fields were 
appreciably more problematic that those dealing with coal formation). It will then be 
shown that many of the features of the secondary texts that support inexperienced learners 
are precisely those which do not occur in the primary texts. Again this suggests the 
beginning of an agenda for text renovation at the primary level. 
At the level of genre in both cases the first secondary sound and seasons texts include the 
most extensive Analogic Account elements of all texts at both primary and secondary level. 
But these texts also provide the greatest depth of treatment of the topic as indicated by the 
semantic mapping analyses (Figure 4.21; Figure 5.20). What seems to be happening here is 
that the greater amount of text space invested in bridging from commonsense is ultimately 
balanced by an explanation at greater depth. But it is also significant that this increased 
bridging is incorporated at the level of schematic structure. In the sound text it was pointed 
out (Chapter four, 4.1.5.1) that the semiotic reconstrual from familiar grammatical 
metaphors to congruently realised technical implication sequences, to abstract events 
involving more technical metaphors, which were then related back to the original familiar 
metaphorical realisations, involved three discrete "passes" (the Link; Analogic Account and 
Implication Sequences elements) with greater delicacy of focus in each segment. What is 
being provided here is a sequence of "advance organisers" to scaffold the progressive 
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increase in technicality. In the seasons text, rather than discrete "passes" there is a gradual 
build up, as meanings constructed through the Analogic Account and the first Deduction 
Sequences element are incorporated into the second Deduction Sequences element (Chapter 
five: 5.1.4.2). These kinds of "graduated shifts" from the more familiar commonsense 
perspectives towards a more systematic scientific view are not matched in the other 
secondary or primary texts. Especially in the sound texts, there is more of a "melding" of 
commonsense and scientific orientations at the level oflexicogrammatical realisation 
through lexical selection of commonsense items and the use of (frequently 
anthropomorphic) lexical metaphors, as discussed in 6.1.5.1 above. 
The effective apprenticing characteristic of "graduated shifts" also penetrated more subtly 
to the level of lexicograrnmatical realisation in SSND 1 and SSEAS 1. In the sound texts this 
has been illustrated by the way in which the co-patterning of transitivity choices, internal 
and external conjunction and the Jogogenesis oftechnical nominalisations construct the 
reconstrual of technical events at progressively higher levels of abstraction (6.1.5.1). In 
SSND I this produced an unambiguous realisation of events underlying the macro technical 
event complex: 
29 a series of compressions and stretchings of air particles is sent out from the object. 
However in the other secondary texts "repair strategies" were required to clarity that the air 
particles did not actually travel away from the object (Chapter four: 4.1.3.2) and in the 
primary texts quite absurd grarnmaticalizations occurred such as the selection of "sound" as 
Agent in pressing "together a package of air" (PSND2). 
In the same way that linguistic choices in SSND1 scaffolded readers' understanding of the 
technical nominalisation "compression" through its construction in the text, SSEAS I 
withheld the use of the metaphorical realisation of external contrast ("the reverse") until the 
Conclusion element so that the logical meaning had been constructed (albeit implicitly) in 
linking the accounts of the southern summer and northern winter to those of the southern 
winter and northern summer. In the other secondary and primary texts this was not the 
case and the logical metaphor was used so that it was only necessary to realise an account 
of summer and winter in one hemisphere. Dealing explicitly with summer and winter in 
both hemispheres before introducing the logical metaphor as occurred in SSEAS 1 would 
appear to be a more appropriate strategy for primary school readers. 
Both texts of course, include other linguistic choices, such as the hierarchy of periodicity of 
Theme selection, which scaffold readers' interpretations and which are shared to a greater or 
lesser extent with other texts. But in none of the other texts is there such consistent 
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scaffolding across the range oflinguistic resources investigated. In fact both were written 
by the same authors of the same secondary school science series (Chapter 2, Table 2.2). 
And one of the more effective secondary coal texts (SCOALI) was also written by them. 
Now this indicates that effective writing of pedagogic explanations in school science books 
is not a haphazard matter of chance. Further research in identifying and explicating the 
nature of the effectiveness of such texts may well be a step toward establishing a practical 
agenda for the reform of secondary science explanations in the direction of greater 
functionality as resources for apprenticing students to the discourse forms of scientific 
English. 
The prospects for the reform of primary science books however, seem somewhat less 
optimistic, although as indicated in 6.2.1, some of the primary coal and seasons texts were 
shown to be moderately useful apprenticing texts at appropriate levels of approximation to 
the secondary explanations. Nevertheless, the fundamental contradiction is that the 
primary texts on the whole make little use of the very resources identified as scaffolding 
novice readers' negotiation of the scientific English of the secondary texts. This seems to 
be largely due to an apparent need to keep the primary level texts short. What is most 
surprising is that the linguistic feature which is most commonly thought of as indexing text 
difficulty- technical terms (Halliday, 1993f:70), was much more likely to be explained 
within the secondary texts than within the primary texts in this study (Table 6.7). As 
suggested in 6.2.1 the production of successful apprenticing texts at the primary level also 
seemed to be more of a haphazard matter in that the schematic structures of some forms of 
explanation seemed to be more amenable to this apparently naive recontextualizing strategy 
which seemed to assume that making the text short was making it accessible. From this 
perspective the sound texts were bound to be more problematic, but it is surprising that all 
of the secondary texts adhered to the well established pedagogical principle of providing 
specific "concrete" examples of sound production (in the Phenomenon Exemplification 
element) on which to anchor the explanations and yet none of the primary texts included 
such specific instances. The apparent concern for brevity may explain why none of the 
primary texts included the kinds of "graduated shifts" of the secondary sound and seasons 
texts from commonsense to technicality at the level of genre or at the level of discourse 
semantic and lexicograrnrnatical realisation. Given the confused and distorting explanations 
in the primary sound texts compared with the extent of scaffolding embodied in the 
linguistic choices in SSNDI, and the apparent comparability of access between other 
secondary texts like SCOAL2 and the primary counterparts, one must seriously ask 
whether primary school students would not be better served by being introduced to the 
secondary texts. If further research supports the kinds of contradictions outlined here, 
such a provocative proposal may be warranted in emphasising the need for reform in the 
production of pedagogic explanations in primary science books based on principled 
recontextualization strategies. 
6.4 Conclusion 
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This study provides some linguistic evidence to support the distinction of at least three 
agnate explanation genres in school science books: transformational, realisational and 
orientational explanations. In so doing it suggests some modifications to the description of 
some of the range of explanation genres in secondary school science books proposed by 
Vee! (in press, a; in press, b) and extends the work of Cross (1992) which described the 
category of explanations dealing with "cycles" in school science books. 
The proposed description of schematic structure at the least delicate level (after 
Cross:l992) was ORIENTATION" IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES" 
CLOSURE, which accommodated the variability of previous descriptions at this level. A 
further description at an intermediate level of delicacy took account of commonalities and 
variations at a more delicate level across explanation types in the ORIENTATION and 
CLOSURE stages. At this intermediate level the ORIENT A TION was described in terms 
of Phenomenon Identification, Phenomenon Background and Explanation Preview and the 
CLOSURE in terms of Conclusion, Extension and Elaboration. It was the description of 
the IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES at the intermediate level of delicacy 
which was peculiar to the different explanation types, such as the Conditions " Trigger " 
Transformationn elements in the Linear Transformational explanations of coal formation. 
Although this suggests a proliferation of explanation types beyond the range described by 
V eel (in press, a; in press, b), it does seem on the one hand, that the 
IMPLICATION/DEDUCTION SEQUENCES stage at a more delicate level of analysis 
distinguishes elements of schematic structure with their own distinctive discourse semantic 
and lexicogramrnatical patterning, thus characterising different types of explanation. On the 
other hand, the least delicate account of schematic structure clearly encompasses the 
various explanation types identified to date, and the elements of structure revealed by 
analysis of the ORIENT A TI ON and CLOSURE at an intermediate level of delicacy, also 
capture this commonality. The genre of explanation then, seems to be a broad category 
embracing a range of explanation types in the same way that story can be thought of as a 
generic grouping which embraces a range of different types of narrative. 
The comparative analyses of secondary texts in the same Field in terms of schematic 
structure, discourse semantics and lexicogramrnar, enabled an interpretation of the relative 
effectiveness oflinguistic choices in each text in contributing to its explanation of the 
phenomenon. One text in each of the Fields of sound and the seasons, and two dealing 
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with coal, clearly harmonised these choices to produce more effective explanations than the 
other texts. The fact that three of these four texts were from the same textbook series with 
the same authors, suggests that composing effective pedagogic explanations is an aspect of 
expertise which some authors exercise consistently, and which systemic linguistic analyses 
could bring to conscious awareness, thereby facilitating renovation of this kind of pedagogic 
writing by other authors. 
The analyses of the primary texts showed that the proposed accounts of schematic 
structure potential were applicable across school levels. Although significant inadequacies 
were identified in one text in each of the coal and seasons Fields, the others provided 
functional approximations to the most effective secondary texts in these Fields. This 
seemed to be due to the capacity of the linguistic construction of these explanation types 
to accommodate the obvious recontextualizing strategy of keeping explanations brief in 
primary school books. However, this was shown not to be the case with realisational 
explanations of sound waves, and all of the primary texts in this Field offered extremely 
problematic explanations of this phenomenon. On the whole the primary texts compared 
poorly with the secondary texts in relation to linguistic choices designed to scaffold the 
novice reader's negotiation of the specialised language of school science. 
An extension of the research undertaken in this study, exploring additional Fields, analysing 
a greater number of texts and expanding the range of analyses, will be necessary to confirm 
and/or refine and extend the initial tentative findings. However, the findings of the study to 
date already encompass productive bases for enhancing educational practices reflective of a 
"language-based theory oflearning" (Halliday, 1993g; Wells, 1994). To a large extent the 
suggestions outlined for enhancing the teaching knowledge about language as technology for 
learning (6.3.1) and for developing critical reading (6.3.2) build on the application of 
linguistic knowledge and teaching strategies already incorporated in school syllabus 
documents in New South Wales and Queensland. But the results of this study also show 
that a more penetrating differentiation, selection and critique of different types of 
explanation in school science will be facilitated by more detailed knowledge of realisational 
choices at the levels of genre, discourse semantics and lexicograrnmar. With the adoption 
by State Departments of Education of syllabi based explicitly on systemic-functional 
accounts oflanguage and growing advocacy of functional linguistic descriptions oflanguage 
as a technology for teaching and learning in publications such as the Australian Science 
Teachers Journal (Parker, 1992; Vee!, 1992), it is increasingly likely that more teachers will 
be able to make direct use of the kinds of linguistic descriptions of scientific discourse 
advanced here. 
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From this perspective the contributions of the current study to clarifying and extending 
linguistic accounts of school science book explanations will further assist teachers in 
discriminating among science books, promoting students' critical reading, "talking out" 
science texts (Lemke, 1989) to bridge from the discourse forms of oral language and 
commonsense to those of written language and scientific knowledge, and in deconstructing 
the texts with students to teach knowledge about language as a means of improving their 
comprehension and composition of such texts. To the extent that the interface of research 
and practice characterising the transdisciplinary nature of educational linguistics embraces 
the range of relevant genres, continues to expand, is taken up in both primary and 
secondary school contexts, and is accompanied by the renovation of available science 
books, it will foster linguistically-based, explicit pedagogies that are facilitative of children's 
gradual apprenticeship to a critical engagement with the discourse of scientific English. 
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This limestone has been mined for over 
100 years and used as a build1ng material 
(for houses etc.). It is very soft and 1s 
merely sawn into blocks. Figure 7.1 Sa 
showS ttte cutting eqUipment bemg used, 
and Figure 7.1 5b shows the btocks 
stacked on pallets ready for transport and 
sale. 
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COAL 
Coal IS another very important biochemiCal 
sedimentary rock. It is formed from plant 
remains. 
Normally, if plant matenal is left on the 
ground surface in contact with the alf 
(oxygen), it decomposes. This is what 
happens in a rain forest or m the compost 
heap of your garden. 
However, if the plant material 
accumulates in a swamp where it 1S 
covered by water containing little or no 
dissolved oxygen, decomposition 1s 
prevented. The plant material Will 
eventually be covered by layers of 
sediment. The weight of the sediment will 
compress the plant remams which w1ll, 
with time. be transformed into carbon -
coal. Thus coat is merely carbontsed plant 
remains. 
Australia has very large resources of 
coal: for example, Leigh Creek in South 
Australia, Yallourn in Victoria, Newcastle in 
New South Wales, Moura, Blackwater, etc. 
in Queensland. 
Most of the coal in Australia is black. 
but the coal at Yallourn in Victoria is very 
young, in geological terms. and is brown 
in colour. 
,.,_ 1.11: .A -z-{14rer) 
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electricity is produced by burning fuels. The fuels, 
mostly coal, are burnt in order to change water 
to steam which drives the turbines that generate 
electricity. Can you think of some energy sources 
that are not, or do not need fuels? 
The pie chart (or 'sector graph) in figure 9.7 
shows energy sources used in Australia since 
1985. 
Renewable energy 6% 
(includes solar, hydro, wood and bagasse) 
Figure i.7: How Al/$lT8/ians have been U$Jng flfHKg'f 
Mc:e 1985 (Source: Department of R8$0CH'08$ end Energy) 
You can see that more than 90 per cent of our 
energy for living comes from under the ground. 
Most of that energy comes from coal, oil and 
natural gas. These three are called fossil fuels 
because they are formed from on~living 
organisms. 
~ 
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Coal 
Coal was formed from the remains of plants 
buried by sediments. In ancient forests, which 
were warm and humid, layers of dead trees and 
other plants built up on the forest floor before 
they could rot. As the land sank these layers of 
vegetation were covered with water which 
deposited sediments of gravel, sand, mud and silt 
Over millions of years the weight of the sedi-
ments and high temperatures removed much of 
the water from the plant remains. These plant 
remains are known as peat. As the peat was com-
pressed and became warmer, moisture was 
driven out and it became brown coal, or lignite. 
In some places, more layers of sediment built up 
on top of the brown coal. This caused more and 
more moisrure to be driven out and black ooal was 
formed. Anthracite has the lowest moisture con- · 
tent of all types but it is rarely found in Australia. 
Most of Australia's coal deposits are black coal 
although Yictorian deposits are predominantly 
lignite (brown ooal). After mining, both types can 
be used to generate electricity. Black coal bas 
wider industrial use and is exported to other 
countries. 
Some coal can be used to produce gas in areas 
where natural gas is not available. Coal can also 
be used to produce oil, but this is an expensive 
process. Since there is much more ooal under the 
ground than oil, a lot of research is being con-
ducted on producing oil from coal. 
When layers of coal, or seams, are close to the 
surface, as in most Australian mines, open cut 
mining is used to extract the coal. Overlying rock 
and soil is blasted or dug away, exposing the coal 
seams, which can be mined in strips. This is 
cheaper and safer than underground mining. 
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F&g. 3.6 Biological and chemical 
sedime.nts (a) The Great Barrier 
Reef. (b) Plant remains in a 
swamp. (c) Salt lake in a desert. 
3 Give examples of as many of the sedimentary environments as 
you can (Figure 3.3). 
4 How does a sediment change into a sedimentary rock? 
5 What does 'the present is the key to the past' mean? 
6 A geologist finds a rock made up of grains of mud. In it are 
several preserved pieces of plant leaves. What does this tell her? 
7 How would you tell the difference between a sandstone and a 
siltstone? 
BwWf:icai and chemical rocks 
There are other places over the surface of the Earth where 
sediments are building up that are not mostly made up of gravel, 
sand, silt, mud or clay. 
Figure 3.6 shows three such places. Figure 3.6a shows the Great 
Barrier Reef. Here, small animals are building up a solid ret/that i} 
mostly lime. These reefs are often preserved as rocks and, like 
other sedimentary rocks, tell us of past en"ironments. Such ree~ 
of the past are common in Australia, and the rock of which they~ 
are made is called limestone. Figure 3.7 shows such a rock.. -~ 
Figure 3.6b shows plant material building up in a swamp. Ur 
dead plant leaves and stems, when they fall to the ground, are\r . 
broken down and become part of the soil humus (see Olaptei.·2 
In some swamps, however, it is possible that the breakdown is not; 
complete, because the plant pieces are being produced fas~-.· • 
they break down. Layers of sudr p~t remains can be squ ' 
and changed over millions of years into the rock. coal. F~ 
shows a layer of coal. • • , 
Figure 3.6c shows a salJ lake in central Australia that haS~ . 
out. You can see the layer of salt that has been formed. As-~" . 
process continues, a layer of rock salt is built up. A layer of~. l* 
salt, then, will tell us the past environment of the place inWhl 
is found. Rocks formed iJ;t these ways are also sedimenta_&,. • 
Overall, sedimentary rocks made up of either grains pl~; 
cemen' o' biologkal o' chemical >«limen" ne ...y~·~· ;== Australia, as the map Figure 3.9 shows. Sedimentary rocJ{S., ' 
most of the surface of Australia. 1bis means that if you dig 
through the soil layers (or beneath buildings and roads)~ 
the shaded areas you will, most likely, reach a sedimen 
Some of these rocks formed many millions of years ago:~ 
others are sediments still fo~g today. 
"' 
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Fig. 30 Coal mining at Yalloum, 
Victoria This is open-cut mining, 
whocll is quite different from the 
mining shown on Figure 3.15a 
Fig. 3P How would you feel? 
Fig. 3N Changing from peat to 
black coat 
Box 3.4 Coal and the future 
Coal deposols are very common on many areas of Auslraha They all 
starr as plant rematns that are not fully broken down and pur back onto 
the soil. The forst stage of the change to coal•s peat. whtch 1s a watery, 
spongy black mass of plant matenal. (Peat can be droed and burnt 1n 
the same way as coal, bu1rl dOes not g•ve ou1 nearty as much heat ) 
Large areas of peat 'bogs' may take molhons of years 10 form As other 
layers of rock are laid on top, the wetght o' these sedoments squeezes 
the peat onto brown coal. then 1nto black ::oal These two types of coal 
make better fuels 
The process is shown in Ftgure 3N Yo .. can see that the squeeztng 
can cause a 10m thrck bed of peat to I:;:-:", a 2m thiCk bed of brown 
coal and eventually a 1m thock bed of b la:k coal We are very lucky rn 
Australta to have such large areas of co: For example. the LaTrobe 
Valley tn Voctoroa has some of the larges: :;rown coat reserves on the 
world They are mtned by huge machor~~ as shown on Fogure 30 
Australta's coal reserves are so large :-::i some states 1n Australia 
should not run out of coal for at least 40: years as long as there IS no 
waste of this fuel. and 1t IS not used to r::::ace other fuels as they run 
out Should we. for example. use coal!: -nake 011. a process that 
results 1n the loss of a lot of the fuel vai:..: of the coal and greatly 
reduces the likely life of our coal reserv:5? 
The problem we face in the use of ov coal in the fu1ure comes trorri 
the certa1n shortage of oil. another fuel ever th1s and the next decadEi 
or so We roN use oil for a very wtde ra.,~e of pbs (for example 
transport, healing, plastics, drugs). anc we will need to decide which 
of these are the most impor1ant as oil pxes keep on nsing. (There ma1 
be some falls in prices, but over long pe'IOds of tine the prices are ~· " 
rising steadily.) Can we keep on letting r. be burnt to move Just one ; 
person around? Will we be able to affCYd to buy it at all from the 
countries that still have some left? 
· Both coal and oil are 'fossil fuels'. wtlictl means they formed in llE'-r. 
past and we will not be able to make any more once they are gon8 ~ 
good. What would you dc:P 
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PROCEDURE 
Step 1 
Copy the following results table into your practical notebook. 
Oboen•lloM 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step • 
Step f 
Hold the folded bus ticket against your lips and blow. Try adjusting: 
• how hard you hold the ticket against your lips 
• the width between your fingers as they hold the ticket 
• how hard you blow. 
Record your observations. 
Steps 
422 
Place the split end of the straw in your mouth. Clamp your lips (but not your 
teeth) on the straw so that the split ends of the straw just meet. Blow 
through the straw. Change how hard you clamp the straw and how hard you 
blow. Record your observations. 
Step 4 
Place the ruler on a desk or bench so that most of it projects beyond the desk. 
Use one hand to push down on the ruler about 2 em ~m the edge of the 
desk. Strum the free end of the ruler with your other band. Change the 
length of the free end of the ruler and how hard you strum it. Record your 
observations. 
QUESTIONS 
1. Sound is produced by vibrations. How can you tell 
(a) that the ruler vibrates to produce sound 
(b) that the ticket and straw are vibrating to produce sound? 
2. What is the effect on the sound when you 
(a) blow harder on the ticket and straw 
(b) strum harder on the ruler? 
3. A£. the size of the vibrations gets larger, what happens to the sound? 
4. As the speed of the vibrations gets greater what happens to the sound? 
What causes and 
transmits sounds? 
To make sounds requires vibrations which 
disturb the air. Small vibrations cause soft 
sounds. Large vibrations disturb the air 
more to produce loud sounds. 
VIbrating materiels produce -.nd. 
Vibrating materials send sound -
through the air. As the materials vibrale 
' 
' 
SSNDl (cont.) 
they disturb the air particles near them. 
These air particles disturb other air 
particles. and so on. Just like a long chain 
of dominoes the disturbance or sound 
wave is passed on from air partide to air 
particle. Unlike the dominoes. the air 
particles spring back to their original 
position. 
Sound waves travel through gases, 
liquids and solids because they all contain 
particles which will carry or transmrt 
disturbances. However. sound waves will 
not travel through a vacuum which is an 
empty space: without particles to transmrt 
the disturbance from a vibrating object, 
sound waves cannot be formed. 
Figure 15.1 shows a vibrating object 
producing sound waves. As the object 
moves to the right rt pushes or 
compresses the air particles next to it. The 
compressed air particles then push on the 
particles to their right and compress them. 
As each air particle pushes on the next 
one to its right the compression travels 
through the air. When the vibrating object 
moves back to rts lefi the air particles next 
to rt are no longer being pushed. They 
spread out or are stretched apart. As a 
compression travels through the air it is 
followed by the stretching apart ol air 
particles. 
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Because the vibrating object continually 
moves back and forth a series of 
compressions and stretchings of air 
particles is sent out from the object. These 
compressions and stretchings make up a 
sound wave. The vibrating object focuses 
most of the sound waves in the general 
direction of rts vibrations. However, 
bending of the edges of the sound waves 
has the effect of sending them out in all 
directions around the vibrating object. This 
is shown by the top view of the vibrating 
object in figure 15.1. The same process 
can occur with the particles in a liquid or 
a solid so that they will atso transmrt 
sound. 
Sound needs a material for Ita 
transmlaalon. 
In activrty 15.1 you would have found 
out that small vibrations produce sofi 
sounds. The larger the vibration. the 
louder is the sound rt produces. Scientists 
use the term amplitude to describe the 
size of the vibration or how far the 
vibrating object moves from rts original 
position during a vibration. 
The amplltiiQe of a sound wave will be 
larger for loud sounds. 
The rate at which an object vibrates.to 
produce sound wave is called rts 
frequency. In activrty 15.1 you would 
have found that the faster an object 
vibrates the higher is the sound rt emrts. 
Low or deep sounds are emitted by slqwly 
vibrating objects. Scientists use the tenn 
pitch to describe how high or low a 
sound is . 
The pitch of a sound wave will be 
higher for -er vibrations. 
The frequency of vibrations is measured 
by the number of vibrations per second 
and is given the unit of a hertz (Hz). A 
tuning fork has rts frequency marked on 
rts handle. You can hear the pitch of a 
tuning fork by hitting rt on the rubber heel 
of your shoe arid holding rts handle on 
your desk. The higher the frequency of 
the tuning fork the higher is the pitch of rts 
sound. Anothar way of hearing the effect 
of frequency is to hold the vibrating tuning 
fork gently against a loose sheet of paper. 
SSND2 
Fig 1.30 The string is passed through holes punched 
in the bottom of the tin and knotted. The SOYnd passes 
through the taut string from one tin to the other. 
The energy from the vibration of bodies causing 
sound is passed through a substance in the fonn of 
waves which travel at acoi!Stam speed through each 
panicular substance. (lbis is true only if the temp-
erature is constant - as temperature increases. the 
speed increases. ) 
Speeds of Sound 
Substanu 
air (at O"C) 
water (at 200C) 
steel (at 20"C) 
Sp<ed of sound 
332 m/s 
1410 m/s 
5020 m/s 
Sound •• • Wave Motion 
If you throw a stone into a pond. the disturbance 
produces waves which travel across the pond in all 
directions. 1bc waves associated with sound are 
similar in some ways. different in others. 
Fig 8.31 shows how pressure differences are 
produced in the air around a vibrating hacksaw 
blade. As tbe high-P""ssure area is produced, the air 
molecules move out to the lower pressure area in 
front of them. increasing the pressure there and 
reducing the pressure behind them. The high-
pressure areas ( = compressions) and low pressure 
areas ( = rarefactions) both move outwards from 
the blade. 
A loudspeaker works in much the same way. 
vibrating forwards and backwards producing com-
pressions and rarefactions which move out through 
the air in the room. It is imponant to note that the air 
moltcults move baclcwards andjonwJrds as the 
Fig 1.31 A hacksaw ~
blade ts cllmped in • vice 
end 'plucked'. 
As the blade moves to 
the right Cmiddle di•g-
~am). It compress~ the 
air molecules producing 1 
high~,...ure ,,.. In the 
direction of motion, end • 
low-preuure eru on the 
other side. 
As the blade flicks beck 
trlghtdi•grem), 1 n•w 
high-pressure area Is 
produced on the left. • 
new low-pressure one on 
the right. 
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compressions and rarefactions are transmitted out-
wards Ina tht air as a whole dots not move -winds 
are not set up. 
The Ear - How We Hear 
The waves of coiitpression llld nrefaction which 
make up tbe sound sre colleaed by tbe p1Jma llld 
funnelled into.the ....U....,. ceael where !bey llril:e 
the eardrum causing this thin taut skin to vibrate. 
The vibration is ltanSferred to lluee movable bones 
in the middle ear, tbe beiiUIIOr, aa.U llld lllrrap. 
The mo-nt of tbese mapify (- amplify) vibra-
tions and carry cbem to the oval window which 
passes tbe vibrations into tbe Ouid-mlcd cocblee in 
the inner ear. Special sense cells respond to tbe 
vibrations in the fluid. sending nerve impulses 
through tbe auditory ~ to tbe brain which 
interprets the nerve impulses as sound. 
The round window is a 'safety valve• to 
minimise pressure effects in the cochlea. As the 
oval window vibrates in, the round window bulges 
out~ and vice versa. 
1 
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( Fi~un· :>. 17a). \\'hat happt·us 10 a pin·•· of papn plan·d on 
tht: •·uhh.-r baud wht·n it is pluc.:kt·d? Hu" can ~uu da.Jugc· 
the 'nutt·' prudun·d wht"n tlw ruhhn h.ancl is phu:knl.' 
3 Plac.:t• a rult·r <1\"l"r tht· t·d~-:•· of your dl"sk. and hold tht· <h-,k 
cud firm (Figure .1. 17h) . \\"h.tt happt·u, "lan1 ~uu pu~lt tht· 
other t•nd down a !olton dist<tiiCl' ~tnd tht·n It-t go.' \\'!tat 
caust"s tltt· smmd? How t·an llw 'nott·· produn·d l>t· da;u·~··d.' 
4 Fuld a pin·c· of ~n·asq>roof p.tpc-r u\·c·r a n>111h. \\' la;at 
ltapJll'lls wlwn you hlow willa ~our lips c.:lus•· lll).!<'lh<T tl'i~u11 · 
:l. ltl' )! \\'h.at c·;w•ws the· sound.' 
5 UltiW tl\'l'l' till' t•nd of a laq.~c· H'st wlw. \\' hat h.tppnts t11 tilt' 
'nuu·· pruclun-d if you h;tlf I ill it ''ida watn.' 
Sound waves 
You have just seen a number of sources of sound, many being 
produced in a way similar to that of musical instruments. In 
each case, a vibration was needed to produce the sound. 
Further activity 6 shows how, using a strobe, vibration can be 
slowed down enough to be seen. 
If we look at how a tuning fork produces sound we can learn 
what sound is and how it moves. By looking closely at one of 
the prongs you can see that it is moving to and fro (vibrating) 
(Figure 5.18). As the prong moves outwards, it squashes 
(compresses) the surrounding air. The particles of air are 
pushed outwards, aowding against, and thus knocking into 
their neighbours, before they bounce back. The neighbouring 
air particles are then pushed out to hit the next air particles, 
and so on. This region of slightly 'squashed' together air 
moving out from the prong is called a compression. When the 
prong of the tuning fork moves back again, the rebounding air 
particles move back into the space that is left. This region 
where air goes 'thinner' is .called a rarefaction, and it also moves 
outwards. The particles of air move to and fro in the same 
direction in which the wave moves, and do not move along 
with the compression. Thus sound is a compression wave that 
can be heard. 
The types of vibration used in musical instruments to produce 
sound will be studied later. Other interesting sources of sound 
include sirens and horns. Electric car horns use an 
electromagnet (see Books 1 and 4) to make a thin sheet of 
metal vibrate rapidly. 
Movement of sound 
When sound waves are moving away from their source, we say 
that the sound is being transmitted. An experiment will show 
us the types of substances through which sound can travel. 
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Vibrations, Waves and Sound U5 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
8lod< of 
wood 
Fig. 5.17 Producing IOUDd 
d What happens to the paper as 
'the rubber band is plucked? 
b What haP.pens tOJhe sound 
produced as the length of the 
vibrating ruler is changed? 
c What happens when you blow 
on the paper? 
~.: tro eaio< ~::·:~·;:.'~':'J:~: I ~ .. :.Jr, ~·.· '::,:= · .. :. ·~~ c.~~i21}:~;~~ 1:~~){1 ... <.~} 
.,," "-'JJ ... ,,,,,,~:·:·.r; 
Co111peaion 
F'l(. 5.18 How a tuning fork 
produces IIOWld The regions or 
slightly compressed air move 
away from the sound source. 
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2 Does the direction of the horns of the moon change over the period of a lunar month? 
3 During what phase or phases are the 'highest' high tides (spring tides)? 
4 During what phase or phases are the 'lowest' low tides (neap tides)? 
5 During what phase or phases do the greatest tidal ranges occur? 
6 Draw the relative positions of the sun, Earth and moon for question 3. 
Seasons of the Earth 
The Eanh rotates about its axis which is not 
ven!Cal but tihed at an angle of 23¥2°. The 
angle and direction ol tilt ol the Eanh"s axis 
remain the same as the Eanh moves around 
the sun. 
The tih ol the Eanh's axis gives rise to the 
seasons and the varying lengths ol day and 
night at different times ol the year. Day 
lengths and temperatures depend on how 
long the sun shines and the angle at which 
the sun's rays strike the Earth. 
If you take a smooth. shiny ball and shine 
a torch on < you wm notice that the hah facing 
the torch is lit up. The surface is lo most 
brightly directly in front of the torch. Ahhough 
the remainder of that hatf is illuminated, it is 
Figun 1.22 TilJoftltt&Jrlil'stuis. 
not as bright as this rather small region. 
Similany, the Earth's surface is most brightly 
lit where the sun's rays strike the surface 
perpendicularly (see figure 7 .23). 
The heating effect ol the sun's rays is also 
greatest when they strike the Earth's surface 
perpendicularly, i.e. when the sun is directly 
overhead. When the sun·s rays strike the 
surface obliquely, they are spread over a 
larger area, and the heating effect is less. In 
summer. the sun's rays strike the Earth more 
directly o.e. at an angle closer to 90°) than in 
winter. 
This relationship between the angle ol the 
sun's rays and the heating effect is shown in 
figure 7.23 and. activity 7.6. 
(G) 
Eanh's ' \ \ ' ' ' ' ' ' 
surfa« more li1ht and beat 
.,. 
bs liabt and beat 
Flgun 7.23 n. -·· Nyulriltuv 1M &Jrllo's 
"""'"· (•);. ............ (b) ..... 
obliqwly, ;, -... 
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ACTIVITY 7.6 
The angle of the sun's rays and their heating effect 
MATERIALS 
2 tin lids at least 10 em in diameter and painted with some dull black paint 
2 blocks of wood to act as supports for the lids 
PROCEDURE 
Step 1 
Set up the two lids, in direct swilight, as shown in the photograph . 
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Ensure that one lid faces directly towards the sun so that the sun's rays strike it 
perpendicularly. The other lid is placed so that the sun's rays strike it obliquely. 
Step 2 
Leave for about fifteen minutes. 
Step 3 
Pick up the lids, one at a time, and carefully touch them to your arm. Note which lid is 
hotter. 
QUESTIONS 
1 Which lid was the hotter? 
2 Why was this lid hotter than the other? 
3 This is exactly what happens to any piece of ground on the surface of the Earth. In the 
diagram below, would you expect region A or region B to be the hotter? Explain your 
answer. Earth' s axis 
\..--__ 
suo' s rays 
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As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis, the 
southern hemisphere is inclined towards the 
sun in December and away from the sun in 
June (see f1gure 7.24). When the southern 
hemisphere tilts towards the sun. it receives 
more of the sun's rays at an angle closer to 
90°. and it experiences summer. During this 
time the oorthern hemisphere points away 
from the sun and is experiencing winter. 
When the southern hemisphere Iitts away 
from the sun, most of the sun's rays strike the 
surtace obliquely and their heating effect is 
tess. During this time the southern 
hemisphere has its w;nter. The northern 
hemisphere at the same time points towards 
the sun and~ has rts summer. 
The seasons in the southern and northern 
hemispheres are always the reverse of each 
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other. When one hemisphere points toward 
the sun, the other must point ~y from the 
sun. Between the two extremes of summer 
and winter, the two hemispheres are more or 
tess equally heated by the sun and they 
experience spring or autumn. The dates of 
the beginnings of the seasons in the 
southern hemisphere and the position of the 
sun at these limes is given in figure 7.25. 
In Australia, summer offiCI8lly begins on 
December 1, autumn on March 1, winter on 
June 1 and spring on September 1. These 
dates have been used since the beginning of 
the century to make ~ easy to collect 
statistical data. 
21 September 
.~0~ 
2l~Mf1 • . &n~ 21lun< 
~.~~bil 
21 March 
Figure 7.24 1M positilm of 1M sun and Earth at di/ftrtnl seosons on Earth. 
Season Date ~ begins Position of the sun 
Summer 21 December Directly over Tropic of Capricorn 
Autumn 21 March Directly over Equator 
Winter 21 June Directly over Tropic of Cancer 
Spring 21 September Directly over Equator 
Figure 7.25 DtlUso/st<ISOftS ill 1M_.., llllltisplun. 
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Seasons and the Earth's movement 
AJ; the Earth rotates, it also moves in space 
around the sun. This movement is called revo-
lution and the path around the sun is called an 
orbit. It takes 365'1. days for each revolution. 
This time interval is called one year. To avoid 
having the inconvenience of a quarter of a day 
at the end of each year, the calender bas 365 days 
in a year. To make up for the missing quarter 
day, every fourth year is called a leap year and 
bas 366 days. 
It is the Earth's revolution around the sun that 
gives us our seasons: autumn, winter, spring and 
summer. AB seen in figure 10.9, the Earth's axis 
remains tilted in the same direction throughout 
its orbit. This tilt is therefore sometimes towards 
the sun while at other times awsy from the sun. 
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OUR PLACE IN SPACE 
While the southern hemisphere experiences 
summer, the northern hemisphere is 
experiencing its winter. It can also be seen in 
figure 10.10 that in our summer, the South Pole 
is in constant daylight and the north pole is in 
constant darkness. ln winter, the reverse is true. 
Figunl10.10: In our summer. 1t1e tutflloe faces 1t1e sun 
dinJctly. llle- d the .... .,. .,._ OtffK. -
.,.. rn.n In -· 711/s ·-ltle ground /roller. In our 
winiW, 1t1e tutflloe faces 1t1e sun loss dinJctly 1t1en In 
summer. 
0" 
FlguN 10.1:-._,.,i08S--ltle-,., dltlfl ~..,It--"""' ltle ...,_ - ·--wtller- ltle-,., d ltle &llh'a.., It filled -ltle ..... 
Outing opting end eutumn 1t1e .., Is filled netrher -.nJis nor - flom 1t1e ..,_ 
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Figure 10.10 shows that when the northern 
part of the Earth's axis is tilted away from the 
sun, the southern hemisphere faces the sun more 
directly. ln winter the southern hemisphere faces 
the sun at a large angle. The sun's rays are 
spread out over a large area. 
Activity 2 
The sun and the seasons 
In this activity you will fond out how the constant Utt of 
the Earth's axis affects our seasons. 
You will need: 
• projector or torch 
• globe 
• a darkened room 
• small sticky labels 
What to do: 
1. Copy table 10.1 into your workbook. 
2. Place a sticky label on the globe in the place where 
you live. Write 'S' for south on the label. 
3. Place a second sticky label on the globe about the 
same distance north of the equator as you..., south. 
Write 'N' for north on this label. 
4. With the top of the Earth's axis tiHed -.rds the 
projector as ahown In ftgure 10.11, rotate the globe 
atowty through one tum. Record your observationS 
in table 10.1. 
FigUN 10.11: 7118 pto/eclor ~ the IIUfl. Till the 
*"' til the - - the pto/eclor. 
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(a) Which label experiences the longest 'dey'? 
(b) Which label experiences the longest 'night'? 
(c) Which label receives rsys from the 'sun' most 
directly? 
(d) Which label appears to be the brightest? 
(e) What season does this represent in the southern 
hemisphere? 
5. Repeat step 4 with the top of the Earth's axis tilted 
away from the projector. 
6. Repeat step 4 with the top of the Earth's axis Utted 
neHher towards, nor -y from the projector. 
Tobie 10.1: The sun and the seasons 
Pooltlon (South or North) 
Step 4 5 6 
longest 'day' 
longest 'night 
rays most direct 
brightest posttlon 
season/a in 
southern 
hemisphere 
-- ----- --
What did you discover? 
In which season are the days tongeat'lln which season 
are the nigllts longest? When days are longest where 
you .live, what eaaaonls n In the northern hemisphere? 
During which season do the sun's Jays strike the Earth 
most dlrectiy? Why do you think -ihal n Is hotter In 
summer then In winter? . ·· 
• REVISION AND EXTENSION 
REVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Copy the following crossword into your 
workbook and complete it. 
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Fig. %.9 The seasons (Ritht) 
During winter in Australia, the 
northern half of the Earth is tilted 
towards the Sun. During our 
summer, the southcm half is tilted 
towards the Sun. 
N · 
oUght from s..n-
s 
Fig. %.10 Sunlight and the 
aeasons Because of the Earth's 
tilt, the rays of light from the Sun 
are spread over a much larger area 
in v.inter than in summer. 
Ughllrom 
-;;;s;;;;-
Conllant «Mii<Mu 
etiOUih pole 
Fig. %.11 Twenty-four hour 
daylight During the southern 
winter, the south pole is unable to 
receive light from the Sun and so 
is constandy dark. :\t the north 
pole, sunlight is always present at 
this time of year. 
~r· 
s 
The seasons 
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You may have seen (Figure 2.6) that the Earth is drawn with its 
axis 'tipped over' or tilted. The angle of tilt is 23V2°. As the 
Earth moves around the Sun, the axis always points to the same 
place in the sky. This is called the celestial pole. Straight abovt 
the north celestial pole is the star Polaris, which is called the · 
'pole star'. The south celestial pole is between the Southern 
Cross and the star Achernar (Figure 2.55). 
The different distances to the Sun caused by the tilting axis m 
the Earth is Ml the cause of the .easou. They are due to the 
rays of light from the Sun being spread over much larger areas 
of the Earth's surface in winter when compared to summer 
(Figure 2.10). This means that the part of the Earth closest to 
the Sun has more rays for a given area and experiences summer. 
The area further away from the Sun has·fewer rays for the same. 
area and is thus cooler, experiencing winter. The position is 
reversed each six months (Figure 2.9). Autumn and spring oa:ui: 
when Earth is halfway between the summer and winter positions 
on its orbit. 
Living at the poles 
If you were to live in the Arctic (near the north pole} or the 
Antarctic (near the south pole}, you would find the Sun does not' 
go down or set for many weeks. If you were right at the poles, . ~ 
daylight lasts for six months, and then night lasts for six months:' 
These long days and nights are also caused by the tilt of the 
Earth's axis (Figure 2.11}. During summer in the southern 
hemisphere, the tilt of the Earth caijses the south pole to be . i 
always in sunlight. At the same time, the north pole is always ~ 
darkness. This is changed around each six months. "~ 
. .-iil 
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PCOALl 
The formation of coal. 
Common Minerals 
Some of the best known minerals include coal, 
copper, diamond, gold, iron, petroleum and 
natural gas, nickel, platinum, salt, and uranium. 
Coal 
Coal is a sedimentary rock made up almost entirely 
of decayed plants and animals. Coal is formed in 
such places as swamps. As the plant and animal 
matter that falls into the swamp decomposes over 
time, it is turned into peat. As more layers of 
material are added on top of the peat, greater 
pressure is placed on the layers underneath. It is 
this pressure that turns the peat into coal. 
Coal is a fossil fuel. It is useful to humans as a 
source of heat. Humans use the heat produced by 
burning coal in power stations, where it is used in 
the process of producing electricity. 
Petroleum and Natural Gas 
Like coal, petroleum and natural gas are fossil fuels 
and are formed in a similar manner to coal. 
T oday,s great demand for energy has meant 
that a shortage of these minerals has developed. 
UNlva:sllY OF SYDNEY 
OJRR!OJLUM RESOURCES 
LIBRARY 
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Obtaining petroleum. 
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Nowadays, the most important 
fuels are wood, coal, oil and gas. 
Wood comes from trees. which 
get their energy from the Sun. In 
some parts of the world, wood is 
the main source of fuel for 
cooking, heating and lighting. But 
too many trees have been cut 
down for fuel and not enough new 
trees have been planted to take 
their place. 
-
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Coal is formed from the remains of plants that grew millions of 
years ago. When these plants died, they were buried under 
layers of mud and sand, which eventually became rocks. Over 
vast periods of time, heat and the pressure ofthe rocks gradually 
changed the plants into coal. 
When we burn coal, we are using some of the Sun's energy 
which was stored in the bodies of plants millions of years ago. 
Coal is a type of "fossil fuel". 
ll 
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All the metals we use are taken from the Earth. 
Most of them are found combined with other 
substances, in rocks called ores, and have to be 
extracted before they can be used . Some, like 
gold and copper, may be found as the pure metal. 
Many of the fuels we use, like coal, gas and oil 
are also taken from the Earth. These are called 
"fossil fuels" . Coal is usually dug out of the 
ground. Gas and oil are obtained by drilling deep 
holes in the Earth, and carrying the gas or oil 
through a pipe to where it is needed. 
Rocks in the Earth's crust can often be used for 
specialised jobs. For example, one rock called 
"mica" is found in thin, transparent sheets . It can 
be used to make windows in high-temperature 
ovens, where glass would melt. 
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How coal was formed 
Coal has formed over millions of years 
from the remains of ancient forests 
growing on swamps (I). As forest trees 
and plants died, they fell into the swamps 
forming layers of dead vegetation. Later, 
sedimentary rocks formed on top of 
these layers (21. The pressure caused by 
the rocks made the layers of vegetation 
denser and harder (3), and formed them 
into a solid rock-coal (4). 
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Sound is anything that can be heard. The rustling 
of leaves, the beat of a drum, the bark of a dog-
all of these things are sounds. 
Sound Waves 
When we bang two pieces of wood together we 
make them vibrate. When we hit a drum we make 
the surface, or skin, of the drum vibrate. If you 
touch the skin of a drum while it is being hit you 
will feel the skin vibrating. 
If we throw a rock into a pond we can watch the 
'waves' that spread outwards from the point at 
which the rock lands. The bigger the rock, the 
bigger the waves and the further they travel. A 
similar thing happens when an object vibrates. 
When an object vibrates it causes particles, or 
molecules, in the air to bounce against each other, 
thereby causing other molecules to do the same. 
These waves of moving molecules travel through 
the air until they no longer have the strength to 
move the next molecule. They are called sound · 
waves. As the sound waves get weaker the sound 
gets softer until it disappears completely. The 
strength of the initial vibration affects the distance 
the sound waves will travel. 
Sound waves travel at different speeds through 
different materials. Sound travels slowly through 
air, quickly through water and even more quickly 
through steel. This is because sound waves rely on 
molecules in the material through which they are 
travelling to knock against each other ro pass the 
waves along. The molecules in steel are very close 
together and therefore pass the sound wave a lot 
more quickly than air. Air has molecules that are 
spaced further apart. 
Air molecul~ 
000000 0 0 0 
~ Movement of sound waves 
00000000 0 
~ 
0 0 000000 0 
~ 
r 0 0 0 0000 0 ~ 
r 0 0 0 0 0000 
Sound waves disturb the 
molecules as they pass 
through the air. The 
molecules knock into 
each other, vibrating 
backwards and forwards 
in a regular manner. The 
waves go through the air 
but the air as a whole 
does not move. 
·II 
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MAKING 
SOUNDS 
If you shake a "slinky" up and down on a table top, it squashes 
together and stretches out again in a regular pattern. This is what 
happens to the air when sounds are made. The sounds squash or 
press together a package of air and when this expands or stretches 
out again, it squashes the air next to it. This happens over and over 
again, producing a whole series of squashes and stretches as the 
sound is passed through the air. 
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Because sounds have a regular pattern or frequency, like the waves 
on the sea, they are called sound "waves". But sounds are really very 
small changes in the pressure of the air. 
We cannot see sounds, 
but we can hear them 
when our ears pick up the 
changes in air pressure 
(see pages 22-25). When 
you clap, you squash air 
between your hands and 
the changes in air 
pressure make the sounds 
you hear. 
8 
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Sound travels through the air by spreading out in 
a series of ripples, like ripples on a pond. These 
ripples are called "sound waves", and are caused 
by the air vibrating. In fact, sound can travel 
through any substance. This means that you can 
hear sounds underwater. You can even hear a 
sound travelling through wood if you put your ear 
to a table-top and tap a spoon on the table. 
On the Moon or in space, there is no air (or 
any other substance) to carry the vibrations. This 
means that the Moon is completely silent as 
sound cannot travel. Consequently, astronauts in 
,.space use radios to talk to each other. In an 
emergency, however, they could communicate by 
pressing their space-suit helmets together. This 
would allow sound to travel as vibrations through 
their helmets and through the air inside. 
Sound waves 
Musical sounds make a 
series of regular waves. 
The size of the vibration is 
called the "amplitude", and 
the distance between any 
two waves is called the 
"wavelength". Noise is like 
a mixture of lots of 
different sounds and it has 
no definite wavelength. 
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To discover the cause of the seasons we must 
look again at the Earth in its orbit around the Sun. 
The Earth travels once round the Sun each year. 
It is also spinning on its own axis, once every 24 
hours. As it spins, one side of the globe is lit by 
the Sun and is in daylight; the other side is turned 
away from the Sun and is in darkness. 
If the Earth's axis were upright, compared with 
its path around the Sun, day and night would be 
the same length all over the world, and there 
would be no seasons. But the Earth's axis is not 
upright. It is tilted over at 23 1/2 degrees so that the 
globe is une\"enly lit. In midsummer, when the 
Earth is at one end of its annual journey, the 
northern hemisphere is tilted towards the Sun. 
The days are long and the nights are short. North 
of the Arctic Circle the Sun never sets. 
In winter, at the opposite end of the journey, 
the northern regions are tilted away from the Sun. 
Nights are long, and the days short and cool. 
The tropical regions, close to the Equator, are 
evenly lit at all times of the year and so have 
hardly any seasonal changes . 
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tl The small diagram above 
shows how the tilt of the Earth's 
axis causes the globe to be lit 
unevenly by the rays of the 
Sun. 
The larger diagram shows 
the Earth's annual journey 
around the Sun. In June it is 
summer in the northern 
hemisphere and winter in the 
southern hemisphere 
September is autumn in the 
north, but spring for those living 
south of the Equator. By 
December it is the turn of the 
southern hemisphere to face 
the Sun, while the northern 
regions shiver through their 
winter. And in March the cycle 
is completed, With spring in the 
north and autumn in the south. 
9 
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In many parts of the world, the main type 
of weather that occurs changes during 
the course of the year (as shown in the 
four pictures below}. Each period with 
particular type of weather is known as a 
season. Seasons have a direct effect on 
plant and animal life; for example, plants 
start to grow In spring seasons. 
r.~ · . -- ----~-..--.-:;~~- --..... _,. EA.L~;rH.~~GUNP~ 4f~!~ 
Seasons are the result of the tilt of the 
Earth as it orbits round the Sun. At one 
end of the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is 
pointing towards the Sun and the Nor-
thern Hemisphere has Its hot summer 
and the Southern Hemisphere has Its 
cold winter. Six months later, the op-
posite is true. In between, the weather 
changes during spring and autumn. 
These seasons happen because the 
Sun's rays are spread more thinly In parts 
of the world tilted away from the Sun (in 
winter} . Also, the length of each day is 
shorter. The opposite Is true when that 
part of the Earth Is tilted towards the Sun 
In summer. (Compare this to the reason 
why the poles are cold on page 8.) 
PSEAS2 (cont) 
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The North and South Poles have only two 
seasons, which are six months of winter 
followed by six months of summer. 
Places In between the Equator and the 
poles usually have spring and autumn as 
well as summer and winter. Places near 
the Equator really have only one season, 
which Is like summer. This Is because the 
Sun Is always high In the sky. In some 
places, particularly southern Asia, the 
seasons change very quickly. The wind 
blows from the north-east for six months 
then, within a day, It can turn around and 
blow from the south-west. These 
seasonal winds are called monsoons. 
The monsoon from the south-west brings 
a season of heavy rain. 
Direction 
of rotation 
around the Sun 
One full circuit of 
the Sun takes one year. 
Equator ---..J 
Summer In 
Northern 
Hemisphere 
Winter In 
Southern 
Hemisphere 
Spring 
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!::.. The rain brought by the 
south-westerly monsoon winds 
In Asia Is vital for rice growing. 
But the rain can also cause 
rivers to overflow and flood the 
surrounding land. 
The farther away from the 
Equator you get, the longer 
the days are In the summer 
and the shorter they are In 
the winter. Near to the 
poles, the Sun never sets at 
all for nearly six months In 
the summer. This Is why 
these areas are sometimes 
called the Land of the 
Midnight Sun. Also, the Sun 
does not rise for several 
months In the middle of 
winter. At the Arctic and 
Antarctic Circles! there are 
only two or three days on 
which the Sun never sets. At 
the Equator, there Is hardly 
any variation In the length of 
days all year. 
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The Sun appears to us as if it moves round the 
Earth. In fact, it is the Earth which spins round 
on its axis like a top, one turn every day. This 
movement makes the Sun appear to travel round 
the Earth. The place where you live points towards 
the Sun in the day, and away from it at night. 
The Earth spins on its axis at a great speed: 
the surface of the Earth moves at more than 
1 ,SOOkrnlh. Gravity provides the force which 
stops us being thrown off the Earth. Gravity 
extends a long way from the Earth, and pulls 
anything within its range towards the Earth. The 
Moon, and artificial satellites are held in orbit 
round the Earth by the pull of its gravity. 
North in continuous darkness North in continuQUS 
Yearly ~e of Earth /Sun~ 
~ ® (+) 
'~J 
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The seasons 
The seasons are caused by the Earth's 
orbit around the Sun. The diagram shows 
how the Earth's axis is slanted. During 
summer in the northern world, the 
midday Sun is over a region north of the 
equator, so its rays are more 
concentrated and feel hotter. During 
winter the Sun is over a region south of 
the equator, and the rays reaching the 
north spread out over a larger area. 
They are less concentrated. Places soutt 
of the equator have the_ir summer when 
places north of the equator have winter 
£ X!PUaddy 
£vv 
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Secondary texts: 
Texts Clauses CRUs External Coniunctive relations total 
Temporal Consequential 
cause concession 
simultaneous successive consequence contingency 
conditlon purpose 
i 
' 
m i 
' 
m i 
' 
m i 
' 
m 
' 
m i 
' 
m 
'<XlAL' 12 10 2 I 2 5 ~ 18 17 I 2 4 2 2 I I 13 
SCOAWa 8 8 I I 2 I I 6 
SWALlb 12 11 I 2 I I I 6 
'~' 10~:.. .• = u.:..-- ..... _ .. · .. 
Table 3.1a Comparison of types of external conjunctive relations in secondary coal texts 
1 Coal is another very important biochemical 
sedimentary rock. 
2 It is formed from plant remains. 
3 <<if plant material is left on the ground surface 
in contact with the air (oxygen)>> 
4 Normally << .... >> it decomposes 
5 This is [[what happens in a rain forest or 
implie 
impleg 
in the compost heap of your garden]]. exp/conc 
6 <<ifthe plant material accumulates in a swamp where it is covered 
by water [[containing little or no dissolved oxygen})>> 
7 However << ... >> decomposition is prevented 
8 The plant material will eventually be covered 
by layers of sediment. 
9 The weight of the sediment will compress tbe plant remains which 
will, with time, be transformed into carbon- coaL explconsq 
10 '111111 coal is merely eubonized plant remains. 
Figure 3.la Conjunction in SCOALl 
01 
2 
03~ 
ol' explcond 
5 
0:> exp/cond 
0~ imp/succ 
08 ~ implsucc 
09 
10 
01 Coal was formed from the remains of plants 
([buried by sediments]]. 
02 In ancient forests, which were warm and humid, layers of 
dead trees and other plants built up on the forest floor 
03 before they could rot. 
04 As the land sank 
05 these layers of vegetation were covered with water 
06 which deposited sediments of gravel, sand, mud 
and silt. 
07 Over millions of years the weight ofthe sediments and high 
temperatures removed much of the water from the plant remains. 
08 These plant remains are known as peat. 
09 As the peat was compressed 
10 and became warmer 
11 moisture was driven out 
12 and it became brown coal, or lignite. 
13 In some places, more layers of sediment built up 
on top of the brown coal. 
14 This caused more and more moisture to be driven out 
15 and black coal was formed. 
16 Anthracite has the lowest moisture content of all types 
17 but it is rarely found in Australia. 
imp/ie 
I 
Figure 3.2a Conjunction in SCOAL2 
# 
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01 
02 -- • 
exp/succ 
imp/succ 
exp/simu1 
0/1 
exp/succ 
imp/succ 
__,./ 
0 
08 
09~1 imp/succ ~ irnplsimul 
~ exp/simul 
II 
:~ imp/consq imp/succ 
14 
f~> imp/consq 
16 
17~ exp/conc 
446 
SCOAL3a 
01 Figure 3.(i:l shows plant material building up in aswamp. OJ 
02 Usually, dead plant leaves and stems, <<.04.>> are broken down 02 
' 
imp/succ 
03 and become part of the soil humus (see Chapter 2) 03 
exp/simu1 
04 <<when they fall to the ground>> 04 
exp/conc , 
OS In some swamps, however, it is possible [[that the breakdown is not complete]], 
":1 exp/consq 06 because the plant pieces are being produced faster [[than they break down.]] 06 imp/succ 
07 Layers of such plant remains can be squeezed 
01::> imp/simul 
08 and changed over millions of years into the rock. coal. 08 
SCOAL3b 
01 Coal deposits are very common in many areas of Australia. 01 
02 They all start as plant remains {[that are not fully broken down and put back into the 02 
soil.]) 
03 The first stage of the change to coal is peat, which is a watery, spongy black mass 
~imp/succ 
03 
of plant material. 
04 (Peat can be dried and burnt in the same way as coal, 04 
05 but it does not give out nearly as much heat.) ::> exp/conc 05 
06 Large areas of peat 'bogs' may take millions of years 
07 to form. 
exp/purp 
08 As other layers of rock are laid on top 
imp/succ 
exp/simul 
09 the weight of these sediments squeezes the peat into brown coal, 
> 10 then into black coal. exp/succ 
ll These two types of coal make better fuels. 11 
---- ----· 
Figure 3.3a Conjunction in SCOAL3 
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Literal Inferential 
Explicit Implicit Scripta! Entailed Textual 
Referential I Ideational 
TEXTS - SCOAL I I 1 I : ' I I 1 I : I : I I 1 ! I : I I 1 I : ' I '1!1:1 1 1 1 1: ' b b b 
CONDITIONS 
dead 
' ' ' ' 
plant materia] 
' ' ' ' 
accumulates 
' ' 
0 
' 
does not decompose 
' ' ' ' 
TRIGGER 
water 0 
' -
deposits 0 
' -
sediments 
' ' -
-
cover 
' 
- ' 
dead 
- - ' ' 
plant materia] 
' ' - -
TRANSFORMATION 
I 
weight of sediments 
' ' 
0 0 
compress 
' ' 
0 
' 
dead 
' ' ' ' 
plant material 
' ' ' ' 
millions of years 0 
' ' ' 
form 
' ' ' ' 
p~at ' ' 
coal 
' ' TRANSFORMATION 
2 
weight of sediments 
- - ' ' 
cor_Jlpress 
- ' - ' 
. peat 
- ' - ' 
forms 
- ' - ' 
brown coal 
- ' ' 
TRANSFORMATION 
3 
weight of sediment 
- - ' ' 
compress 
- ' ' 
brown coal 
-
' - ' 
form 
-
' ' 
black coal 
- ' - ' -
Table 3.2a Types of access to nuclear meanings in secondary coal texts 
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Literal Inferential 
Explicit Implicit Scripta! Entailed Textual 
Referential I Ideational 
TEXTS - SCOAL I 
' I ! I : I I , :u I I , I : I I I , : I : I I , I : I : I I I , ! I : 
ORIENTATION 
sediments 
' ' 
bury_ 
' ' 
dead 
' ' 
olant material 
' ' 
forms 
' ' 
coal 
' ' ' 
CONDffiONS 
water 
' 
0 0 0 
contains 
' 
0 0 0 
little dissolved 02 
' 
0 0 0 
covers 
' 
0 0 0 
dead 
' ' ' ' 
plant material 
' ' ' ' 
contacts 
' 
0 0 0 
oxygen 
' 
0 0 0 
decomposes 
' ' ' ' 
forms 0 0 
' ' 
soil humus 0 0 
' ' 
swamQ_ 
' 
0 
' 
0 
ancient forest 0 
' 
0 0 
wann and humid 0 
' 
0 0 
ground surface 
' ' ' 
0 
plants 0 
' 
0 
' 
e.row 0 0 ' ' 
die 0 0 ' ' 
raoidlv 0 ' 0 ' 
TRIGGER 
land 0 
' 
sinks 0 
' 
eventually 
' ' 
TRANSFORMATION 
I 
high temperatures 0 
' 
0 0 
extract 0 
' 
0 0 
water 0 
' 
0 0 
TRANSFORMATION 
2 
layers of sediment 
-
0 
-
' 
accumulate 
-
0 
- ' 
on top of (peat) 
-
0 
- ' 
heats~ 
- ' -
0 
extracts -
' -
0 
water 
' 
-
0 
TRANSFORMATION 
3 
layers of sediment 
- ' -
0 
accumulate 
-
' 
-
0 
on top of (brown coal) 
-
' 
-
0 
in some places 
- ' -
0 
extracts 
- ' -
0 
water ' 0 
CLOSURE 
coal 
' 
- ' ' 
carbonized 
' 
0 
-
0 
dead 
' 
0 
-
0 
plant material 
' 
0 
-
0 
Anthracite 0 
' 
-
0 
lowest 0 
' -
0 
moisture 0 
' -
0 
tvoes 0 
' 
-
' 
Table 3.3a Types of access to elaborative meanings in secondary coal texts 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFICIRNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
I Coal is another very 
(RELATIONAL: iq»ortant 
!DENI1FYING) biochemical 
sedimentary rock 
2 is formed It from plant remains 
(MATERIAL) (MANNER:MEANS) 
3 is left plant material on the ground surface 
(MATERIAL) (SPAnAL:LOCATION) 
in contact with the air 
(oxygen) 
(SPAnAL:LOCATION) 
4 decomposes rt 
(MATERIAL) 
5 This is [[what happens in a 
(RELATIONAL: rain forest or in the 
lDENI1FYING) oomp~j]~cap of your 
garden . 
happens what in a rain forest or in the 
(MATERIAL) compost heap of your garden 
(SPAnAL:LOCATION) 
6 accumulates the plant material in a swamp 
(MATERIAL) (SPAllAL:LOCATION) 
6.1 water is covered by rt 
[ [containing (RELATIONAL: 
little or no lDENI1FYING: 
dissolved CIRCUMST ANnAL) 
oxv2enll 
containing little or no oxygen 
(RELATIONAL: 
ATIRIBUTIVE) 
7 is prevented decomposition 
(MATERIAL) 
8 by layers of will be covered the plant material eventually 
sediment (MATERIAL) (TEMPORAL: LOCATION) 
9 The weight will compress the plant remains 
of the (MATERIAL) 
sediment 
9.1 will be transformed which into carbon • coal 
(MATERIAL) (ROLE:RESUL T) 
with time 
(TEMPORAL:EJITENT) 
10 coal is carbonized plant 
(RELATIONAL: remains 
-- -
!lli!N"f"!ITING) -
- - -- -
Figure 3.4a Transitivity analysis of SCOALI 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 was formed coal from the remains of plants 
(MATERIAL) buried by sediments 
(MANNER:MEANS) 
by sediments buried 
(MATERIAL) 
02 built up layers of dead trees In ancient forests 
(MATERIAL) and other plants (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
on the forest floor 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
2.1 were which warm and humid 
(RELATIONAL: 
ATIRIBUTIVE) 
03 could rot they 
(MATERIAL) 
04 sank the land 
(MATERIAL) 
05 with water were covered these layers of 
(MATERIAL) vegetation 
06 which deposited sediments of gravel, 
(MATERIAL _l_ sand, mud and silt. 
07 the weight of removed much of the water from the plant remains 
the (MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
sediments over millions of years 
and high (TEMPORAL: EXTENT) 
tem~ratures 
08 peat are known as these plant remains 
(RELATIONAL: 
IDENTIFYING) 
09 was compressed the peat 
(MATERIAL) 
10 became warmer 
(RELATION~) 
ATIRIBUTJVE 
II was driven out moisture 
(MATERIAL) 
12 became • brown coal, or lignite (RELATIONAL: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) I 
13 built up more layers of in some places 
(MATERIAL) sediment (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
on top of the brown coal 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) I 
14 This caused to be more and more 
I driven out moisture 
(MATERIAL) 
15 was formed black coal 
(MATERIAL) 
16 has anthracite the lowest moisture 
(RELATIONAL: content of all types 
POSSESSIVE) 
17 is found • in AustraJia (MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
Figure 3.5a Transitivity analysis of SCOAL2 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 Figure 3.6b shows [[plant material 
(RELATIONAL: building up in a 
IDENTIFYING) swampll 
building up plant material in a swamp 
LMATERIAL) (SPAT!AL:LOCATION) 
02 are broken down dead plant leaves and 
I (MATERIAL) stems 
03 fall they to the ground 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
04 become part of the soil humus 
I 
(RELATIONAL: 
A TIRIBUTIVE) 
05 ~ it [{that the breakdown possible in some swamps 
(RELATIONAL: is not complete]] (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
ATIRIBUTIVE) 
is not the breakdown complete 
(RELATIONAL: 
A TIRIBUTIVE) 
06 are being the plant pieces faster [[than they break I 
j;roduced L) down]] 
MATERIAL (MANNER:COMPARISON) 
. ~1reak down they MATERIAL) 
07 can be squeezed layers of such plant 
(MATERIAL) remains 
08 changed into the rock - coal 
(MATERIAL) (ROLE:RESUL T) 
over millions of years 
(TEMPORAL:EXTENT) 
Figure 3.6a Transitivity analysis ofSCOAL3a 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
OJ are coal deposits very common in many areas of Australia 
(RELA TIONA!.: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
A TI'RIBUTIVE) 
02 start they all as plant remains [[that are not 
(MATERIAL) fully broken down and put 
back int()the soil]] 
(ROLE:GUISEl 
are broken down that 
(MATERIAL) 
put back into the soil 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:UlCATION) 
03 Peat is the fint stage of the 
{RELATIONAL: change to coal 
IDENTIFYING) 
3.1 is which a watery, spongy black 
(RELATIONAL: mass of plant material 
ATI'RIBUTIVE)_ 
04 can be dried and Peat in the same way as coal 
burnt (MANNER: COMPARISON) 
(MATERIAL) 
05 it does not give out as much heat 
(MATERIAL) 
06 may take Large areas of peat millions of years 
(RELATIONAL: 'bogs' 
ATI'RIBlJilVE: 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL) 
07 to form 
(MATERIAL) 
08 are laid other layers of rock on top (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) 
09 the weight squeezes the peat into brown coal 
of these (MATERIAL) (ROLE: RESULT) 
sediments 
10 into black coal (ROLE: 
RESULT) 
11 make These two types of better fuels 
(RELATIONAL: coal 
ATI'RIBVTIVE) 
Figure 3.7a Transitivity analysis of SCOAL3b 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Category* 
01 Coal is another vecy_im_Qortant biochemical sedimentary rock. 
02 It is formed from lllllDl rs:maiD~· 6a, Ia 
03 <<ifplant material is left on the ground surface in~ with the air Ia 
(oxygen)>> 
04 Normally_<< .... >> it decoll!poses 
05 This is [[what happens in a rain forest or in the compost heap of your gardenll. 
06 <<ifthe pJant material accumulates in a swamp 
6.1 where it is covered by water [[containing little or no djssolyed oxygen])>> 5a 
07 However<< ... >> .. is prevented Ia 
' 
08 The plant material will eventually be covered bv lavers of sediment. 
09 The weight of the sediment will compress the olant 6a, Ia 
9.1 which will with time be transformed into carbon - coal. _I 
. 10 _ Thus_£_oal is merely carbonjzed plant remains 5a, 6a, Ia _I 
- -
Catcg"orics- of gramriiatic3.1 metaphOr are-detailed Iii Tables 2.12-ai1d2.13Tn Cbiptef2 
Table 3.4a Grammatical metaphor in SCOALI 
Cl Metaphors underlined Category* 
01 Coal was formed from lh~ r~maiD~ of plants [[buried by sediments]). Ia 
02 In ancient forests, << ... >>layers of dead trees and other plants built up on the 
forest floor 
2.1 <<which were warm and humid>> 
03 before thev could rot. 
04 As the land sank 
05 these lavers of vegetation were covered with water 
06 which dePosited sediments of_gravel sand mud and silt. 
07 Over millions of years the weight of the sediments and high temperatures 6a, Ia 
removed much of the water from the llliml rs:maiu~. 
08 These J21antn:main~ are known as peat. 6a, Ia 
09 As the_p_eat was comPressed 
10 and became warmer 
II moisture was driven out 
12 and it became brown coal or lignite. 
13 In some places more layers of sediment built up on top of the brown coal. 
14 This ~more and more moisture to be driven out 12b 
15 and black coal was formed. 
16 Anthracite has the lowest mQimlr~ ~QDl~nt of all types 6a, lc 
17 but it is rarely found in Australia. 
. CategoriCs<ifgrammatical metaphor are detailed in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 in Cbaptef2 
Table 3.5a Grammatical metaphor in SCOAL2 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Cat02orv• 
01 Figure 3.6b shows plant material building up in a swamp. 
02 Usuallv. dead plant leaves and stems << ....... >>are broken down 
03 <<when they fall to the ground>> 
04 and become part of the soil humus (see Chapter 2) 
05 In some swamps, however, it is possible [[that the brealldown is not Ia 
complete]], 
06 because the plant pieces are being produced faster [[than they break down.ll 
07 Layers of such lliWll rs:main~ can be squeezed 6a, Ia 
08 and changed over millions of vears into the rock, coal. 
*Categories of grammatical metaphor- are detailed in Tables 2.12 and2]} in Chapter} 
Table 3.6a Grammatical metaphor in SCOAL3a 
Cl Metaphors underlined Cat02orv• 
OJ C~U.II d!:JlQSits are very common in many areas of Australia. 6a, Ia 
02 They all start as lliant remains [[that are not fully broken down and put back 6a, Ia 
into the soil.ll 
03 Ih~ fir~! ~Ia~~ of lh~ ~ban~~ to coal is peat, 12a, Jc 
3.1 which is a watery, spongy black mass of plant material. 
04 (Peat can be dried and burnt in lb~ ~am£ ~al! as coal, 12d 
05 but it does not give out nearly as much g.) 2a 
06 Large areas of peat 'bogs' may take millions of years 
07 to form. 
08 As other lavers of rock are laid on top 
09 the weight of these sediments squeezes the peat into brown coal 
10 then into black coal. 
II These two types of coal make better fuels. 
*CategOries of gramtriatical metaphor-are detailed in -f8.bles 2.12 and2l3 in Chapter1 
Table 3.7a Grammatical metaphor in SCOAL3b 
Primary texts: 
01 Coal is a sedimentary rock [[made up almost 
entirely of decayed plants and animals]] 
02 Coal is formed in such places as swamps. 
03 As the plant and anima] matter [[that falls into the 
swamp]] decomposes over time, 
04 it is turned into peat. 
05 As more layers of material are added on top 
of the peat, 
06 greater pressure is placed on the layers underneath. 
07 It is this pressure [[that turns peat into coal]]. 
imp/i.e. 
Figure 3.8a Conjunction in PCOALI 
01 
,z 
?Jexp/simu1 tmp/succ 05 
~exp/simul 
06~ 
07 
0 l Coal is formed from the remains of plants 
[[that grew millions of years ago]]. 
imp/i.e. ~1 
02 When these plants died 
03 they were buried under layers of mud and sand, 
which eventua11y became rocks. 
04 Over vast periods of time, heat and the pressure 
of the rocks gradually changed the plants into coal. 
Figure 3.9a Conjunction in PCOAL2 
How coal was formed 
01 Coal has formed over millions of years from the remains 
of ancient forests ([growing on swamps]]. 
02 (I) As forest trees and plants died 
03 they fell into the swamps 
04 fonning layers of dead vegetation. 
OS Later, sedimentary rocks fonned on top of these layers (2). 
06 The pressure [[caused by the rocks]] made the layers 
of vegetation denser and harder (3), 
07 and fonned them into a solid rock- coal (4). 
impfi.e. 
Figure 3.1 Oa Conjunction in PCOAL3 
02s explsimul 
03 
04 imp/succ 
:>xp/simul 
~mp/man 
:>exp/succ 
os·mp/succ 
4 impfman 
0 
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Literal Inferential 
Explicit Implicit Scripta! Entailed Textual 
Referential Ideational 
TEXTS-PCOAL 'I '] ' 1 I ' I ' 1 1 , 1 , I I l I 3 t 1 1 1 3 I I l I 3 
CONDITIONS 
dead 
' ' 
nlant material 
' ' 
accumulates 0 
' 
does not decomnose 0 0 
TRIGGER 
water 0 0 
denosits 0 0 
sediments 
' ' 
cover 
' ' dead 
' ' 
-Diant material 
' ' 
TRANSFORMATION 1 
wei2ht of sediments 0 
' ' 
coffiOress 0 
' ' 
dead 
' ' ' 
Plant material 
' ' ' 
millions ofvears 
' ' ' form ' ' ' 
neat ' 
coal 
' ' 
TRANSFORMATION 2 
weie.ht of sediments 
' 
comDfess 
' 
---peat 
' 
forms ' 
brown coal 
TRANSFORMATION 3 
well!'ht of sediment 
comnress 
brown coal 
form 
hhu:~k coal 
' 
Table 3.8a Types of access to nuclear meanings in primary coal texts 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 Coal is a sedimentary rock ([made 
(RELATIONAL: up almost entirely of 
IDENTIFYING) decayed plants and 
animals]] 
made up of decayed plants and 
(RELATIONAL: animals 
A ITRIB!JTIVE) 
02 is formed Coal in such places as swamps 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
03 decomposes the plant and animal matter over time (TEMPORAL: 
(MATERIAL) [[th':,~fr into the EXTENT) 
swam 
falls that into the swamp (SPATILOC) 
(MATERIAL) 
04 is turned into it peat 
(RELATIONAL: 
A ITRIB\JTIVE) 
05 are added L)_ more and more layers on top of the peat 
_(MATERIAL (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
06 is placed greater and greater on the layers underneath 
(MATERIAL) pressure (SPATIAL:LOCATIO!'l) 
07 this pressure is It[[ that turns peat into 
(RELATIONAL: coal]] 
IDENTIFYING) 
that turns into peat coal 
(RELATIONAL: 
A ITRIB\JTIVE) 
Figure 3.11a Transitivity analysis of PCOAL 1 
No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 is formed Coal from the remains of plants 
(MATERIAL) [[that grew millions of years 
ago]) (MANNER: MEANS) 
grew that millions of years ago 
(MATERIAL) (TEMPORAL:LOCATION) 
02 died these plants 
(MATERIAL) 
03 were burie~ _ they under layers of mud and sand 
(MATERIAL (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
04 became which rocks eventually 
(RELATIONAL: (TEMPORAL: LOCATION) 
A ITRIBUTIVE) 
05 heat and the changed the plants Over vast periods of time 
pressure of (MATERIAL) (TEMPORAL:EXTENT) 
the rocks gradually (MANNER: 
QUALITY) 
into coal (ROLE: RESULT) 
Figure 3.12a Transitivity analysis ofPCOAL2 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEF!C/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 has formed Coal over millions of years 
(MArnRIAL) (lllMPORAL:EX!ENT) 
from the remains of ancient 
forests [[growing on 
swamps]] 
(MANNER: MEANS) 
growing on swamps (SPATIAL: 
(MArnRIAL) LOCATION), 
02 died forest trees and plants 
(MArnRIAL) 
03 fell they into the swamps 
(!>!A 11lRlAL) . (SPAT!AL:LOCATION) 
04 forming layers of dead vegetation 
(MA rnRIAL) 
05 formed sedimentary rocks Later 
(MArnRIAL) (lllMPORAL:LOCA TION) 
on top of these layers 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
06 The made the layers of vegetation denser and harder 
pressure (RELATIONAL: 
[[caused by 
the rocksli 
AITRIBUTIVE) 
by the rocks caused 
(RELATIONAL: 
IDENTIFYING) 
07 formed them into a solid rock - coal 
(MA rnRIAL) (ROLE:RESUL T) 
Figure 3.13a Transitivity analysis of PCOAL3 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Cat~ory* 
01 Coal is a sedimentary rock [[made up almost entirely of decayed plants and Sa 
animalsll 
02 Coal is formed in such places as swamps. 
03 As the plant and animal matter [[that falls into the swamp]] decomposes over 
time 
04 it is turned into peat. 
05 As more lavers of material are added on top of the peat 
06 l!l'eater oressure is olaced on the lavers underneath. 
07 It is this pressure [[that turns peat into coal]]. 
Catejories of graril.maticaJ metaphor are detailed in Tibles 2.12 and 2.13 in Chaptef2 
Table 3.9a Categories of grammatical metaphor in PCOALJ 
Cl Metaphors underlined Cat~ory* 
01 Coal is formed from lh~ r~main~ of plants [[that grew millions of years ago]]. Ia 
02 When these plants died 
03 they were buried under layers of mud and sand 
04 which eventually became rocks. 
05 Over vast periods of time, heat and the pressure of the rocks gradually changed 
the plants into coal. 
*Categories -Of grammatical metaPhor are detailed in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 in Chapter 2 
Table 3.10a Categories of grammatical metaphor in PCOAL2 
Cl Metall_hors underlined Categ<>_ry* 
01 Coal has formed over millions of years from lbe remains of ancient forests Ia 
rr growing on swamps]]. 
02 (ll_As forest trees and plants died 
03 they fell into the swamps 
04 forming layers of dead vegetation. 
05 Later sedimentary rocks formed on too ofthese lavers (2). 
06 The pressure [[caused by lbe rocks]l made the layers of vegetation denser and 12b 
harder (3), 
07 and formed them into a solid rock- coal (4). 
Categories of grammatical metaphor are detailed in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 in Chapter 2 
Table 3.1 Ia Categories of grammatical metaphor in PCOAL3 
SlX~.L punos JO s~s,<pmy 
09v 
461 
Secondary texts: 
I /ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon ~ Identificatio~uses and transmits MACRO- THEME . . . 
Link ,c:::Ji.t rrTo make sounds]] flvnPr-Th~ requ1res v1brauons [[wh1ch d1sturb the a~rl[ :> 
02 Small vibration:>- ~ cause soft sounds. 03 Large vibrations disturb the air more 04 to produce loud sounds 04a Vibrating_materia1s produce sounds 
Analogic 
" > c::::::ns Vibrating materials HviJer Th send sound waves through the air Account r- erne 
06 As the materials vit,ate ~ 07 ~ they disturb the air particles near them 08 These air particles disturb other air particles and so on. 
09 Just like a long chain of dominoes the disturbance or sound wave is passed on from 
air particle to air particle. 
IO Unlike the dominoes the air particles spring back to their originaJ position. 
II Sound waves travel through gases, liquids and solids. 
I2 because they all contain particles [[which will carry 
or transmit disturbances}]. 
I3 However, sound waves 
will not travel through a vacuum 
\3-I 
which is an empty space 
14 without particles [[to transmit the sound waves cannot be formed 
disturbance from a vibrating object ') 
PHENOMENON 
' <L~ Figure I5.I Hvoer shows a vibrating object [[producing sound waveill:> 
)OXEMPLIFICATION r:-Theme J 
IMPLICATION 16 As the object moves to the right J \\ it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it. SEQUENCES 17 
18 The compressed air particles- push on the particles to their right 
I9 and compress them. 
20 As each air particle pushes on the next 
one to its right 
2I the compression travels through the air. 
22 When the vibrating object 
23 
moves back to its left the air particles next to it are no longer being pushed 
24 They spread out 
25 or are stretched apart 
26 As a compression travels through the air; 
27 it is followed by the stretching apart of air particles 
28 Because the vibrating object 
continually moves back and forth 
a se!les of compressions and stretchings of air 29 particles is sent out from the ob·ect. 
CLOSURE 
( Conclusion 30 These compressions and stretchings make up a sound wave I 
Extension 31 The vibrating object focuses most of the sound waves in the general 
direction of its vibrations. 
32 However, bending of the edges of has the effect of sending them out in aH directions 
the sound waves around the vibrating object 
33 This is shown by the top view of the vibrating object in 
Figure 15.1 
Generalization j; The same process 
so that theY 
can occur with the particles in a liquid or a solid 
will transmit sound J 
The text is divided into two columns showing Theme on the left and Rheme on the right. Marked Themes are in italics and p clauses as marked 
Themes are in bold italics. 
Figure 4.1 a Theme and schematic structure in SSND 1 
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ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon ~nd as wave motior;:, MACRO THEME Identification 
Analogic 01 If you throw a stone into a pond 
Account 02 the disturbance produces waves [{which travel 
03 The waves [[associated with sound)] 
across the pond in all directions]] 
are similar in some ways, different in others. 
PHENOMENON EXEMPLIFICATION~ Fig 8.31 shows [[ how pressure differences are produced~ 
"" 
in the air around a vibrating hacksaw blade 
. eme 
04a A hacksaw blade / is clamped in a vice 04b ~ and plucked 
.\ 
fi"MPLICATION 04c Asthe blade moves to the right 
"' SEQUENCES (mjdd/e diagram) 04d it compresses the air molecules 
04e producing a high pressure area in the direction of 
motion and a low pressure area on the other side 
04f As the blade flicks back (right diagram) 
04g a new high pressure area is produced on the left, a 
I 
new low pressure one on the right 
05 Asthe high pressure area is produce 
06 the air molecules move out to the low 
pressure area in front of them 
07 increasing the pressure there 
08 and reducing the pressure behind them 
09 The high pressure areas (==compressions) 
\. and low pressure area (=rarefactions) both move outwards from the blade. 
CLOSURE 
Application 10 A loudspeaker works in much the same way 
II vibrating forwards and backwards 
• 12 producing comprcsseions and rarefactions 
I 13 which move through the air in the room 
Clarification 14 It is important to note that the a:r molecules move backwards and forwards 
as the compressions and rarefactions 
are transmitted outwards but the air as a whole does 
not move- winds are not set up. 
Figure 4.2a Theme and schematic structure in SSND2 
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ORIENTATION 
Phenomenon /<E>und wav9 MACRO THEME J Identification 
L 
Link I 01 You have just seen a number of sources of sound 
02 Many being produced in a way similar to musica1 
instruments 
03 in each case a vibration was needed 
04 to produce the sound 
PHENOMENON O~ 
EXEMPLIFICATIO 
c:::·~·-·~ ces sound 
we can learn just what sound is. 
ljype_r-Theme 
\"\. 
/IMPLICATION 07 By looking ciDsely at one of the p;f,gs 1\ " SEQUENCES 08 you can see that it is movin¥: to and fro 
(VIbrating) 
09 As the prong moves outwards 
10 it squashes, or compresses the surrounding air. 
II The particles of air are pushed outwards 
12 crowding against and bashing into their neighbours 
13 before they bounce back. 
14 The neighbouring air particles are then pushed out 
15 to hit the next air particles and so on 
16 This region of slightly squashed together 
air moving out from the prong is caJled a compression 
17 When the prong of the tuning fork moves: 
back again 
18 the rebounding air particles move back 
into the space that is left 
19 This region where the air goes thinner is called a rarefaction 
20 and also moves outwards. 
21 The particles of air move to and fro in the same direction 
in which the wave moves 
' 
22 and do not move along with the compression. / 
CLOSURE 23 Thus sound is a compression wave [[that can be heard]]. Conclusion 
Figure 4.3a Theme and schematic structure in SSND3 
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~R,JW A T!9l'!-- _______ -- _____ ----- ____ ----- ___ ------- ___ ------ ________ --. ________ -~~~: ••••• _______________ ~ 
: Phenomenon ' 
:Identification What causes and transmits sounds? ; 
• ............................................................................................................ "' ,. ........................................................................................................... . 
:Link 01 [[To make sounds]] requires vibrations [[which disturb the air]]. . _ r 01 ; 
1mp/~.e. : 
02 Small vibrations cause soft sounds. 02~- ; 
· 1mp/contr • 
03 Large vibrations disturb the air more 03 : 
04 to produce loud sounds 04 imp/plup ; 
: .••••..•.....• -~~yj~~'!1!n;; rol}t.er!aJ~ J~rAA.l!C1=.~l!f.!~ _.. __ ., •• , •.•••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• , •• ~~!1 ............... J 
~--·····"·······································"·········"··························, ...................... . 
; Analogic 
; Account 
: 
05 Vibrating materials send sound waves through the air 
06 As the materials vibrate 
07 they disturb the air particles near them 
08 These air particles disturb other air particles and so on. 
09 Just like a long chain of dominoes 
the disturbance or sound wave is passed on from 
air particle to air particle. 
10 Unlike the dominoes 
the air particles spring back to their ori~inal position. 
II Sound waves travel through gases, liqutds and solids. 
12 because they all contain particles [[which will carry 
or transmit disturbances]]. 
13 However, sound waves will not travel through a vacuum 
which is an empty space 
14 without particles [{to transmit the 
disturbance .from a vibrating object 
imp/i.e. 
imp/i.e. 
explcontr 
implconsq 
05 06~[/simul 
~~ , imp/.u" 
........10 
ll~p/consq 
ll 
xp/conc 
13~ 
1~ imp/consq 
~- ........... '.' '~?~~~ -~~~~~ ~~~?~ ~-:~~~~.'' ..... '''' ..... ''.' .. '' .. ''' .... ''' ..... ''' .. ' .... '''' ...... . ) 
PHENOMtNUN 
IS Figure 15.1 shows a vibrating object [[producing sound waves]]. 
EXEMPLIFICATION 
IMPLICATION 16 As the object moves to the right 
SEQUENCES 17 it pushes or compresses the air particles next to it. 
18 The compressed air particles push on the particles to their right 
CLOSURE 
19 and compress them. 
20 As each air particle pushes on the next one to iJs right 
21 the compression travels through the air. 
22 When the vibrllling object moves back to its left 
23 the air particles next to it are no longer being pushed 
24 They spread out 
25 or are stretched apart 
26 As a compression travels through the air 
27 it is followed by the stretching apart of air particles 
28 Because the vibradng object continually moves back and forth 
29 a series of compressions and stretchings of air particles 
is sent out from the object. 
imp/i~ 15 
t~ 4 7 exp/simul 1 xplsucc implconsq 1 1 "mp/consq 2~xpl~mul 
1
22 ·mpl•uoc 
2 
xplsimul 
2 "rnplconsq 
Imp/mann I I 25 
imp/'"""1 < ~~xpl•imul 
J 2~xp/consq 
~~~~~~~~?~~~~~~~:!ft.~~~~r?f.~~~~~n~~~~~~e!~~~~~:~~~:UP.~:s?~~~~~~e:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::) 
: ~ E:;rt~;i~~- · · · · 3'( ·rne Vi6i&tirig Ob]ect 'focuses most Otitie souna·waves in ·tfte·generar • • • • • •• • • • • • • ·'" 3>· • •· · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·: 
: direction of its vibrations. xp/conc ; 
; 32 However, bending of the edges of the sound waves 3 ; 
has the effect of sending them out in all directions • 
around the vibrating object 
, 33 This is shown by the top view of the vibrating object in 33 
: Figure 15.1 : 
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::(_·1 
:Generalization 34 The same process can occur with the particles in a liquid or a solid 3~xp/consq ; 
~ .............. ~? .. ~C! ~l!t. tJl.eY. Y!ill.l!!I!I~IJ!.i! ~~~!'~ .............................................. ~ .................. :! 
Figure 4.4a Conjunctive relations and schematic structure in SSNDl 
ORIENTATION 
l.f~~i~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:· ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~'.- ••• '6f lfYOU'thrOW8'stOOC:'iiliO a· pond •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• -~;.' •••••••••••• ··: 
; Account ~ explcond : 
; 02 the disturbance produces waves which 02 ; 
; travel across the pond in all directions ; 
03 The waves [[associated with sound]] are 03 : 
: similar in some ways, different in others. ; 
· ................................................................................................. . 
PHENOMENON 04 Fig 8.31 snows now pressure amerences 
EXEMPLIFICATION are produced in the wr around a vibrating hacksaw blade. 
IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 
CLOSURE 
Fig 8.31 
04a A hacksaw blade is clamped in a vice implie 
04b and plucked 
04c As the blade moves to the right (middle diagram) 
04d it compressses the air molecules 
04e producing a high pressure area in the direction 
of motion and a low pressure area on the other side 
04f As the blade flicks back (right diagram) 
04g a new high pressure area is produced on the left , 
a new low pressure one on the right. 
05 As the high pressure area is produced 
06 the air molecules move out to the low 
pressure area in front of them 
07 increasing the pressure there 
08 and reducing the pressure behind them. 
09 The high pressure areas(== c:ompressions) 
and low pressure area(== rarc:factions) bOth 
move outwards from the blade. 
,04 
J ~ imp/succ 
:b 
~ ~ ~ imp/succ 
:&! 
, - ' explsimul 
.·1---~ 
: . ~ I lmploonsq 
.. , 
: i ) irnplsucc 
·! 
. """ji' I e.plslmul 
. 81 
..:..:. 
05-
jl exp/simul 
06 y imp/consq 
~~ imp/simul 
09 
: A~~~i~~ti~~ ~ .. ~ ... ·~·o A i~~dSpe-ake'r. ~~;k~ i~ ~~~h 'th~ ·;~~ ~~y .............. ·r· ... iO .................... . 
imp/i.e. 
11 vibrating forwards and backwards I"- : 
.., / irnplconsq , 
12 producing compressions and rarefactions 12 : 
.................... ~~i~~~!!l?Y~.'!~ ~?."If.~- ~~r)P..!Jl.e. ~~J!l; ............ ~ ....... ~ ................... ; 
C1~ff;aii~~ .. · · · · · ii ii is' i~~~i i~-~~k·th~~ tt;; ~-~ ~~~~~~j;; ................... ~; .................... . 
move backwards and forwards 
as the compressions and rarefactions are 
transmitted outwards but the air as a whole does not move 
winds are not set up . 
. . . . . ~ ............................................................................................ , 
Figure 4.5a Conjunctive relations and schematic structure in SSND2 
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466 
02 many being produced in a way similar to musical instruments 02 
i 03 m each case a v1brat1on was needed 03 ; 
: 04toproducethesound > ~-! 
··~· -~~. ~~-· ................................................................................................. / 
PHENOMENON EXEMPLJFlCATION OSifwe look at how a tuning fork produces sound 
/IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 
lCLOSURE Conclusion 
06 we can learn just what sound is. 
implie 
07 By looking closely at one of the prongs 
08 you can see that it is moving to and fro (vibrating). 
09 As the prong moves outwards 
10 it squashes, or compresses the surrounding air. 
II The particles of air are pushed outwards 
12 crowding against and bashing into their neighbours 
13 before they bounce back. 
14 The neighbouring air particles are then pushed out 
1 5 to hit the next air particles and so on. 
16 This region of slightly squashed together air moving out 
from the prong is called a compression. 
17 When the prong of the tuning fork moves back again 
18 the rebounding air particles move back into the space 
that is left. 
19 This region where the air goes thinner is called a rarefaction 
20 and also moves outwards. 
2 t The particles of air move to and fro in the same direction 
in which the wave moves 
22 and do not move along with the compression. 
23 Thus sound is a compression wave that can be heard. 
17 
IS 
21 
, .• 
22 
,23 
Figure 4.6a Conjunctive relations and schematic structure in SSND3 
imp/suoc 
l:llp.isimul 
./ 
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Literal 
Exnlicit ., Implicit Textual 
1 ldeaHonru 
TEXTS-SSND 
' ' I ' ' I ' I ' ' I ' I ' ' I ' I ' '1'1'1'1'1' 
~":1~~-I~A2~()N 
moves 
' ' ' 
object 
' ' ' 
right 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
air 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
au 
' ' ' 
push 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
to 
' ' ' 
right 
ON 
' 
0 
' 
-' _" '. 
travels 
' ' 
through the air 
' ' 
object 
' ' ' 
moves 
' ' ' 
left 
' ' ' 
creates 
' " ' 
low pressure area 
' 
0 
' 
right 
' 
0 
' 
0 
_'_ 
' 
air to 0 
' ' 
right 
spread out 
' 
0 
' 
into low pressure 
" " ' 
area 
' ' ' 
travels • • ' 
through the air • ' ' 
obJect . 
sends • 
senes 
' 
' 
through the atr 
Table 4.la Types of reader access to nuclear meanings in IMPLICATION SEQUENCES 
in secondary sound texts 
Literal Inferential 
Explicit Implicit Scripta! Textual 
Entailed Retrieved 
aerera~tiai 1 ldcati<:mal 
TEXTS-SSND 1 I • I ' 1 I 2 I ' 1 I 2 I ' 1 I ' I ' 1 1'1'1 1 1'1' 
IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 
creates 0 X 0 
object 0 X 0 
low pressure area 0 X 0 
left of ob·ecr 0 • 0 
air molecules 0 0 X 
to left 0 0 X 
become • 0 • 
low pressure area 0 X 0 
(compressed air 
molecules} 
move X • X 
low pressure area 0 • 0 
in front of them • • • 
(object) 
compresses 0 X 0 
air molecules • X 0 
left • X • 
Table 4.2a Types of reader access to elaborative meanings in IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES in secondary SOIIDd texts 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
Ol [(To make requires vibrations[[ which 
sounds]] (RELATIONAL: disturb the air]) 
IDENTIFYJNG) ~ 
to make sounds 
(MATERJAL) 
which disturb the air 
(MATERJAL) 
02 small vibrations cause soft sounds 
(RELATIONAL: 
lllENTIFYlNG) 
03 Large vibrations disturb the air more (MANNER:COMPARISON) 
(MATERJAL) 
04 to produce loud sounds 
(MATERJAL) 
05 Vibrating send sound waves through the air 
materials (MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
06 vibrate the materials 
(MATERJALl 
07 they disturb the air particles 
(MATERJAL) near them 
08 These air 
_;isturb L)_ other air particles and so on (MANNER: DEGREE) particles MATERJAL 
09 is passed on the disturbance or Jike a long durin of dominoes 
(MATERJAL) sound wave (MANNER:COMPARISON) 
from air particle to air particle 
(SPATIAL: LOCATION) 
10 spring back the air partides Unlike the dominoes 
(MATERJAL) (MANNER:COMPARlSON) 
to their original position 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
II travel sound waves through gases, liquids and solids 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
12 they all contain particles which 
(RELATIONAL: will carry or 
IDENTIFYING: transmit 
POSSESSIVE) disturbances 
which will carry or disturbances 
transmit 
(Material) 
13 will not travel sound waves through a vacuum 
(MATERJAL) (SPA TIAL:LOCA TION) 
14 which is an empty space 
(RELATIONAL: 
lllENTIFYlNG) 
15 cannot be sound waves without particles [[to transmit the 
formed disturbance from a vibrating 
(MATERIAL) object]] 
(MANNER:MEANS) 
to transmit disturbances from a vibrating object 
_1MA TERJALl (SPA TIAL:LOCA TION) 
16 Figure 15.1 shows a vibrating object 
(RELATIONAL: producing sound 
IDENTIFYJNG) waves 
a vibrating object producing sound waves 
(MATERJAL) 
17 moves the object to the right (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERJAL) 
18 it pushes or the air particles 
compresses next to it 
(MATERJAL) 
19 the compressed push on the particles to 
air particles (MATERJAL) their right 
20 compress them 
(MATERIAL) 
21 each air particle pushes on the next one to its 
(MATERIAL) ri•ht 
22 travels the compression through the air 
(MATERJAL) wave (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
23 moves back the vibrating to its left (SPATI.AL:LOCATION) 
(MATERJAL) ob~ct 
470 
24 are being pushed the air partitles 
(MATERIAL) next to it 
25 spread out they 
(MATERlAL) 
26 are stretched 
apart 
(MATERlALl 
27 travels a compression through the air 
_l_MA TERlALj_ wave (SPA T!AL:LOCA TION) 
28 the stretching is foJ1owed by it 
apart of air (RELA TJONAL: 
particles IDENTIFYING) 
29 moves back and the vibrating continuously 
forth object (TEMPORAL:EXTENf) 
(MATERIAL) 
30 is sent out a series of from the object 
(MATERlAL) compressions and (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
stretchings of air 
particles 
31 these make up a sound wave 
compressions and (RELATIONAL: 
stretchings IDENTIFYING) 
32 The vibrating focuses mosl of the sound in the general direction of its 
object (MATERlAL) waves vibrations 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
33 has bending of the the effect of 
(RELA TJONAL: edges of sound sending them out in 
A TllUBUTIVE: waves aJI directions 
POSSESSIVE) around the vibrating 
o~ject 
sending out them in all directions around the 
(MATERlAL) vibrating object 
(SPATIALLOCATION) 
34 by the top view is shown this 
of the vibrating (RELA TJONAL 
object in figure IDENTIFYING) 
15.1 
35 can occur the same process with particles in a liquid or a solid 
(MATERIAL) (MANNER:MEANS) 
36 they will transmit sound 
(MATERIAL) 
Figure 4.7a Transitivity analysis ofSSNDI 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 you throw a stone lnto a pond (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERJAL)_ 
02 the disturbance produces waves ([which 
(MATERIAL) travel across the 
pond in all 
directions 11 
travel which across the pond 
(MATERIAL) (SPATW-:LOCATION) 
in all directions 
(SPATW-:LOCATION) 
03 are the waves similar in some 
(RELATIONAL: [{associated with ways, different in 
A TIRIBUTIVE) soundll others 
04 shows Fig 8.31 [[how pressure 
(VERBAL) differences are 
produced in the air 
around a vibrating 
hacksaw bladell 
are produced pressure in the air around a vibrating 
(MATERJAL) differences hacksaw blade 
(SPATIAL:LOCATIONl_ 
04a is clamped a hacksaw blade in a vice (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) 
04b plucked 
(MATERIAL) 
04c moves the blade to the right (SPATIAL:LOCATJON) 
(MATERIAL) 
04d it compresses the air molecules 
(MATERIAL) 
04e producing a high pressure 
(MATERIAL) area in the 
direction of 
motion and a low 
pressure area on 
the other side 
04f flicks the blade back (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) (right diagram) 
(SPA TIAL:LOCATION) 
04g is produced a new high on the left (SPATIAL: LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) pressure area 
a new low on the right (SPATlAL:LOCATION) 
pressure area 
05 is produced the high pressure 
j_MA TERJAL) area 
06 move the air molecules out (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) to the low pressure area in front 
of them (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
07 increasing the pressure there 
(MATERIAL) 
08 reducing the pressure 
LMATERIAL) behind them 
09 move the high pressure outwards from the blade 
(MATERIAL) areas (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(=compressions) 
and the low 
pressure areas 
(=rarefactions) 
both 
10 works a loudspeaker in much the same way 
(MATERIAL) (MANNER:COMPARISON) 
II vibrating forwards and backwards 
(MATERJAL)_ (SPATW-:LOCATION) 
12 producing compressions and 
LMATERIAL) rarefactions 
13 move which out (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) through the air in the room 
(SPATW-:LOCATION) 
472 
14 is It [[to note that important 
(RELATIONAL: the air molecules 
A lTRIBUTIVE) move backwards 
and forwards as 
the compressions 
and rarefactions 
are transmitted 
outwards but the 
air as a whole 
does not move]] 
move the air molecules backwards and forwards 
(MATERIAL) (SPA TIAL:LOCA TJON) 
are transmitted the compressions outwards (SPATIAL:LOCATJON) 
(MATERIAL) and rarefactions 
does not move the air as a whole 
(MATERIAL) 
15 are not set up 
(MATERIALi 
winds 
Figure 4.8a Transitivity analysis of SSND2 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 have just seen you a number of 
{MENTAL) sources of sound 
02 being produced many in a way similar to musical 
(MATERIAL) instnunents 
(MANNER: COMPARISON) 
03 was needed a vibration in every case 
(RELATIONAL: (MATTER) 
AITRIBlJilVE) 
04 to produce the sound 
(MATERIAL) 
look at we how a tuning fork 
05 (BEHAVIOURAL) produces sound 
a tuning fork produces sound 
lMATERIAL) 
06 can Jearn we \\-'hat sound is. 
MENrAL 
what is sound 
(RELATIONAL: 
IDENTIFYINGl 
07 looking at one of the prongs 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
08 can see you that it is moving to 
(MENTAL) and fro (vibrating) 
is moving • to and fro (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) 
09 moves the prong outwards (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) 
10 • squashes, or the surrounding 
compresses air 
(MATERIAL) 
II are pushed the particles of outwards (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) air 
12 crowding against their neighbours 
and bashing into 
(MATERIAL) 
13 bounce they back {SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) 
14 are pushed The neighbouring out (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) air Darticles 
15 to hit the next air 
(MATERIAL) particles 
16 a compression is called This region of 
(RELATIONAL: slightly squashed 
IDENTIFYING) together air 
moving out from 
the prong 
moving out from the prong 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATIONL 
17 moves the prong of the back (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERlAL) tuning fork again (TEMPORAL: FREQUENCY) 
18 move the rebounding back (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) air particles into the space that is Jeft 
(SPATIAL:LOCATIO!<}_ 
474 
19 a rarefaction is called This region 
(RELATIONAL: where the air 
IDENTIFY!Nt}) g()es thinner 
goes the air thinner 
(RELATIONAL: 
A TIRIBUTIVE) 
20 moves outwards 
(MATERIAL)_ (SPATIAL: LOCATION). 
21 move to and fro the particles of in the same direction in which the 
(MATERIAL) air wave moves 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
moves the wave 
_{MATERIAL)_ 
22 do not move along (SPATIAL: LOCATION) 
(MATERIAL) with the compression 
(ACCOMPANIMENT) 
23 sound is a compression 
(RELATIONAL: wave that can be 
IDENTIFYING) heard. 
can be heard that 
(MENTAL) 
Figure 4.9a Transitivity analysis of SSND3 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Catej!ory* 
What causes and transmits sounds? 
01 [[To make sounds] vibrations [[which disturb the air]]. 12b, Ia 
02 SmallJ£ihrillillD~  soft sounds. Ia, 12b 
03 Large J£ihrillhm~ disturb the air more Ia 
04 l!! p[QIJll~~ loud sounds. 12b 
materials ll[QI!ll~~ sound 5a, 12b 
05 materials send sound waves through the air. 5a 
06 As the materials vibrate 
07 thev disturb the air oarticles near them. 
08 These air particles disturb other air particles and so on. 
09 Just like a long chain of dominoes, the disturllooce or sound wave is passed on Ia 
from air _particle to air oarticle. 
10 Unlike the dominoes the air particles spring back to their original position. 
II Sound waves travel through gases liQuids and solids 
12 because they all contain particles [[which will carry or transmit lli~lliJ:l:!il!l~~~]]. Ia 
13 However sound waves will not travel through a vacuum 
14 which is an empty space: 
15 without particles [[to transmit the disturbance from a l£ihrating object]], sound Ia, 5a 
waves cannot be formed. 
16 Figure 15.1 shows a object [[producing sound waves]]. 5a,l2b 
17 As the object moves to the right 
18 it oushes or comoresses the air oarticles next to it. 
19 The air particles then push on the particles to their right 5a 
20 and CO!llpress them. 
21 As each air particle pushes on the next one to its right 
22 the travels through the air. Ia 
23 When the v object moves back to its left 5a 
24 the air oarticles next to it are no longer being pushed. 
25 They spread out 
26 or are stretched apart. 
27 As il ~QWlli~s:aism travels through the air Ia 
28 it is [QJIQw~ by the ml:l>bing llll~ll of air particles. 12b, Ia 
29 Because the J£illwing object continually moves back and forth Sa 
30 ~of CQWp[essjQDs and slretchjngs of air particles is sent out from the 12a, I a, Ia 
object. 
31 These compressjons and make up a sound wave. Ia, Ia 
32 The vibrating object focuses most of the sound waves in the general direction 5a,6 
of its ~ih.rwh:ms. 
33 However, heeding of the edges of the sound waves has the effect of sending lal2a, 5a 
them out in all directions around the J£ihwing object. 
34 This is shown by the top ~ of the J£ibrilling object in figure 15.1. Ia, 5a 
35 The same~ can occur with the particles in a liquid or a solid Ia 
36 so that they will also transmit sound. 
. Categones of grarnmahca[ metaphor are del&led m Tables 2.12 and 1.13 m Chapter 2 
Table 4.3a Grammatical metaphor in SSNDI 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Catee:orv* 
Sound as WAV~ mQliWl 6, Ja 
Ol if vou throw a stone into a oond 
02 th~ gi~lllrlliiD~~ llJ:QWJ~~~ waves [[which travel across the pond in all directions]] la, 12b 
03 The waves [[associated with sound]) are similar in some ways different in 
others. 
04 Fig 8.31 shows how pressure differences are wduced in the air around a 6, 2b, 12b, 
:tillmlilll: hacksaw blade. 5a, 
05 As the high pressure area is l2b 
06 the air molecules move out to the low pressure area in front of them 
07 increasing the pressure there 
08 and reducing the pressure behind them. 
09 The high pressure areas (=compressions) and low pressure area (-rarefactions) Ja,Ja 
both move outwards from the blade. 
10 A loudspeaker works in mu~<b tb~ sam~ wa): 12c 
1 1 vibrating forwards and backwards 
12 JXQQl.u~io&: 'Qmgr.c~shms and rmfWiQD~ 12b, Ia, la 
13 which move out through the air in the room. 
14 lt is important to note [[that the air molecules move backwards and forwards as Ia, Ia 
the compressions and rarefactions are transmitted outwards but the air as a 
whole does not mov.,:I] 
15 winds are not set up. 
fig 8.31 
04a A hacksaw blade is clamped in a vice 
04b and plucked 
04c As the blade moves to the right (middle diagram) 
04d it compresses the air molecules 
04e producin~: a high pressure area in the direction oflllQliQn and a low _pressure 12b,Ja 
area on the other side 
04f As the blade flicks back (right diagram) 
04g a new high pressure area is prO<!uced on the left , a n~w low pressure one on the 12b 
right . 
• Calegones of grammattcal metaphor are detat!ed 1n Tables 2 12 and 2, 13 m Chapter 2 
Table 4.4a Grarrunatical metaphor in SSND2 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Cateeory• 
01 You have just seen a number of sources of sound 
02 Many being produced in a way similar to musical instruments. 
03 in each case a vilmlliQ!l was needed Ia 
04 to llfQQY~~ the sound 12b 
05 If we look at [[bow a tuning fork lliil!!UI'~~ sound]] 12b 
06 we can learn [[just what sound is]]. 
07 By looking closely at one of the prongs 
08 you can see [[that it is moving to and fro (vibrating)ll. 
09 As the prong moves outwards 
10 it squashes, or compresses the ~UIIQUDdiD~ air. 5d 
11 The particles of air are pushed outwards 
12 crowding against and bashing into their neighbours 
13 before they bounce back. 
14 The nei, air particles are then pushed out 6 
15 to hit the next air particles and so on. 
16 This region of slightly SQUMhed !Q~ether air [[moving out from the prong]] is Sa, Ia 
called a 
17 When the nrong_ of the tuni!lg fork moves back again 
18 the [i:ll!ll!DdiD~ air J>articles move back into the space[[that is left]]. 5a 
19 This region [[where the air goes thinner]] is called [fa ]] Ia 
20 and also moves outwards. 
21 The particles of air move to and fro in the same direction [[in which the wave 
movesll 
22 and do not move along with lb~ "!IDil~~i!lD· Ia 
23 Thus sound is a •QID~~~i!lD wave [[that can be heard]]. Ia 
• Categones of grammaucal metaphor are dela!led m Tables 2.12 and 2.13 m Chapter 2 
Table 4.5a Grammatical metaphor in SSND3 
Primary texts: 
, OR!J;lf.f A TJ9J'! •••••••••••••••••••••••••• --- • --- • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. 
, Mtenomenon • 
~ J~if~c.~t<!fl ... -~~~ -~~~ ............................................................................. ; 
~·······································································································~ 
; Link OJ When we bang two pieces of wood together ' 
02 we make them vibrate. 
03 H'Un we ltJt t1 drum 
04 we make the surface, or skin, of the drum vibrate, 
OS If you touch the skin of a drum 
, 06 while it is being hit 
) ........ ·/.· ....... ·.· .... / ....... ·.·. -.·.· .. /.·.·.·.· ..... ·.·.·.· ............ /.·. ·.·•·.· ...... , ......... -.~Z-~.~.'!. ~-~t~c;;! .. Q ~ -~~~~-~~~;.~~~}~~ /.·..-/.· .. ••• ••• ·.·.·..-•• /,·.-:-! 
• AnaJogic 081fwe throw a rock into a pond : 
i Account 09 we can watch the 'waves' . ' 
• [[that spread out from the pomt 
[[at which the rock lands]])) 
1 0 The bigger the rock, 
12 and the funher 
13 A similar thing 
IMPLICATION IS u~ .. , ••• 
SEQUENCES ""'n tut •• ,«t.,w 
CLOSURE 
Extension 
20 Thev 
11 As t~e soun;flaves gt!t weak" 
24 The strength of the initial vibration 
Sound waves 
26 Sound waves 
27 This 
28 The molecules in steel 
29 and therefore 
30 Air 
J 1 the bigger the waves 
they travel 
happens 
travel through the air 
19 until they no longer have the strength 
[[to move the next molecule}] 
are called sound waves 
22 the sound gets softer 
23 until it disappears completely. 
affects the distance [[the sound wave will travel]] 
travel at different speeds through different materials 
travel slowly through air, quickly through water 
and even more quicldy through steel 
is ([because sound waves reJy on molecules in the 
material [[thr~mgh which they are travelling]] 
lto knock agamst each other 
to pass the sound waves along]J 
pass the sound waves a lot more quickly [{than air]]. 
has molecules [[that are spaced further apart]]. 
Figure 4.10a Theme and schematic structure in PSNDI 
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,.~~·-·····~············~··········~·······~·······~····~·········································· ;Analogic Ill qytlll m.u. "sliMy" liP .-4 di/Wlf tm. tUk ttlp' : 
:Account .. a---------------02 it squashes together and stretches out ' 
again in a regular panc::m 
03 This 4 is what happens to the air 
04 when aunds are made. : 
....••...•...••..••.••••.••...••. "§;" •..• ·~· •.•. "E:" •... -~· .... ~-..• -~· .•.. ·==· .... ==· .... -~· .... -~· . ./ 
IMPLICATIOS OS The sounds squash or press together a pui<age ofarr 
SEQL"ENCES 06 and when this expands or stretc~ out 
.. ·-----------------~· 07 it squashes the air next to it. 08 This 4 happens over and over again 
09 producing a whole series of squashes 
and stretches 
10 as the sound is passed through the air. 
/C:~.~-- ..................................................................................... , 
; Conclusion 11 •«tlllle SOIIIIds ltiWe • rqulu pattern or : 
: fretueNcy, like tlu WIIVft' CJII tile se• : 
i;::::::::::::::::::::::+::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~:"!:';;~~;':!'!:~~;~;:::::::J 
~ Clarification 13 But so\Dlds are really very small changes in : 
: ............. ~ .......................................................... -~~-~~~~e ........................ ; 
/"··~···· .. ····~···"~~--- .. ·~·········"···"······················ .. ········.-·····················. 
: Applicaion 14 We caD.llOt see sounds ·• 
• 1 S but we can hear tbem 
16 when our ears pick up the changes 
in air pressure of ilie air. 
18 you smash air between your hands 
19 and the changes in air pressure 
• make the soUDds you hear. 
' / ' ............................................................................................. . 
Figure 4.lla Theme and schematic structure in PSND2 
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ORIENTATION 
~ • • r r •• • r • • • • • • • r •• r • r rr • • •• r • •• r • •• • r •• r • • • r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r ••• • r • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • r • • • • • • • • r • •, 
;Phen~en~n How sound travels ; 
·.I~ti~91J ............................................................................................... ; , ..............................•......•........•...............•....................................... 
: Analogic 01 Sound travels through tbe air : 
• Account • 
: 02 by spreading ou}.ja.a series of ripples, ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ...... " " . !i .. ~_ljppJ~~ ?!I}~ P:'~ ................. : 
IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 03 These ripples ..... 
04 
ate ulled "sound waves" 
and are c,s~tl by the air vibrating. 
480 
/CLOSURE '\ 
~················· .. ···················································································~ 
; Generalization 05 In fact. sound can travel through any substance. 
06 This 4 
07 You 
08 
.wuu that you can hear sounds underwater 
can evm bear a sound travelling through wood 
if you put your ear to a table-top 
• 09 and tap a spoon on the table 
~--···~·······························································································/ / ................................................................................................ ···· .. 
Application /0 On the moon or in space, there is no air (or any other substaDU) 
11 ~o carry the vibrations 
12 This~ •et~~~~ that the moon is completely silent 
13 u sound cannot travel. 
14 Consequently, astronauts in space use radios 
15 to talk to each other. 
/6 In an emergency, however, they rould c.ommunicate 
17 by pressing their sp,ace.suit helmets together. 
Figure 4.12a Theme and schematic structure in PSND3 
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/"oRIENT A TION '\ 
,~,_,, .. , ..................... ~ ..................................................................................................................................... . 
• Phenomenon Sound waves : 
:. }sf~~~~<!.n .. • .............. • ........ • ............. • .................... • ...................... • ........................ • ...................................... ; 
; ~;~· · · · · · · · · oi· w~~ we bang· ~o ·pteces Of~OOd ·tOgether······················· .. ······ ·oi ~·e~;~~~:; ·~ 
02 we make them vibrate. o~ : 
i: 03 When we hit a drum I: I: I: 
04 we make the surface, or skin. of the drum vibrate. 
! f 05Ifyoutouchtbeskinofadrum ~~ ; 
i : exp/cond ; 
I ~ 06 while it is being hit 06 expisimulf 
I ~ 07 you will feel [[the skin vibrating]]. 07 ; 
" ..................................................................................................................................................................... ,.. ( ~:~~- ...... Oi ii~e· ~:; ~-~;~~-~~d ..................................... , ........ ·~~~~~~~~ o;>~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~, ···~ 
; Account exp/cond ' 
: 09 we can watch the Waves' 09 : 
; [[that spread out from the point : 
: [[at which the rock lands]]]] 
10 The bigger the rock, 
11 the bigger the waves 
12 and the further they travel. 
IMPLlCA TION 15 When an object vibrates 
SEQUENCES 
16 it causes particles, or molecules, in the air to bounce 
against each other 
17 thereby causing other molecules to do the same. 
I 8 These waves of moving molecules travel through the air 
19 until they no longer have the strength [(to move the next 
molecule]]. 
20 They are called 
21 As the sound waves get weaker 
22 the sound gets softer 
23 until it disappears completely. 
24 ~strength of the initial vi~~ation affects the distance 
uthe sound waves wiJI travel II. 
1~impicond ~ 
II~ ; 4imp/cond 
" ~exp/simul 
. _ 
:::::===-exp/man 
17 
1~exp/succ 
··----
''~ 
exp/simul 
"> expisucc 23 
24 
~LOSf!RE 25 Sound waves travel at different speeds through different < 5 
xtens10n materials. imp/e. 
26 Sound waves travel slowly through air, quickly through water 6 
and even more quieldy through steel. 
27 This is [[because sound waves rely on molecules in the material 
[[through, which they are travelling]] to knock against each other 
to pass the sound waves along]J 
28 The molecules in steel are very close together 
29 and therefore pass the sound waves a lot more quickly [[than airl). 
30 Air has molecules {[that are spaced further apart]]. 
27 
t::>expiconsq 
>impiconsq 
Figure 4.13a Conjunction and schematic structure in PSNDl 
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03 This is what happens to tbe air 
04 wben sounds are made. 
···-~···········~·--~-·-~~······~··············--························ 
IMPLICATION 
SEQUENCES 
O:S The sounds squash or press together a 
package of air 
06 and when this expands or stretches out again 
07 it squashes the air next to it. 
08 Thi& happens over and over again 
impli•_c; 
09 producing a whole series of squashes and stretches 
l 0 as the sound is passed through the air. 
I 7 When you clap 
impl<g < 
18 you smash air between your bands 
0~impko""' 
09 ~ exptsimul 10./ 
:7~oxpl~mul 
l
_l itql/consq 
t 9 and the changes in air pressure make tbe sounds 'r , ....................... ~~~~-~~ ............................................................... ~ 
Figure 4.14a Conjunction and schematic structure in PSND2 
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1MPLICATION 03 These ripples are called "sound waves .. 
SEQUENCES 
04 and are c~U~Se4 bv the air vibnrtin2. 
?-9.-9.~Y-~.............................................................. ~i ... .................... ) 
: Generalization 05 In fact, sound can travel through any substance. ~ : 
06 This .uas that you em bear sounds w::tderwater. 
07 You can even hear a sound travelling through wood 
08 if you put your ear to a table-top 
06 
~ .oxp/cond i 
~ : 
07~ ' 
09 and tap a spoon on tbe table. )9~ 1mp/succ ~ 
···•···•···•·········••··••··•······••••·······•·•••······••·····•··•·•·•··· ..•..•...•..•.•.•........ / 
Application 10 Ou the moon or in~. there is no air (or any other sutistance) 
11 to cany the vibrations. 
12 This.u#IV that tM moon i.s completely silent 
13 as sound caDDOt travel. 
14 Consequc:ntly, astronauts in space use radios 
15 to talk to each other. 
16 In an emergency, however, they could communicate 
17 by pressing their space-suit helmets together. 
'io·~·::--···· .. 
It~ : 
">..t : ~/consq ~ 
13 ) explcon.sq ; 
14 .....__ 
1,~ 
16 .....__ 
11~ 
~exploonct 
explma:o. 
: 18 
• 18 Tbis would cllow sound to travel as vibratiollS ~ 
'(· ....... ' ......... ~~~ !~!~~ .~e~~ ."!'.~ ~-·-~ ~~ ~-~.·!~ ......................................... _j 
Figure 4.15a Conjunction and schematic structure in PSND3 
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Table 4.6a Types of reader access to nuclear meanings in primary sound texts 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEF/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 we bang two pieces of together 
(MAITRIAL) wood (A lTRIBFTE) 
02 we make vibrate them 
(MAITRIAL) 
03 we hit a drum 
(MAITRIAL) 
04 we make vibrate the surface, or 
(MAITRIAL) skin of the drum 
05 touch you the skin of a drum 
(BEHA VIO!JRAL) 
06 is being hit 
• (MATERIAL) 
rt 
07 will feel you [[the skin 
(MENTAL) vibrating]]. 
vibrating the skin 
(MAITRIAL) 
08 we throw a rock into a pond (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
(MAITRJAL) 
09 can watch we the 'waves' [[that 
(BEHAVtO!JRAL) spread out from the 
point {[at which the 
rock lands]] 
spread out !hat from the point Hat which the 
(MAITRIAL) rock lands ]1 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
lands the rock 
(MAITRLAL) 
10 (RELATIONAL: the rock the bigger 
ATTRJBUT!VE) 
II (RELATIONAL: the waves the bigger 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
12 travel they the further (SPATLAL:EXTENT) 
(MATERLAL) 
13 happens a similar thing 
(MATERIAL) 
14 vibrates object 
(MAITRIAL) 
15 vibrates object 
(MATERIAL) 
16 • causes to bounce particles, or against each other (MATERIAL) molecules, in the (SPATIAL LOCATION) 
air 
17 causing to do other molecules the same 
(MATERIAL) 
18 travel these waves of through the air 
(MAITRIAL) moving molecules (SPATIAL:LOCA TION) 
19 have they the strength {(to no longer (TEMPORAL:EXTENT) 
(RELATIONAL: move the next 
PossfSSJV"E: molecule]] 
A TTRIBUT!VE) 
to move the next molecule 
(MAITRIAL) 
20 sound waves are called they 
(RELATIONAL: 
IDENTIFYING) 
21 gets the sound waves weaker 
(RELATIONAL: 
A TTRJBUT!VE) 
22 gets the sound softer 
(RELATIONAL: 
A TTRJBUT!VE) 
23 disappears it 
(MAITRIAL) 
24 The strength of affects the distance [fthe 
the initial (RELATIONAL: sound waves will 
vibration IDENllFYING) travel]] 
will travel the sound waves 
(MATERIAL) 
486 
25 travel sound 'ilt"aVCS at different speeds 
(MAnlUAL) (MANNER:QUALITY) 
through different materials 
(SPA TIAL:LOCA TION) 
26 travel sound waves slowly (MANNER:QUALITY) 
(MAnlUAL) through air 
(SPAT!AL:LOCATION) 
quickly (MANNER:QUALITY) 
through water 
(SPA TIAL:LOC'A TION) 
more quickly 
(MANNER:COMPARJSON) 
through steel 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
27 [(because is !his 
sound waves (RELATIONAL: 
rely on IDENTlFYING) 
[[molecules in 
the material 
([through 
which they are 
travelling]] to 
knock against 
each other to 
pass the so\Dld 
waves 
along]]]] 
sound waves rely on molecules in the 
(RELATIONAL: material [[through 
IDENTIFYING) which they are 
travelllng)] to 
knock against 
each other to pass 
the sound waves alo~~ll 
are travelling they through which 
(MATERIALf (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
to knock molecules ln the against each other 
(MATERIAL) material (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
to pass the sound along (SPATIAL:LOC'ATION) 
(MATERIALY 
28 .,. the molecules in very close together 
(RELATIONAL: steel 
A TTIUBUilVE) 
29 pau the sound waves a lot more quiCkly [[than alf]J 
(MATERIAL) (MANNER:COMPARJSON) 
30 has air molecules [[that are 
(RELATIONAL: spaced further 
I'OSSESS!VE: apan]] 
A TTIUBL TIVE) 
are spaced that funherapan 
(RELATIONAL: 
ATTIUBUJlVE) 
Figure 4.16a Transitivity analysis ofPSNDl 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFICIRNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 you shake a slinky up and down (MANNER:QUALITY) 
(MATERIAL) on a tabletop 
(SPA TIAL:LOC A TION) 
02 squashes together it again 
and S1retches out in a regular pattern 
(MATERIAL) (MAN'-'ER:QUALITY) 
03 This is what happens to 
(RELATIONAL: the air 
!DENTIFY1NG) 
happ<DS to what the air 
{_MATERIAL~ 
04 are made g sounds 
(MATI!RIAL 
OS The sounds squash or press a package of air 
together 
(MATERIAL) 
06 expands or this again 
stretches out 
(MATERIAL) 
07 it squashes the air next to it 
(MATERIAl.) 
08 happens this over and over again 
(MATERIAL) 
09 producing a whole series of 
(MATERIAL) squashes and 
stretches 
10 is passed the sound through the air 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
II have sounds a regular pattern or like the waves on the sea 
(RELATIONAL: frequency (MAN'-'ER:COMPAIUSON) 
pOSSESSIVE: 
A 17JUlliJT!VE) 
12 so1.md "waves" are c:alled 1hey 
(RELATIO~ 
!DENTIFYlNG 
13 liOUDds are very small 
(RELATIONAL: c.b.anges in the 
IDENTIFYING) pressure of the 
air 
14 cannot see we souods 
(MENTAL) 
15 can hearl) we 1hem 
(MENTAL 
16 pick up our ean the changes in air 
(MEt-TAL) pressure 
16a see pages 22-25 
{BI!HA VIOURAL) 
17 elap you 
(MATERIAL) 
18 you smash air between your hands 
/MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
19 the changes in make tbe sounds [[you 
air pressure (RELATIONAL: bear]] 
!DENTIFY1NG) 
hear you 
(MEt-TAL) 
Figure 4.17a Transitivity analysis ofPSND2 
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No AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFICIRNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 travels sound through the air 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
02 spreading out in a series of ripples 
(MATERlAL} (MANNER:MEANS} 
like ripples in a pond 
(MANNER:COMP ARJSON) 
03 sound waves are called these ripples 
(TOKEN) (RELATIONAL: (VALUE) 
IDENTIFYING) 
04 the air vibrating are caused by ( --· . ... ) 
(TOKEN) (RELATIONAL 
IDENTIFYING) 
05 can travel sound through any substance 
(MATERIAL) (SPA TIAL:LOCATION) 
06 This means that you can hear 
(RELATIONAL: sounds 
IDENTIFYING) underwater 
can hear you sounds underwater 
(MENTAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
07 can hear you a sound travelling 
(MENTAL) throllgll_ wood 
travelling a sound through wood 
i_MATER!AL I _{SPAT!AL:LOCATION) 
08 you put your ear to a table top 
(MATERIA!.) , (SPAT!AL:LOCATIONl 
09 tap a spoon on the table 
fMATER!AL) (SPAT!AL:LOCATION) 
10 ~ no air (or anv on the moon or in space 
(EXISTENTIAL) other subs.IDce) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
II to carry the vibrations 
(MATERJAL) 
12 This means that the moon is 
(RELATIONAL: compktely silent 
IDENTIFYING\ 
is the moon silent 
(RELATIONAL: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
13 cannot travel sound 
(MATERlAL) 
14 astronauts use radios 
(MATERIAL) 
I 5 to talk to each other 
(VERBAL) 
16 could they in an emergency 
communicate (TEMPORAL: LOCATION) 
(VERBAL) . 
17 pressing their space suit together 
(MATERJAL) helmets (ATTRIBUTE) 
18 This would allow to sound as vibralions (ROLE) 
travel through their helmets 
(MATERIAL) (SPAT:LOCATION) 
and through the air inside 
(SPATIAI.:LOCATION) 
Figure 4.!8a Transitivity analysis ofPSND3 
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Cl Meta_phors underlined Catel!orv• 
01 When we bang two pieces of wood together 
02 we make them vibrate. 
03 When we hit a drum 
04 we make the surface or skin of the drum vibrate. 
05 If vou touch the skin of a drum 
06 while it is being hit 
07 ~ou will feel[Lthe skin vibrating]l. 
08 If we throw a rock into a pond 
09 we can watch the 'waves' [[that spread out from the point [[at which the rock 
lands_]]] 
10 The bigger the rock 
11 the biluzer the waves 
12 and the further they travel. 
13 A ~imil~[ lbiDi happens 12a 
14 when an obiect vibrates. 
15 When an obiect vibrates 
16 it= particles, or molecules, in the air to bounce against each other l2b 
17 thereby. other molecules to do the same. 12b 
18 These waves of lliiD!.iD& molecules travel through the air Sa 
19 until they no longer have the [[to move the next molecule]]. 2b 
20 Th"Y_ are called sound waves. 
21 As the sound waves get weaker 
22 the sound 2ets softer 
23 until it disapoears COil1Jlletely. 
24 The stJ=eDetb of the initial vibration affects the distance [{the sound waves will 2b, Ia, 12b 
traveiJ). 
25 Sound waves travel at different speeds throul!h different materials. 
26 Sound waves travel slowly through air, quickly through water and even more 
quickly through steel. 
27 This is [[because sound waves~ [[molecules in the material [[through 12b 
which they are travelling]] to knock against each other to pass the sound waves 
along]lll. 
28 The molecules in steel are very close together 
29 and therefore pass the sound waves a lot more quickly [[than airll. 
30 Air has molecules [[that are soaced further aPartll. 
• Categones of grammatical metaphor are detailed m Tables 2.12 and 2.13 m Chapter 2 
Table 4.7a Grammatical metaphor in PSNDI 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Category* 
01 If you shake a "slinkv" up and down on a table top 
02 it squashes together and stretches out uain in a regular pattern. 
03 This is [[what happens to the air]] 
04 when sounds are made. 
05 The sounds SQuash or press together a packue of air 
06 and when this expands or stretches out a~ain 
07 it squashes the air next to it. 
08 This happens over and over uain 
09 producing a whole series of squashes and stretches 12b, 12a, 
Ia. Ia 
10 as the sound is passed through the air. 
11 Because sounds have a regular pattern or frequency, like the waves on the sea 
12 thev are called sound "waves". 
13 But sounds are really very small ~billl~~s in the pressure of the air. Ia 
14 We cannot see sounds 
15 but we can hear them 
16 when our ears pick up the ~WI~~~ in air pressure Ia 
16a (see pues 22-25) 
17 When vou clao 
18 you smash air between your hands 
19 and the s;billle~s in air pressure make the sounds [(you hear]]. Ia 
. Ca1egones of grammancal metaphor are det&led m Tables 2.12 and 2.13 tn Chapter 2 
Table 4.8a Grammatical metaphor in PSND2 
Cl Metaphors underlined Ca~ory* 
01 Sound travels throug;h the air 
02 by spreading out in~ of ripples, like ripples on a pond. 12a 
03 These ripples are called "sound waves" 
04 and w:~ ~aus~d by [[the air vibrating]]. 12b 
05 In fact sound can travel throu~ an_y substance. 
06 This~ that you can hear sounds underwater. 12b 
07 You can even hear [[a sound travelling through woodll 
08 if vou out vour ear to a table-too 
09 and tap a spoon on the table. 
10 On the moon or in space there is no air (or anv other substance) 
II to carry the :.!il:!mtil:ms Ia 
12 This..DWIIlS. that the moon is completely silent 12b 
13 as sound cannot travel. 
14 Consequently, astronauts in space use radios 
15 to talk to each other. 
16 In an emergencv. however they could communicate 
17 by pressing their space-suit helmets together. 
18 This would .iil.J.Illi'. sound to travel as :iil:!mtions through their helmets and 12b, Ia 
through the air inside. 
. Categones of gr:ammanul metaphor •e detat!cd 1n Tables 2.12 and 2 l3 m Chapter 2 
Table 4.9a Grammatical metaphor in PSND3 
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Appendix 5 
Analyses of Seasons Texts 
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Secondary texts: 
Given 
Jnfonnation 
Summary 
Analogic Account 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
rotates 0 
01.1 which is not vertical but tilted at an angle of23112 
02 The ang.le and direction of tilt of the Earth's axis remain the same 
03 
lengths of day and night at different times of the year. 
05 Day lengths ~md temperatures depend on [[bow long the sun shines 
the the 
07 and shine a torch on it 
08 you will noti<e that the half [[facing the torch ]]JS lit up. 
09 The surface is lit most brightly directly in front of the torch. 
I 0 Although the remainder of that half is illuminated, 
11 it is not as bright as this rather small region. 
12 Similarly, the Earth's surface is most brightly lit 
13 where the sun's rays strike the surface perpendicularly 
healing sun's rays is a»o g""''"'' 
16 when they strike the Earth's surface perpendicularly 
17 i.e. when the sun is directly overhead. 
18 When the sun's rays strike the surface obliquely, 
19 they are spread over a larger area. 
01 
02 ...___ cxplsimul 
03~ 
implie :!!..... 04 
05 
imJlfeg 
~~::,: 
implie r~ ~xploon< 
!~ ,..:plsimil 
exptie 
imp/con 
13 ~x.p;loc 
14 
~~~~~====~~~~~~~~~~~;;~;;;;;;~::~========~imp/ron~ 
(i.e. at an angle closer to 90 0) than in winter 
Extension 
SEQUENCES 
22 This relationship between the angle of the sun's rays and the heating 
7.6. 
23 As a result of the tilt of the Earth's axis the southern hemisphere is 
inclined towards the sun in December and away from the sun in June 
24 (see figure 7.24) 
25 When the southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun, 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer to 90 ° 
27 and it experiences swnmer. 
28 During this time the northern hemisphere points away from the sun 
29 and is experiencing winter. 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away fr-om the sun. 
3 t most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
32 and their heating effect is less. 
33 During this time the southern hemisphere has its winter. 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same time points toward the sun 
22 
23 
36 
omn'consqj 37 When one hemisphere points toward the sun, ..-' 3
3
7
8 
~~mul 
38 the other must point away from the sun. _., ~~~~====~3~9~B~e:~::m::ili<~~::o~e~x~~~~o~f~w=m==~~~M:d~w~•~n~~~~~~~~~~::o~=====ll 
1mp!consq<!:l 
40 
hemispheres are more or less equally heated by the sun 
40 and they experience spring or autUmn. 
Figure S.Ja Conjunction and schematic structure in SSEASI 
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ORJENT ATION 
Phenomenon Seasons and the Earth's movement I Identification 
Given lnfonnation 0 I As the Earth rotates Ol~u.p!simu! 
02 it also moves in space around the sun. 02 
03 This movement is called revolution i 04 and the path around the sun is called an orbit. 05 It takes 365 114 days for each revolution. 05 06 This time interval is called one year. 06 
07 To avoid having the inconvenience of a quarter 07 
of a day at the end of each year, ~p/purp 
08 the calender has 365 days in a year. 08 
09 To make up for the missing quarter day, 
09 •. 10 Every fourth year is called a leap year ~~ P·~ 
II and has 366 days. 
Explanation 12 It is the Earth's revolution around the sun that I 12 Sununary gives us our seasons: autumn, winter, spring, imp.'ie summer. 
Given lnfonnation 13 As seen in figure 10.9, 
<i:'3 14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same exp/oomp direction throuJffiout its orbit. 14 
DEDUCTION exp/consq ~15 .:!>"p/rootr SEQUENCES 15 This tilt is therefore sometimes towards the sun 
16 while at other times away from the sun. 16 
J 7 WhiJe the southern hemisphere experiences 17~simul 
summer, 18 J 8 the northern hemisphere is experiencing winter. 
19 It can also be seen in fife're 10.10 that in nur 19 
summer, the South poe is in constant daylight 
and the north pole is in constant darkness. 
20 20 In winter the reverse is true. 
21 Figure 10.10 shows that when the northern 
part of the Earth's axis is tilted away from the 
21> sun, the southern hemisphere faces the sun ·mp/contr 
more directly. 
22 In Winter the southern hemisphere faces the 
<22 sun at a large angle. imp!consq 
23 The sun's rays are spread out over a large area. 23 
Figure 5.2a Conjunction and schematic structure in SSEAS2 
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ORIENTATION 
( Phenomenon 
. Jdentdicat100 The seasons I 
Link 01 You may have seen (Figure 2 .. 6) that the Earth is 01 drawn with its axis 'tipped over' or tilted. 
Given information 02 The angle of tilt is 23 1/2 0 02 
03 As the Earth moves around the Sun, ~~p/simul 
04 the axis always points to the same place in the 
sky. 
05 This is called the celestial pole. 05 06 Strai~ht above the north celestial pole is the 06 
star olaris, 
06.1 which is called the 'pole star'. 
07 The south eelestial pole is between the Southern 07 
Cross and the star Achemar (Figure 2.55). 
Explanation 08 The different distances to the Sun [!caused by 
<08 Summary the tilting axis of the Earth]) is not the cause of the seasons. imp/cootr 
09 They are due to the rays of light from the Sun 09 
being spread over much larger areas of the Earth' 
surface in winter when compared to summer 
(Figure 2.10). 
DEDUCTION 10 This means [[that the part of the Eart~~ closest 10 
SEQUENCES to the Sun]] has more rays for a given area 
and experiences summer]). imptcontr 
11 The area further away from the Sun has fewer 
rays for the same area II~ 12 and is thus cooler, 13 experiencing winter. explconsq 
14 The position is reversed each six months implconsq ~; (Figure 2.9). 
CLOSURE 
14 
Extension J 5 Autumn and spring occur 15 :::!>r 16 when Earth is halfway between the summer xplstmu! 
and winter positions on its orbit. 16 
Figure 5.3a Conjunction and schematic structure in SSEAS3 
SSEASl 
0 I The Earth rotates about its axis 
01.1 which is not vertical but tilted at an angle of 23 112 0 
02 The angle and direction of tilt of the Earth's axis 
remain the same 
03 as the Earth moves around the sun. 
SSEAS2 
0 l As the Earth rotates 
02 it also moves in space around the sun. 
13 As seen in figure 10.9, 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same direction 
throughout its orbit. 
SSEAS3 
02 The angle of tilt is 23 1/2 0 
03 As the Earth moves around the Sun, 
inclines 
olves ro tes 
r olves 
re olves 
~ 
' 
ot'at 
inclines 
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Figure 5.4a Semantic map for the Given Information element in secondary seasons texts 
There is substantial commonality of ideational meanings across texts in this element. The numerical value of the 
angle of the Earth's inclination on its axis is omitted from SSEAS2 and SSEAS3 does not indicate that the Earth 
rotates on its axis. Apart from the scriptally inferred meaning of on axis in SSEAS2, reader access to the selected 
meanings is literal and explicit. 
SSEASI 
28 During this time the nonhero hemisphere 
points away from the sun 
29 and is experiencing winter. 
SSEAS2 
15 This tilt is therefore sometimes towards the sun 
16 while at other times away from tbe sun. 
17 While the southern hemisphere experiences summer, 
18 tbe northern hemisphere is experiencing winter. 
21 Figure 10.10 shows that when tbe northern part 
of tbe Earth's axis is tilted away from tbe sun, 
the southern hemisphere facesthe sun more directly. 
SSEAS3 
11 The area further away from the Sun has fewer 
rays for the same area 
12 and is thus cooler, 
13 experiencing winter. 
Figure 5.5a Semantic map for second phase of DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in 
secondary seasons texts 
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SSEASI 
30 When the southern hemisphere tilts away from the 
sun, 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
32 and their heating effect is less. 
33 During this time the southern hemisphere has its 
winter. 
SSEAS2 
22 In Winter the southern hemisphere faces the sun 
at a large angle. 
23 The sun's rays are spread out over a large area. 
SSEAS3 
14 The position is reversed each six months 
(Figure 2.9). 
Figure 5.6a Semantic map for third phase of DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in 
secondary seasons texts 
497 
The additional thin, solid relation line in the map for SSEAS2 indicates that the cause of the sun's rays striking the 
earth with minimal concentration is directly attributed to the angle at which the southern hemisphere is inclined to 
the sun, and no intermediate reasoning about the oblique angle at which the sun's rays strike the surface is 
included. 
SSEASI 
34 The northern hemisphere at the same time points 
toward the sun 
35 and bas its summer. 
SSEAS3 
14 The position is reversed each six months 
(Figure 2.9). 
·Summer · · · 
Figure 5.7a Semantic map for the fourth phase of DEDUCTION SEQUENCES in 
SSEASI and SSEAS3. 
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Literal 
I Explicit I Implicit 1 ~cnptal Textual 
I Ideational 
fEXTS - SSEAS 
a;,;-: ' q q ' I q ' I 'l I T ' f3 " fTI""'l"TfTT .,.,TTTT, 
Earth 
rotates 
on axis 
inclines 
2Jii20 
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around sun 
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Table S.la Types of reader access to nuclear meanings in secondary seasons texts 
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AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFJCIRNG CJRCUMST ANCE 
01 rotates the Earth about its axis (SPATIAL:LOC'ATION) 
(MATERIAL) 
01.1 is which not vertical but tilted 
(RELATIONAL: at an angle of 23l12o 
ATIRJBU11VE) 
02 remain The angle and the same 
(RELATIONAL: direction of tilt of 
A TIRJBU11VE) the Earth's axis 
03 moves the Earth around the sun 
(MATERIAL) (SPA11AL:LOCA TION) 
04 The tilt of gives rise to the seasons and the 
the Earth's (RELATIONAL: varying lengths of 
axis CIRCUMST ANnAL: day and night at 
IDEN11FYING) different times of 
the year 
05 Day depend on ([bow long the sun 
lengths and (RELATIONAL: shines and the angle 
-
CIRCUMSTAN'llAL: [[at which the sun's 
IDEN11FYING) rays strike the 
Eartbll 
shines the sun bow long (TEMPORAL: ExTENT) 
(MATERIAL) 
the Stm's strike the Earth at which ~le) 
ray~ (MATERIAL) _(MANNER: UALITY) 
06 you ~- a smooth shiny ball TERIAL)_ 
07 shine a torch on it (SPATlAL:LOCATION) 
(_MATERIAL~ 
08 will notice you that the half [(facing 
(MENTAL) the ton:b]] is lit up 
facing the torch 
(RELATIONAL: 
CIRCUMSTAN'llAL: 
A TIRJBU11VE) 
09 is lit the surface most brightly (MANNER: QUALITY) 
(MATERIAL) directly in front of the torch 
(SPA 11AL:LOCA TION) 
10 is illuminated the remainder of 
(MATERIAL) that half 
II is rt not as bright as this 
(RELATIONAL: rather small region 
INlllNS!VE: 
ATIRJBU11VE) 
12 is lit the Earth's surface most brightly (MANNER:QUALITY) 
(MATERIAL) 
13 the sun's strike the Earth perpendicularly 
rays (MATERIAL) R:QUALITY) 
14 sec Figw-e 7.23 
(BFJIAVIOURAL) 
15 is the heating effect greatest 
(RELATIONAL: of the sun's rays 
n<mNS!VE: E) 
ATIRJBU11VE 
16 they strike the earth's surface perpendicularly 
(lliTERIAL) jMANNER:QUALITY) 
17 is the sun directly overhead 
(RELA 110NAL: (SPA11AL:LOCATION) 
n<mNSIVE: 
ATIRJBU11VEL 
18 the sun's strike the surface obliquely (MANNER:QUALITY) 
rays (MATERIAL) 
19 arc they spread over a larger 
(RELATIONAL: area 
CIRCUMSTAN'llAL: (SPATIAL; 
ATIRJBU11VE) LOCATION) 
20 is the heating effect less 
(RELATIONAL: 
IJill'ENSIVE: 
~ ATIRJBU11VE) 
·--·--~--- ---'--·-
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21 the sun's strike the Earth In swnmer (TEMPORAL: 
rays (MATERIAL) LOCATION) 
more directly, i.e. at an angle closer 
to 90°, than in winter 
R:OUALITY) 
22 is shown The relationship in figure 7.23 and activity 7.6 
(VERBAL) between the angle (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
of the sun's rays and 
the heating effect 
23 ~ the southern inclined towards the in December 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere sun (TEMPORAL: 
INIENSIVE: (SPATIAL: LOCATION) 
ATfRIBUTIVE) LOCATION) 
away from the sun in June (TEMPORAL: 
(SPATIAL:LOCAT LOCATION) 
ION) 
24 see figure 7.24 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
25 tilts the southern towards the sun 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
CJRCUMST ANTIAL 
ATfRIBUTIVE) 
26 it receives more of the sun's 
(MATERIAL) rays at an angle 
closer to 90° 
27 experiences L )_ it summer 
(BEHAVIOURAL 
28 points the northern away from the sun During this time (fEMPORAL: 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere (SPA TIAL:LOCA TION) LOCATION) 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: 
ATfRIBUTIVE) 
29 is experiencing 
(BEHA VIOVRAL) 
winter 
30 tilts the southern away from the sun 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: 
ATfRIBUTIVE) 
31 most of the strike the Earth obliquely (MANNER:QUALITY) 
sun's ravs (MATERIAL) 
32 ~ their heating effect less 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
ATfRIBUTIVE) 
33 has the southern its winter during this time (TEMPORAL: 
(BEHAVIOURAL) hemisphere LOCATION) 
34 points the northern towards the sun at the same time (TEMPORAL: 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere (SPATIAL:LOCATION) LOCATION) 
CJRCUMST~IAL: 
AITRIBtiTIVE 
35 has its summer ' 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
36 The are the reverse of each 
seasons in (RELATIONAL: other 
the INrnNSIVE: 
southern IDENTIFYING) 
and 
northern 
hemisohere 
37 points one hemisphere towards the sun 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
CJRCUMST ANTIAL: 
ATfRIBUTIVE) ' 
38 must point the other away from the sun 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL: 
CJRCUMST~: LOCATION) ' 
A TfRIBUTIVE 
39 by the sun are heated the two more or less equally 
(MATERIAL) hemispheres MANNER:QUALITY) 
' between the extremes of summer 
and winter(TEMPORAL:LOCA TION) 
40 experience they spring or autumn 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
Figure 5.8a Transitivity analysis of SSEAS 1 
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AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFICIRNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
OJ rotates the Earth 
_!_MATERiAL) 
02 moves rt in space 
(MATERiAL) (SPATIAL :LOCATION) 
around the sun 
(SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
03 revolution is called this movement 
(RELATIONAL: 
oor:NSIVE 
IDENTIFYING) 
04 an orbit is called the path around the 
(RELATIONAL: sun 
INIENSIVE· ID~) 
05 takes It [for each 365 1/4days 
(RELATIONAL: revolution] 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL; 
ATIR!BlJTIVE) 
06 one year is called this time interval 
(RELATIONAL: 
ttm:NSIVE: 
IDENT!FYING) 
07 avoid having the inconvenience 
(BEllA VIOURAL) of a quarter of a day 
at the end of each 
_y_ear 
08 has the calendar 365 days in a year 
(RELATIONAL: 
pOSSESSIVE; 
ATIR!BlJTIVE) 
09 make up for the missing quarter 
(RELATIONAL: day 
POSSESSIVE; 
IDENTIFYING) 
lO a leap year is called every fourth year 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
IDENTIFYING) 
II has 366 days 
(RELATIONAL: 
POSSESSIVE; 
ATIR!BlJTIVE) 
12 the Earth's is it [[that gives us our 
revolution (RELATIONAL: seasons: autumn, 
around the INTENSIVE: winter, spring and 
sun IDENTIFYING) summer]] 
that gives our seasons: autumn, us 
(MATERiAL) winter, spring and 
summer 
13 seen in Figure 10.9 
(MENTAL) (SPATIAL:l.OCATION) 
14 remains the Earth's axis tilted in the same throughout its orbit (TEMPORAL: 
(RELATIONAL: direction EXrnNT) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATIR!BlJTIVE_l_ 
15 is this tilt towards the sun 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL: 
ttm:NSIVE: LOCATION) 
ATIR!BlJTIVEl 
16 away from the sun at other times (TEMPORAL: 
(SPATIAL:l.OCATION) LOCATION) 
17 experiences the southern summer 
(BEHAVIOURAL) hemisphere 
18 is experiencing the northern its winter 
(BEHAVIOURAL) hemisphere 
19 can be seen it [(that in our in Figure 10.10 
(MENTAL) summer, the south (SPATIAL:l.OCATION) 
pole is in constant 
daylight and the north 
pole is in constant 
-
~ L_ 
-
L__ 
~-
- -
darkness]] 
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is the south pole in constant daylight 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL: 
OOENSIVE: LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
is the north pole in constant darkness 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL: 
INlENSIVE: LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
20 is the reverse true in winter (TEMPORAL: 
(RELATIONAL: LOCATION) 
OOENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE~ 
21 shows Figure 10.10 
(VERBAL) 
is the northern part of tilted away from the 
(RELATIONAL: the earth's axis sun 
INlENSIVE: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
faces the southern the sun more directly (MANNER:QUALITY) 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
22 faces the southern the sun at a large angle 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere (MANNER:QUALJTY) 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: in winter (TEMPORAL: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) LOCATION) 
23 are the sun's rays spread out over a 
(RELATIONAL: large area 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
Figure 5.9a Transitivity analysis of SSEAS2 
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AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
01 may have seen you that the Earth is drawn (Figure 2.6) 
(MENTAL) with its axis "tipped 
over" or tilted. 
is drawn the Earth with its axis tipped over or tilted 
(MATERIAL) (MANNER:QUAL_ITYl_ 
02 23 112° is the angle of tilt 
(RELATIONAL: 
lNTENSIVE: 
IDENT!FYlNG) 
03 ~~~ the earth around the sun ISPA11AL:LOCATION) 
04 the axis points to the same place in the 
(RELATIONAL: sky 
INTI!NS!VE: 
IDBNT!FYING) 
05 the is called this 
celestial (RELATIONAL: 
pole IN11!Ns!VE: 
IDENTIFYING) 
06 is the star Polaris straight above the 
(RELATIONAL: north celestial pole 
lNTENS!VE: (SPA11AL:LOCATION) 
ATIRIBU1TVE) 
06.1 the "pole is called which 
sw" (RELATIONAL: 
INTI!NS!VE: 
IDENTIFYING) 
07 is the south celestial between the Southern (Figure 2.55) 
(RELATIONAL: pole Cross and the star 
IN11!Ns!VE: Achernar 
ATIRIBU1TVE) (SPA11AL:LOCATION) 
08 The is not the cause of the 
different (RELATIONAL: seasons 
distances to IN11!Ns!VE: 
the Sun IDENTIFYING) 
[[caused 
by the 
tilting axis 
of the 
Earth_ll 
by the caused 
tilting axis (RELATIONAL: 
of the CIRCUMSTANTIAL 
Earth IDENTIFYING) 
09 are They due to the rays of light (Figure 2.10) 
(RELATIONAL: from the sun being 
!NrENSIVE: spread over much 
ATIRIBUllVE) larger areas of the 
Earth's surface in 
winter when compared 
with summer 
being the rays of light from spread over much in winter 
(RELATIONAL: the sun larger areas of the (nMPORAL:LOCATION) 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL Earth's surface 
ATIRIBU1TVE) 
_(SPATIAL: LOCATION) 
compared with summer 
(RELATIONAL: 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: 
IDENTIFYING) 
10 This means [[that the part of the 
(RELATIONAL: Earth closest to the 
lNTENSIVE: sun has more rays 
IDENTIFYING) for a given area and 
experi~js 
summer 
has that part of the Earth more rays for a given 
(RELATIONAL: closest to the sun area 
POSSESSIVE: 
A TIRIBU1TVE_l_ 
(RELATIONAL: closest to the Earth 
lNTENS!VE: 
ATIRIBU1TVE) 
505 
experiences summer 
JBEHA VJOURAL) 
II has The area further fewer rays for the 
RELATIONAL: away from the sun same area 
POSSESSIVE: 
ATIRIBUTIVE) 
(RELATIONAL: further away from the 
INTENSIVE: sun 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
12 is cooler 
{RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
A TIRIBUTIVEl_ 
13 experiencing Winter 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
14 is the position reversed every six months 
{RELATIONAL: (TEMPORAL:LOCAT!ON) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATIRIBUTIVE) 
15 ~r Autumn and Spring TERIAL) 
16 is the earth halfWay between the 
(RELATIONAL: summer and winter 
INTENSIVE: positions on its orbit 
ATIRIBUTIVE) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
Figure 5.10a Transitivity analysis ofSSEAS3 
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Cl•use Metaphors underlined Catel!orv* 
01 The Earth rotates about its axis 
01.1 which is not vertical but tilted at an angle of231f20. 
02 The an~le and direction ofliltofthe Earth's axis remain the same 2b 
03 as the Earth moves around the sun. 
04 IhUiJ.t of the Earth's axis ~ives rise to the seasons and the varvin~ len¢1s of 2b, 12b, 
~Y and night at different times of the vear. 5d, 2b 
05 Day len¢ls and temperatures depend on [[how long the sun shines and the 6a, 2b, 
angle [[at which the sun's rays strike the Earth.llll 12b, 
06 If vou take a smooth shiny ball 
07 and shine a torch on it 
08 you will notice that the half [[facing the torch ]lis lit up. 
09 The surface is lit most brightly directlv in front of the torch. 
10 Although the remainder of that half is illuminated 
II it is not as bright as this rather small region. 
12 Similarlv. the Earth's surface is most brightlY lit 
13 where the sun's rays strike the surface pe!J)endicularly 
14 (see figure 7.23). 
15 Ih~ h~lllin~ ~ff~~ of the sun's rays is also greatest 5a, 12a 
16 when they strike the Earth's surface perpendicularly 
17 i.e. when the sun is directly_ overhead. 
18 When the sun's rays strike the surface obliquely, 
19 they are spread over a larger area, 
20 and lb~ b~aliD~ ~ff~'l is less. 5a, 12a 
21 In summer, the sun's rays strike the Earth more directly (i.e. at an angle closer 
to 900) than in winter 
22 This relationship between the angle of the sun's rays and the beatin~ effect is lc, 5a, 12a 
shown in figure 7.23 and activity 7 .6. 
23 As a result of lb£.liltof the Earth's axis the southern hemisphere is inclined 12d,2b 
towards the sun in December and away from the sun in June 
24 (see figure 7.24) 
25 When the southern hemis]lhere tilts towards the sun 
26 it receives more of the sun's rays at an angle closer to 900 
27 and it experiences summer. 
28 l:!udn~ this tim~ the northern hemisphere_points away from the sun 12d 
29 and is experiencing winter. 
30 When the southern hemisohere tilts awav from the sun 
31 most of the sun's rays strike the Earth obliquely 
32 and their~ is less. 5a, 12a 
33 i:!U[iD~ Ibis lim~ the southern hemisphere has its winter. 12d 
34 The northern hemisphere at lbt Sill!l~ timt points toward the sun 12d 
35 and has its summer. 
36 The seasons in the southern and northern hemispheres are always lbe reyeroe of 12a 
each other. 
37 When one hemisphere points toward the sun 
38 the other must ooint away from the sun. 
39 Between the two extremes of summer and winter, the two hemispheres are 
more or less eouallv heated by the sun 
40 and they experience spring or autumn. 
. Categories of grainmatical metaphor are detailed in Tables 2.12 and2.13 in Chapter 2 
Table 5.2a Grammatical metaphor in SSEAS 1 
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Clause Metaohors underlined Cale!!orv• 
01 As the Earth rotates 
02 it also moves in space around the sun. 
03 This mQ~~m~nl is called [~YQh.JliQD Ia, Ia 
04 and the ~th around the sun is called an orbit 
05 It takes 3651/4 days for each [l;VQillliQD, Ia 
06 This time interval is called one vear. 
07 To avoid havin2lb; iDI<lln:.:;ni~DS<~ of a quarter of a day at the end of each year, 2b 
08 The calendar has 365 days in a year. 
09 To make up for the missing quarter day, 
10 everv fourth vear is called a leap vear 
11 and has 366 days. 
12 It is the Earth's reyolutjon around the sun that aives us our seasons: autumn, Ia, 12b 
winter spring, summer. 
13 As seen in figure I 0.9 
14 The Earth's axis remains tilted in the same direction throughout its orbit. 
15 This lil1 is therefore sometimes towards the sun 2b 
16 while at other times away from the sun. 
17 While the southern hemisohere experiences summer 
18 the northern hemisphere is eXJ>Criencing winter. 
19 It can also be seen in figure 10.10 [[that in our summer, the South pole is in 5h, 5h 
and the north pole is in S<2D:ilillll !lmm.Jl 
20 In winter llu: ~vm' is true. 12a 
21 Figure I 0.10 shows that 
when the northern part of the Earth's axis is tilted away from the sun 
the southern hemisphere faces the sun more directly. 
22 In Winter the southern hemisphere faces the sun at a large angle. 
23 The sun's rays are spread out over a large area. 
• Categories of grammatical-iilctaphor arc detailed in Tables 2.T23nd 2l31n Chapter 2 
Table 5.3a Grammatical metaphor in SSEAS2 
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Cl•use Meta11hors underlined Calel!orv* 
01 You may have seen (Figure 2 .. 6) [[that the Earth is drawn with its axis 'tipped 
over' or tilted.]] 
02 The angle ofli.!1 is 230. 2b 
03 As the Earth moves around the Sun 
04 the axis always 110ints to the same place in the skv. 
05 This is called the celestial pole. 
06 Straight above the north celestial pole is the star Polaris 
06.1 which is called the 'pale star'. 
07 The south celestial pole is between the Southern Cross and the star Achemar 
(Figure 2.55). 
08 The different distances to the Sun[~ by the~ axis of the Earth]) is 12b, 12a 
not lb~ "iW~i: of the seasons. 
09 They are [[~the rays of light from the Sun being spread over much larger 12c, 12b 
areas of the Earth's surface in winter when to summer (Figure 2.10).]) 
10 This= [[that the part of the Earth closest to the Sun has more rays for a 12b 
given area and experiences sumrnerll. 
II The area further away from the Sun has fewer rays for the same area 
12 and is thus cooler 
13 experiencing winter. 
14 The position is 0::\:~J:S~Ii each six months (Figure 2.9). 12b 
15 Autumn and soring occur 
16 when Earth is halfway between the summer and winter positions on its orbit. 
. 
"t:::ategorle:S of graffimatical metaphor are-detailed iii Tables 2.12 and -2.13 in -Chapter 2 
Table 5.4a Grammatical metaphor in SSEAS3 
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Primary texts: 
ORIENTATION 
~r;;~t~~~~---_-_·_·_·_·_·_·;~·;;;;~~~·;;~~~---_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_J 
f i.i~k ............. oi. i-;; cii,~~~; ·rt.~·~.;~· ~i u;; ;;.;;.;~ ................................. ~>· ..................... [ 
[ 02 we must look again at the Earth in its orbit explpurp ~ 
' 0 ' 
:. r • r • r r r • r r r r • • • r r • r • !'!'?1}1)~ .t!t~ r ~~-. r • r • r r r r r r r • • r r r r • r r r • • r r r • • • r r • r • r r r • r r r • • r r r r r r r r r • r r r r • r r r r r r r r • • r r r; 
................................................................ •'!11Jlil:<: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •, 
:oiven 03 The Earth travels once round the sun each year. 1 • • 03 : 
!Information ; 
: ......••... " •... ". 9!1-.J! is. ~ .. sP .. ~J?i!lp}~~}~'! ~~-1:!'!.!1. ~i..Sl ~.!1~.~~1}'. ~1 ]lp}~f'J~....... . ............ !¥ .......................... ) 
DEDUCTION 
SEQUENCES 
OS As 1t spms, 
06 one side of the globe is lit by 
the Sun 
07 and is in daylight; 
08 the other side is turned away 
from the Sun 
09 and is in darkness. 
10 If the Earth's axis were upright, 
compared with its path around the sun, 
II day and night would be the same length a11 over 
the world, 
12 and there would be no seasons. 
V> ............... 
exp/simul 
~ imp/consq 7 irnp/contr 
~ 
09 imp/consq 
~ exp/cond imp/consq 
F;;;; i~io""~~i~~ ··~·3 ·a~t th; Earth·; -~i; i;~~t~Priiht.· · ·· · ,, , , .... ,, .... ,i~p;i~; 3 C'IJ!IWnc •• -~ ..................... . 
L ..... , ......... , !~. !~!'. ~i!t;~. ~~:~ ~~ ~~. ~':1. ~:~e!..... ... .. . . .. . ... .. . . . . . . . . , ........ ;I,.::!:>·;;;,~~~~. 
· · I ~5 15 so that the globe IS unevenly l1t. 
CLOSURE 
Extension 
16 In midsummer,<< 17>>the northern 
hemisphere is tilted towards the Sun. 
17 <<when the Earth is at one end of its 
annual journey>> 
18 The days are long 
19 and the nights are short. 
20 North of the Arctic Circle the Sun 
never sets. 
21 In winter, at the opposite end of the 
journey, the northern regions are tilted away 
from the Sun. 
22 Nights are long, 
23 and the days are short and cool. 
24 The tropica1 regions, close to the 
Equator, are evenly lit at all times of 
the year 
25 and so have hardly any seasonal 
changes. 
imp/i.e. 
imp/consq 
imp/consq 
1mp/conc 
:~ 
•:> 
20 
r.> 
exp/simul 
imp/contr 
.imp/contr 
imp/contr 
:~ exp/consq 
Figure SJ la Conjunction and schematic structure in PSEASI 
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ORIENTATION 
,,,,, ............................................................................................... 
: •••••••••••••••• ~~--~-THJ;: .Yl'AJJ)~Qlft!l? ••.•..••.••.••..••.•...••.•••.••..••..••.••...••...••....••• ; 
~Explanation 01 Seasons are the result of the tilt of the Earth 01 : .......................................................................... ;;!!.{ .................. 
:.~~~~ ............. ~. i! .~r~~'!.~':~~ ~~ ~P,'l:................................ . ....................... ; 
imp/i.e. 
DEDUCTION 02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is ,. ~ SEQUENCES pointing towards the Sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its hot summer imp/consq 03 
t 04 and the Southern Hemisphere has its cold winter. 
imp/succ 
05 Six months later, the opposite is true. 0 
06 In between, the weather changes 06 
during spring and autumn. 
07 These seasons happen 0
'>xp/consq 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly 08 
in parts of the world [[tilted away from the Sun (in winter)l]. 
09 Also, the length of each day is shorter. 09 
10 The opposite is true 1 ~exp/simul 
11 when that pan of the Earth is tilted towards II 
the Sun in summer. 
CLOSURE 
: E;t~;rd~ · • • • • • • n· (t:ompare iliiS'tCJthe' reaSOil([WliY the pates······················· ·12 • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • ·: 
: ................... ~: ~!~ ?~. r·~: .sJp_ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••..•••.••••••••.••••.••••.•• : 
Figure 5.12a Conjunction and schematic structure in PSEAS2 
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ORIENTATION 
~~---······································································································· ;Phenomenon ; 
:Identification The seasons ; 
?f."··-·.·.·.·-:-·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·~---·.·.·.·.·.·.·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·~~---·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·~--.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.; 
xplanatton • 
: ~~!!'!ll'!'Y ........ 9! . T~~-~<.'!'?~J. ~-<:'!'!'.e~. ~¥.'!'~ }2~:s. ?~~i! . . "!?~~~- tJt.<. §~~' ....... ~;- .................. J 
fGi~e~ i~io·~~i~~. ~~. ~: -~i· .• ::n· ~~~~:. ~~~-~·e· ~~~ ~;: ;s· ~~~;;~.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~;· .................. ·; 
......................... ~................... ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .......................... 
imn/i.e. 
DEDUCTION UJ uunng summer, m the northern world, tne mulWly sun ~ .!!._03 4~ SEQUENCES is over a region north of the equator, 
04 so its rays are more concentrated exp/consq 04 ..... 
OS and feel hotter. +s~ imp/consq 
06 During winter the Sun is over a region $~ 
)imp/contr 
south of the equator, imp/consq 
07 and the rays reaching the north spread out 
over a larger area. 
imp/i.e. 
08 They are less concentrated. ~8 
irnp/conso ( 
CLOSURE 
Conclusion 09 Places south of the equator have their summer 1 ~xpisimul I 0 when places north of the equator have winter. 10 
Figure 5.13a Conjunction and schematic structure in PSEAS3 
PSEASl 
21 In wmter. at the opposite end of the 
Journey. the northern regions are tilted 
away from the Sun. 
22 N1ghts are long. 
23 and the days are short and cool. 
PSEAS2 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is 
poinnng towards the Sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere bas its bot summer 
04 and the Southern Hetlllspbere bas its cold wmter. 
OS Si.I months later, tht opposite is true. 
07 Tbtst seasons happen 
08 because tht Su.o's rays art spread mort thinly 
In parts of tht world I( tilted away from tht 
Suo (In winter))]. 
09 Also, tht ltqth of tach day is aborter. 
PSEAS3 
06 During winter the Sun is over a region 
south of the equator, 
07 and the rays reaching the north spread out 
over a Larger area. 
08 They are less concentrated. 
~bti;~~·~ "' , ......... /;;;-,,~ ....... , 
;,· ......... f~::~.;~:~.~ ~J(;>· '··~--· ! 
; Sun's L-·-·''--·v ...._ 
, rays (·-~.v/ I 
. ! ¥ . $~::; 
• ......... 1 1 strike ~ _,__ ....... 
r;:r::·: .... ,f!u;~)~~il;~~lt&Y+. l 
............ ---•'"' T"' : ~-- ~
"------~:.;beat 1 
...,, ......... .,.. -~· · ···· ··~ ,/.,..., ........... ,, 
r---"( as/~ . .) i (away from i 
: ~·w ' •• sun / ~ -- i '-"~; .. ·•'' 
• .L i *; .. 
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Figure 5.14a Semantic maps for "northern winter" phase of DEDUCTION SEQUENCES 
in primary seasons texts 
An appropriate semantic mapping of the location in time realised in clause 05 in PSEAS2 as "Six months later" is 
problematic. Here it can be considered an implicit realisation of the specific location in time of the northern winter 
"in December". 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is 
pointing towards the Suo 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its hot summer 
04 ud the Southern Hemaspbere bas Its cold willte1 
OS Six months later, the opposite is true. 
07 These seasons happen 
08 bec:ause the Sua's rays are spread mort thinly 
in parts or tht world ([tilted away from tht 
Sun (in winter))). 
09 Also. the length of each day is shorter. 
10 The opposite ts true 
11 when that part of the Earth is tilted towards 
the Sun 1n summer 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit, the North Pole is 
pointing towards the Suo 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its hot summer 
05 Sb months later, tht opposite is true. 
07 These seasons happen 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly 
in parts of the world [[nlted away from the 
Sun (in winter))). 
09 Also, the length of each day is shorter. 
10 Tbt opposite is true 
11 whea that part of the Earth is tilted towards 
the Sua in summer. 
q,'6liq~;iy'\ ~ .. ~ ......... ~5~ . ........ ~  
'·-.. ..-"· ~ '-w" ! way from 
} ·'l.t:>... l sun 
....... l ....... Strik .. ~w:.:v- { 
,.. .,._ e uthem { 
:.,,~_ .• .J emispher inclines ! 
.I, (§V 
-=-:-
Figure 5.15a Semantic maps for "southern winter" and "southern summer" in PSEAS2 
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Table 5.5a Types of reader access to nuclear meanings in primary seasons texts 
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AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
I to discover the cause of the seasons 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
2 must look at we the Earth in its orbit again 
(BEHAVIOURAL) around the Sun (TEMPORAL: 
FREQUENCY) 
3 travels the Earth round the Sun 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
once each year (TEMPORAL: 
FREQUENCY) 
4 is spinning it on its own axis 
(MATERIAL) (SPA TIAL:LOCA TION) 
once, every 24 hours 
(TEMPORAL: FREQUENCY) 
5 spins 
(MATERIAL I 
it 
6 by the sun is lit one side of the 
(MATERIAL) 2lobe 
7 is in daylight 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
8 is the other side turned away from the 
(RELATIONAL: sun 
INTENSIVE: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
9 is in darkness 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
10 were the Earth's upright compared with 
(RELATIONAL: axis its path around the sun 
INTENSIVE: (MANNER:QUALITY) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
II would be day and night the same length all over the world 
(RELATIONAL: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
12 would be no seasons 
(EXISTENTIAL) 
13 is the Earth's not upright 
I 
(RELATIONAL axis 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
I4 is rt tilted over at 23 112 
(RELATIONAL: degrees 
NI"ENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
I5 is lit the globe unevenly (MANNER: QUALITY) 
(MATERIAL) 
16 is the northern tilted toward the sun in midsummer (TEMPORAL: 
(RELATIONAL: hemisphere (SPATIAL:LOCATION) LOCATION) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
I7 is the Earth at one end of its annual 
(RELATIONAL: journey 
INTENSIVE: (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
18 are the days long 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
19 are the nights short 
(RELATIONAL: 
INfENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
20 sets the sun north of the Arctic 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
21 are the northern tilted away from the Sun In winter 
(RELATIONAL: regions (TEMPORAL:LOCATION) 
INTENSIVE: at the opposite end of the journey 
ATTRffiUTIVE) (TEMPORAL:LOCA TION) 
516 
22 are nights long 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE; 
A TIRIBUTIVE)_ 
23 are the days short and cool 
(RELATIONAL: 
INl<NSIVE; 
ATIRIBUTIVE) 
24 are lit the tropical close to the equator 
(MATERIAL) regions (SPATIAL:LOCATION) 
evenly (MANNER:QUALITY) 
at all times of the year 
(TEMPORAL:UJCA TION) 
25 have any seasonal changes 
(BEHAVIOURAL) 
Figure 5.16a Transitivity analysis ofPSEASI 
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AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC!RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
I Seasons are the result of the tilt 
(RELATIONAL: of the Earth as it 
INTENSIVE: orbits around the 
IDENTIFYING) Stm 
orbits it around the sun 
(MATERIAL) (SPATIAL: 
LOCATION) 
2 is pointing the North Pole towards the Sun At one end of the Earth's 
(RELATIONAL: orbit (SPATIAL: 
CIRCUMSTANTW.: LOCATION) 
ATIRIBtmVE) 
3 has the northern its hot summer 
(BEHA VJOURAL) hemisphere 
4 has the southern its cold winter 
(BEHAVIOURAL) hemisphere 
5 ~ the opposite true six months later 
(RELATIONAL: (TEMPORAL: 
INTENSIVE: LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
6 changes the weather during spring and 
(MATERIAL) autumn 
(TEMPORAL: 
LOCATION) 
7 happen these seasons 
(MATERIAL) 
8 are the Sun's rays spread more thinly in parts of the world 
(RELATIONAL: [[tilted away from the 
INTENSIVE: Sun (in winter)]] 
ATTRIBUTIVE) (TEMPORAL: 
LOCATION) 
( ................ ) tilted away from the Sun in winter (TEMPORAL: 
(RELATIONAL: LOCATION) 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
9 ~ the length of each shorter 
(RELATIONAL: day 
INTENSIVE: 
A TTRIBUTIV!O) 
10 ~ the opposite true 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
' ATTRIBUTIVE) 
II ~ that part of the Earth tilted towards the Sun in summer 
(RELATIONAL: (TEMPORAL: I INTENSIVE: LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) I 
12 compare this to the reason [[why the 1 
(BEHAVIOURAL) poles are cold]] I 
on page 8 
are the poles cold 
! (RELATIONAL: 
I INTENSIVE: ATTRIBUTIVE) 
Figure 5.17a Transitivity analysis ofPSEAS2 
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AGENT PROCESS MEDIUM BENEFIC/RNG CIRCUMSTANCE 
I by the Earth's are caused the seasons 
orbit around the (RELATIONAL: 
sun CIRCUMSTANTIAL: 
IDENTIFYING_l_ 
2 shows the diagram [[how the Earth's axis is 
(VERBAL) slanted]] 
~ the Earth's axis slanted how 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: ' 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
3 ~ the midday sun over a region north of the During summer 
(RELATIONAL: equator (SPATIAL: (TEMPORAL: I 
INTENSIVE: LOCATION) LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) in the northern world 
I 
(SPATIAL: 
LOCATION) 
4 are its rays more concentrated 
I 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
5 feel hotter 
I (RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
I ATTRIBUTIVE) 
6 is the sun over a region south of the During winter 
(RELATIONAL: equator (SPATIAL: (fEMPORAL: 
I 
INTENSIVE: LOCATION) LOCATION) 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
7 spread out the rays [[reaching over a larger area 
(RELATIONAL: the north]] (SPATIAL: LOCATION) 
CIRCUMSTANTIAL: 
ATTRIBUTIVE) 
reaching the north 
(MATERIAL) 
8 are they less concentrated 
(RELATIONAL: 
INTENSIVE: 
A TTRIBUTIVEl_ 
9 have places south of the their summer 
(BEHAVIOURAL) equator 
)0 have places north of the winter 
(BEHA VJOURAL) equator 
Figure 5.18a Transitivity analysis ofPSEAS3 
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Cl Metaohors underlined Cate2orv* 
OJ To discover lb~ !<ill!S~ of the seasons 12a 
02 we must look a~ain at the Earth in its orbit around the Sun. 
03 The Earth travels once round the sun each year. 
04 It is also sninniru;-on its own axis once everv 24 hours. 
05 As it spins 
06 one side of the elobe is lit by the Sun 
07 and is in !la~li~hl; 2b 
08 the other side is turned awav from the Sun 
09 and is in dm:km:s~- 2b 
10 If the Earth's axis were uori<!ht compared with its path around the sun, 
II dav and night would be the same ~ aJI over the world, 2b 
12 and there would be no seasons. 
13 But the Earth's axis is not unri2ht. 
14 It is tilted over at 231/2 degrees 
15 SO that the~obe is unevenlY- lit. 
16 In midsummer << .... >>the northern hemisnhere is tilted towards the Sun. 
17 <<when the Earth is at one end of its annual journey>> 
18 The davs are long-
19 and the nii>hts are short. 
20 North of the Arctic Circle the Sun never sets. 
21 In winter, at the opposite end of the journey, the northern regions are tilted 
awav from the Sun. 
22 Nights are long. 
23 and the davs are short and cool. 
24 The tronical re~ions close to the Eauator are evenly lit at aJI times of the year 
25 and so have hardly an:l' seasonal chan~es. _ Ia, 6a 
- -
Categories of gramm-atical met8Phor-are d~l{ailicrin Tables 2.12 and 2.13 in Chapter 2 
Table 5.6a Grammatical metaphor in PSEASI 
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Cl Metaphors underlined Ca~ry• 
01 Seasons are lb~ r~~lllt of thUil1 of the Earth as it orbits round the Sun. 12a, 2b 
02 At one end of the Earth's orbit the North Pole i" pointing towards the Sun 
03 and the Northern Hemisphere has its hot summer 
04 and the Southern Hemisphere has its cold winter. 
05 Six months later, lb~ !lllll!l~it~ is true. 12a 
06 In between the weather changes during spring and autumn. 
07 These seasons happen 
08 because the Sun's rays are spread more thinly in parts of the world [[tilted 
away from the Sun {in winter)]]. 
09 Also, !be ]epgth of each day is shorter. 2b 
10 ~ · istrue 12a 
II when that part of the Earth is tilted towards the Sun in summer. 
12 (Compare this to the reasgn [[why the poles are cold on page 8)]) 12a 
•catCgories of graminatical inetaphOr are detailed in Tables- 2.12 and 2.13 in ChaPtcri 
Table 5.7a Grammatical metaphor in PSEAS2 
Cl Metaphors underlined Category• 
01 The seasons are ~by the Earth's orbit around the Sun. 12b 
02 The dia,gram shows ffhow the Earth's axis is slantedll. 
03 During summer, in the northern world, the midday sun is over a region north 
of the equator 
04 so its ravs are more concentrated 
05 and feel hotter. 
06 During winter the Sun is over a region south of the equator 
07 and the ravs ffreachinl!: the northllspread out over a larl!:er area. 
08 Thev are less concentrated. 
09 Places south of the eJ!uator have their summer 
10 when places north of the equator have winter. 
··categQries ofj!ramm8tical mei3phor arC detailed in TabiCs 2.12 mid 2.13 in Chapter 2 
Table 5.8a Grammatical metaphor in PSEAS3 
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Appendix 6 
Analyses of Field effects on variation in explanatory texts 
within and across primary and secondary school levels 
Table 6.1 a Variation of schematic structure with Field within secondary texts 
(This display does not show the iteration of the DEDUCTION SEQUENCES and CLOSURE elements in the first 
seasons text). 
522 
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Table 6.2a Variation of schematic structure with Field within primary texts 
Elements of schematic structure which occurred in the secondary texts but not in the primary texts are indicated by 
the light shading. 
faPriTxt1 I:IPriTxt2 IS'IPriTxt3 •secTxt1 CSecTxt2 BSecTxt3 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 +--------------+ 
Coal 
(effective) 
Sound 
(effective) 
Figure 6.1 a Proportion of effective Material processes in total number of Material 
processes in each text 
COAL SOUND SEASONS 
Primary Secondary Primary Secondary Primary Secondary 
TEXTS 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Catego_ry 
GROUP RANK 
I Nominal group 2 I I 1 I 2 1 I 
parataxis 
I I Thing " Qualifier I 
2 Verbal group parataxis I I 2 
3 Embedded clauses 
CLAUSE RANK 
4 Relattonal mtenstve I 2 I I I 2 I 2 3 2 
tdentt.fYing clause 
S Relational possessive I 
attributive clause 
CLAUSE COMPLEX 
6 Projection 
7 Paratactic elaborating 
clause 
DISCOURSE SEMANTICS 
8 Reference I I 
DISCOURSE SEMANTICS 
AND LEXICOORAMMAR 
9 Reference and I 2 2 
Relational: identifying 
clause 
TOTAL I 0 0 5 4 1 2 4 1 4 2 5 0 0 0 I 4 3 
5 I 3 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 7 3 3 5 5 4 
UNDEFINED TECHNlCAL 
TERMS 
Table 6.3a Comparison of use of resources for naming and defining technical terms 
524 
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